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FOREWORD

In 1994, CSNI’s Principal Working Group on the Confinement of Accidental Radioactive Releases
(PWG4) and its Task Group on Severe Accident Phenomena in Containment (SAC) identified a need
for a state-of-the-art report (SOAR), to bring together what had been learnt from several International
Standard Problem (ISP) exercises regarding the predictive capability of codes, as well as the need for
a discussion of the codes’ adequacy (or inadequacy) for plant applications.

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) endorsed the PWG4’s proposal to
prepare a SOAR.  Prof. Dr. H. Karwat agreed to take the lead in this effort, with financial support
from the OECD.  A small Writing Group was set up; its members are listed in the Annex.

The Writing Group met twice in 1996, twice in 1997, and once in 1998.  Lead Authors were
appointed for the various chapters of the report.  The final version was endorsed by the SAC, PWG4
and CSNI respectively in March 1998, September 1998 and December 1998.

The CSNI expresses its gratitude to the various governments and organizations that made
experimental and analytical data available for the preparation of the report as well as for the
resources—time, staff, effort and money—devoted to this substantial piece of work.

The Committee particularly thanks the AECL for assuming the task of editing the final version of the
report.  This work required a high level of technical competence and a rigorous check of the accuracy
and consistency of the text.  Special thanks are due to Mr. G. Koroll and Mr. M. Krause who went
beyond the call of duty to ensure the high quality of the final report, and to Ms. A. Soonawala who
did an excellent job in improving the language, the coherence, and the presentation and layout of the
chapters.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the course of severe accidents in water-cooled nuclear power plants, large amounts of
hydrogen could be generated and released into the containment.  The formation of hydrogen
inevitably accompanies any core degradation process.  The problem may be amplified by the less-
likely core-concrete interaction during a subsequent basemat erosion.  The integrity of the
containment could be challenged by certain hydrogen combustion modes if no mitigative measures
were available.  International consensus is that a detailed knowledge of containment
thermalhydraulics is necessary to analyse the effectiveness of hydrogen mitigation methods, even
though, at present, there are no generally accepted requirements for this purpose.  During the last
decade, considerable international efforts have been undertaken to better understand the associated
problems by executing a large number of experiments and subjecting the test results to extensive
analytical assessment.

The CSNI Principal Working Group 4 at its meeting in September 1995 proposed to CSNI to draft a
state-of-the-art-report (SOAR) on "Containment Thermalhydraulics and Hydrogen Distribution."
CSNI had endorsed the preparation of such a SOAR at its November 1995 meeting.

The mandate for this SOAR can be best illustrated by several guiding questions that had been raised
and discussed during earlier meetings of PWG4 and its Task Group on Severe Accident Phenomena
in Containment (SAC):

• What had been learnt from recent International Standard Problem (ISP) exercises on
containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution?

 
• What could be concluded about the codes’ abilities to predict the containment thermal

behaviour from ISPs and from other related tests for plant application?
 
• How should remaining uncertainties be best handled?
 
• What more needs to be done, if anything?

Consequently, the main objectives of this SOAR are

1. to assess the current capabilities to make relevant predictions for the plant assessment of
existing and future containments with respect to pressure, temperature and gas
concentration-distribution inside the containment under severe accident conditions; and

 
2. to address strengths and weaknesses of analytical methods realized in codes that are in use

to predict the effectiveness of a chosen mitigation technique (e.g., lumped-parameter
codes or three-dimensional (3D) field codes) or both taking into account important
simulation uncertainties.

In addressing these objectives, available accident management actions and their possible feedback on
containment phenomena (e.g., stratification, etc.) should be kept in mind to avoid a purely academic
evaluation.

In face of ongoing activities within PWG4 in assessing the SOAR on turbulent combustion and
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), the consequences of highly transient combustion events
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on mass and energy distribution inside the containment will not be treated here.  On the other hand,
mitigation measures resulting in a slow change of pressure and local temperature-and gas-distribution
will be addressed, e.g., the effect of passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs) on natural-convection
events.  Experiments and analyses serving the study of physico-chemical phenomena of autocatalytic
processes inside the PAR—e.g., concerning component qualification of PARs or the selection of
catalytic materials—remain outside the scope of this report.

Traditionally, containments of water-cooled power reactors have been designed to withstand the
mechanical and thermal consequences of a spectrum of anticipated loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs).  The design-basis accident (DBA) scenarios, which cover a range of postulated ruptures of
primary or secondary coolant lines up to the large-diameter main recirculation line, have been
internationally adopted to support the specification for the design and the safety assessment of most
engineered safety systems.  Typical DBA short- and medium-term phenomena and processes have
been evaluated in detail in two earlier SOARs.

CSNI-Report 126 was drafted to assess the relevant fundamental and confirmatory research projects
conducted in context with the design of western pressure suppression system containments for
boiling-water reactors (BWRs) between 1975 and 1985.  CSNI Report 166—addressing relevant
fundamental and confirmatory research projects conducted between 1975 and 1985, in support of the
design of large dry full-pressure containments of pressurized-water reactors (PWRs)—was published
in December 1989.  Phenomena associated with the local compartment pressurization and with the
global containment pressurization process were considered, to allow the safe design of the
containment once the rules and guidelines issued by the licensing authorities are observed.
Qualitative comparisons of pretest predictions with large-scale test data indicated sufficient safety
margins to warrant a reliable design of the containment system.  Code validation work and, in
particular, results of the ISP activities supported this qualitative conclusion.  No further research
work was deemed necessary at that moment, with respect to phenomena associated with the DBA
concept.

Little new information has become available with respect to DBA-oriented experimental activities
since that time.  ISP 23 was the last ISP exercise confirming findings of earlier studies.  Taking into
account the conservative principles of the containment design procedures, the conclusions and
recommendations of both of the preceding SOARs remain fully valid.

The radiological consequences and probabilities of severe accident scenarios have been evaluated in
the frame of risk studies.  For such scenarios, the preservation of the containment integrity is of
utmost importance.  In specific, the release of hydrogen poses a particular threat to the containment
as for nearly all severe accident sequences it may lead to a dangerous combustion load if it remains
unmitigated.  Other processes like high-pressure core-melt ejection into the lower plenum, core-melt
interactions with water or a core-melt penetrating the containment basemat may also threaten the
containment integrity under certain conditions of severe accidents.  Some thermalhydraulic aspects of
such events were recently discussed in the SOAR on High-Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME) and
Direct Containment Heating (DCH) (1996) and in the technical note on Ex-Vessel Core Melt Debris
Coolability and Steam Explosions (1996).

Large amounts of hydrogen could be generated and released into the containment during the course
of severe accidents in water-cooled nuclear power plants (NPPs).  The formation of hydrogen
inevitably accompanies any core degradation process.  It poses a particular threat to the containment
because for nearly all anticipated severe accident sequences, it may lead to a dangerous combustion
load if it remains unmitigated.  Gas transport and mixing within the containment free volume are
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important thermalhydraulic phenomena in this context.  Considerable international efforts have been
undertaken to better understand long-term containment thermalhydraulics by conducting a large
number of experiments and then subjecting the test results to extensive analytical assessment.
Progress in this area has been assessed keeping in mind the available hydrogen mitigation concepts,
including the use of deliberate ignition, the installation of passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs),
pre-or post-inerting the free containment volume and early venting.  Each method has specific
advantages and problems, which are largely dependent on the thermalhydraulic conditions of the
containment atmosphere and on the type of containment.  Although most pressure suppression
system containments of BWRs are permanently inerted during normal operation, hydrogen mitigation
is activated in large dry containments of PWRs only in case a severe accident has occurred.  A
number of thermalhydraulic codes are in use to analyse the plant behaviour and estimate the
effectiveness of mitigation procedures under such conditions.

To ensure the validity of codes, the PIRT (phenomena identification and ranking table) evaluation
methodology has been developed to identify and assign importance to various phenomena occurring
in safety-relevant components, in this case, the containment.  The PIRT method establishes a strong
linkage between an experimental program—code validation, in general—and containment accident
analyses.  The identification process proceeds without reference to a particular code or modelling
capability, drawing on a physical interpretation of processes that are known to occur in current and
advanced light-water reactors (LWRs) during postulated reactor accidents.  Within the framework of
this report, PIRT has been introduced to identify the main phenomena and processes dominating the
thermalhydraulic containment behaviour associated with some hydrogen mitigation techniques, such
as recombination and gas dilution schemes.  In this sense, several processes—in particular, the gas–
steam–air distribution, mixing and long-term pressurization—have been addressed.  Important threat
to the containment integrity has been attributed to certain hydrogen combustion modes, to the direct
containment heating (DCH) processes (not treated here in detail) and to late gradual pressurization
caused by corium cooling and sump evaporation, whatever applies.  An exemplary PIRT ranking has
been generated to illustrate the general importance of specific phenomena, independent of selected
mitigation techniques and independent of containment types.  The example shows the interrelation
between the phenomena and those measurable or predictable parameters or both that govern the
processes.  Focusing on subsequent combustion modes, the gas–steam composition distribution has
been identified as a leading parameter characterizing atmospheric mixing and gas transport prior to
ignition.  This parameter becomes obvious from the high ranking (H) attributed to most of the
associated phenomena (Table 3.3.4-1).  Other phenomena are indirectly influential depending on
natural convection and gas distribution, e.g., condensation and heat transfer to structural surfaces.
Phenomena and processes occurring as a result of deliberate ignition are not included here.  The
effect of combustion on gas distribution involves a complicated combination of phenomena already
identified and some additional ones.  Such processes and phenomena, as combustion-driven
redistribution of gases, are considered to be outside the scope of this report.

National and international research efforts have been conducted to understand the containment
behaviour under severe accident conditions.  A considerable experimental database has been
generated by integral model experiments at various scales.  Specific interest was devoted to long-
lasting natural-convection experiments including mixing and thermal stratification.  Test facilities
cover a wide range of volumes between approximately 21 m3 (VICTORIA) and 11 300 m3 (HDR
Containment).  Undivided as well as compartmentalized test facilities were studied.  Relative to full-
size prototype plants, volumetric scaling ranged from 1/3500 (VICTORIA) to 1/5 (HDR).  One
experiment (HDR test T31.5) served as a concluding experiment under DBA-typical conditions;
many others were especially devoted to the investigation of severe accident typical conditions.
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Unlike the planning and interpreting of DBA-related containment experiments, it is not possible to
attribute "conservatisms" to the results of experiments simulating anticipated severe accident
scenarios or to the way in which experiments were conducted.  Such experiments are mainly
performed to provide a "best-estimate" understanding of the dominating phenomena.  In this sense,
their results are intended to be compared with "best-estimate" analytical simulations.  Direct
translation or interpretation of results as the expected behaviour of a full-size prototype plant is not
admissible because of a practically unlimited variance of possible combinations of anticipated system
malfunctions and because of possible scale-dependent distortions of governing processes studied in
many test facilities.

Some qualitative observations were assessed and correlated with reported test conditions, as
indicated by Table 4.1-3 in Chapter 4.  The reader who is interested in details is referred to the
original reports referenced at the end of each section.

Most experiments discussed in this report have been based on the “time-preserving”, but “geometry
scaled-down”, principles.  Therefore, even if distortions from initial and boundary conditions could
be avoided through careful operation of tests, the scale and geometry of the particular facility
introduce distortions of some phenomena, leading to over- or under-emphasis of certain phenomena
over other phenomena.  For example, the absence of long-term heat sinks (thick concrete structures)
in some test facilities would not sustain the phenomenon of buoyancy–wall interaction (regional) in
the long term.  Conversely, the large height-to-diameter ratio of the HDR containment would tend to
overemphasize this phenomenon, as compared with the height-to-diameter ratio of a nuclear reactor
containment.  Such distortions must be carefully considered when making statements with respect to
how accurately a nuclear facility is represented by a particular experiment.

In summary, a number of experiments were performed during the last decade to investigate the long-
term behaviour of containments.  Most of the 23 experiments listed in Table 4.1-3 addressed
phenomena associated with integral mixing processes in containments.  An impressive range of
volumetric scale, various compartment configurations, and accident conditions were studied.
Although more tests may be performed in the future to fulfill technical needs, the tests conducted
hitherto provide a reasonable database for current lumped-parameter code validation.  Many
experiments are well documented, and information has been made available to the nuclear
community.

However, some restrictions with respect to the suitability of experiments for code validation purposes
have also been seen.  Available pressure and temperature sensors, in general, yield reliable data for
comparison with corresponding analytical results.  Other parameters like local steam condensation
rates, gas concentrations, and low flow velocities in open rooms typically indicating buoyancy-driven
plume formation are difficult to measure, are limited in number and are burdened with larger
uncertainties.  Detailed validation of sophisticated analytical simulation models—e.g., based on field
codes—suffers from this restriction.  Continuing development of measurement techniques along with
some supplementary separate-effects tests (SETs) would be desirable to improve the situation.

Most large-scale integral experimental programs have been terminated.  Some new SETs have been
initiated or are under construction.  Whiteshell Laboratories (Canada) have recently started a new
large-scale separate-effects gas-mixing test program, which may complement the existing database in
this area.  The planning of a new French mitigation and stratification test program, MISTRA, is
proceeding.  Other ongoing SETs programs are focusing on thermal effects of recombiners and their
efficiency, thereby complementing the growing database in this field as well.
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Critical dialogues between experimenters and analysts, in particular in the framework of future ISP
exercises are recommended, to identify experimental shortcomings in an early phase.  Uncertain
initial conditions and transient boundary conditions of experiments as well as experienced error
bands of applied sensors will be the more important items of such dialogues.

Progress has also been noted in the development of the more recent codes, as demonstrated by ISP
recalculations.  Several lumped-parameter codes have been improved or have been newly developed,
thereby replacing earlier versions that were available in only rudimentary form during the early
1980s, when risk studies were intensified.  The new versions of the codes allow a more detailed
insight into processes governing various scenarios of interest, specifically the highly important
buoyancy–stratification phenomena identified by the PIRT method.  Much attention has been devoted
to distribution calculations, eventually serving as basis for a prediction of hydrogen combustion
consequences.

Multidimensional finite-element field codes have been further developed. These codes provide
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for multicomponent gas flow and allow fine-grid
discretization of the free containment volume.  Various physical subroutines have been added, e.g.,
improved routines for heat exchange with confining structures including condensation film tracking
models, combustion models for hydrogen burns etc.  However, application of field codes is a
developing methodology requiring a great deal of experience, further validation efforts, and the proof
of the codes’ predictive reliability, especially for full-plant analysis.

Four large integral tests served as basis for ISPs; one of them (ISP 23) was devoted to a DBA-typical
large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA) situation.  ISP 23 can be considered as an essential
link between the dynamic short-term events that circumscribe the DBA scenarios and the long-lasting
natural-convection-driven thermalhydraulic conditions characteristic of many severe accident
scenarios.  The underlying HDR experiment T31.5 demonstrated that even a LBLOCA may cause
starting conditions for natural-convection processes that temporarily lead to thermal stratification.
Subsequent large-scale HDR-distribution tests confirmed the interrelation between the location of a
preceding primary coolant release and the possibility for thermal stratification of the containment
atmosphere limiting overall mixing processes when hydrogen is released afterwards.

International Standard Problem 35, based on NUPEC-experiment M-7-1, demonstrated the effect of
an activated spray system on containment internal mixing.  Other NUPEC experiments showed
somewhat different results under modified test conditions.  It should be noted that these NUPEC
experiments were performed with atypical containment internal steel structures that have only small
heat capacities if compared to normally applied concrete structures.  This observation must be taken
into account when the general relevance of the test results has to be evaluated.

As mentioned, lumped-parameter codes homogenize the properties of a fluid within a given control
volume.  In general, this property amplifies overmixing tendencies observed in many lumped-
parameter code analyses when based on coarse nodalization concepts.  Field codes like GASFLOW
have shown certain advantages compared to some lumped-parameter codes for re-analyses of HDR-
based gas distribution experiments because they allow complex geometric structures of a test rig or
of a nuclear containment to be more closely simulated in setting up or adjusting an adopted mesh
grid, which may involve 10 000 to 100 000 computational cells.  Transition from lumped-parameter
codes to field codes or a combination of both types is considered as a future option if accurate and
reliable gas distribution predictions are needed as initial conditions for the simulation of a subsequent
combustion process.  Information submitted for this report indicates some advantages of these codes
compared to some lumped-parameter codes in conjunction with post-test analyses of experiments
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where flow stratification occurred.  Optimized task-oriented strategies on how to utilize 3D field
codes are under development.  Only available computer capacity and computing time would restrict
the refinement in spatial discretization.

Numerous reports on thermalhydraulic code application exercises have been assessed.  Most
important are the contributions to ISP activities and the conclusions drawn from these activities.  The
ISPs have been very useful to identify code deficiencies and code-user problems.  Moreover, they
also provide a well-documented database for benchmarking further code improvements.

Similar to data obtained from other integral experiments, the utilization of former ISP experiments
for 3D code validation is somewhat restricted because local measurements of prime variables are
often not available, especially in regions within jet and plume boundaries where high spatial
resolution is required (e.g., with respect to local mixing and jet disintegration).  Clearly, field code
applications have been rare, in part, because of the limited suitability of past ISPs for field code
validation.  An assessment of field codes, as a component to an analytical simulation model (ASM)
of a containment, is pending subject to validation of a number of modelling and application
approaches:  Examples are the appropriate low Reynolds number for turbulence closure equations;
techniques to reduce mesh-size requirements, such as fractional mesh areas for matching flow path
areas; and the use or lack of body-fitting meshing schemes.  Recommendations for future
experiments and selection of future ISPs should take into account the appropriateness of the
experiment for field code validation, including the availability of local measurements for prime
variables.

Additionally, it has been pointed out that code validation for both lumped-parameter and field codes
suffers from questionable attempts to resolve dominating or governing processes and phenomena’s
interactions for ISPs and other integral experiments.  This difficult task, involving identification and
quantification (addressed in both Chapters 4 and 5) is of course complicated by a lack of
complementary separate-phenomena testing, especially for mixing and transport processes and, as
noted, prime variable measurements.  The concern here, as related to code application, is that
unanswered questions concerning the complexities of processes and interactions weaken the position
that integral test comparisons and inferences from those comparisons are not overly influenced by
compensating errors.  A lack of knowledge in this area could result in potentially wrong or
misleading conclusions on code validation.  Consequently, it has been recommended that future ISPs
be directed more toward separate phenomena and phenomena-interacting studies.

Main sources of remaining uncertainties for the analysis of containment internal processes have been
addressed.  The initial conditions and the boundary conditions under which integral experiments had
been performed have been mentioned above. Limited experience in translating geometrical facts of
test rigs into proper task-oriented nodalization concepts has been noted.  Applicability and
compatibility of empirical relationships for heat transfer coefficients and flow resistance factors in
combination with chosen thermalhydraulic and structural nodalization concepts representing the
geometrical facts of the simulated object have been addressed.  Other uncertainties are related to the
scalability of processed empirical correlation in combination with the chosen nodalization of the
simulated object.  Similar questions remain to be answered for lumped-parameter codes as well as for
future field code applications.

These factors will remain influential for nuclear plant simulations as well.  The boundary conditions
for code applications to NPPs are closely related to the variety of accident scenarios of interest.  In-
vessel processes and anticipated malfunctions of plant components determine such scenarios with
considerable variability and uncertainty.  One has to anticipate that thermalhydraulic plant analyses
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will be more burdened with uncertain boundary conditions than will analyses of experimental events.
Appropriate and relevant sensitivity analyses for major code applications may help to quantify the
variance of code results for the particular scenarios of interest.

Useful conclusions concerning the applicability of containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen
distribution codes to reactor plant systems may not be possible without addressing the technical
design tasks to be supported by such code predictions.  Gas distribution calculations are needed to
generate the initial conditions of a subsequent combustion process.  Boundaries between the different
combustion modes deduced from experimental data are characterized by narrow gas concentration
bandwidths, in particular in the presence of turbulence-generating obstacles, as is evident from
relevant literature.  Hence defining the safety margins for a combustion process inside a containment
would require having to satisfy certain accuracy demands for the preceding gas distribution
calculations, in particular if limits for combustion modes are approached.  Accumulated code
application evidence leads to the observation that some lumped-parameter codes would not currently
satisfy the accuracy requirements necessary for coupling to combustion codes.  More development
and more task-oriented code application experience would be necessary.  Reliable gas distribution
calculations also serve to analyse the effects of hydrogen mitigation systems like PARs or a
postinertization system.  Recombiners become local heat sources interacting with convective flow
patterns inside the containment, once the hydrogen concentration at the inlet to the recombiners
reaches the threshold values for catalytic activation.  In this case, the spatial distribution of selected
recombiner positions will be influential on the analytical simulation model to allow the simulation of
recombiner interactions with the containment atmosphere.  The present capabilities of lumped-
parameter codes may satisfy the desirable levels of accuracy as long as predicted recombiner
temperatures remain below self-ignition thresholds and the hydrogen concentrations remain well
below values leading to accelerated flames.  Several code applications dealt with the recalculation of
integral recombiner experiments studying the influence of recombiners on containment
thermalhydraulics.

Recommendations on future work, to sharpen the analytical tools, must be carefully evaluated against
the possibilities to improve available measurement techniques and to develop innovative
measurement techniques to make optimal use of decreasing funding.  Certain supplementary
experimental activities have recently been started.  Even if—because of funding restrictions—only
limited progress is expected in the execution and continuation of these experimental programs in the
near future, these programs will shed more light on the reasons for existing simulation uncertainties
and are, therefore, heavily recommended.  Moreover, the quality and reliability of new experimental
data may profit from earlier experience, and some earlier shortcomings in generating and processing
new experimental data may be avoidable.

It has been recommended that a general phenomena-oriented containment code validation matrix be
established to support future code application practice and validation.  Such a matrix would be best
based on existing integral or separate-effects test data, starting with DBA-oriented experiments and
continuing with experiments typical for severe accident scenarios.  In this context, the suitability of
the instrumentation of the experiments to be selected addressing particular phenomena must be
evaluated within a first step.  Information on existing error bands for available measured data should
be established and documented.  Integral and separate-effects tests should be distinguished, and
information on adopted scaling principles of the selected experiments should be given.  Specific
attention should be devoted to experiments suitable for validation of future field codes.  Some tests
described in the report addressing also phenomena other than integral mixing will increase the value
of a future containment code validation matrix.  Finally, also providing opportunities for predictive
pretest simulations should be encouraged.  Concerning the application of lumped-parameter, as well
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as of field codes, it is highly recommended that existing guidelines be improved for code users who
are not engaged in code development.  The guidelines should more rigorously inform the code users
about the accumulated code application experience, in particular about experience obtained within
the framework of ISP activities and should more clearly indicate the rules and limits for the
physically and numerically justified use of thermalhydraulic codes.

In concluding, the following observations have been made:

• The current capabilities of analytical tools (e.g., the lumped-parameter codes) to make
relevant predictions of the pressure history of a containment and the corresponding
average steam content are satisfactory.  Predictions of the gas distribution within
containments in case of hydrogen release into existing or future containments may be
considered as satisfactory for analysing hydrogen mitigation procedures for which safety
margins are sufficiently large to preclude significant accumulations of sensitive mixtures.
Gas distribution predictions needed to serve as initial basis for subsequent combustion
analyses would require more reliable high local resolution.  This requirement is
contingent upon the combustion mode to be investigated; in particular, for diffusion
flames and DDT, these modes require better local predictions of relevant initial
conditions.

 
• Codes derived on basis of the lumped-parameter approach have shown their application

limits, in particular through a number of ISP exercises.  If predictive accuracies are
limited, appropriate sensitivity analyses should be performed for plant-specific analyses.
Also the prediction of slow containment pressurization caused by decay heat transported
from the core or from a released core-melt, up to the threshold for venting may be
performed reliably with lumped-parameter codes if computational margins of the ASM
results are carefully assessed.

 
• Recent applications of improved lumped-parameter codes for treating gas distributions,

specifically cases of global and regional stratifications, have indicated good success, as
demonstrated in ISP recalculations and other integral test comparisons.  However, the
determination of consistency and of new limits of the various techniques used, including
both the numerical and physical modelling methods, need further investigation, e.g., an
expanded base of test comparisons, analysis, and documentation.

 
• Field codes may be the preferred analytical methodology to predict gas concentration

distributions with the necessary spatial resolution to eventually serve as basis for analyses
of energetic combustion modes, e.g., turbulent combustion and DDT.  Considerable
validation and accumulation of code application experience are considered necessary
before these tools could be reliably used for plant analyses.

 
• OECD-sponsored ISP activities have been fruitful in identifying code application

problems and in amplifying the contacts between the experimental and analytical working
communities.  To foster further code development and validation, ISP activities should be
continued.  This recommendation of course requires competent laboratories and research
centres to perform necessary tests and offer corresponding results to the nuclear
community.  Integral- as well as separate-effects tests will be needed.  In the future, the
suitability of experiments proposed as ISP bases should be more carefully assessed than in
the past before they are adopted.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

During the course of severe accidents in water-cooled nuclear power plants, large amounts of
hydrogen could be generated and released into the containment.  The formation of hydrogen
inevitably accompanies any core degradation process.  The problem may be amplified by the less-
likely core-concrete interaction during a subsequent basemat erosion.  The integrity of the
containment could be challenged by certain hydrogen combustion modes if no mitigative measures
were available.  International consensus is that a detailed knowledge of containment
thermalhydraulics is necessary to analyse the effectiveness of hydrogen mitigation methods, even
though, at present, there are no generally accepted requirements for this purpose.  In this context, the
prediction of the local distribution of hydrogen, steam, and air inside the containment is a key issue.
Considerable international efforts have been undertaken to better understand the associated
phenomena by conducting a large number of experiments and then subjecting the test results to
extensive analytical assessment.

The rates and quantities of hydrogen produced and the location of its release into the containment
depend on a variety of conditions largely independent of each other (accident scenarios, the core
degradation progress, the unavailability of engineered safeguards, etc.) and also independent of the
reactor type, thereby rendering it very difficult to cover all possible configurations of assumptions
and conditions by a limited number of relevant experiments and by the associated code application
strategies validated on that basis.  Consequently, experiments can, in general, be performed at only a
reduced scale and under certain operational limitations.  The availability of validated codes is
essential to correctly interpret the general applicability of the hitherto accumulated knowledge on
containment thermalhydraulics under severe accident conditions and to quantify and further reduce
the uncertainties of predicted thermalhydraulic containment parameters.

Within the framework of the CSNI Principal Working Group 4 (PWG4) the adequacy of existing
codes for plant applications in this area has been discussed for quite some time.  Nonuniform
opinions on this matter have been expressed, with respect to the needs for further developments.  At
its meeting in September 1995, PWG4 proposed to the CSNI to draft a state-of-the-art report (SOAR)
on "Containment Thermalhydraulics and Hydrogen Distribution".  The CSNI endorsed the
preparation of such a SOAR at its November 1995 meeting.

The mandate for this SOAR can be best illustrated by several guiding questions that were raised and
discussed during earlier meetings of PWG4 and its Task Group on Severe Accident Phenomena in
Containment (SAC):

• What had been learnt from recent International Standard Problem (ISP) exercises on
containment thermalhydraulic and hydrogen distribution?

 
• What could be concluded about the codes’ abilities to predict the containment thermal

behaviour from ISPs and from other related tests for plant application?
 
• How should remaining uncertainties be best handled?
 
• What more needs to be done, if anything?
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Consequently, the main objectives of this SOAR are

1. to assess the current capabilities to make predictions for the plant assessment of existing
and future containments with respect to pressure, temperature and gas concentration-
distribution inside the containment under severe accident conditions; and

 
2. to address strengths and weaknesses of analytical methods realized in codes that are in use

to predict hydrogen distribution within a containment (e.g., lumped-parameter codes or
three-dimensional (3D) field codes or both) and to evaluate important sources of
simulation uncertainties.

To avoid a purely academic evaluation, in addressing these objectives, available hydrogen mitigation
techniques and their possible feedback on containment phenomena (e.g., mixing, stratification, etc.)
should be kept in mind.

In face of ongoing activities within PWG4 in assessing the SOAR on turbulent combustion and
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), the consequences of highly transient combustion events
on mass and energy distribution inside the containment will not be treated here.  On the other hand,
mitigation measures resulting in a slow change of pressure and local temperature-and-gas distribution
will be addressed, e.g., the effect of passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs) on natural-convection
events.  Experiments and analyses serving the study of physico-chemical phenomena of autocatalytic
processes inside the PAR—e.g., concerning component qualification of PAR or the selection of
catalytic materials—remain outside the scope of this report.

The report is structured into several parts.  Chapter 2 on Relevant Technical Aspects and Key
Requirements provides a brief description of relevant hydrogen mitigation techniques (with lead
authors J.P. L´Heriteau and J. Bardelay).  Chapter 3 describes phenomena relevant to containment
thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution under severe accident conditions and evaluates the
advantage of phenomena’s identification and ranking tables (PIRTs) to streamline the assessment of
the available experimental and analytical research activities (with lead author J. Tills).  Chapter 4
assesses more Recent Experimental Activities investigating the mentioned phenomena and evaluating
the suitability of experimental results obtained from various test rigs to serve for code validation
purposes and eventually derive the need for further experiments in the near future (lead authors are
M. Krause and G.W. Koroll).  Relevant experimental works, preferably for phenomena ranked high
in Chapter 3, are described and assessed.  Specific attention is devoted to the experimental boundary
conditions and scaling effects.  Code Development and Application Activities are discussed in
Chapter 5, where specific attention is devoted to the findings obtained from the comparisons of code
results with the aforementioned experiments, and in specific from the ISP activities.  In addition,
recommendations focusing on the applicability of different types of codes to serve as basis for the
selection and design of particular mitigation techniques are derived (lead authors are H. Tezuka, Y.
Kiso and J. Tills).  Finally, in Chapter 6 Remaining Uncertainties Derived from Experimental and
Analytical Experience, evaluated from existing experimental and analytical evidence, are discussed
with specific focus on code application for containments of nuclear power plants (NPPs), to support
subsequent general recommendations and the conclusions drawn for necessary or desirable future
research activities (lead author is H. Karwat).

Information to be processed was sorted within the framework of this report.  Information and
findings, described and discussed in detail in freely available reports, were preferably processed
(Category 1), followed by information with limited availability, e.g., through multilateral exchange
agreements (Category 2).  Proprietary or commercial information if deemed important enough
(Category 3) is mentioned briefly in spite of strict limitations on its availability.
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Wherever applicable reference should be made to relevant CSNI reports, a considerable number of
such documents prepared by various CSNI groups has been specifically recommended for
consideration on the occasion of the first meeting of the Writing Group NEA/SEN/SIN/WG4(96)5.
Another important source of information was the presentations given at the OECD Workshop on the
Implementation of Hydrogen Mitigation Techniques held in Winnipeg, Canada in May 1996.  Most
recently, new SOARs became available on High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME) and Direct
Containment Heating (DCH) as well as on Severe Accident Management Implementation, which may
serve as demarcation lines for the present assessment to avoid repeating too many details.

Hence the main focus is on natural buoyancy-driven gas-and-steam distribution processes inside a
containment system and the associated heat exchange with internal and external structures of the
containment.  However, pressure and temperature evolution are also of interest.  The traditional
design-basis accident (DBA)-related phenomena are discussed to a very limited extent with respect to
important findings obtained more recently.  Former SOARs on Pressure Suppression Systems (for
boiling-water reactors, BWRs) and Containments for Pressurized-Water Reactors (PWRs),
addressing the design bases of the containments [1,2], served as inception for this assessment as well
as did other earlier reports evaluating general hydrogen mitigation issues (e.g., References 3 to 5).

The lead authors have volunteered on the occasion of the Writing Group’s first meeting in Cologne
(Germany) on March 1, 1996, to collect information and take responsibilities for drafting the chapters
for which they felt they had the required technical competence.  Subsequent meetings of the Writing
Group were held at the OECD-NEA headquarters in Paris on September 24 and 25 in 1996, at GRS
in Garching (Germany) from January 28 to 30 in 1997, at FZK Karlsruhe (Germany) from April 28 to
30 in 1997, and at Fontenay-aux-Roses (France) from January 14 to 16 in 1998.  A final meeting of
some lead authors took place in Cologne (Germany) on June 20, 1998, to incorporate comments and
revisions proposed by some members of the Task Group on SAC in connection with its meeting in
March 1998.

1.1 References

1. Pressure Suppression Systems, A State of the Art Report, CSNI Report No. 126,
October 1986.

2. Containments for Pressurized Water Reactors, A State of the Art Report, CSNI Report
No. 166, December 1989.

3. Commission of the European Communities, Hydrogen Behaviour and Mitigation in
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors, Proc. of a Workshop held in Brussels
(Belgium) from 4 to 8 March, 1991, EUR Report No. 14039en, 1992.

4. Commission of the European Communities, Hydrogen in Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors, Final Report, EUR 14037en, Luxembourg, 1992.

5. Flame Acceleration and Transition to Detonation in Hydrogen/Air Diluent Mixtures,
State-of-the-Art-Report by an NEA Group of Experts, NEA/CSNI/R(92)3, January,
1992.
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2.  RELEVANT TECHNICAL ASPECTS AND KEY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 defines the safety approach to solve problems relative to the third barrier, the reactor
containment.  The major question is the containment response to thermalhydraulic transients and the
hydrogen risk problem.  It is important to keep in mind that the final objective in preserving the
integrity of the containment is to avoid uncontrolled release of fission products in the environment.

This chapter discusses

• some aspects concerning DBAs vs. severe accidents,
 
• influence of containment types,
 
• containment thermalhydraulics and events loads, and
 
• accident prevention and mitigation.

The reader will find in Chapter 3 the major physical phenomena that have an effect on the calculation
of thermalhydraulics of the containment.

Reactor designs and national safety requirements may differ from country to country.  For example,
in case of a severe accident in France, the acceptable fission-product release to the environment is
evaluated according to the possibility

• to evacuate the population in a region of 5 km around the plant, and
 
• to confine the population between 5 and 10 km around the plant.

The consequence of the differences in design and safety requirements is that each country has a
global safety approach that is different for operating plants and for future plants.

2.2 Design-basis Accident versus Severe Accident

The thermalhydraulic behaviour of the atmosphere containment is controlled to:

• keep the containment integrity that may be threatened and impaired by an
overpressurization after the fast depressurization of primary or secondary circuit (loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) or steam-line break accident) or molten core-concrete
interaction (MCCI) or hydrogen-air deflagration.  These dynamic loads are evaluated as
static loads.

 
• know all physical variables influencing radioactive transfer inside the reactor building and

peripheral buildings as well as environmental releases.  For instance, these variables are
temperature gradients, condensation flow rates, and leak rates.
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• evaluate and quantify the consequences for thermalhydraulic variables of the
implementation of mitigation devices for present reactors (e.g., spray system, venting
system) or future reactors (PARs, core catchers).

Historically, the DBA concept is used to determine parameters for safety systems in the licensing
process.  Variables such as design pressures are conservatively calculated with safety margins.  These
values are obtained with a rough global geometrical description of the reactor building and by the use
of global heat transfer correlations, concerning, for instance, the condensation flow rate; they were
well suited, and the uncertainties were consistent with the knowledge of the primary-circuit LOCA.

The objective of realistic accident scenario calculation, essentially beyond DBAs, was to obtain the
best-estimate calculation, without any safety margin in order to evaluate the risk.  Probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA) concludes this risk evaluation.  Any accident management procedure or any
mitigation device implementation will be quantified in this risk evaluation and only taken into
account if it significantly reduces this risk.

2.3 Influence of Containment Types

2.3.1 Operating Reactors

There are many types of containment around the world.  Consequently, the discussion that follows
will be limited to the most important types.  The different containment types of current reactors and
different safety systems are described in Reference 1 (pages 15 to 17) and in Reference 2 (pages 4 to
19).  We will review the principal features that are of interest to this SOAR and also add information
on the VVER (voda vodynoy energiticheskie reactor) containment safety systems.

PWR

It is possible to distinguish 4 types of PWRs:

• Large dry containments that are divided into 3 types of structures:
 

− post-tensioned, pre-stressed concrete with or without a liner, with or without a
secondary containment;

 
− deformed-bar reinforced concrete, with or without liner with or without a secondary

containment; and
 
− steel, with or without a secondary containment.

These containments are designed for a pressure of about 0.43 MPa up to 0.63 MPa, with a
specified small leakage of the order of 0.1%, up to 1% volume per day at design pressure.
The free volume is typically 70 000 m3.

• Ice condenser containments:

In this type of reactor, the steam is condensed by the ice, which melts, and the residual
uncondensable gases emerge into the upper part of the containment.  The design pressure
is relatively low, 0.18 MPa.  The free volume is typically 34 000 m3.
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• Subatmospheric containments that are a minor variation of the large dry type.
 
• Pressurized heavy-water reactor (PHWR)

The PHWR concept is basically a large dry containment combined with a large-capacity
dousing system to reduce the maximum pressure during and after a LOCA.  The design
pressure is 0.14 MPag (gauge pressure).  The free volume is typically 48 000 m3.

All these containments have internal concrete structures.

The important systems that influence the behaviour of the thermalhydraulics of the atmosphere of the
containment are

• the heat removal system that prevents the containment from overpressurization by decay
heat.  Such systems are either independent spray systems, fan coolers or combined spray
systems and an emergency core-cooling system (ECCS) or only a highly redundant ECCS
(avoiding long-term steam formation after refill of the reactor pressure vessel).

 
• the control system that isolates the containment and continuously monitors the reactor

building containment atmosphere and automatically closes the dampers and valves
provided for automatic isolation of the containment.

 
• the ventilation systems and filters that maintain the pressure inside the containment below

that of the surrounding atmosphere and treat the ventilated gas so as to minimize the
release of any toxic material.

 
• the system that treats hydrogen produced during beyond-DBA or a severe accident.  The

hydrogen-treating systems, when operating, can mix the combustible gas within the
containment (e.g., spray, fan coolers) and can reduce the concentration of combustible gas
using various mitigative measures, as discussed below.

Some additional systems have been set up in case of an accident that exceeds a DBA, in particular

• venting systems that prevent late overpressurization failure, and
 
• igniters and  recombiners that can reduce the hydrogen concentration.

Not all the PWRs have these additional systems.  These systems and the associated procedures are
developed in Section 2.6.2.

BWR

Boiling-water reactors have pressure suppression containments that can differ slightly but are based
on design principles similar to those of the PWR.  The volume of this containment can be smaller
than that of a PWR.  They do not have secondary-side steam generators.  These reactors have a large
heat sink inside the containment to condense steam released through safety and relief valves during
reactor isolation events and during transients; in case of a LOCA, the released steam will be
condensed in large water-cooled downcomer pipes.
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The following are particular features of the BWR concept:

• the “wet well”, which is a large capacity suppression pool situated inside the primary
containment structure.  Above this pool is a leak-tight gas space.

 
• the “dry well”, which is a pressure-retaining structure surrounding the reactor coolant

system.
 
• a vent system that connects the dry well gas space to the wet well below the suppression

pool surface.

Most small-volume BWR containments are inerted during operation.  Some Mk III BWR
containments are equipped with igniters above the water pool inside the wet well.

Other features are common to PWRs, particularly in the framework of safety.

VVER

There are 3 types of VVER pressurized reactors:

• VVER 440/230 (9 plants):  The pressure boundary has reinforced concrete walls partially
coated with outer or inner liners.  Overpressure is released through flaps to the
environment.

 
• VVER 440/213 (14 plants):  This reactor has a bubble condenser containment, reinforced

concrete walls, with inner and outer liners.  As is the case for BWR containments,
pressurization after a LOCA is limited by steam removal through the water trays of the
bubble condenser system.

 
• VVER 1000 (20 plants):  This reactor has a full-pressure containment, with an inner liner

and reinforced concrete walls.

Table 2.3.1-1 summarizes the containment types in OECD member countries and in Eastern Europe.

2.3.2 Future Reactors

The new NPPs will consider severe accident phenomena at the plant design stage. These new
concepts are currently under discussion.

AP600

The AP600 is Westinghouse’s next-generation nuclear plant employing passive systems technology
to enhance safety and plant simplicity.  The AP600 is based on Westinghouse’s existing two-loop
light-water reactor.  The safety system functionality of the AP600 relies on gravity drain systems and
natural circulation.  Active containment safety systems for DBAs are incorporated in existing large
dry PWR plants but are not included in this new design.  Also, related to the reactor coolant system,
conventional active pumping systems will not be relied on to respond to a postulated accident.
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Table 2.3.1-1  Containment types in OECD member countries and in Eastern Europe

COUNTRIES NUMBER OF WATER-COOLED/MODERATED REACTORS
(connected to the grid/under construction)

PWR BWR PHWR
OECD:
Belgium 7
Canada 21
Czech Republic 4/2
Finland 2 2
France 58
Germany 14 6
Hungary 4
Japan 23/2 27/4 1
Korea 11/4 2/2
Mexico 2
Netherlands 1
Spain 7 2
Sweden 3 9
Switzerland 3 2
United Kingdom 1
United States 72 37
Subtotal OECD 209/8 88/4 24/2
Eastern Europe:
Bulgaria 6
Romania 1/1
Russia 14/1
Slovak Republic 5/1
Slovenia 1
Ukraine 13/5
TOTAL 248a/15 88/4 25/3

a
including nine VVER-440/230 units

To control post-accident containment pressure build-up, a passive containment cooling system
(PCCS) will be used.  The PCCS uses the steel containment vessel as a heat transfer surface to
condense steam released from the reactor coolant system.  The surrounding concrete shield building
and a baffle (between the steel vessel and concrete building) direct air from inlets located near the top
of the containment to the bottom of the steel containment cylinder.  In the event of an accident, air
between the steel containment cylinder and the baffle is heated and rises in response to buoyant
forces.  Also, the shield building supports a water storage tank at a sufficient elevation to allow water
to flow on the top dome region of the steel containment vessel.  Thus the air and the evaporated water
would be exhausted through a chimney-like opening in the roof of the shield building.

Another key feature of the AP600 is the automatic depressurization system (ADS).  This system can
primarily depressurize the reactor coolant system by directing coolant flow to the in-containment
refuelling water storage tank (IRWST).  Additional water from IRWST can be supplied by gravity
injection for  long-term cooling.  Under postulated accident conditions, the ADS can provide a
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potential challenge to the containment by directing the steam-hydrogen mixture from a degraded core
through the IRWST, whereby the steam is condensed in the pool hydrogen is released locally.
Hydrogen igniters and PARs are incorporated in the AP600 design to mitigate the consequence of
hydrogen releases inside containment.

European PWR

The European Pressurized-water Reactor (EPWR) Project aims at defining a product that can be built
in France and in Germany and be accepted by the safety authorities of both countries.  The adopted
procedure for the definition of such a new generation of units is to derive the design of these units
from the design of existing plants in an “evolutionary” way, taking into account the operating
experience, the in-depth studies and PSA conducted for such units while considering the introduction
of new features, especially as regards the prevention of severe accidents and the mitigation of their
consequences.  The defence-in-depth on a deterministic basis remains the fundamental principle, with
the view to ensure protection of the workers and of the public.

 
• In the safety demonstration, single initiating events have to be “excluded” or “resolved”.

That is to say that single initiating events can be only “excluded” if design and operation
provisions have been taken so that it can be demonstrated that it is possible to “practically
eliminate” this type of accident situation.  For example, sequences with large early
releases have to be “excluded”; low-pressure core-melt ejection has to be “resolved”; and
a probabilistic approach is sufficient to “practically eliminate” an event.

 
• The objective is to “practically eliminate” an accident that could lead to large early

releases. The implications of this objective concerning the “out-of-vessel” consequences
are the following:

 
− Accident sequences involving containment bypass have to be “practically eliminated”

by design provisions and also by preventing failures.
 
− The high-pressure reactor core meltdown situations must be “excluded” by

preventative measures.
 
− Global hydrogen detonations and steam explosions inside and outside the vessel,

which may threaten the containment integrity, must be “practically eliminated”.
 

• The objective of a significant reduction in the release of radioactive substances implies a
substantial improvement in the containment function.  In the framework of this SOAR, we
will focus on the following points:

 
− The advantages and the disadvantages of a spray system inside the containment must

be carefully examined; the advantages are linked to the fact that it allows lowering the
pressure inside the containment building and the radioactive aerosols concentrations
inside the containment; the disadvantages are linked to the fact that it diminishes the
quantity of steam that has an inerting effect with respect to hydrogen explosion risks
inside the containment building;

 
− The residual heat must be removed from the containment building without a venting

device; for this function, a last-resort system, preferably passive, must be installed
inside the containment building;
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− The containment building must be designed so as to withstand a global deflagration of
the amount of hydrogen that could be contained in this building in the course of core
meltdown accidents and a representative fast deflagration.  Besides, provisions must
be taken with respect to local detonations and to possibilities of DDTs that might
jeopardize the containment building and its internal structures.  Limitation of the
concentrations of combustible gases by design of internal structures, use of catalytic
devices, and igniters have to be considered; inertization of the containment is an
alternate way;

 
− The penetration of the basemat of the containment building by a corium must be

avoided; the use of a core-catcher can be a solution.

2.4 Containment Thermalhydraulics Event Loads

2.4.1 Design-basis and Long-term Overpressurization

The different containment thermalhydraulic loads used for the design of the containment have been
described in Reference 2 (pages 38-40).  We will repeat some of the principal features.

The containment structure of current reactors is generally designed to be capable of withstanding,
without loss of function, the pressure and temperature conditions resulting from a basic design
scenario.  The containment structure is also intended to maintain its functional integrity in the long
term after an accident.

The containment design bases cover the following parameters:

• the temperature and pressure conditions in the containment that are due to a spectrum of
postulated primary-system rupture and secondary-sides steam and feedwater line breaks;

 
• the maximum external overpressure to which the containment may be subject because of

the inadvertent operation of containment sprays or the air return fans for the ice condenser
containment;

 
• the effectiveness of passive and active heat removal mechanisms;
 
• the pressure conditions within subcompartments that act on system component and

supports because of high-energy line breaks; and
 
• for the ice condenser containment, the design provision and proposed surveillance

programs have to ensure that the ice condenser will remain operable for all plant operating
conditions.

To cover inaccuracies and uncertainties, conservative assumptions are used in the containment design
analysis and a margin between calculated peak pressure and design pressure is taken into account.

In case of a severe accident, the following thermalhydraulics loads must be taken into account:
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• the pressurization caused by to the presence of radioactive materials inside the
containment (decay heat), non-condensable gas generation, and metal-water reactions;

 
• the molten core-concrete interactions (MCCIs).  Molten core material may erode the

concrete basemat while producing hydrogen and other non-condensable gases, thereby
threatening containment integrity;

 
• the long-term effect after stabilization of the accident in particular in terms of long-term

temperature and humidity effects; and
 
• the pressurization caused by continual release of steam.

In CSNI Report 166 [2]—which addresses the design basis for large full-pressure containments of
PWRs—the following conclusions and recommendations that refer to relevant basis and
confirmatory research projects, conducted during the preceding decade 1975-1985, have been drawn.

An experimental database has been generated focusing primarily on DBA-associated phenomena.
Dynamically, the large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA) causes the most challenging load
conditions to be taken into account within licensing procedures.  Much effort has been devoted to the
development of computer codes that can predict the characteristic load conditions.  The codes also
help to understand the observed experimental results and, vice versa, analytical simulation models
(ASMs) based on these codes have been validated by the generated experimental database.

Phenomena associated with the local compartment pressurization and with the global containment
pressurization process are sufficiently well understood to allow the safe design of the containment
once the rules and guidelines issued by the licensing authorities are observed.  Qualitative
comparisons of pre-test predictions with large-scale test data indicate that safety margins required
within the regulatory guidelines are, in general, sufficient to warrant a reliable design of the
containment system.  Code validation work and, in particular, results of the ISP activities allow this
qualitative conclusion.  No further research work seems to be necessary in the future for this area.

On the other hand, long-lasting processes, which may dominate the long-term behaviour of a
containment after termination of a blowdown process, are less well understood.  Phenomena such as
natural convection, heat exchange with structures, and the formation of a temperature stratification
inside the containment are generally predicted with large uncertainty margins.  This problem has not
been too much of a concern for the design and licensing of plants, rather than for the assessment of
phenomena dominating the results of risk analyses.  For this area, additional research work has been
considered necessary to improve the basis for predicting long-lasting containment internal processes
and phenomena, in particular the hydrogen distribution.

Corresponding work performed since CSNI Report 166 has been summarized and will be addressed
in the subsequent sections of this report.

2.4.2 Energetic Events

The potential contributors that could lead to early containment failure and consequently large early
radionuclide releases are energetic events such as hydrogen combustion, steam explosion, direct
containment heating.
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2.4.2.1 Hydrogen combustion

In case of a severe accident, generation and combustion of large quantities of hydrogen pose an early
challenge to the containment building.

The in-vessel hydrogen generation depends on the different scenarios.  The ex-vessel hydrogen
production is the result of the reaction between ex-vessel metallic core debris and steam just after
melt-through, later the result of an MCCI and, in the long term, the radiolysis of sump water.

Significant hydrogen concentration could be reached locally in a short time, leading to a flammable
gas mixture, but because of the presence of high steam concentrations, hydrogen burn may be
prevented.  If the atmosphere is undergoing rapid condensation—e.g., by spray initiation—a
potentially detonable mixture could form rapidly in case of a high concentration of hydrogen.

Hydrogen produced during a severe accident could burn close to the hydrogen source or could mix
with the containment atmosphere and burn if flammable concentrations are attained and ignition
sources are available (e.g., igniters, accidental sparks from electric equipment).  If oxygen and
ignition sources are present in the vicinity of the release, the hydrogen will ignite, and it could burn
as a standing flame at the release location, which is possible over a large range of jet exit diameters,
jet velocities, and environmental conditions.  The hydrogen that will not burn close to the source will
mix with steam and air and will be transported in the containment building to increase global or local
concentrations and to create possibly flammable conditions.  If ignited at high-enough hydrogen
concentration, the mixture could burn as a deflagration, creating a transient pressure and temperature
that could possibly challenge the containment integrity and equipment.  In regions of higher
hydrogen concentration and under special geometric conditions, an accelerated flame or even a local
detonation may occur, which would produce higher dynamic loads than a deflagration would and
would pose a more serious threat to equipment and structures.  Should either occur in spite of its low
probability, a global detonation—occurring after prolonged and extensive accumulation of hydrogen
in the containment atmosphere—would be a major threat to containment integrity.

The large uncertainties concerning production and distribution of hydrogen are taken in account in
risk studies.  The residual risk is limited by procedure for active actions limiting the probability of an
accident or by implementation of post-accidental mitigative actions.  The improvement in the
knowledge of phenomena concerning the transition from deflagration to detonation and consequences
of combustion in inhomogeneous atmosphere has its counterpart in the development of structural
mechanic codes.

2.4.2.2 Direct containment heating

This term refers to a series of physico-chemical processes that accompany the ejection of molten core
debris from a reactor vessel under high pressure.  If a large fraction of the ejected molten core debris
is dispersed into the containment as fine particles, a substantial portion of the stored heat can be
quickly exchanged between the debris and the atmosphere.  Heat can be eventually generated by
chemical exchange between core debris and atmosphere and also combustion of previously
accumulated hydrogen.  Consequently, the containment pressure rises. The importance of this
phenomenon principally depends on the reactor cavity geometry, the mass of dispersed materials, and
the initial pressure in the vessel.

The DCH has been the subject of a recent CSNI report [3], and it will not be discussed here.
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2.4.2.3 Steam explosion

The possible reaction between molten fuel and water could lead to a high energetic steam explosion.
This term refers to a phenomenon in which molten fuel slumping in a water pool rapidly fragments
and transfers its energy almost instantaneously to the coolant, resulting in rapid steam generation,
shock waves, and possible mechanical damage.

2.5 Accident Mitigation

Accident prevention and mitigation and accident management depend on the type of reactor and the
safety rules that are applied.  Examples of country-specific approaches can be found in the
Implementing of Severe Accident Management in Nuclear Power Plants [4].

Regarding techniques of hydrogen mitigation, the established principles are mainly based on
hydrogen removal or dilution to non-flammable or to less-sensitive mixtures.  Existing mitigation
systems include igniters, PARs, inertization, and containment filtered venting.  They have their
specific advantages and drawbacks.

2.5.1 Igniters

Igniters have been well established as a method of preventing damaging burns in NPPs by ensuring
ignition near the limits of flammability.  Availability of power to the igniters is required for their
function.  Igniters are at predetermined, fixed locations, and care must to be taken in selecting
adequate locations, in a manner that is independent of the accident scenario.  Special consideration
must be given to situations of hydrogen accumulation as a result of temporary steam-inerted
conditions.  However, in a detailed geometry of a specific reactor containment, compartment
optimum placement may differ in different scenarios.  Engineering judgement, combined with study
of the gas transport, mixing and stratification as well as studies of combustion behaviour, is
necessary to ensure that igniters are placed at the best locations and that spark igniters are placed so
as to optimize spark frequency.  To assist these studies, lumped-parameter as well as detailed field
codes are available.  Igniter initiation could be done either automatically or through operator action
in the control room on the basis of available hydrogen measurements.

2.5.2 Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners

Passive autocatalytic recombiners are devices that recombine the hydrogen present in the
containment without a need for external power or operator action.  The practical installed capacities
in a large containment building are on order of 100 kg/h made up by 20 to 60 PARs (depending on
PAR unit size); these PARs accommodate a wide range of release scenarios but do not match the
maximum possible hydrogen release rates produced in the worst cases.  Passive autocatalytic
recombiners are already being implemented in some plants (e.g., in Belgium) as a means to improve
safety margins for hydrogen combustion in severe accident situations.

The installation of PARs is highly influenced by geometric and operational constraints.  Access to
maintenance should remain free and PARs must be accessible for periodic surveillance.  Therefore,
engineering judgement is essential in defining the location of the PARs.  For future plants, locations
of hydrogen mitigation systems may be optimized at the design stage.  In the absence of engineering
judgement, detailed code calculations would have to address a large number of hydrogen release
locations and release rates, and would inevitably indicate PAR locations that are not feasible from an
operational standpoint.  Nonetheless, calculations can provide quantitative assessment of the
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effectiveness of the selected locations.  On the other hand, calculations and experiments show that
the exact location of a PAR in a compartment is not critical for its performance.  The strong
convection created by a working PAR effectively mixes the atmosphere.

Passive autocatalytic recombiners are seen as a promising alternative to thermal recombiners for
DBA hydrogen and are under active investigation to resolve particular questions in that application.

2.5.3 Post-accident Inert Gas Injection

Post-accident injection is a technique to avoid burning loads.  Post-accident inertization, under
review for reactor application, is a concept that involves injection of an inert gas such as CO2 in
fluidized or gaseous form into containment to inert the gas mixture.  Another concept is post-accident
dilution by injecting an inert gas like CO2; it was further demonstrated through tests conducted in a
full-scale mock-up of the injection equipment.  The former concept prevents a burn, whereas the
latter limits the additional partial pressure build-up by only injecting enough inert gas to preclude
turbulent flame acceleration.  This latter concept would be used in combination with another
technique such as igniters or PARs, as discussed above.  Although both concepts were shown to be
feasible, no practical installation has been reported up to now.  Engineering work is needed to deal
with interfacing problems (such as thermal shock, additional large penetration through the
containment wall for liquid CO2 injection, effective gas distribution inside the containment (for both
concepts), etc.).  A disadvantage of these concepts could be the more complicated initiation
procedure in the absence of automatic initiation because the timing is critical.  This places an
additional burden on operating staff to perform this accident management function, compared to
igniters or PARs, which are supposed to require no operator action.  An advantage of these concepts
could be the reported low costs for multiple-unit application.

2.6 Use of Computer Codes in Decision-making

Thermalhydraulic containment codes are involved in the decision-making process.  The use of
containment thermalhydraulics codes allows the prediction of containment loading, associated with
structural mechanics codes, and the source term associated with aerosol or chemical codes.  The
licensing process includes the entire safety analysis issue, from the initiating event to the
consequences to the environment; recommendations are made regarding the feedback of information
coming from the operating plants; the utilities have to provide all the information concerning their
strategy in the course of a postulated accident.  The DBA covers a large class of events, and after the
Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, new guidelines and procedures were implemented after they were
agreed upon by the authorities.

When implementing new mitigative devices, codes are an adequate evaluation tool, to define the
guidelines and the key system measurements for active safety systems.  Severe accidents may arise
from non-operability of safety systems that are dimensioned conservatively for DBAs.  For severe
accidents having large hydrogen release, there is an important local aspect.  Large uncertainties exist
in hydrogen release initiating events.  The ignition may occur in any location where the local
concentration leads to combustion.  Consequence from combustion on containment loading is clearly
dependent on the initial hydrogen distribution.  Codes are used in best-estimate calculations, avoiding
conservatism, because combustion risk depends on local hydrogen distributions rather than on global
concentration.

Codes are of primary importance when defining the timing of the accident and the containment
failure mode.  The authorities will agree when the procedures proposed by utilities prove that it is
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always possible to drive the plant towards a controlled stable state.  Uncertainties relative to these
procedures are in some cases not dependent on thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution
information.

2.7 Summary

The technical aspects of containment thermalhydraulics as it relates to design-basis and severe
accident loads as well as that of accident mitigation strategies are summarized in this chapter.  In
effect, the chapter lays the foundation for subsequent discussions in this report, in particular, those on
phenomena ranking (Chapter 3), recent experiments (Chapter 4), code analysis (Chapter 5), and
uncertainties (Chapter 6).

The containments of water-cooled reactors are designed to withstand an overpressurization after a
DBA.  Thermalhydraulic codes are used to calculate or predict containment loading from DBA
events such as a LOCA, steam-line breaks, etc., in the licensing process.  Historically, the PIRT has
been used in DBA analysis to rank and prioritize important phenomena, scaled experiments have
been conducted to investigate the phenomena and to develop analytical models, and the resultant
thermalhydraulic codes have been used to investigate plant behaviour.  Thermalhydraulic variables
describing the containment behaviour such as pressure, temperature, etc., are conservatively
calculated in the DBA analysis to allow for sufficient safety margins and for the results used to
determine parameters for safety systems.

The objective of severe accident analysis, essentially beyond DBAs, is to obtain best-estimate
calculations to evaluate the risk.  After the TMI Unit 2 event, an increased emphasis was placed on
understanding various severe accident issues including core degradation phenomena, melt relocation
to reactor pressure vessel lower head, consequent lower head failure, and various ex-vessel
phenomena (MCCI, DCH, steam explosions, hydrogen combustion, etc.).  Experimental research was
initiated for this purpose, and codes were developed to evaluate the associated risk.  Because the
severe accident phenomena are more complex and are less understood than are the DBA phenomena,
there are uncertainties associated with the severe accident codes.  Nevertheless, these codes are used
by licensing authorities and licensees for plant thermalhydraulic calculations under severe accident
conditions.

The codes are also used, in some instances, as a confirmatory tool to support engineering judgement
for determining the efficacy of accident management strategies or for designing accident prevention
and mitigation measures.  These measures, in the context of the hydrogen combustion issue, include
pre-inerting (for most small-volume containments such as BWR Mark I and Mark II, Siemens 69),
deliberate ignition (ice condensers, many PHWRs, and some BWR Mark III units), recombination
(e.g., use of PARs), or simply, efficient hydrogen dilution in a large dry containment with high
ultimate strength capability.  The reliability and effectiveness of these mitigation measures may
demand, in some cases, a more accurate assessment of location and source rate of produced hydrogen
as well as a reliable prediction of gas–steam–air distribution.  A reduction of uncertainties in code
predictions is required to achieve this goal.
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3.  PHENOMENA

3.1 Introduction

An assessment of gas distribution and containment loads, especially in response to mitigative
procedures, is an important part of every country’s nuclear safety program.  These programs rely
heavily on analytical and experimental methods to investigate a spectrum of possible accident
progressions and containment behaviour.  It is paramount to these programs that limited resources be
focused on efforts to accurately  model the most important phenomena associated with events that
may lead to containment failure.  With an emphasis on containment, the accident types considered are
those low-probability accidents that progress to a core-damage state, with both fuel and reactor
coolant system boundaries compromised.  These types of accidents are generally referred to as severe
or beyond DBAs.  In such accidents, the integrity of the containment building, regardless of damage,
is the criterion for a successful design; in contrast, for the DBA, success is measured in terms of an
undamaged core and a containment capable of being reused.  Containment loads for a severe accident
can be several times greater than those occurring during a DBA, and the threats posed to the
containment may involve energetic events that take place ex-vessel—examples are hydrogen
deflagrations or detonations or both.  A review of containment thermalhydraulics for DBAs has been
discussed in previous OECD reports [1,2].

This chapter reviews phenomena important to the assessment of containment loads during the most
critical time expected for the potential releases of airborne radioactivity from the containment to the
environment.  The discussion is abbreviated yet focused on those phenomena that need to be
understood (experiments) and on predictions (codes) in order to assess the severity of extreme
containment loadings.  Although the general discussion is applicable to all types of containments
(PWR, BWR, PHWR, or the more recent advanced light-water reactor, ALWR), emphasis is placed
on the most common type, the large dry PWR containment.

Severe accident experiments are impractical to test in  full-scale containments.  Therefore, computer
codes must be used to evaluate loads and containment function.  To ensure the validity of these
codes, regulatory agencies have adopted an evaluation methodology to demonstrate code scalability,
accuracy, and uncertainty [3].  One feature in this evaluation method is the concept of a PIRT
(phenomena identification and ranking table).  PIRT or PIRT-like processes have been demonstrated
by many countries as essential for defining key activities in their safety programs [4-8].  The PIRT
functions both as a resource management tool and as a formal procedural method that  prioritizes
engineering tasks.  All PIRTs have a common basis, which is to address plant behaviour in the
context of identifying the relative importance of systems, components, processes, and phenomena
driving the plant performance.  We have adopted the PIRT-like formalism here as an organizational
tool to help us present the state of knowledge for the more important containment phenomena
affecting thermalhydraulics and gas distribution.  This chapter presents a general containment
phenomena identification table that applies for most plant types.  The PIRT discussed, however, is
illustrative with the ranking of phenomena limited to one of the more common types of
containments, the PWR large dry containment.  Many of the table results are transferable to other
plant types, though with limited modifications.

The conceptual use of the PIRT, adapted from Wilson [9], is shown in Figure 3.1-1.  Although
containment performance is the basis for the PIRT development, there are three adjunct functions that
reflect how the research programs develop.  These developments are further described and are
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                           PRIMARY                                                       ADJUNCT
                          FUNCTION                                                          USE

Figure 3.1-1  Conceptual use of PIRT [9].  PIRTs have one primary and three adjunct functions
depending on context of use

reviewed in the chapters that follow in this report.  The adjunct objectives are to provide guidance in
establishing the requirements in the following programs:

1. separate- and integral-effects testing (SETs, IETs) in experimental programs where the
objective is to help ensure that the experimental data fully reflect what may be expected in
the containment;

2. code development and improvement where the objective is to help ensure that the code is
capable of modelling the containment behaviour; and

3. code uncertainty quantification where the objective is to help ensure that the various
contributors to uncertainty are identified and treated in a manner appropriate to their
importance to containment behaviour and, thus, to the overall uncertainty.
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Chapter 4, on recent experimental activities, summarizes the first objective.  The experiments
described in this chapter were conducted to provide a database for code assessment, mainly for
phenomena identified as having the highest importance.  Likewise, the code development and
application activities discussed in Chapter 5 are focused to show that high-importance phenomena are
accurately modelled.  Finally, critical uncertainties derived from experimental and analytical
experiences are considered in Chapter 6.

In the next two sections of this chapter, the phenomena identification table for a containment is
presented in detail and is then extended to include ranking.  The ranking criteria are derived from the
basic regulatory requirements discussed in Chapter 2.  The process of ranking is determined by expert
judgement and engineering experience.  Most of the experience has been obtained in observation of
experiments, in studies performed to analyse experiments, and in projects involving plant-specific
severe accident analyses.  These analyses have included baseline and sensitivity calculations.  Most
of the analytical studies involving experiments and plants have been completed using the codes
described in Chapter 5.

3.2 Containment Phenomena Identification

To establish a strong linkage between an experimental program, code validation, and containment
accident analyses, it is important that we identify and assign importance to various phenomena
occurring within the containment.  Phenomena is defined to include all potentially dominant
processes, events, and characteristics involving containment components (atmosphere, structures, and
pools).  Once the identification process has been accomplished, criteria are established based on sets
of regulatory requirements (Chapter 2) and are used to rank the importance of each phenomenon.
The ranking helps researchers  focus their experimental and code validation programs in what has
been called an efficient and sufficient manner [9].

The purpose of this section is to first identify and describe various containment phenomena taking
place during a severe accident.  In the next section, a ranking of the phenomena is provided for an
accident scenario that poses a potentially high threat to containment integrity.  The ranking table is
developed as an illustrative example, where it is also assumed that the accident will be initiated by a
LOCA in a PWR containment.  Other plant types (BWR, PHWR, and ALWR) with different
initiating events (anticipated transient without scram or station blackout) will include phenomena that
will vary only slightly from those listed.  Tables that describe thermalhydraulic and hydrogen
distribution processes will be somewhat dependent on reactor and containment type; however, the list
of processes and phenomena in these cases will also have more similarities to the list given here than
differences.

Phenomena identified in this report do include phenomena associated with some hydrogen mitigation
techniques, such as recombination and gas dilution schemes; but, phenomena occurring as the result
of the operation of hydrogen igniters are not included.  As an example, the recombination process
that by a chemical reaction produces a local heat source may also induce buoyant plumes and
regional circulation currents; these resulting phenomena are already described under the atmospheric
mixing and transport process category.  Combustion events (diffusion flames, deflagrations,
detonations) are not considered, although it is recognized that such events may affect the behaviour
of gas distributions within the containment.  The effect of combustion on gas distribution involves a
complicated combination of the phenomena identified here and some additional ones.  Such
processes, as combustion-driven redistribution of gases, are considered to be outside the scope of this
report.
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The identification process proceeds without reference to codes or modelling capability, drawing on a
physical interpretation of processes that are judged to occur in current and ALWRs during postulated
reactor accidents.

To provide some structure to the discussion of key phenomena and to eliminate redundant entries in
the identification table, phenomena are grouped by containment component and process—these are
the first two columns in the “generic” phenomena identification table presented as Table 3.2-1.  The
definition of these components and the description of the processes and phenomena are discussed in
the subsections that follow.  Detailed descriptions of phenomena are given in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Components

A component is a generalized type of geometry and composition that encompasses a broad grouping
of phenomena.  A component is distinguished by a volume with a general type of physical
composition and its boundaries (surfaces) across which the exchange of mass and energy occurs
between volumes.  The general composition classes within the containment are gases, liquids, and
solids.  Energy and mass exchanges may take place within a volume (as a source or sink or as
exchanges between the constituents within a volume), at the surfaces between volumes, or between
the depth of a volume and a surface or the depth of another volume (emitting or absorbing thermal
and gamma radiation).

There are three key components in a PWR dry containment: atmosphere, structure, and pool.  All
containment codes have models to represent these basic components, and most of the experimental
and validation efforts described in this report investigate phenomena associated with these
components.  Usually, describing an atmosphere refers to a region inside the containment building;
however, it can also refer to the normal earth atmosphere external to the containment.  The
constituents of an atmosphere are predominantly gases, although two-phase mixtures, liquid droplets,
and solid particles may be present during a transient.  The constituents of a pool are predominantly
liquids, although two-phase mixtures, gas bubbles and solid particles may be present during a
transient.  In certain cases one component may transform into another component; for example, water
runs onto a structure (dry floor) forming a pool, or a pool is drained away leaving a structure.

The three key components are defined as follows:

• Atmosphere.  The open volume or free flow volume for gases.  It excludes an existing
pool of water or a pool of water that may form during an accident.

• Structure.  A solid material that communicates with the containment atmosphere or pool
through a surface.  It may be an exterior wall or floor that forms the containment system
boundary, an interior wall that divides the containment into subcompartments or
otherwise forms a barrier to the flow of gases, and another solid barrier that consumes
interior space, such as a pipe or other fixture.

• Pool.  A volume of water that lies on a floor

Communication between components is through their surfaces.  A surface is an interface between the
containment atmosphere and a structure, between the containment atmosphere and a pool or between
a pool and a structure.  A surface includes the boundary layers of air and of water that condenses on a
solid surface, through which heat and mass transfer occur.
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Table 3.2-1  Phenomena for containment thermalhydraulic and hydrogen distributions
during design-basis and severe accidents.

Component Process Phenomena
Atmosphere:

pressurization/ multicomponent gas compression/expansion
depressurization aerosol mass and energy exchange

spray mass and energy exchange
volume displacement/pool filling or draining
atmosphere cooling by fan-cooler

mixing jet-plume gas interaction/entrainment (localized)
(intracompartment) buoyancy/stratification (regional)

buoyancy/wall interaction (regional)
diffusion (turbulent)
spray dynamics
fan dynamics

transport
(intercompartment)

buoyancy

form and friction losses
aerosol coupling
liquid water carryover

Structure:
interior heat transfer one-dimensional transient conduction

two- or three-dimensional transient conduction
mass transfer outgassing (concrete)

surface  (solid and
film)

sensible heat transfer spray/aerosol deposition or impingement

free convection
forced/mixed convection
radiation (structure to atmosphere)
radiation (structure to structure)
liquid film resistance
liquid film advection

latent heat and mass transfer
(condensation/evaporation)

free convection

forced/mixed convection
transport (film flow) liquid film advection

interfacial shear (film/gas interaction)
Pool:

mixing buoyancy/stratification
bubble dynamics

transport filling and draining
displacement (pressure driven)

Pool:
interior heat transfer convection (flooded structures)

boiling (flooded corium layers)
steam condensation (bubbles)

surface sensible heat transfer free convection
forced/mixed convection
spray/aerosol deposition

latent heat and mass transfer
(condensation/evaporation)

free convection

forced/mixed convection
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Note that the reactor primary coolant system (PCS) is not a component in a containment but that it
forms a boundary condition for the containment.  A break in the PCS during a LOCA is the major
source of water and hydrogen flowing into the containment during an accident.

All containment codes have models to represent these basic components, and most of the
experimental and validation efforts described in this report investigate phenomena associated with
these components.  When all the components are designed into an experimental program, the testing
program is considered to be integral.  Tests limited to one component (or phenomenon within a
component) are generally referred to as SETs.  In the phenomena identification listing shown in
Table 3.2-1, the components are listed in the first column.

3.2.2 Processes

Phenomena can be further classified by the main processes occurring within the containment.  In the
second column of Table 3.2-1, five categories of processes are defined:

1. pressurization/depressurization
 
2. mixing
 
3. transport
 
4. heat transfer
 
5. mass transfer

Pressurization is the process where the atmosphere pressure changes by means other than as a result
of energy or mass exchange with structures or pools.  In this process the atmospheric boundaries are
considered adiabatic.  Rapid blowdowns into the containment are an example of a pressurization
process.  Depressurization can occur during the expansion of gases when the containment boundary is
breached.  Such a condition may be the result of a planned action, in the case of containment venting
schemes or the result of structure failure.  Additionally, depressurization can also take place as a
result of some exchange taking place within the atmosphere, as in the case of energy and mass
exchange with containment sprays.

Mixing is a process where separate fluids with distinguishable characteristics tend to come together
to form a fluid with a single characteristic.  Mixing is an intracompartment process, whereas transport
is an inter-compartment process.  Mixing includes all phenomena that affect the mixing process
occurring within a single open compartment or room.  The characteristics can be temperature or
constituent concentration.  For instance, when hydrogen is injected into a mixture of air and steam,
the incoming gas stream mixes with the surrounding atmosphere.  If the mixing process proceeds to
completion, a uniform composition of hydrogen, air, and steam will be created.  However, in many
cases the mixing process is incomplete for a substantial time period and during this time period the
atmosphere is considered to be in an unmixed state.  If mixing does not proceed to completion, but
flow stagnates, then a stratified condition will be created.

Transport is a process where fluids or aerosols move from one defined region to another.  Transport
usually refers to movement between compartments, such as convection loops that develop between a
series of coupled compartments or the flow of liquids between various compartments.  Transport may
occur between components within a compartment, such as between pools, or from structures to pools.
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And, transport may also occur for a single component, as in the case of the flow of liquids along
walls.

The most commonly investigated processes within containments are those involving heat and mass
transfer.  These exchange processes take place both within and at the boundaries of components. For
a solid component, the interior process is conduction.  For a fluid component, the interior processes
usually are convection but can include conduction and diffusion under certain circumstances.
Aerosols and sprays can exchange energy and mass with the atmosphere through evaporation or
condensation or through sensible heat transfer; however, because aerosols and sprays are considered
part of the atmosphere, these exchanges are grouped under the pressurization–depressurization
process.  Condensation and evaporation also are important processes at the interface between the
atmosphere and the other components: structure and pool.  Condensation and evaporation are
classified as a combination of mass and latent energy transfer processes.  The exchange of energy
without an accompanying exchange of mass is classified as a sensible energy transfer process.

3.2.3 Phenomena

In many physical processes, a number of phenomena can be involved.  Therefore, dissection of a
process, like mixing, will indicate an overlapping of various phenomena where boundaries are
difficult to distinguish; however, each process can usually be identified, and in most situations
observations of the process can reveal one or two phenomenon that dominate. As previously noted,
the phenomenon definition is a broad one that includes characteristics and events as well as
phenomenological processes.  Also, it should be realized that the chosen level of detail used in
identifying phenomena associated with a process will often be a judgement based on our current
ability to differentiate phenomena with the instrumentation commonly found in both integral- and
separate-effects testing, in fundamental experiments, and according to the details of the modelling.
(Tests limited to specific, local phenomena are called fundamental experiments.)

Phenomena can be characterized by reference to safety equipment or a device if the phenomena are
specific to that equipment and not otherwise described in a process group.  For example, fan cooling
and dynamics, spray mass and energy exchange, and spray dynamics are phenomena specifically
associated with safety equipment and are not considered in other basic phenomena descriptions.

In the last column of Table 3.2-1 are listed the phenomena that affect containment thermalhydraulics
and hydrogen gas distributions, grouped according to containment component and process.  A
description of each phenomenon is given in Appendix A.  Phenomena are ranked in the section that
follows according to their relative importance in affecting containment loads (pressure and
temperature), and gas-mixture compositions.

3.3 Containment Phenomena Ranking

The phenomenon identification described in Section 3.2 has been completed for all phases of a
potential accident, applying mainly to PWR or PHWR large dry containments; through the inclusion
of a generic pool component, the list of phenomena extends to include BWR containments.  Through
the ranking process, the complete list of phenomena is reduced depending on the specifics of the
plant type, scenario, and phase of the accident.  Because the experiments and code applications
discussed in this report are directed primarily towards a PWR-like plant, the ranking process will also
assume that the containment type is a PWR.  To develop a ranking that is not too specific to an
accident scenario, a more general approach is used to establish and identify the critical accident
phase.
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3.3.1 Accident Scenario and Phase Definition

It is realized that most accident scenarios (LBLOCAs, small-break LOCAs (SBLOCAs) and station
blackouts) are characterized, from the standpoint of the containment, as LOCA-type accidents, where
the release of a portion of the primary and ECCS coolant initially pressurizes (conditions) the
containment prior to the release of hydrogen.  A “generic” containment scenario for a severe accident
may be described using a threat matrix that identifies levels of potential threats to containment
integrity.  An example threat matrix is shown in Table 3.3-1.

The classification of threats is defined in terms of whether possible containment failure is either
early, delayed, or late depending on the time that containment failure pressure is exceeded.  The time
reference is based on the most critical time for potential release of airborne radioactivity from a failed
containment; that time is when, during the accident progression, the reactor vessel is breached and
large quantities of radioactive material are lofted into the containment atmosphere.  In various
assessments to public risk [10,11] and other plant PSAs [12], containment failure modes described as
early, delayed, and late are used.  These studies have shown that the greatest public risk occurs for
the early failure mode (set off by double lines in Table 3.3-1).  As a result, careful assessment of
containment loading is required during this accident period, and therefore this period has received the
most inspection by analysts using containment codes.  The early failure mode is composed of a
number of separate accident phases (reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization, restricted core-
cooling, core damage, and vessel breach).  Shown in Table 3.3-1 are the threat levels associated with
each accident phase (L-low, M-moderate, H-high).

Low-level threats include those containment conditions where the maximum pressures are
significantly (factor of 2 to 3) below the failure pressure of the containment, in the range of the
containment design pressure; medium threats occur when the containment pressure is above the
design pressure such that some permanent damage to the containment can be expected, even though
pressures are still much less than the containment failure pressure; and, high threats are those where
the containment failure pressure is nearly approached (approximately within 5% to 10% of failure
pressure) or is exceeded.  The sources of these threats are listed in the table.  Accident management
or mitigation procedures and equipment are presented under the heading “threat management.”  Each
country has developed an accident management program; summaries of these programs can be found
in the OECD report on Implementing Severe Accident Management in Nuclear Power Plants [13].

During the early failure mode, there are two accident phases that have events considered to be a high-
level threat to containment integrity:  the core damage phase includes events associated with
hydrogen deflagrations or detonations; and, the vessel breach phase for a pressurized system includes
the threat resulting from a DCH event.  In the case of the latter, the OECD has recently reported on
the state-of-the-art for DCH events[14]; therefore, the vessel breach phase of early failure will not be
covered here.  During the core-damage phase, the core is uncovered and hydrogen is generated by a
clad–steam reaction.  Because the primary coolant system boundary has failed (LOCA-type event),
hydrogen (with steam) is released into the containment.  This report primarily addresses this phase of
an accident, as indicated by the shaded region in Table 3.3-1.  Although the report does not
emphasize phenomena occurring in those accident phases prior to core damage (RCS
depressurization and restricted core-cooling), it is understood that processes in those earlier phases
must be taken into account in order to establish boundary conditions for subsequent phases; in fact, a
mistaken understanding of early phenomena can lead to threat levels being poorly calculated.



Table 3.3-1  Example containment threat matrix for LOCA (excluding basemat melt-through)

Threat Time
period

Accident Phase Containment
Event

Source Threat
Level

Threat management

(approx.) active passive

Early
Failure

Seconds -
minutes

RCS
Depressurization

Rapid
pressurization

High-pressure 2-phase
RCS water

L Containment volume,
pressure suppression
during this period and
beyond (pools or ice)

Minutes -
hours
(~2 h)

Restricted Core
Cooling

Slow
pressurization or
depressurization

ECCS/RCS water heating L-M Pressure
suppression
(sprays and fan
coolers)

Passive containment
cooling system

 2 - 5 h Core damage Deflagration Core uncovery (dryout)
with clad–steam reaction
producing hydrogen

M-H Igniters Containment volume,
recombiners, inerting

Diffusion Flame L-M Igniter location away
from containment
walls

Local Detonation
(DDT)

H Recombiners, inerting

Seconds Vessel Breach
(VB)

Steam spike Rapid release of high-
pressure steam, rapid
steam generation during
corium quenching, and/or
steam explosion

M Containment volume,
dry cavity and low
containment pressure
prior to VB

DCH Sensible and chemical
energy transfer (plus
hydrogen combustion)

H Vessel
depressurization

Low primary system
pressure, debris
trapping

continued...
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Table 3.3-1 (concluded)

Threat Time
period

Accident
Phase

Event Source Threat
Level

Threat management

(Approx.) active passive
Delayed
Failure

5 - 10 h Core-
Concrete
Interaction
(CCI) with
oxidation of
metals

Deflagration additional oxidation of
metals in the
corium/concrete
interaction creating
hydrogen

M-H Igniters Containment volume,
recombiners, inerting

Local Detonation
(DDT)

H Recombiners, inerting

Late
Failure

10 h to
days

Decay
heating

Gradual
pressurization

Boil-off of sump from
corium cooling and sump
evaporation

H Sump cooling,
fan coolers,
sprays, and
venting

Passive containment
cooling systems

Outgassing of bound and
evaporable water from
concrete walls at high
temperature

M-H

Noncondensable gas
generation from Core-
Concrete Interaction

L
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3.3.2 Ranking Criteria

The PIRT process requires a primary evaluation criterion that will be used to judge the relative
importance of phenomena and processes for the containment behaviour of interest.  In the accident
phase considered here, the containment behaviour that is of interest involves an assessment of
atmospheric conditions prior to hydrogen combustion.  Combustion studies have shown that the peak
pressures during hydrogen deflagration and large-scale detonations are dependent on the atmospheric
conditions in the containment just prior to the event [15,16].  These conditions include pressure,
temperature, and the steam-air-hydrogen concentrations.  Pressure is a global parameter, whereas
temperature and gas-species concentrations are regional or local indicators of containment conditions.
A criteria for ranking phenomena and processes, therefore, extends beyond the hydrogen limits
specified in regulatory guidelines, noted in Chapter 2, to a broader set of criteria that includes
pressure, temperature and gas-mixture composition as the important initial conditions for combustion.
The experimental database, described in Chapter 4, reveals that these are the prime quantities
measured in many integral tests.  Therefore, we evaluate local phenomena and processes according to
their importance in affecting these global, regional or local conditions within the containment.

3.3.3 Ranking Components and Phenomena Importance

Ranking is based on subjective decisions regarding the importance of phenomena and processes in
relation to the criteria set.  The ranking is dependent on expert opinion and engineering judgement.
The process is aided by review of the experimental database and various analytical efforts involving
plant and test facility analyses that include reference and sensitivity  calculations.  In establishing a
ranking scale, it is common practice to evaluate the criterion using a scale of low, medium or high.
The low, medium, and high ranks have definitions that correspond to the intended uses [9].  For the
three PIRT objectives that are of concern here, these definitions are as follows:

1. Experimental Guidance:

• Low = Phenomenon should be exhibited, but accurate measurement and prototypicality
are of low importance.

 
• Medium = Phenomenon should be exhibited; measurements may be derived;

prototypicality may be somewhat compromised.
 
• High = Phenomenon should be explicitly exhibited and well measured; phenomenon

should be prototypical.
 
 2. Code Development:
 

• Low = Phenomena have a small effect on the primary parameter of interest.  Phenomena
should be represented in the code, but almost any model will be sufficient.

 
• Medium = Phenomena have a moderate influence on the primary parameter of interest.

Phenomena should be well modelled; accuracy may be somewhat compromised.
 
• High = Phenomena have a dominant effect on the primary parameter of interest.

Phenomena should be explicitly and accurately modelled.
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 3. Code Uncertainty:
 

• Low = Combined uncertainty of phenomena may be determined in a bounding fashion or
may be eliminated, when justified.

 
• Medium = Phenomena should be evaluated to determine if uncertainty should be treated

individually as are high ranks or in a combined manner as are low ranks.
 
• High = Phenomena uncertainty should be individually determined and then combined

statistically with other uncertainty sources.

3.3.4 Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Table

Shown in Table 3.3.4-1 is an illustrative PIRT for a PWR large dry containment during the core-
damage phase of a severe accident.  (An exception to the category of PWRs considered in Table
3.3.4-1 is the German PWR design that includes an annulus gap region surrounding the containment
shell.)  Because the key parameters selected for the ranking process depend to some extent on prior
phases of the accident, some consideration of conditioning prior to the core-damage phase is required
and is, therefore, implicitly included in the ranking shown in Table 3.3.4-1.  A more extensive PIRT
analysis would include all accident phases.

Note that localized mixing phenomena occurring in or near a jet or plume resulting from an injection
are ranked low.  This choice is a reflection of the lack of either experimental or analytical
confirmation that within the jet/plume boundaries’ combustion ignition conditions occur. The high
concentration of steam present in the injection source, along with the large uncertainties associated
with injection type (orientation and break size) and surrounding geometry, makes any ranking
judgement difficult to rationalize.  More research in the area of local mixing processes, however, may
provide the information that will alter this ranking; this ranking is indicated by the conditional (H)
ranking given this phenomenon.

Some additional points are to be made with regard to the outcome and rationale behind the ranking
for regional mixing processes.  The low ranking of phenomena influencing containment pressure
reflects past experiences (analytical studies) showing that local and regional mixing processes are of
minimal importance for global energy balancing during a core-damage phase, a phase typically
characterized as a period of low steam injection rates. Mixing processes, resulting from
buoyancy/stratification (regional) phenomena, however, may give rise to regional stratifications that
can be highly important in determining temperature and concentration gradients that affect conditions
important to hydrogen combustion.

The variations in phenomena ranking for global (pressure), regional, and local parameters are
dependent partly on the relative importance that a parameter represents as an initial condition for
hydrogen combustion.  The pressure parameter, for instance, is included because it represents a base
value that the pressure increment resulting from a potential combustion event is added to determine
the peak pressure.  Generally, local and regional gas-mixing patterns do not significantly affect these
pressures because the areas of nonuniform mixing that influence atmospheric energy transfers, and
therefore pressure, are confined to small portions of the containment.  During the core-damage phase
of the accident, where the containment injection sources are relatively small and prolonged, pressure
variations within the containment are insignificant.  In contrast, mixing processes can cause
temperature and gas compositions to vary considerably within regions of the containment and
especially between regions above and below source injections.  The initiation and severity of
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Table 3.3.4-1  Illustrative phenomena identification and ranking table for containment
thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distributions during the core-damaged phase of a severe

accident inside a PWR containment.

Component Process Phenomena Rank
Pressure Temperature Composition

Atmosphere:
pressurization/
depressurization

multi-component gas compression/expansion M L M

aerosol mass and energy exchange L L L-M
spray mass and energy exchange M M M
volume displacement/pool filling or draining L L L
atmosphere cooling by fan-cooler M M H

mixing jet-plume gas interaction/entrainment
(localized)

L L (H)a L (H)a

buoyancy/stratification (regional) L-M M H
buoyancy/wall interaction (regional) L M M
diffusion (turbulent) L L L
spray dynamics L M H
fan dynamics L M H

transport (inter-
compartment)

buoyancy M M-H H

form and friction losses L L-M L-M
aerosol coupling L L L
liquid water carryover L L L

Structure:
interior heat transfer one-dimensional transient conduction M-H M-H M-H

two- or three-dimensional transient
conduction

L L L

mass transfer outgassing (concrete) L L L

Structure:
surface (solid and
film)

sensible heat transfer spray/aerosol deposition or impingement L L-M L-M

free convection L L L
forced/mixed convection L L-M L
radiation (structure to atmosphere) L L-M L
radiation (structure to structure) L L-M L
liquid film resistance L L L
liquid film advection L L L

latent heat and
mass transfer
(condensation/
evaporation)

free convection H H H

forced/mixed convection L L L
transport (film flow) liquid film advection L-M L-M L-M

interfacial shear (film/gas interaction) L L L

continued...
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Table 3.3.4-1 (concluded)

Component Process Phenomena Rank
Pressure Temperature Composition

Pool:
mixing buoyancy/stratification L L-M L

bubble dynamics L L L
transport filling and draining L L-M L-M

displacement (pressure driven) L L L

interior heat transfer convection (flooded structures) L L-M L
boiling L L L
steam condensation (bubbles) b b b

Pool:
surface sensible heat transfer free convection L L L

forced/mixed convection L L L
aerosol/spray deposition L L L

latent heat and mass
transfer

free convection L L-M L-M

forced/mixed convection L L L

a  The high ranking of this phenomenon is conditional, depending on the characterization of the injection, containment
conditions, and whether the phenomenon (thermal plume) is being generated by recombination.  If the injection composition
is such that concentrations within the plume approach detonation conditions (or conditions favourable for DDT), then the
ranking should be high.  Generally, the jet/plume represents a very small fraction of the containment volume and high steam
and/or low air concentrations within the injection source preclude local combustion.  Thermal plumes and buoyancy-driven
flows resulting from recombination may receive a high ranking, depending on the size of the room where the recombiner is
located and on the location of the recombiner in the room.

b  Not applicable for this accident phase or reactor type (may apply for BWR type)

combustion events can be somewhat sensitive to temperature variations and very sensitive to
compositional variations.  For these reasons, buoyancy/stratification phenomena affecting regional
temperatures, and even more so compositions, are considered to have a medium and high importance,
respectively.

In a somewhat similar outcome, transport processes are considered to have only  a medium effect on
containment pressure during this accident phase but a higher effect on temperature, and gas
concentrations.  The upgrading to medium for pressure, for transport processes, is the result of a
realization that inter-compartment mixing extends over a larger volume of the containment than do
regional mixing processes.  As the entire containment volume begins to mix, pressure varies as
atmospheric energy is transferred to cold structures now being continually exposed to high steam
concentrations.  As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, there are numerous experimental and analytical
studies of mixing phenomena associated with multiple compartment containments having near
prototypical configurations (relative compartment volumes, connections, and heat sink mock-ups).
These studies have been undertaken to increase our understanding of convection patterns that occur
during severe accident conditions and to improve our predictive capabilities for transport processes.

For the active mitigation processes such as sprays and fan coolers, there can be a significant influence
on both global, regional, and local conditions within the containment.  These processes, if present
during the core-damage phase of the accident, may dominate as the most important phenomena and
processes affecting conditions for hydrogen combustion.   In many severe accident analyses, AC
power is unavailable, and as a result sprays and fan coolers are not functioning.  In some cases AC
power may be restored.  Bringing these safety features back into operation may initiate a combustion
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event by the process of de-inertization.  The inclusion of engineering safety features in the PIRT
highlights their importance for consideration in severe accidents, especially when AC power may be
restored at an inopportune moment.

Under the category of surface heat transfer processes, those phenomena responsible for sensible heat
transfer are considered to have a low ranking because the amount of energy transfer associated with
this exchange is generally insignificant compared with the latent energy transfers from condensation
and evaporation.  A number of features are associated with the latent heat and mass transfer process:
gas-phase resistance; condensate film resistance; and, film advection.  The PIRT shows that the
energy transfers associated with presence of the film are insignificant and that the governing
phenomenon for condensation (or evaporation) is gas-phase resistance, which is dependent on the
convection regime.  Further, during the core-damage phase, forced circulation patterns within the
containment are minor with respect to free convection flows that determine gas-species boundary
layers near most heat-conducting structures.  Free convection flow processes are, therefore, most
important for latent heat transfers.  The large energy exchanges associated with these transfers
obviously have a major effect on energy balances (pressure) and on other key parameters such as
temperature and concentrations.  Gas compositions are affected by these potentially large transfers
since the steam concentration in the containment atmosphere is directly affected by such processes.
Especially near cold walls, condensation on surfaces can de-inert regions, producing local regions of
high hydrogen concentrations and driving local convections.  This potentially critical condition is
reflected in a high ranking given to the mass transfer processes and a medium ranking for two-phase
thermodynamics associated with the pressurization process that determines the state of
multicomponent gas mixtures.

3.3.5 Implications of Rankings

The main implication for these rankings are that experiments require explicit instrumentation to
measure regional temperatures and compositions and that attention to prototypical conditions for the
core-damage phase should be maintained in order to investigate regional and inter-compartment
mixing patterns.  Beyond the obvious prototypical geometrical requirements are the requirements to
precondition the containment (pressure, water vapour concentration, structure temperature) prior to
the hydrogen–steam injection and provide injection rates that are properly scaled.  Because inter-
compartment mixing by buoyancy can be of high importance, compartment temperature and velocity
measurements at major flow path junctions should be measured.  Since mass transfer by condensation
is the most important mass and energy transfer process, wall surface instrumentation should be used
to determine heat flux, condensate amount, and atmospheric temperature near the surface.  Velocity
measurements near the surface should be included, if possible, to confirm that the convection regime
is free convection.

Code development programs need to focus on models that can predict regional stratification, mixing,
and inter-compartment transport that are due to buoyancy-driven forces.  Models for free convection
mass transfer should be developed using methods that ensure a high degree of accuracy.  These
methods may be verified by SETs.  Models developed through these efforts must be suitable for being
scaled up to full-scale containments.

The most likely areas for critical uncertainty analysis are the modelling methods for predicting
regional stratification, mixing, and inter-compartment gas transport.  Lumped-parameter codes have
been criticized for their approximate modelling methods in these areas.  These criticisms have led to
the emergence of improved computing techniques for these codes and the introduction of alternative
codes that use finite-difference approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations with turbulent closure
models and advanced numerics.  These finite-difference codes are, in principle, capable of accurately
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resolving detailed mixing patterns dependent on buoyancy, momentum, and free surface shear forces.
Code development and assessment efforts for lumped-parameter and finite-difference codes are
currently being pursued by a number of organizations (see Chapter 5).
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4.  RECENT EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES

4.1 Introduction

The experimental work described in this chapter represents the international effort put forth over the last 10
years to extend the knowledge and understanding of containment behaviour from the DBA conditions [1] to
more challenging severe accident conditions.  It covers data over a wide range of scale, test conditions, and
phenomena affecting containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution.  It is, as such, the best
internationally available database for severe accident containment behaviour code validation.  Since computer
codes are used to simulate containment behavior during a severe accident, without availability of data from real
accidents, they must be validated against relevant experiments to warrant reliable predictions.

Whereas Chapter 5 discusses the modelling of particular experiments (the successes and failures of codes to
predict or replicate experimental results), this chapter describes the facilities available and specific tests
performed recently.  Table 4.1-1 lists the major experimental facilities with data on scale, overall dimensions,
compartmentalization, typical problems and extent of instrumentation.  Table 4.1-2 puts the experimental
dimensions in perspective with typical dimensions of PWR containments, to give a quantitative basis for scaling
assessment.  Table 4.1-3 summarizes the relevant experiments that have been performed and that are described
in more detail in this chapter.  These experiments, in general, provide good data, relevant for containment
thermalhydraulics and hydrogen mixing and are useful for code validation.  Most facilities, as long as they are
still in operation, could also serve for future experiments to address 3D code validation, experimental and
modelling uncertainties, scaling issues, and effects of mitigation measures—all were identified as issues
requiring more work in a recent OECD workshop on hydrogen mitigation [2].

Containment phenomena, listed and discussed in Chapter 3, are cross-referenced to internationally available
experiments, mostly integrated tests, in Table 4.1-4.  This table is a first attempt at compiling a phenomena-
based validation matrix for containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution in containment similar to
the test facility cross-reference matrices presented in Reference 3 for primary-heat-transport system (PHTS)
analysis.  It must be considered in conjunction with Table 3.3.4-1 (example PIRT) to assess the completeness
and quality of the internationally available experimental data that address the most important phenomena for
predicting containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution (before mitigation measures) during the
core-damaged phase of a PWR severe accident.  As such, only those phenomena that received a “high” or
“medium” ranking in the illustrative PIRT, Table 3.3.4-1 presented in Chapter 3, are repeated in Table 4.1-4.
Data from proprietary experiments are not included in this table.  A qualitative assessment has been made of the
degree of suitability of the experimental data for code validation purposes using a four-tiered ranking:

0 - Not Present - The phenomenon is not present in any of the tests, or its presence is unknown (entry
in table is blank).

1 - Present - The phenomenon is present in some or all tests, but its effect on the test results is
insignificant or was not observed or both.

2 - Significant - The phenomenon is present in some or all tests, and its effect on the test results is
significant and can be confirmed through indirect measurements (at least qualitatively or as a
trend).
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Table 4.1-1  Major experimental facilities

Facility Type/Intended Scalea

(status)
Configurationb/Size/
Typical Problems

Instrumentationc

HDR decommissioned steel PWR
containment with external spray
(decommissioned in 1995)

MC (~70), 11 300 m3 full
height, about 1/3 of volume in
open dome

very complex containment,
uncertain heat losses, large
surface/volume ratio

gas concentration gas
temperature structure temp. +
heat transfer velocity

BMC ~1/5 scale concrete model of
Biblis PWR containment with
concrete internal walls (to be
decommissioned in 1997)

MC (9)640 m3, 9-m height

air leakage via concrete cracks

gas concentration
gas temperature
structure temp. + heat transfer
velocity

NUPEC ¼ scale insulated steel model of
Japanese PWR with steel
internal partitions (to be
decommissioned)

MC (25-26)
1300 m3

only short-term heat sinks

gas concentration (29-30)
gas temperature (34)
structure temperature (146)
velocity (10)

HEDL 3/10 scale model of US ice
condenser containment with
wooden internal partition

MC (2)
852 m3, 20.3-m height

gas concentration
temperature

PHEBUS generic steel vessel, part of
integrated core/PHTS/
containment facility
(currently in use)

SC
14.5 m3, 5.7-m height

only one gas sampling line

H2 and O2 concentrations (1)
gas temperature (25)
sump temperature (4)
structure temperatures
condensation rates

VICTORIA 1/15 scale model of Loviisa IC
containment with dummy
internal structures (currently in
use)

MC (~5)
21 m3, 4.6-m height

gas concentration (10)
temperature (~300)
flow visualization

WL 3 cubic unobstructed volumes
concrete walls (1000 m3 only)
steel vessel and vented steel
compartment (recombiner tests)
(all currently in use)

SC or MC (2)
0.03, 5.8, 1000 m3 (mixing)
10.7, 120 m3 (recombiner)
no specific scale, rectangular

gas concentration (10)
gas temperature and humidity
structure temperature
flow visualization, video

AP600 PCCS
Test Facility

1/8 scale model of AP600 steel
shell PWR containment

SC or MC (4)
88 m3, 6.1-m height

gas concentration (2-6)
gas temperature (8 movable)
wall temperature (156)
velocity (5)

MISTRA steel vessel can be subdivided
(under construction)

~90 m3, 7-m height
controlled boundary conditions
SOA instrumentation

designed for 3D code’s
temperature velocity (several
methods) concentration (mass
spect.) condensation rates
(local)

Notes: a Scales refer to linear scale 1/x, volumetric scale found by 1/x3

b MC - multicompartment (# rooms), SC - single compartment
c All facilities have at lease one pressure measurement.



Table 4.1-2  Dimensions and scaling parameters of typical PWRs (approximate) and experimental facilities

Containment Type Experimental Facility

German
PWR

US
PWR

Japanese
PWR

French
PWR

CANDU
6

HDR NUPEC BMC PHEBUS HEDL Victoria WL AP600
PCCS

Mistra

Shape a S C C C C C C C C C C R C C

Type b, Pressure c

(kPa(a))
S, 530 L,

420-520
L, ~500 C, 530 C, 225 S, 600 S, 150 C, ~250 S, ~200 S, S, ~300 C, - S, S,

~600

Volume (m3) 70000 77000 72900 73050 48000 11300 1310 640 10 850 21 1000 88 90

Height (m) 56 64 65 63 46 60 17.4 9.0 5.7 20.3 4.6 11 6.1 7

Diameter (m) 56 43 43 44 41.7 20.7 10.8 12.0 1.8 7.6 3.1 10.3*8.2 4.6 4

Dome shape d H E H E E H H F E E F E E

Dome vol. (m3) e 41000 ~60000 52000 ~47000 ~27000 4800 930 ~260 10 ~650 ~12 1000 ~70 90

# Compartments 120 20 ~25 ~50 ~20 ~70 25 9 1 2 ~5 1-10 1-4 1-10

LT heat sink S/V
ratiof (m2/m3)

0.82 0.25 0.25 ? 0.40 0.88 0.0 1.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0

Notes: a spherical (S), cylindrical (C), rectangular (R)
b type of pressure boundary: concrete (C), steel (S), steel-lined concrete (L), none (-)
c design pressure for reactors, typical max. test pressure for experiments
d hemispherical (H), elliptical (E), flat (F)
e refers to open area above “operating deck”
f long-term heat sink’s surface-to-volume ratio (concrete and steel-clad concrete walls only)

48
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Table 4.1-3  Experiments on containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution

Facility/Experiment
<Data Categorya>

Typeb Test Conditionsc General Observations

HDR/T31.5
(ISP 23)
<1>

DBA
LBLOCA

55 s 2-phase blowdown
1200 s NC cooldown

stable temperature stratification

HDR/E11.2
(ISP 29)
<1>

IETs
SBLOCA in
upper and lower
building

12 h steam injection
20min gas/3 h steam in
lower containment
3.75 h outer spray cooling
4 h NC, venting at 30 min

overall convection loop
temp. and gas strat. after injection
strong gas stratification during outer
spray cooling, mixing in second half of
spray period

NUPEC/M-7-1
(ISP 35)
<1>

IETs steam pre-heating
30 min gas/steam release
and internal water spray
followed by mixing period

good mixing because of strong spray

BMC/VANAM M3
(ISP 37)
<1>

IETs, injection of
soluble aerosol
into wet
atmosphere

16 h heatup by steam
injection
1 h aerosol injection 4.5 h
deplet.
30 min aerosol, 10 min dep.
6.5 h steam injection

strat. for high release elevation
mixing for low release elevation
effect of hygroscopic aerosols

HDR/T31.5-H2

distribution
<1>

IETs
SBLOCA
gas injection

20 min cooldown
16 min steam injection
12 min gas release
20 h NC cooldown

long temp./gas stratification (6 h)
mixing because of onset of overall
natural circulation loop after 6 h

HDR E11.1
<2>

IETs
SBLOCA in
upper building

same injection location and
other conditions similar to
E11.2 but with inner spray
cooling

similar to E11.2, but start of mixing
during spraying, re-stratification after
spray stop, mixing after venting at
30,12, 5 min

HDR E11.3
<2>

IETs
SBLOCA in
lower building

blockage of loop geometry
by blockage of spiral
staircase, 20 h steam and
1 h 40 min gas inject in
lower containment, 3 h
steam, NC, venting at 5 min

despite blockage of loop geometry
mixing of atmosphere (temp, gas
concentrations) is due to low injection
location

HDR E11.4
<1>

IETs
SBLOCA in
lower building

similar to E11.2 but 34 h
steam inject in lower
containment, various
injections, dry heat, sump
boiling, outerspray NC,
venting at 30 min

no stratification,
mixed atmosphere is due to low
injection location

HDR E11.5
<2>

IETs
LBLOCA  in
lower building

1 h large blowdown
2 h steam, 30 min gas
1 h steam, 18 min gas,
5 h steam , dry heat,
sump boiling, 1h steam,
venting at 5 min, 12 min

mixed atmosphere is due to low injection
location and  high turbulent blowdown
flow

NUPEC/M-4-3, 8-1, 8-2
<2>

IETs various conditions
inner spray

stratification even for low release
elevation internal spray breaks
stratification

NUPEC/M-2-2
<2>

SETs 30 min He release followed
by mixing period

slight stratification
low gas concentration in dead-end
compartments

BMC/VANAM M2*
<2>

IETs, injection of
non-soluble
aerosol into wet
atmosphere

6.5 h heatup to 220 kPa
0.5 h NC, 6.5 h steam inj.
50 min aerosol injection
4 h NC, 6 h steam inj.

temp. stratification in some phases

continued…
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Table 4.1-3 (concluded)

Facility/Experiment<D
ata Categorya>

Type b Test Conditionsc General Observations

BMC/VANAM M4
<2>

IETs, inj. of mixed
aerosols into wet
atm., H2 burn

similar to M3 temp. stratification in some phases

BMC/H2 distribution
(“Biblis Tests”)
<3>

IETs
without steam
short/long-term H2
mixing

a) preheating, followed by
multiple slow H2 releases
b) sump heatup and multiple
H2 release in cold
containment

a) stratification during release, but
broken by slow NC flow
b) immediate good mixing due to
strong NC flow

BMC/CEC Benchmark F2
<1>

IETs 48 h preheating
12 h steam release
8 h NC cooldown
7 h steam and dry heat

overall circulation loop changes
direction because of  heat release
local accumulation of air
mixing patterns identified
change to superheated atmosphere

PHEBUS/FPT0
<2>

IETs 40 prelim. steady-state tests
24 h preconditioning phase
3 min bundle prep phase
153 s bundle transient

natural convection heat transfer

HEDL/H2 tests
<2>

IETs various
NC and forced flow

well mixed because of gas
entrainment by jet, NC, and forced
flow

VICTORIA
<2>

IETs
SBLOCA and SA

various IC door position determines gas
flow patters
good mixing because of assymetric
overall circulation loop

WL/Mixing Tests
<2>

SETs gas release (He) at various
elevations followed by
mixing period

stable stratification in open
compartment without heat transfer

AP600 1/8 Scale Tests
with Helium Injection
<3>

IETs various press.
various steam and He inj.
external air or water cooled

internal NC flow observed
quick helium mixing (1-2 h)

BMC Hyjet Tests
<2>

SETs He distribution after
injection from a vertical jet
detailed measurements in jet
region

air entrainment into jet determines
dome concentration, strong
stratification (blind benchmark for
lumped-parameter and field codes)

BMC Recombiner Tests
<2>

IETs various recombiner and
H2/steam inj. locations

stratification inhibits H2 transport
recombiner in top compartment
does not break stratification

WL Recombiner Tests
<3>

SETs recombiner in single volume
stratified vessel and open
room

recombiner low in vessel breaks H2

stratification
good mixing in open room

Notes: a Data are freely available to all OECD members
b Limited availability of data, e.g., through multilateral exchange agreements
c Data are proprietary or commercial
b DBA (design-basis-accident), IETs (integrated-effects tests), SETs (separate-effects tests)

LB/SBLOCA - large-break/small-break loss-of-coolant-accident
c NC - natural convection
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Table 4.1-4  Containment phenomena addressed in experiments

TEST FACILITY: EXPERIMENT

Suitability for Code Validation      
[] - Not present                                 
1  - Present                                       
2  - Significant                                 
3  - Measured
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Atmosphere:
pressurization multi-component gas compr./exp. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 2

spray mass and energy exchange 2 2 2 2
cooling by fan-cooler

recombination 3
mixing jet-plume gas interaction/entrainment 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3

buoyancy/stratification (regional) 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 2
buoyancy/wall interaction (regional) 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
aerosol/spray dynamics 2 1 1
air-cooler fan induced mixing

transport buoyancy 1 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 1 1 3 2
form and friction losses 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Structure Interior:
heat transfer 1D transient conduction 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Structure Surface:
sensible heat transfer aerosol deposition or impingement 1 2 2 2

forced/mixed convection 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
radiation (structure to atmosphere) 1 1
radiation (structure to structure) 1 1 1 1

mass transfer(cond/evap) free convection 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pool Interior:
mixing buoyancy/stratification

transport filling and draining 1 2 2 2 2
Pool Surface:
mass transfer(cond/evap) free convection 1 1 2 2 2

3 - Measured - The phenomenon is present in some or all tests, and its effect on the test results is
significant and can be quantified through direct measurements.  No judgement as to the reliability,
quality, or uncertainty of these measurements is made.

The assessment and implementation of hydrogen mitigation techniques, discussed in Chapter 2, will require
additional phenomena, namely those resulting from the action of recombiners, igniters and other equipment, and
additional experiments, specifically separate-effects experiments, before a complete validation matrix can be
established.  Because the mitigation approaches vary by country and by reactor design, the individual validation
matrices may also be diverse.  However, the experiments described in this chapter should form the basis, at least
in part, of such validation matrices.

Within the tests described in this chapter, the ISPs have received undoubtedly the widest review of experimental
procedures, measurement techniques, and uncertainties through international workshops.  Nevertheless, there
still remain some unquantified uncertainties, even with ISPs.  Test uncertainties are discussed for each test at the
end of the sections.  The conclusions of these four containment thermalhydraulics-related ISPs form the basis for
the conclusions in this chapter.  Some of the other experiments are of as much interest as the ISPs; however, the
test results have not received the same level of peer review and measurement techniques, and uncertainties are
generally not as well characterized or even not identified at all.  An attempt was made to assess the availability,
applicability, boundary condition characterization, and measurement detail (in particular hydrogen measurement
techniques) of each facility and experiment from the cited references.  The data are categorized into three
groups, reflecting the availability of experimental results and original data reports:  Category 1 data have
unlimited availability within the OECD; category 2 data have limited availability, usually accessible for select
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countries through multilateral information exchange agreements; and category 3 data are proprietary to certain
countries or companies, with original data not available, but published results are generally available.  Table 4.1-
2. shows these categories.  The conclusions of this chapter are mainly based on category 1 and 2 data.  Category
3 data are mentioned, because of unique features in these tests, but they are excluded from the draft validation
matrix because of the unavailability of original data, which is a necessary requirement for code validation.

4.1.1 Scaling and Requirements for Extrapolation

Scaling problems and associated complicating factors are discussed in earlier SOARs on PWR [1] and BWR [4]
containment technology.  In these SOARs, the discussion focused on implications for important DBA-oriented
phenomena.  Apart from highly transient processes accompanying the high-pressure core-melt ejection process,
most other severe accident scenarios under discussion in this SOAR are characterized as long-lasting natural-
convection processes. They are mainly affected by the preceding deposition of energy in confining structures,
which determines the distribution of heat sources and heat sinks for the subsequent period of interest.  Thus
modelling heat exchange between the containment fluid and the structures is an essential requirement.

The interpretation and extrapolation of experimental results ask for a commitment to an appropriate simulation
model.  Traditionally, one would attempt to perform a rigorous dimensional analysis of the involved phenomena
and processes.  One important dimensionless static similarity parameter group for long-lasting natural convection
is the Froude number, which correlates the buoyancy effects with the kinetic energy of the fluid and is related
to the available geodetic elevation.  However, the assessment of interrelated similarity requirements
shows that, for transient processes, it is practically impossible to satisfy the necessary preservation of the large
number of dimensional parameter groups simultaneously.  Generating time constants and Π-groups, which
reduce the number of dimensional groups,  is an attractive approach for scaling facilities and accident transients.
However, the method is complicated because of the variety of processes and the transient aspect of the problem
where the relative importance of the phenomena may vary throughout an accident.  Although useful for planning
tests—that is, in providing insight into how and what types of phenomena should be preserved in scaled tests—
these time constants and Π-groups still depend on a knowledge of transient boundary conditions (i.e., pressure,
temperature, and gas concentration) in full-scale containments.  Hence the only viable tool to correlate the results
of transient experiments to the expected behaviour of a full-size prototype plant consists of a proven ASM.

Ideally, a code should be available that has been validated against a larger number of experiments executed at
different levels of scale, providing general experience in code application.  “Experience in code application”
implies the choice of options and the strategy to discretize the simulated object, which together constitute the
“ASM”.  The space discretization concept (nodalization in the lumped-parameter approach) and the necessary
degree of detail of heat exchange with confining structures inside and outside are of specific importance for
natural-convection processes.  Transport of condensate may also be influential for certain simulations.
Numerous comparisons between experimental and analytical results are essential to obtain code application
experience.  Dimensional analysis and similarity considerations are complementary elements to indicate for
which parameters and phenomena physical similarity is to be expected for experiments performed at different
scales and for the analytical models simulating these experiments [5].

The simulation of a variety of small-scale experiments may require modelling approaches that differ from those
for a prototype simulation because certain empirical correlations have a limited validity range for code
application [6].  To minimize such restrictions, it is necessary to prove the validity of the code application
empiricism for various scales by appropriate validation calculations.  If larger-scale experiments are missing, a
mechanistic model containing all parameters that influence the physical processes allows more consistent
extrapolations than empirical correlations do.  Moreover, compensating errors in combination with such
empirical correlations can lead to wrong extrapolation results.  To avoid such effects, a full set of variables
measured during the experiments needs to be compared with the calculated results and checked for consistency.
The more experimental parameters are measured, the less unknown boundary conditions give way for
compensating errors in the validation calculations.

Of particular importance for downscaled integral model experiments is a correct quantification of heat losses,
which may influence the course of any experiment.  With geometric similarity between model and experiment, a
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linear scale reduction of 1/x would result in a surface area reduction of 1/x2 and a volume reduction of 1/x3.  The
corresponding increase in the surface-to-volume ratio of a model would then be equal to x.  The increase of this
ratio will directly cause an increased heat exchange between the fluid and the confining structures.  If a relevant
simulation of the prototype would require a test to be run at high-temperature conditions (e.g., the simulation of
particular severe accident scenarios), significant distortions of the measured thermodynamic parameters would
occur, if not otherwise compensated.  However, geometric similarity is generally not preserved anyway.  At the
most, typical arrangements of compartments and components may be attempted.  Therefore, a careful assessment
of the entire modelling concept adopted for containment test facilities should be performed to estimate possible
distortions of the experimental measurements.  This assessment must also include the geodetic elevation
extension of the containment test facility, which directly determines buoyancy-driven convection processes.
Moreover, the operating conditions chosen to execute the experiments are important characteristics of each
experiment.

The general scaling principle adopted in performing integral experiments related to ECC and PCS transients can
be characterized as a time-preserving approach in determining the operating conditions of a test rig [7].  Time-
preserving operation means an attempt to allow transient two-phase exchange processes or chemical processes to
develop at the same rate as they would be expected to occur in a full-size plant.  Time-preserving operation
specifically requires the boundary conditions for mass and energy addition to be determined proportional to the
selected scale reduction of the experimental fluid volume and in consistence with the conditions expected for the
prototype.  Generally, it is anticipated that the properties of the involved components of the fluid (e.g., steam, air
and water) are preserved.  If model fluids with different properties are employed, additional complicating factors
for the interpretation of the test results are introduced.  An approach similar to testing ECCS-related phenomena
has been applied for DBA-oriented integrated containment experiments and, for some tests, has been associated
with severe accident scenarios [1].  For this approach, mass-and-energy addition rates scaled proportional to the
volume scale ratio are chosen as test conditions.

Accepting this scaling concept for integral experiments, it is indispensable to characterize the available
containment test facilities with respect to the involved experimental volume in terms of a volumetric scaling
ratio.  This ratio is in general related to a particular reference plant.  Moreover, because most tests of interest
here include natural-convection processes, it is also very important to characterize the facility with respect to its
surface-to-volume ratio and its geodetic elevation ratio relative to the prototype.  The third important
information item to be summarized is the specified operating conditions of a test, attempting to preserve the
sequence of events expected for the prototype.  Hence chosen mass and energy addition functions should be
known for each test and assessed relative to the prototype plant assumptions.  The tables in the preceding section
give an overview of these important scaling parameters for the experiments discussed in this report.

Depending on the extent and the quality of instrumentation, it may be directly possible to monitor and quantify
certain phenomena important for the evolution of an experiment.  Hence it is informative for a given test to
indicate what the goal of the experiment was and which phenomena may have dominated the experiment in
particular.  As an example, a test may have been run with specific emphasis to study the effect of spray-cooling
the containment atmosphere (ISP 35).  Collecting this information from test descriptions will facilitate the
development of a phenomena- and scaling-oriented code validation matrix.

Separate-effects tests are sometimes performed to study individual or localized phenomena or processes
expected to occur in an integral (or systems) experiment.  Such tests also may serve to characterize the behaviour
of components, e.g., the chemical reaction potential of a recombiner.  Interactions with other components or
phenomena are either imposed as given boundary conditions derived from integral or systems experiments, or
they are completely neglected to study fundamental properties not necessarily covering the expected parameter
range of a containment under accident conditions.  Scaling of SETs is not problematic once sufficient knowledge
of the operating conditions to which they will be subjected is available.  Parametric variations may cover a wide
field of operating conditions.  Typical examples of SETs are heat transfer test rigs, test rigs for the study of flow
resistance of orifices, basic recombiner efficiency tests, or separated aerosol deposition studies in a quiet
atmosphere.  Separate-effects tests in general also serve the development of particular subroutines implemented
within containment codes.
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4.2 Integrated Effects—Natural Convection and H2 Distribution

4.2.1 International Standard Problems

4.2.1.1 ISP 23:  HDR large-break LOCA test T31.5

The LBLOCA blowdown experiment T31.5 was performed in the HDR Facility in December 1987 and was
subjected to code comparisons as ISP 23 [8].  It is included here because it was only briefly mentioned in the
discussion of integrated experiments in the context of CSNI Report 166.  It represents the transition from the
short-term, DBA-related focus on peak and differential pressures to long-term, severe-accident issues of natural-
convection cooling and gas distribution and, as such, constitutes a milestone in terms of hydrogen distribution
experiments.  A review of previous hydrogen distribution experiments [9] concluded that the combination of
important issues controlling the hydrogen distribution mechanisms are

• sufficiently large scale of the experimental facility with multiple compartments and a large dome
volume;

 
• multiple steam and hydrogen releases at different elevations with high hydrogen release rates;
 
• condensing vapour environment; and
 
• efficiency of mitigation measures.

Of most interest to the current work is the long-term period of ISP 23 (0 to 1200 s), “considered of particular
importance for the ability to predict the distribution of heat sources and heat sinks which are decisive in a later
simulation of gas and aerosol distribution phenomena inside the containment” [10].  The hydrogen distribution
period of T31.5 (20 to 1200 min) was not part of ISP 23 and is discussed in Section 4.2.2.1.  Detailed design
reports of the HDR Facility and results of this experiment are widely available [10-12].

The HDR Facility is shown in Figures 4.2.1.1-1 and -2.  The decommissioned HDR containment is, with 11 300-
m3 free volume and a typical PWR total height, the largest scale and is often considered the most representative
experimental facility, although the large number of subcompartments and the large height-to-diameter aspect
ratio differ significantly from PWR containments.  It is well instrumented but complex in internal layout with
concrete and steel structures.  Figure 4.2.1.1-2 reveals the two major flow paths, namely the left-hand side spiral
staircase and the right-hand side staircase, both connecting to the large (5000 m2) dome region.

The simulated LBLOCA blowdown lasted for about 55 s with 30 500 kg of steam–water injection at a vertical
height of +22 m (room R 1.704) containing 54 000 MJ of energy.  Of particular interest were the thermal loads
during the blowdown process and the long-term temperature and pressure behaviour.  The main physical
parameters measured were local pressures and temperatures, differential pressures, steam, air and droplet flow
rates, and heat transfer coefficients.  During the post-blowdown period of ISP 23, the containment pressure
decreases from the 248-kPa peak to 128 kPa because of heat absorption by the containment structures.  The
influence of the noncondensable air component resulted in a rather stable temperature stratification with
measured difference of about 40 K over the total height, leaving little possibility for the formation of convective
flows during the later period of the experiment.

Insights gained from this experiment regarding the capability and limits of codes to predict the post-blowdown
containment behaviour, in particular heat transfer to structures, are discussed in Chapter 5.  A potentially large
uncertainty in the total heat transfer to structures stems from heat losses via gap venting; that is, steam–air
mixture escapes through cracks into a gap that had formed between internal concrete structures and the steel
shell where the steam component condenses.  Thus effectively there is much more surface area available for
latent heat transfer than specified.  These additional concrete and steel surfaces were specified for subsequent
tests, but their absolute size is subject to speculation.
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Figure 4.2.1.1-1  Elevation view of the HDR containment, 0º-180º section
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Figure 4.2.1.1-2  Elevation view of the HDR containment, 90º-270º section
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An important experimental recommendation from this test was the application of traceable gases in future tests.
This application should compensate existing problems with the interpretation of local temperature measurements
as an indication of natural-convection flows and gas-mixing processes.  The transient measurement of gas
concentrations throughout a multicompartment containment is a better and more direct indication of gas
transport (mixing) processes than is the measurement of the temperature field, and, also, serves as an additional
parameter for code comparison.  Other recommendations—unanimously accepted by all participants—were (1)
that another ISP focusing on DBA-related questions was not required, (2) that code application experience be
improved within PSA through the execution of another ISP focusing mainly on long-lasting natural-convection
effects, and (3) that post-test analysis of this and former ISPs be continued to generate code application
experience.  The establishment of a containment code validation matrix should be a high-priority task, including
the ISP-related experiments.

4.2.1.2 ISP 29:  HDR small-break LOCA and H2 distribution test E11.2

Participants of ISP 23 and the subsequent hydrogen distribution phase of T31.5 analyses identified a strong need
for more experimental evidence for long-lasting processes and recommended the execution of an appropriate
ISP, focusing on a typical SBLOCA with up to 24 h of natural-convection phenomena.  The simulated
unmitigated SBLOCA experiment E11.2 was performed in the HDR Facility as part of a series of hydrogen
distribution tests (see Section 4.2.2.1) in 1989 and was chosen to serve as the basis for ISP 29 [13] with the
following objectives:

• determine the temperature distribution during the entire transient,
 
• study the distribution of energy during and after the SBLOCA phase, and
 
• measure the steam, air, and hydrogen distribution within the containment atmosphere under severe

accident conditions initiated by a SBLOCA.

From a phenomenological viewpoint, experiment E11.2 may be subdivided into three phases:  (1) a 12-h steam
injection at a 17.5-m elevation provided a preconditioning heatup of the containment, to a certain extent
simulating the energy release rates of a unmitigated SBLOCA; (2) a hydrogen injection into the same room,
representative of a risk-relevant core-melt scenario (volume scaled), immediately followed by another steam
injection at a low elevation, intended to be representative of a slow sump evaporation; and (3) a natural
cooldown period, enhanced by an external water cooling spray.  Details of the test procedure, data acquisition
and errors, and detailed results are widely available [13-16].  A dedicated report, addressing the experimental
uncertainties and error compensations [17] underlines the need for much higher accuracy in measurements for
long-term containment phenomena, as compared to DBA-oriented experiments.

Initial “blind post-test prediction” results revealed significant errors in the experiments overall energy balance.
Subsequent investigation showed that a calibration error of the steam-line mass flow measurement and energy
extraction by the instrument cooling system had caused a reduction of the net total enthalpy input rate into
containment by about 30% to 50% from the originally specified values.  This finding largely explains the reasons
for the deviations between blind calculations and measured data reported in Reference 18.  Uncertainties related
to heat losses via gap venting (see ISP 23) also apply in this test; this is the main shortcoming of this complicated
facility.

During the heatup phase of ISP 29 the injected steam, being lighter than the ambient air, rises and displaces the
air to the lower elevations.  Thus at the end of the heatup phase, a strong stable vertical temperature gradient of
90 K and steam concentration gradient, varying from 5% at the bottom to 70% at the top of containment, is
established.  The subsequently injected light gas stratifies in a consistent manner reaching concentrations near
16% at the top of the dome, with almost no light gas penetrating below the injection elevation.  This light-gas
stratification is not broken by the immediately following low-elevation steam release.  The observed equalization
of the containment steam concentration during the light-gas and low-elevation steam releases (apparent break-up
of stratification) is due to the combination of high-elevation steam being displaced by the light gas, followed by
the low-elevation steam addition, resulting in an almost-uniform steam concentration of around 30% before the
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natural cooldown period.  It is not an indication of an overall convective flow being established, which would be
expected to break the hydrogen stratification as well.

Of most significance are the hydrogen and steam concentration behaviour during the external spray cooling (t =
965 to 1085 min) on top of the steel dome, shown in Figures 4.2.1.2-1 and -2, respectively, for various
elevations.  Vigorous steam condensation on the inside of the steel dome results in a drastic reduction in steam
concentration and a corresponding spike in the hydrogen concentration (25%) within a time period of 30 min.
This mechanism for light-gas enrichment is different from the buoyancy-induced stratification during the light-
gas and lower steam injection phase.  The steam condensation in the dome also causes a temporary upflow in the
main staircase, as indicated by the dip in measured hydrogen concentration at the 31-m level.  In the late phase
of this test, the hydrogen stratification remains fairly stable, decreasing only slightly over a period of 7 h by
diffusion.

The following recommendations were unanimously accepted by all participants:

• To complement long-term integrated containment behaviour, further research should be conducted
using some separate-effects studies.

 
• One area could be an investigation of the behaviour and determination of flow loss coefficients for

large area flow junctions under low-flow conditions typical for containment systems.  This problem
is also of importance if users of lumped-parameter codes attempt to subdivide large free volumes
(e.g., the dome compartment of a PWR) into a number of fictitious subvolumes, interconnected by
difficult-to-specify flow junctions.

 
• A small study should be devoted to assess the thermal properties of commercial concrete in

dependence of the concrete composition, the amount and structuring of inserted rebar, and concrete
humidity.

 
• To assess the importance and understanding of the experiment E11.2, it was recommended that the

entire series of hydrogen distribution experiments executed in the framework of the HDR research
project be evaluated.

 
• To select another experiment, possibly a simpler one, as a basis for a future ISP to allow

monitoring of code improvement results.  It would be useful to have another ISP based on a
sequence with the injection of gas and steam located in the upper part of a containment building,
allowing again the possibility of a thermally stratified containment atmosphere.
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Figure 4.2.1.2-1  Gas concentration along staircase, Test E11.2

Figure 4.2.1.2-2  Steam concentration along staircase, Test E11.2
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4.2.1.3 ISP 35:  NUPEC H2 mixing and distribution test M-7-1

NUPEC’s hydrogen mixing and distribution test, M-7-1, was conducted as a part of the Proving Test on the
Reliability for Reactor Containment Vessel Project [19,20], sponsored by the Ministry of International Trade &
Industry of Japan (MITI).  Test M-7-1 was performed and accepted as ISP 35 in 1992 [21,22].  The final report
on the test and the blind and open analyses from 12 participating organizations were released in 1994 [23].  A
report on code uncertainty evaluation of ISP 35 simulations, based on the fast Fourier transform, is also available
[24].

The NUPEC model containment at the Tadotsu Engineering Laboratory, shown schematically in Figures 4.2.1.3-
1 and 4.2.1.3-2, consists of a one-quarter linearly scaled PWR dry, insulated steel containment vessel with a free
volume of 1300 m3.  It has 25 subcompartments, separated by steel partitions, including a large dome with 70%
of the total free volume and an internal containment spray system, reflecting a simplified four-loop Japanese
PWR containment [25].

The purpose of the hydrogen mixing and distribution test, part of the program to evaluate containment integrity,
was to investigate hydrogen distribution phenomena in a model containment and to validate analysis codes.  The
main characteristic of test M-7-1 was a direct containment spray cooling during steam and light gas injection.
For safety reasons, helium gas was used as a hydrogen simulant.  The main items of study in the test were
natural-convection effects, effect of steam release and spray water, and effects of break and sensor locations.
The test parameters were based on scaling considerations as follows:

1. Total helium volume was scaled by containment volume (1/64) from the quantity of hydrogen
released because of the 100% Zr-H2O reaction in a four-loop Japanese PWR.

 
2. Helium and steam release rates were scaled by containment volume (1/64) of actual release rates.

The release rate profiles were stylized:  The helium flow was ramped from 0 to 30 g/s over 15 min
and back to 0 over another 15 min for a total release of 27 kg; the initial steam flow was 0.08 kg/s,
decreasing to 0.03 kg/s at 30 min for a total release of 99 kg.

 
3. Spray water release rate was scaled by area (1/16), not by volume, from the actual release rate in a

four-loop Japanese PWR.  A constant flow rate of 70 m3/h (19.4 kg/s) was used over 30 min.
Spray nozzles were of the same type as those used in the real containment.

Measurements of gas concentration (29 locations, typically at the centre of each compartment, but five locations
in the dome (four across a horizontal plane and one above), using gas chromatography), temperatures (34 within
compartments and 146 on structures, using thermocouples), and inter-compartment flow rates (10 locations,
using hot-wire wind gauges) were detailed and—except for the flowmeters—were well suited for lumped- or
distributed-parameter analysis.  Measurement uncertainties consist mainly of random instrument errors because
systematic errors (biases) are believed to be removed by the calibrations conducted before each experiment.  The
standard deviations of the measurements are 0.2°C for temperatures and 1079 Pa for dome pressure.  The
standard deviation for helium concentration is 1% of the measured value plus 0.002 vol %, based on dry
laboratory calibration; the steam volume error must be considered in addition to derive the total helium
concentration error in the containment vessel.  Mass and energy balances were documented and showed good
agreement between measured and calculated (based on inlet flows) values [26].
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Figure 4.2.1.3-1  Inner structure layout of the NUPEC model containment vessel
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Figure 4.2.1.3-2  Scale and components of the NUPEC model containment vessel

Test conditions—along with other NUPEC tests, discussed later—are shown in Table 4.2.1.3-1.  (In this table,
test conditions for tests M-8-1 and M-8-2 are not based on anticipated accident sequences in Japan but were
selected for comparison with ISP 29 in which stratification occurred.  The probability of PWR loss-of-coolant
accident sequence without spray action (M-8-1 conditions) is negligibly small, about 10-8 per reactor-year,
according to Japanese Level 1 PSA.  Even if it was to occur, a spray system can promote the hydrogen-mixing
characteristics, as described in Section 4.2.2.2.  In addition, the probability of the failure of the upper part of the
pressurizer, the initiating event in test M-8-1, is estimated to be one order of magnitude less than that of the other
part of the primary circuit because the length of the piping is comparatively short.)

After a long steam preheating phase, which heated the containment vessel to 70°C, the 30-min steam–helium and
simultaneous water spray injection was conducted and measurements were taken until 120 min.  Because well-
mixed conditions were quickly obtained after the 30-min steam–helium and simultaneous water spray injection,
the test phase of interest was only about 40 min in test M-7-1.  All measurements and modelling results in ISP 35
were presented for this 40-min time frame [23].  This is a rather short time period in view of severe accident
scenarios, compared to the HDR tests, resulting from the use of steel internal structures (short-term heat sinks)
rather than the concrete structures (long-term heat sinks) predominant in the HDR and Battelle Model
Containment (BMC) Facilities.  Figure 4.2.1.3-3 gives the helium concentration transients in all compartments,
showing that only the release room CV 8 and the immediately upstream rooms CV 15 and 21 have a significantly
higher helium concentration during the release period than the remainder of the containment, including the large
dome, which is always well mixed.  Immediately after the release, all rooms come to the same concentration of
about 13%.  Chapter 5 discusses the modelling results of these experiments.
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Table 4.2.1.3-1  NUPEC experimental program:  test conditions [27]

Item M-7-1 M-4-3 M-8-1a M-8-2a M-2-2

Initial system pressure

Initial atmospheric gas and
structure temperature

~140 kPa

~70°C

101 kPa

room temp.

101 kPa

room temp.

~140 kPa

~70°C

101 kPa

room temp.

Supply Gas
Helium temperature
Helium flow rate
Steam temperature
Steam flow Rate

15°C
0~0.03 kg/s

160°C
0.08~0.03 kg/s

15°C
0.03 kg/s

160°C
0.33 kg/s

15°C
0.03 kg/s

160°C
0.33 kg/s

15°C
0~0.03 kg/s

160°C
0.08~0.03 kg/s

15°C
0.03 kg/s

-
-

Gas discharge location

Gas discharge duration

SG foundation
(CV 8)
30 min

SG foundation
(CV 8)
30 min

Pressurizer
(CV 22)
30 min

Pressurizer
(CV 22)
30 min

SG foundation
(CV 8)
30 min

Containment Spray
Water temperature
Flow Rate
Duration

40°C
19.4 kg/s
30 min

- - 40°C
19.4 kg/s
30 min

-

a Conditions not based on anticipated plant sequence in Japan (The occurrence probability of PWR LOCA sequences
without spray action is negligibly small, about 10-8/reactor-year, according to Japan’s level 1 PSA.  In addition, the
failure probability of the initial event of test M-8-1 is very small.

Figure 4.2.1.3-3  Helium concentration in the model containment vessel (Test M-7-1)

In general, the code results of these experiments showed that important parameters including heat balances, heat
transfer coefficients, flow loss coefficients and stratification need further study to understand the mixing process.
The following critical recommendations were made:
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1. Future experiments on hydrogen mixing need careful specification, namely mass and energy
balance, factors such as humidity, water temperature and mass in each compartment, and structure
temperature distributions.  Efforts should be made to ensure that sufficient data are available to
calculate energy balances, as well as their errors and uncertainty.

 
2. Future experiments will require better instrumentation, especially for gas mass flow rates between

compartments (to calculate flow branching).  In test M-7-1, these measurements were unreliable
because of the wet conditions.

 
3. The area-scaled water spray flow dominated the mixing pattern to a high degree.  Volumetric

scaling would be preferred to better simulate the heat transfer quantity between the atmosphere and
the droplets.  Further experiments that more accurately reflect power plant conditions are
recommended.

 
4. A construction of a hydrogen mixing code validation matrix, building on experience from ISP 29

(low mixing) and ISP-35 (high mixing) and including future, more representative (scenario
oriented) tests, is recommended.

4.2.1.4 ISP 37:  Coupled Thermalhydraulic  and aerosol test VANAM M3 (M2*, M4)

Although the VANAM M3 experiment was primarily an aerosol test, it also included thermalhydraulic aspects
and is, therefore, included here.  The “open” ISP 37 VANAM M3 test deals with containment thermalhydraulics
and aerosol behaviour with steam and aerosol release into the containment focusing on an unmitigated severe
LWR accident with core meltdown [28,29].  The containment and aerosol behaviour experiment, VANAM M3,
was selected as an experimental comparison basis.  The main phenomena investigated are the thermal behaviour
of a multicompartment containment, e.g., pressure, temperature and the distribution and depletion of a soluble
aerosol.

The VANAM M3 experiment was performed in the Battelle Model Containment (BMC) Test Facility [30],
shown in Figures 4.2.1.4-1 and -2.  Through steam and aerosol injection lines (cavity R3 and pressurizer
compartment R5), the atmospheric conditions were adjusted to attempt to simulate the selected severe accident
sequence with pressurizer relief valve discharge.  However, to compensate for the large leakage rate of the BMC
Facility (>100% per day), air injections during several phases of the experiment led to reactor untypical
conditions.  Because of the large uncertainty associated with this leakage, this test, as well as other long-term
elevated pressure tests in the BMC, may not be well suited for code validation, unless very detailed, complete
experimental data and discussion are considered.

Nevertheless, this experiment provides data for the following processes:

• long-term natural convection;
 
• changes in natural convection flows and amplitude caused by cooldown processes and different

injection locations;
• thermal stratification, atmospheric saturation, and superheating;
 
• redistribution of noncondensable gases;
 
• heat transfer at different elevations, local condensation effects;
 
• sump temperature and depth; and
 
• dry and wet aerosol multicompartment distribution and depletion.

The experiment may be subdivided into six phases:
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1. a 17-h facility heatup phase with steam injection into pressurizer compartment R5, keeping
pressure at a nominal value of 125 kPa;

 
2. a first NaOH aerosol release phase of 1 h into pressurizer compartment R5;
 
3. a 4.5-h dry aerosol depletion phase;
4. a second aerosol release phase of 0.44 h into pressurizer compartment R5;
 
5. a 2-h mixing phase by steam injection into cavity R3 with wet aerosol depletion; and
 
6. a 5-h wet depletion phase with steam injection into pressurizer compartment R5.

A comprehensive measurement system recorded the time histories of pressure, temperature distribution,
humidity, sump level, atmospheric flow velocity, local aerosol concentration and depletion and aerosol size.  In
addition, from specific measurements, local wall heat transfer coefficients can be determined.

The measurement error, which is important for the comparison of analytical and experimental errors, is in most
cases very low, e.g., ±2 kPa for pressure, ±1.4 K for temperature, and ±0.2 m/s for velocity.  For dry aerosol
concentration, the error lies between 12% and 30%.  For heat transfer coefficient, droplet concentration, and
humidity only qualitative data could be obtained.  Pressure and temperature measurements indicate
predominantly saturated conditions.  More detailed information is contained in References 29 to 32.  The largest
thermalhydraulic uncertainty resides with the leakage rate and its distribution from the BMC; the overall leakage
was not measured directly but was quantified indirectly from a mass balance that estimated total air mass.  GRS’
calculations indicated that the uncertainty is around 10% [31].

The experiments—M2*, M3 and M4—were performed under the same geometric and thermalhydraulic
conditions.  The differences, which in this context are of no interest, are due to the use of different types of
aerosols (insoluble, soluble, mixed aerosols).
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Figure 4.2.1.4-1  Battelle model containment, vertical section and dimensions
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Figure 4.2.1.4-2  Battelle Model Containment room layout
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4.2.2 Other Integrated Experiments

4.2.2.1 HDR experiments T31.5 and E11.1-5—gas distribution tests

The LBLOCA blowdown experiment and the subsequent hydrogen distribution experiment T31.5 [33-35] were
performed in the HDR Facility in December 1987.  The facility is described in Section 4.2.1.1 and is shown in
Figures 4.2.1.1-1 and -2.

The blowdown lasted for about 55 s with 30 500 kg of steam–water injection, with a total energy content of
54 000 MJ.  The post-blowdown phase (ISP 23) of this test, discussed in Section 4.2.1.1, established the initial
conditions for the subsequent hydrogen distribution test phase.  A sequential steam release of about 2 kg/s from
20 to 35 min and 15% H2/85% He gas-mixture release of about 0.2 kg/s from 35 to 47 min occurred in the same
compartment as did the LOCA blowdown.  A total of 46 atmospheric temperature sensors, 11 pairs of
inside/outside steel shell surface temperature sensors and 16 hydrogen concentration sensors (catalytic principle)
were used.  Figures 4.2.2.1-1 and -2 show the measured gas concentrations above and below the injection,
respectively.  Note that the figures show the hydrogen concentrations; to obtain the gas-mixture volumetric
concentration, the curves are divided by 0.15, giving a peak H2/He concentration of 13.3 vol %.  A build-up of
hydrogen in the upper region of the dome is indicated, resulting in a substantial concentration gradient over the
dome height, which lasts for over 6 h.  The onset of the subsequent homogenization is directly correlated with
the onset of a global natural-circulation flow, as indicated by small fluctuating velocity measurements—in the
order of 0.1 m/s—in the two staircases.  This is the most remarkable result of experiment T31.5.

On the basis of experience gained from T31.5 with respect to experimental measurement and
computational aspects, a complete, major test group E11 was designed and performed in the
framework of the HDR Safety Program Phase III during 1989.  The complete test series
consisted of a total of eight different experiments with five major experiments, E11.1 through
E11.5.  Whereas the scoping experiment T31.5 was DBA oriented as the majority of all
previous HDR blowdown experiments, the E11 experiments were geared towards small break
LOCA induced/controlled containment atmosphere conditions.  Only test E11.5 provided
again HDR-typical large LOCA initial containment conditions.  The experiments covered a
number of different conditions such as axially different injection position of steam and gas
mixture (85% He/15% H2 was used for safety reasons), multiple injections of gas mixtures and
steam into different compartments, internal and external spray (on top of dome), boiling sump
simulation, “dry” energy addition and venting measures at three different axial positions [36].

Special attention was given to the completeness, accuracy and reliability of instrumentation, especially
with respect to local H2 concentrations and steam–air concentrations.  Forty-five H2 sensors were
applied throughout the facility with the same number of steam–air concentration sensors, and
thermocouples in their immediate vicinity.  In addition, velocities and structural temperatures were
measured inside the containment as well as throughout the annular gap between the steel shell and
secondary concrete.

The various test objectives and conditions are depicted in Figures 4.2.2.1-3 to 5.  Tests E11.1 and 2
simulate the beginning of the core-melt progress in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), assuming that
hydrogen is released in the upper part of the containment (+23 m).  Test E11.3 examines the influence
of plant geometry on the hydrogen distribution process by blocking the spiral staircase.  Besides this,
the break location was moved for test E11.3-5 to the lower containment region.  For tests E11.4 and 5,
the additional hydrogen production resulting from core–concrete interaction is considered and sump
boiling is simulated [35].  The vast volume of experimental data can be extracted from original
references [18,37-40]; only the major results are summarized here.

Tests E11.1 to Ell.5 showed that during accidents with small leaks, at medium or high elevation, pronounced and
sustained temperature stratifications occurred.  The relative stable separation into “warm” (above the break) and
“cold” (below the break) zones caused equally stable hydrogen stratifications, with an increased concentration in
the dome and lesser concentrations in the lower regions.  Only for temperature differences of less than 10 K did
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a slow equalization of the hydrogen distribution occur by natural convection.  The accident management
measures examined (internal and external spray, venting) impaired these stratifications after some time delay.

Figure 4.2.2.1-1  Measured hydrogen concentration above break, test T31.5
(to obtain concentration of He/H2 gas, divide by 0.15)
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Figure 4.2.2.1-2  Measured hydrogen concentration below break, test T31.5
(to obtain concentration of He/H2 gas, divide by 0.15)
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Figure 4.2.2.1-3  Tests sequence, E11.1 and E11.2
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Figure 4.2.2.1-4  Tests sequence, E11.3 and E11.4
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Figure 4.2.2.1-5  Test sequence, E11.5
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4.2.2.2 NUPEC Tests M-4-3,M-8-1 and M-8-2—gas distribution with and without internal
spray

NUPEC tests M-4-3, M-8-1, and M-8-2 [27,40] were performed to complement M-7-1 test (ISP 35) and thus
had similar operating parameters, with distinct differences, summarized in Table 4.2.1.3-1.  The objective of test
M-4-3 was to investigate the mixing effect of hot gas and steam being injected at a low elevation in the absence
of internal spray cooling [27].  Figure 4.2.2.2-1 shows that the helium concentration is slightly higher in the
release room and in the two downstream compartments, similar to the helium concentration in test M-7-1, during
the release period.  The remainder of the containment slowly becomes well mixed during the injection period,
except for the three dead-end compartments CV 1, 16 and 22, which exhibit very low helium concentrations.
After the gas injection, 30 min into the test, compartments at different heights (e.g., CV 8, 15 and 21) show
lower helium concentrations than the dome (19%) does, indicating that mixing between the dome and lower
compartments is not good in this period, because of a loss in the buoyancy-driving force that is caused by the hot
gas injection.  This observation is supported by the temperature development, shown in Figure 4.2.2.2-2,
indicating a vertical temperature stratification, with the dome region being the hottest.

The helium injection elevation in test M-8-1 was selected for comparison with ISP 29, in which gas and steam
were injected from a higher elevation point.  Similar to ISP 29, stratification occurred in test M-8-1.  Figure
4.2.2.2-3 shows the time history of helium concentration among the 25 compartments.  The helium concentration
in the break compartments increased to a maximum of 27% in about 10 min and maintained the value to the end
of the test.  The helium concentration of the dome gradually increased to the same value as the helium
concentration in the pressurizer compartments during gas injection, whereas the helium concentration of other
compartments on the first, second and third floors increased to only about 6%.  This stratification is reflected in
the temperature measurements, shown in Figure 4.2.2.2-4.  A stable stratification phenomenon occurred in this
test, similar to the case of test E11.2 of the HDR experiments.  The stratification shown in these two figures does
not represent an anticipated situation during a severe accident in a Japanese NPP.  The test conditions were
selected for comparison with ISP 29.

The objective of M-8-2 was to investigate how a spray system improves mixing characteristics and whether
helium stratification can be prevented, even if the gas and steam are injected from a high elevation point.  The
only difference in test M-7-1 was the gas injection position.  The gas injection position of test M-7-1 was the SG
base compartment CV 8 (lower compartment) and that of M-8-2 was the upper part of the pressurizer (upper
compartment).  Compared with test M-8-1, the key difference of test M-8-2 was the spray system actuation and a
much lower steam injection rate.  As shown in Figure 4.2.2.2-5, the peak helium concentration in room CV 22,
where steam was injected, increased more (55% at 15 min, not shown because of scale) compared with test M-8-
1 (about 30%) because of the much smaller steam injection rate.  However, the mixing action of the water spray
reduces this peak quickly and effectively mixes the entire containment to a uniform helium concentration of
between 12% and 13%, with the dead-end volumes around 10%.  The pressure development in test M-8-2 is
almost identical to the pressure development in M-7-1, indicating no effect of injection position on pressure.
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Figure 4.2.2.2-1  Helium concentrations in test M-4-3

Figure 4.2.2.2-2  Gas temperatures in test M-4-3
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Figure 4.2.2.2-3  Helium concentrations in test M-8-1*

Figure 4.2.2.2-4  Gas temperatures in test M-8-1*

*Note: The stratification shown in these figures (Test M-8-1) does not represent an anticipated situation during a severe
accident in a Japanese NPP.  The test conditions were selected for comparison with HDR experiments.
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Figure 4.2.2.2-5  Helium concentrations in test M-8-2

4.2.2.3 VANAM test M2

The VANAM M2 experiment [41,42] should be mentioned in addition to VANAM M3 (see Section 4.2.1.4)
because it differs in the compartment connections and the pressure level during the heatup phase.  The data
provided are for the same processes as in the block of tests M2*, M3 and M4.  Test M3 differs in geometry:
compartments R1 and R3 are coupled via a large opening, and the two junctions between R1-R6 and R1-R8 are
closed.  Therefore, the convection loops are different in test M3, and the stratification in the inner compartments
is weaker.  The phases of test VANAM M2 are as follows:

1. 6.5-h heatup to 250 kPa by injection of steam into pressurizer compartment R5,
 0.5-h cooldown to 200 kPa without any injection,
 6.5-h heatup by steam injection, pressure kept at 200 kPa;
 
2. 50-min aerosol release phase coupled with hot air injection into pressurizer compartment R5;
 
3. 4-h aerosol depletion and natural cool down phase;
 
4. 2-h mixing phase by steam injection into pressurizer compartment R3 with wet aerosol depletion;

and
 
5. 4-h steam injection into pressurizer compartment R5 with wet aerosol depletion.

Together, experiments VANAM M2 and M3 give a good opportunity to compare analytical models that describe
the formation of convection loops with measured results.

4.2.2.4 CEC Thermalhydraulic benchmark—BMC Test F2
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The selected experiment, F2, performed in the BMC, provides data for a broad spectrum of "generic" (not
accident specific) thermalhydraulic conditions.  The overall experimental procedure is shown in Figure 4.2.2.4-
1.  Phase 1 of the experiment (0 to 48 h) addressed the long-term heatup phase [43], and phases 2 to 4 (48 to 75
h) [44-46] are of more interest in the context of this report because they provide detailed data for the following
parameter, in a loop-type multicompartment configuration (detailed quantitative data from test series F1 and F2
are available on data tapes for code validation):

• long-term natural convection: onset and stagnation;
 
• changes in natural convection flow direction and amplitude;
 
• thermal stratification, atmospheric saturation and superheat;
 
• redistribution of noncondensable gases;
 
• heat transfer at different elevations, local condensation effects; and
 
• sump temperature and depth.

Figure 4.2.2.4-1 shows various phases where a constant pressure was maintained by steam injection into various
rooms, followed by a cooldown period without steam injection.  Air and dry heat were also added at various
times.  The overall circulation patterns induced by various injections are indicated at the top of the figure.  The
flow velocity distribution in phases 2 to 4 is characterized by a single global natural-convection loop, with
velocities in the order of 0.4 m/s that change their direction under the influence of different injections.

Relevant experimental conclusions are summarized in Reference 45:

• Large-scale mixing can be effected by natural convection, provided a suitable geometry of walls
and openings and a steam or dry heat source in the lower part of such a geometry exists.  Even if
these conditions are fulfilled, stagnation periods without distinct convection can occur.

 
• Fluid injection can lead to either homogeneous or stable inhomogeneous conditions.
 
• Steam condensation on structures can—in the long term—result in very distinct local accumulation

of air and other noncondensables (e.g., hydrogen).
 
• Depending on the density difference between injected and existing steam–air mixtures, and on the

elevations of compartments and vent openings, the following behaviours were observed and are
summarized qualitatively in Figure 4.2.2.4-2:  (1) A dense steam-air mixture (i.e., with high air
content), injected into a low-elevation compartment "fills up" the injection compartment and the
adjacent low-elevation compartments almost completely, whereas the lighter atmosphere is
displaced upward.  (2) A low-density mixture injected at the same site tends to immediately escape
upward into higher-elevation compartments and to slowly entrain the original atmosphere from the
injection compartment.

 
• Only zones participating in a large-scale convection loop show an approximately uniform steam-air

distribution.  In stagnation zones, separated by partitions or stratification phenomena, different
compositions can develop, as observed in the annulus compartment, because of (1) the injection
and "fill-up" process, described above, or (2) air and gas accumulation resulting from steam
condensation.  (Former BMC tests demonstrated that this effect can even produce slight
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stratification in a single-volume geometry within a period of a few hours without steam injection,
after a long homogenization phase.)

An interesting result regarding leakage flows is that steam component of leakage flow should be neglected in the
modelling of experiments because its energy is not released into the environment but into the containment wall.

Figure 4.2.2.4-1  Time history of CEC benchmark boundary conditions and observed flow loops
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Figure 4.2.2.4-2  Stratification phenomena in an open or partitioned containment (stylized)
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4.2.2.5 PHEBUS-FPT0—integrated active fission-product behaviour test

The PHEBUS FP program [47,48] is performed by the Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
(IPSN, Institute for Nuclear Protection and Safety, France) with contributions from the CEC,
Électricité de France (EDF), Japan, Korea and the United States at the research centre of Cadarache.
It offers, as far as possible, a full integration of phenomena that take place in the core region, the
primary-system components and the containment building as a result of competing mechanisms in
which thermalhydraulic, physical, chemical and radioactive processes are intimately coupled.  This
program has been mainly designed to obtain experimental reference data to check and qualify the
code systems used in the safety analysis of source term evaluation.  Six experiments are foreseen, and
two (FPT0 with trace-irradiated fuel and FPT1 with irradiated fuel) are completed [47,48].  A
synthesis report on FPT0 measurement results will be published in mid-1997.  Of interest in the
context of this report is the containment part of the test facility.

The steel containment vessel has an internal height of 5.7 m and a diameter of 1.8 m.  Its double-
skinned structure allows the circulation of an organic coolant liquid, which is in charge of
maintaining a homogeneous temperature distribution.  Three condensers equip the top vault of the
containment vessel.  They are in charge of condensing the injected steam and controlling the
thermalhydraulic conditions in the containment (they have no reactor counterpart).  The condensing
surface is a cylinder of 1.5 m length and 0.15 m diameter.  The dry area at the bottom of each
condenser is 1 m high.  During the fission-product tests, the temperature of the dry area is monitored
and controlled to avoid any condensation.  The dry area is designed to study the interaction of fission
products (namely volatile species of iodine) with painted walls.  On the condensing surface, the
temperature can be controlled by the use of an organic liquid coolant system inside the cylinder.  This
system regulates the condenser surface temperature and maintains it to an almost uniform
temperature for all condensing surfaces.  The condensate is collected in bottles located below the
condensers.

Located in the lower part of the containment vessel, an injection pipe penetrates the vessel wall in
order to introduce gases coming from the fuel bundle through the circuit.  A sump, containing water
and having a 0.584 m internal diameter and a 0.5 m depth, is located at the bottom vault.  The sump
and vessel coolant loops are independently operated.

The containment instrumentation consists of a rack of 25 atmosphere thermocouples, a rack of 4
sump water thermocouples, condenser surface thermocouples, organic coolant thermocouples, a
pressure sensor, hydrogen and oxygen sensors, two humidity probes located in front of the lower part
of the condensing area (named P20) and 60 cm below the bottom end of the noncondensing part
(P16).  Both are close to the vessel inner wall.  The condensation flow rate is deduced from the
information given by the level sensors located inside the water collection bottles, which are
periodically emptied by returning the collected water to the sump.

The containment behaviour is controlled by two sets of boundary conditions.  The first one is the
temperatures imposed on the containment vessel wall, the dry and wet parts of condensers, and sump
water.  The second set is the steam and hydrogen mass flow rates entering the containment after
having flowed through the bundle (where hydrogen is produced by Zircaloy oxidation) and the
primary circuit.  Before this injection period, which initiates the test, a 24-h preparatory phase is
necessary to install the relevant initial conditions [49,50] in the containment: Total pressure of
1970 ± 0.032 bar (1 bar = 100 kPa), relative humidity of 0.55, condenser temperatures of 90°C and
110°C (wet/dry), gas temperature of 108°C, and a sump temperature of 90°C.  Because of the
temperature of the terminal part of the circuit, steam and hydrogen enter the containment at 150°C.
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Just 10 min before the gas injection, the wet condenser coolant temperature is decreased from the
90°C value down to 74°C during a 31-min period and is then maintained at this value for the duration
of the test.  Regarding the containment behaviour when gases are entering this component, it is
divided into two phases corresponding to the bundle transient: a bundle preparatory phase and a
bundle transient.  The mass flow rates to the containment [49] during these phases are summarized in
Table 4.2.2.5-1.

Table 4.2.2.5-1  PHEBUS FPT0 containment injection rates [51]

MASS FLOW RATES TO CONTAINMENT

Bundle Preparatory Phase Bundle Transient

Steam (g/s) 0 0.5 0.5-3a 3 1.07b 3 3-1.5a 1.5

H2 (g/s) 0 0 0 0 0.21c 0 0 0

Duration (s) 46 113 16 14 7 28 38 66

a linear variation
b Variation of the steam mass flow rate from 3 to 1.07 g, as a result of Zircaloy oxidation

(Zr + 2 H2O → ZrO2 + 2 H2) is deduced from the above indicated hydrogen flow rate.
c average value deduced from hydrogen production over a 7-min-production period

Before the FPT0 test, several kinds of tests were conducted, such as 2 sump evaporation tests, tests
simulating the loss of temperature control on containment walls, and thermal tests without steam
injection.  The main part of this program was 40 thermalhydraulic steady states with constant steam
injection, thus offering a systematic experimental study of condensation in the geometry of the
PHEBUS containment.

In addition to the thermalhydraulic conditions—such as the average gas temperature (Tgas),
condenser surface temperature, and sump water average temperature—the average humidity ratios
were measured.  The condenser mass condensation rates were also measured for 25 cases belonging
to the 3 series.

These experiments have been used to test the three different condensation models—Chilton-Colburn,
Collier, and Uchida—on steady-state conditions.  Lumped-parameter analysis, using the JERICHO
code) [52,53] indicated that the Chilton-Colburn and Collier correlations are justified for the natural-
convection-driven condensation heat transfer conditions that precede hydrogen release, but the
Uchida correlation is nonconservative, giving a lower-than-measured pressure.  However, during the
phase that follows the hydrogen injection, the predicted condensation flow rate is more reduced than
the flow rate in the experiment.  It is postulated that, in the experiment, hydrogen had stratified in the
upper part of the vessel, but no measurements (only one sampling line) sustain this hypothesis.

The second test, FPT1, was run from July 20 to July 26 in 1996.  It was identical to test FPT0, but the
fuel was irradiated.  The facility was identical to that of the FPT0 test, but the condenser was a little
warmer than the FPT0 condenser (consequently the humidity level was higher).  Improvements were
made concerning the determination of volatile iodine fraction, mass balance, and the chemical
speciation.  The work on the experimental results is ongoing.
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The aim of the FPT4 test is the study of low volatile fission products and transuranian release from a
debris bed.  The fission-product chemistry in the containment will be limited because no structural
materials aerosols will be present, and because the fuel will not be re-irradiated (no short-life fission-
product release).  Consequently, it is proposed that the containment be suppressed in order to study
the effect of a molten pool formation on the fission-product release (FPT4S option). This test would
be run in 1999.

If the FPT4S option is chosen, the FPT2 test could be run during the same year.  The objectives of
this test are to obtain a degradation under starvation conditions and to study iodine behaviour using
an evaporating sump.  These objectives will be completed by the study of the effects of the presence
of boric acid and the spray.

Test FPT5 is not completely defined today.  The aim of this test is to observe the effect of a global
oxidization of the bundle.  This bundle could be without a control rod.

4.2.2.6 HEDL stratification tests

The Containment System Test Facility (CSTF) is part of the Hanford Engineering Development
Laboratory (HEDL).  The experimental program was designed to study mixing of hydrogen by
natural and forced convection in a scaled-down compartment of a PWR ice condenser containment
(linear scaling of 0.3) [54].  The facility is shown in Figure 4.2.2.6-1, where the sensor locations are
indicated by stars.  The CSTF vessel is a fibreglass-insulated, 1.69-cm-thick carbon steel cylinder
with 1.93-cm-thick dished heads.  Overall vessel height is 20.3 m, with the cylindrical portion being
16.5 m.  Inside diameter is 7.62 m, for a total enclosed volume of 852 m3.

As shown in Figure 4.2.2.6-1, a well-instrumented annular test compartment with an inside diameter
of 3.05 m and a height of 4.72 m is constructed with plywood and corrugated steel in the lower part
of the vessel.  Radial partitions close off a 60° sector of the annulus to give a volume of 151 m3.  The
upper compartment, with a total height of 14.74 m, is unobstructed and has only one sensor location
near its centre.  A blower-and-vent system provides air recirculation between the two compartments
by taking in air (or whatever combination of gases that are present) at the centre of the vessel in the
upper compartment and discharging it to four vents suspended from the outside wall of the lower test
compartment.  Twenty-four outflow vents, slotted cylindrical ducts suspended from the ceiling, are
distributed around the outer wall to allow return flow to the upper compartment.  The tests were
started from initial conditions by starting the recirculation blower, then opening the steam source
valve and adjusting it to the desired rate.  After a short time, in the order of a minute, the hydrogen
source is started.

Data for 11 tests are reported in Reference 55.  The first four tests determined the separate and
combined effects of natural and forced recirculation on gas mixing in the test compartment with no
steam or source gas release.  The remaining seven tests were hydrogen (1) or helium (6) mixing tests,
using 3” nozzles at two different locations and orientations for the gas injection, under natural- and
forced-recirculation conditions.  The principal findings of the experiments are as follows:

• The compartment was well mixed, with maximum gas concentration differences of 3%
by volume when the blowers were operational.

 
• Gas entrainment by the high velocity jet was the dominant mixing process during the

release period.
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• Helium was an acceptable substitute for hydrogen.
 
• Mixing characteristics were not strongly dependent on the orientation of the release jet.

The tests without forced circulation (HM-1 and 2) showed the largest gas stratification of up to 7.5%
difference in helium concentration within the test compartment.  This stratification occurred after the
injection period and resulted from the combination of steam condensation and the absence of active
mixing mechanisms (injection jet or recirculation fans).  Although deemed non-prototypic of ice
condenser containment conditions, these tests are of interest to the area of long-term hydrogen
distribution in a PWR severe accident.  Unfortunately, the upper compartment was poorly
instrumented, and any possible gas stratification that occurred there would have been missed by the
test measurements.

Figure 4.2.2.6-1  The CSTF vessel at HEDL

4.2.2.7 VICTORIA gas-mixing experiments—ice condenser containment circulation

The VICTORIA facility was constructed at the IVO Hydraulic Laboratory in Finland for studying ice
containment thermalhydraulics during SBLOCAs and severe accidents [56-58].  An important goal
was to support development of a new hydrogen management strategy for the Loviisa NPP (a VVER-
440 reactor with ice condenser containment) in Finland.

The facility, shown in Figure 4.2.2.7-1, is a scale model of the Loviisa ice condenser containment,
with a linear scaling factor of 1/15.  The height of the vessel is thus 4.6 m and  the diameter is 3.14 m.
The free volume of the vessel is approximately 21 m3.  The vessel was designed to withstand an
overpressure of 2 bar(g) (1 bar = 100 kPa).  The model and the Loviisa ice condenser containments
are geometrically similar.  Concrete structures of the containment are also made of concrete in the
scale model.  All the large steel equipment inside the containment—i.e., primary circuit piping, steam
generators, pressurizer, and pressure vessel—is modelled as dummy elements in the model
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compartment.  The Loviisa ice condenser containment is a double containment in which the pressure
boundary of the containment is the free-standing cylindrical pressure vessel with a dome inside the
secondary containment.  In the experimental vessel, the secondary containment is the pressure
boundary.  The model containment was insulated from all sides to minimize heat losses to the
environment.

One could select from six different release locations when simulating the energy and gas release into
the lower compartment.  Steam, water, and helium were released through a common adjustable
nozzle.  The ice condenser was built so that one of the ice condenser sections at a time could be
moved into or out from the model.  Ice condenser lower inlet, intermediate deck, and top deck doors
and bypasses are modelled.  The containment internal and external spray systems were also modelled.
The external spray system is the long-term residual heat removal system in a severe accident, cooling
the containment through the dome steel shell.

Temperatures were measured inside the vessel at about 300 points (in air space, structures and ice
condensers).  Relative humidities were measured at 10 different locations.  Total pressure, pressure
differences between compartments, and water level height were also measured.

Helium was used as a hydrogen simulant.  Helium concentrations in the VICTORIA vessel were
measured using a new technique, an instrument called SPARTA (spark transient analyzer).  The
method being applied in SPARTA is based on emission spectroscopy, where a high-voltage spark is
created between two electrodes in a gas mixture.  The instrument and its different modes of operation
are described in detail in Reference 59.  Some applications and sampling arrangements are described
in References 60 and 61.  In most experiments, helium concentrations were measured at 10 different
locations.  Local vertical flow velocities were measured at the ice condenser outlets in the upper
compartment with a fibreoptic laser Doppler anemometer system.

The experimental program consisted of three phases.  In the first test phase in 1990-1992, ice
condenser thermalhydraulics and ice-melting behaviour in SBLOCA scenarios were studied.  The
second test phase (1993) consisted of experiments for validation of containment dome external
spraying heat transfer models.  The third test phase, in 1994-1995, dealt with experiments designed to
support hydrogen management strategy development for Loviisa (convective loop flow experiments
and hydrogen distribution experiments).  Of particular interest were the global convective flow
patterns in the containment, as a consequence of forcing open the ice condenser doors during the
experiment, and the helium transport and mixing under these flow conditions.

The main results of the first test phase were that the ice tended to melt from the top downwards in all
SBLOCAs and that the position of the ice condenser doors largely determined ice-melting behaviour
and gas flow patterns in the vessel.  The results of the second phase were used to validate heat
transfer models applied when designing the dome external spraying system for long-term residual
heat removal for the Loviisa NPP.

Findings from the third phase are discussed in References 60 and 61.  The experiments indicated that
a global convective loop flow developed (with forced-open ice condenser doors), with one ice
condenser in upflow and the other one in downflow, even with an initially symmetric ice
configuration.  This circulation loop tended to be quite effective in mixing the injected helium with
volumes participating in the circulation.  Mixing above the ice condenser outlet level in the upper
compartment was seen to be very effective in all experiments.  This well-mixed region corresponded
to about half of the upper compartment volume.
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Figure 4.2.2.7-1  VICTORIA model of ice condenser containment

4.2.2.8 BMC long-term H2-mixing experiments (Biblis tests)

Verification experiments on hydrogen mixing by inherent natural convection in the short and long
term (up to 100 d) after a LBLOCA in the Biblis reactor were performed in the Battelle Model
Containment [62].  The goal of these experiments was to demonstrate the initiation and stability of an
overall natural-convection circulation under conditions of adverse temperature stratification
conditions (short term) and small favourable temperature differences (long term).  The Biblis
containment is represented by the rotationally symmetric BMC, with an inner region consisting of a
sump and a vertical chain of rooms, open to the dome region, and an outer annular region, also open
to the dome and connected to the inner region by relatively restrictive openings near the floor.
Temperature and velocity measurements were performed along the proposed circulation loop, in
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addition to concentration measurements of injected hydrogen, to determine the convective flows in
two different test conditions.

In the short-term phase, an initial adverse temperature stratification exists, caused by preferential
heatup of the upper regions of containment from the break, which was generated in the BMC
experiments, as shown in Figure 4.2.2.8-1.  Hydrogen measurements (Figure 4.2.2.8-2) show that
good mixing is nevertheless obtained after about 30 min after each hydrogen injection phase.  During
the hydrogen releases the sump temperature is above the atmospheric temperature; thus a
combination of sump evaporation and the buoyancy of the injected hydrogen itself would contribute
to an overall circulation with upflow in the centre and downflow in the annulus.  Therefore, one
cannot really talk about an “adverse temperature gradient” during the hydrogen injection phases.
Velocities in this test were below the sensitivity of the turbine flowmeters.

In the long-term phase (several days after the LOCA) the atmospheric temperature is cooler than the
sump temperature because of heat removal by the concrete structures.  Measurements of flow
velocity, temperature, and hydrogen concentrations for this test are shown in Figures 4.2.2.8-3 to -5
respectively.  Clearly, the relatively high sump temperature drives a fast and effective convection (0.6
to 0.8 m/s), which mixes the injected hydrogen almost instantly, despite the small (1 to 3 K)
temperature difference between the centre and annular region.  Peaks observed in the velocity
measurements correspond to the hydrogen injection periods, showing the beneficial effect of the
added buoyancy on the convective flow.  Excellent radial symmetry is maintained in these tests.

Although one might question the representation of actual short- and long-term (100 h) conditions of a
severe accident in these relatively short experiments, these tests provide useful data for assessing
hydrogen distribution under a range of boundary conditions.  The simultaneous measurements of
concentration, temperature and flow velocity in the long-term test, along with the well-known
characteristics of the facility, should prove useful for code validation, provided original detailed data
can be made available.

Figure 4.2.2.8-1  BMC temperatures during the “short-term phase” test
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Figure 4.2.2.8-2  BMC H2 concentrations during the “short-term phase” test

Figure 4.2.2.8-3  BMC recirculation velocities during the “long-term phase” test
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Figure 4.2.2.8-4  BMC temperatures during the “long-term phase” test

Figure 4.2.2.8-5  BMC H2 concentrations during the “long-term phase” test
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4.2.2.9 MISTRA gas-mixing experiments (planned)

The MISTRA programme (MItigation and STRAtification) is part of the French R&D programme
relative to potential severe accidents that could occur in a PWR.  It concerns, more particularly, the
problem of mastering the hydrogen risk with respect to the integrity of the containment, whose role is
to prevent any release of radioactivity to the environment.

An arising international consensus is that improvement in nuclear reactor safety implies a better
accountability of hydrogen risk in a severe accident.  Therefore the prediction of local hydrogen
concentration becomes a key issue.  This prediction, which is usually obtained with the lumped-
parameter approach, is not always satisfactory.  It is for this reason that during the past few years
field characteristic-finite-difference (CFD) codes, designed for containment thermalhydraulics, have
been developed throughout the world (e.g., GASFLOW, GOTHIC, TONUS, etc.).

The use of multidimensional codes requires that they first be experimentally validated.  The models
used for the containment are conventionally set up from analytical experiments (examples given),
concerning the following aspects: the structure of the flow (jet, plume, stratification, etc.),
condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases, the spray-flow interaction, the combustion of
hydrogen, the recombiners, and the aerosol releases.

The correlations established from these experiments are more or less dependent on the experimental
conditions and cannot be simply extended to complex configurations (scaling effect).  Moreover,
these experiments may only validate separate physical phenomena.  Thus more global experiments
are needed to validate the coupling of models.

Experiments have also been conducted for many years throughout the world to characterize
containment behaviour in severe accident conditions.  Analytical experiments have only addressed
separate effects without involving coupling, mid-global experiments have been performed to validate
cooling concepts, and global experiments were originally designed to verify lumped-parameter codes.

The analysis made in France by the Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique (CEA) concluded that there
is a need for a medium-scale experimental device (100 m3 vessel) specially designed to verify
multidimensional thermalhydraulic codes so as to obtain multidimensional measurements
(temperature, velocity, concentration) and establish a link between separate-effects and global
experiments by introducing step-by-step physical phenomena and their couplings.  Existing
experiments are not well suited to the validation of multidimensional codes for the following reasons:

- They provide an insufficient spatial distribution of the measurement points in each
volume and particularly in the dome.

- The facilities with thermally insulated steel walls, on which little condensation occurs,
are not representative of the French PWR, whose containment is made of concrete.

- In facilities with concrete walls, the energy stored in the walls is preponderant, because
of the important thermal capacity of the walls.  This stored energy leads to a large
uncertainty in the gas behaviour, especially since the surface/volume ratio of the test
facility is higher than that of a PWR.  Having concrete walls, therefore, gives excessive
importance to the condensation phenomenon.  Then, very important and unrealistic steam
injections would be necessary to simulate the pressure rise, and this modification would
change the nature of the flow.
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- Finally, the measurements performed in these experiments are more oriented toward the
consequences (pressure, mean concentrations) than towards the causes (temperatures,
velocities and fluxes at the wall).

In the MISTRA experiment, the wall temperature conditions will be imposed, thereby avoiding the
problems of similarity conditions on thermal inertia of walls and surface/volume ratio.

Moreover, the temperature being the primary variable both for the computations and the
measurements, it is better to impose boundary temperature conditions rather than flux conditions for
the validation of codes.  It is then possible to simulate, with a scale reduction, different scenarios and
different containments in a same facility.

To summarize, the main objective of the MISTRA programme is to establish a relationship between
elementary experiments and global experiments in order to validate the multidimensional codes, thus
fulfilling a need in the international programs.

The MISTRA facility comprises

- an external insulated containment of about 90 m3 (height ≈7 m, diameter ≈4 m) designed
for a pressure of 5 bars and a temperature of 150°C;

- a sump equipped with a heater to simulate the vaporization of water caused by the
presence of fission products in the sump, or to the spraying of the core-melt;

- a temperature-regulated internal envelope simulates the containment walls;

- compartmented internal structures with regulated temperatures are intended to simulate
the containments internal compartments;

- a spray device, for an injection of  helium and an injection of steam;

- heat exchanger intended to simulate the condensers that are possibly used in a PWR
containment as a means of pressure and temperature reduction; and

- the different temperature regulation circuits.

The internal partitions are modular:  according to the type of test, it will be possible to install or to
remove modules.  Two types of measurements will be performed:

- integrated measurements to evaluate pressure, mean flow rate between compartments,
mean thermal flux on a wall, condensed flux, etc.;

- local measurements of velocity, temperature, concentration of gases, thermal fluxes, etc.,
to reconstitute the different flow fields to be used in the validation of multidimensional
codes.

The instrumentation will be suited to each type of test and will take into account the presence of
steam and mist. Pressure, temperature, heat flux, concentration, velocity, condensation rate, relative
humidity, and suspended water mass (mist) will be measured.
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The program proposal, which has been set up for the purpose of model validation, defines

a. a gradation in the physical phenomena representation, from isolated phenomena up to
coupled phenomena.  For instance, the following series of tests will possibly be conducted:

- injection of a noncondensable light gas having the same density as steam,

- injection of steam without condensation,

- injection of steam with wall condensation or bulk condensation, and

- injection of steam and helium with wall condensation and spray.

b. a two-step progression is planned to spread out the overall investment:

First step:  containment with thermally insulated external walls

In this configuration, some important thermalhydraulic phenomena such as natural convection,
stratification, and mitigation effects are studied.  Although not all similarity conditions are met, it
will be possible to assess the influence of mitigation systems (spray, condensers) in realistic
conditions.  Indeed, when these systems are in operation, wall condensation becomes negligible.

Second step:  containment with temperature-controlled walls

In this configuration, the similarity conditions are met because the evolution in time of the different
wall temperatures can be imposed.

The experimental facility is expected to be in operation for the period 1998-2002.

The main features of the MISTRA Facility are as follows:  temperatures are imposed by sectors on
the walls, instrumentation can validate the multidimensional codes by enabling field mapping
measurements, a modular design (modification of internal dispositions) that allows an easy
utilization, and a typical test duration is 1 d.

A first MISTRA workshop was organized, at the end of 1996, in France (CEA, Saclay) in which the
program was presented in detail and where a benchmark exercise was proposed for field codes, in
preparation for one of the first tests.  This exercise, which will be fully specified by late 1998, is also
open to organizations that could not attend the Saclay meeting.

4.3 Separate Effects—Plume Behaviour

4.3.1 NUPEC Experiment M-2-2—Gas Distribution in Model Containment

NUPEC Test M-2-2 was performed in NUPEC’s one-quarter linear-scaled model containment,
described in Section 4.2.1.3 [27,63].  The objective of this test was to investigate only light-gas
injection effect on the natural circulation phenomena in a containment vessel, for comparison with
the M-4-3 test (described in Section 4.2.2.2) in which helium gas and hot steam were injected
simultaneously.  Test conditions are summarized in Table 4.2.1.3-1 of Section 4.2.1.3.  The injection
location was at a low elevation in the steam generator foundation compartment CV 8, and a constant
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helium gas flow rate was used for the test period of 30 min.  The injected gas temperature was nearly
the same as that of the containment atmosphere, so that thermal effects were minimized.

Figure 4.3.1-1 shows the helium concentration transient in each compartment.  Because there was no
temperature difference between injected helium and the atmosphere, the driving forces for the natural
circulation in the containment were the momentum of the injected gas and its buoyancy.  Therefore, a
less-well-mixed environment was observed compared with that of the M-4-3 test results.   The
compartments—CV 8, 15 and 21, which included the helium gas release compartment—exhibited
higher concentrations than the remaining compartments during the gas injection.  The dead-end and
complex-shaped compartments—CV 16, 22 and 1—registered remarkably lower concentrations than
the other compartments.  A slight concentration stratification was observed.

Figure 4.3.1-1  Helium concentrations in test M-2-2

4.3.2 Whiteshell Liquid and Gas-mixing Tests

In an attempt to establish simple scaling parameters for hydrogen mixing under the influence of
buoyancy-, jet momentum-, and fan-induced mixing, small-scale tests were performed in which
helium was injected into a 1.8-m cubic air-filled enclosure, shown schematically in Figure 4.3.2-1,
and saltwater was injected into a geometrically similar, scaled-down (0.3 m), freshwater-filled
enclosure [64-66].  This study purposely neglected heat transfer and multiphase effects to simplify
the scaling problem of a containment, presented in Section 4.1.1.  Experimental results indicated that
the additional complicating factor of using fluids with different properties (specifically the density
ratio) was insignificant.  A set of scaling laws, which preserve Fr and Gr, was developed and
confirmed by the experiments, showing that the buoyant-jet mixing is not dominated by a single
scaling parameter.  However, it was also shown that jet- and fan-induced mixing dispersed the fluids
quickly to form a well-mixed atmosphere, rendering the concentration measurements insensitive to
changes in Fr and Gr.  A plume model was developed [67], using these results, showing that buoyant
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gas plumes spread significantly faster than did pure thermal plumes of comparative density
difference, resulting in faster homogenization of the atmosphere.

Further tests on helium–air mixing, with improved concentration measurements, were performed to
assess the GOTHIC code’s 3D modelling of gas mixing for a buoyant jet [68].  Tests with slow
bottom, side, and top injection showed that stable concentration gradients (stratification) persist in an
undivided enclosure and in a vertically divided enclosure in the absence of fan- or jet-momentum
induced mixing.  This program is ongoing, and tests are currently performed in a former shielded
loop room (“C-Bubble”) of the decommissioned WR-1 reactor at the Whiteshell Laboratories [69].
The gas-mixing facility is a large (1000 m3) rectangular enclosure, with 45-cm reinforced concrete
walls, shown in Figure 4.3.2-2.  Similar to the smaller-scale facilities, it has 10 moveable helium
concentration probes and flow visualization capability.  In the first series of tests, helium was injected
into air at various elevations with different momentum to evaluate the mixing resulting from a large
buoyant gas plume.  As an example, with a jet velocity of 14.3 m/s, injected vertically near the floor,
the plume-centre concentration decreases rapidly from 55% (0.6 m above the break) to 5% (3 m
above the break) and less than 2% near the ceiling.  This dilution is due to turbulent entrainment of
the surrounding air and results in a well-mixed top half of the compartment.  No helium is detected in
the bottom half during the test period of 10 min.

Tests planned for the near future will include the effects of obstructions, jet momentum, jet elevation
and orientation, presence of steam, air cooler action, etc. on the mixing process.  The facility has a
simple geometry and well-characterized boundary conditions; its instrumentation is intended to give
concentration and temperature field information for generic 3D code validation.

Figure 4.3.2-1  WL small-scale gas mixing enclosure, showing probe locations
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Figure 4.3.2-2  WL Large-Scale Gas-Mixing Facility (view from the north wall)

4.3.3 Westinghouse AP600 1/8 Scale Tests—Helium Injection Tests

Of the many large-scale experiments performed for qualification of Westinghouse’s AP600 Passive
Containment Cooling System (PCCS) [70,71], three series of tests are of particular interest.  The
PCCS Large-Scale Test Facility, shown in Figure 4.3.3-1, was used in eight experiments to
investigate the effects of vessel pressure, internal configuration, and external cooling method on the
distribution of temperature and helium (as a hydrogen simulant) in the vessel [72].  The test vessel is
a 4.6 m diameter, 6.1 m high, elliptical-head cylinder and represents a one-eight scale model of the
AP600 containment with a prototypic height-to-diameter ratio.
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Figure 4.3.3-1  AP600 Passive Containment Cooling System Large-scale Facility
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Tests with and without internal compartments and heat sinks were performed with high- and low-
velocity steam and with helium injection periods.  Internal temperature and helium concentration
distributions were measured by sensors mounted approximately 25 mm from the inside of the test
vessel wall and on movable racks throughout the inside of the vessel, but were reported as averaged
vertical profiles in Reference 72.  Anemometers were used in two of the tests to measure internal
velocities in the dome and near-wall regions.

The system was at steady-state conditions (steam injection rate equals condensation, and constant
pressure) when approximately 15 mole percent of helium was injected through the steam line.
Results presented in Reference 72 show initial stratification periods of about 1 h for external air-
cooled and 2 h for external water-cooled tests.  The faster redistribution (mixing) in the wet tests is
rationalized with more vigorous convective motions inside the vessel because of larger surface heat
removal.

4.3.4 BMC Hyjet Experiments

The Hyjet experiments were a series of eight helium or helium–steam jet injection tests, performed in
the BMC Facility [73].  Helium was used as a hydrogen simulant.  Three nozzle diameters (30, 95
and 300 mm) were used to obtain jet velocities ranging from 0.4 m/s (purely buoyant plume) to
730 m/s (momentum-dominated jet).  Figure 4.3.4-1 depicts the jet location in the BMC Facility.  The
primary objective of this series of tests was to investigate, in detail, the gas-mixing process in the
release region on a meaningful scale under a range of conditions; in particular the mixing of the H2-
rich released fluid with the air-rich ambient atmosphere, which could lead to dangerous mixtures, was
investigated.

Figure 4.3.4-1  Location of jet in BMC vessel
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Instrumentation of these tests was extensive near the released jet, to facilitate comparison with
detailed CFD code calculations but not detailed enough to resolve the full concentration profile of the
jet.  It was more sparse in the remaining compartments.  One cannot, therefore, consider this
arrangement as a full 3D instrumentation of the facility, but the resolution in the release
compartments is adequate for a detailed 3D assessment of the mixing process.  Measurement of the
(dried atmosphere) helium concentration was done using 32 conductivity probes, which were
calibrated before and after each test; the probes were remotely located, thereby resulting in a 30-s
delay time.  The measured data were corrected to account for steam content of the containment
atmosphere, by using the relative humidity measurements.  Along with conventional measurements of
atmosphere and structure temperatures, the convective flows between rooms of the containment were
measured using turbine anemometers with direction indication.  This approach allowed the
quantitative evaluation of the overall convection loop and the air–steam entrainment flows into the
release compartments (R5 and R6) using mass balances.

The released helium–steam jet entrains the surrounding atmosphere, thereby reducing the gas
concentration along its axis.  The mixing ratio was determined by two methods, one employing the
measures axial concentrations in the jet, the second using the mass balance over the release rooms.
Both lead to the same conclusions: (1) although a higher release velocity increases the mixing ratio,
the confining walls and the throttling through the inflow openings restrict the dilution to well below
what is expected for a free jet; (2) small release velocities can lead to a stratified containment
atmosphere away from the release compartment, and this stratified condition reduced the mixing ratio
for subsequent tests; (3) doubling the density difference between the jet and the atmosphere did not
affect the mixing behaviour.

In general, the injection of pure helium into a stagnant or slightly convective “dry” atmosphere leads
to stagnant, stratified conditions, with up to 16% helium in the dome and very little in the lower
regions, despite the low injection location and the potential for convective loops through the room
chains.  However, with a 40% steam atmosphere, significant convection flows exist prior to the
helium–steam injection; these flows promote gas mixing and diminish concentration differences that
exist during the injection period.

By considering the helium deflagration regimes, the following recommendations were made.  In the
area of the helium release point, zones of dangerous helium–steam–air mixtures can develop by
mixing of released helium–steam fluid with the existing air–steam atmosphere.  The size of these
zones can be minimized under the following conditions: (1) high steam content in the released and
ambient mixtures, (2) release within a compartment of not too large a volume and with sufficiently
large inlet and outlet flow cross-sections, and (3) high flow velocity of the released fluid (momentum-
dominated jet).  The two latter conditions result in high entrainment of the H2 lean ambient
atmosphere by the H2-rich jet; the Hyjet tests showed jet entrainment factors up to 20.  In most Hyjet
experiments, a marked stratification developed with a high gas volume fraction in the upper
containment regions, and very small gas volume fractions in the lower zones.  However, as long as
intensive premixing occurred in the release region, the development of dangerous mixture
compositions in the containment dome could be avoided.
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4.4 Recombiner Experiments

4.4.1 Battelle Recombiner Qualification Tests

Three types of recombiner designs were tested in multicompartment configurations in the BMC
vessel:  the NIS design (palladium-plated hydrophobic porous plates), the Siemens design (platinum-
plated hydrophobic stainless steel plates), and a smaller recombiner prototype.  Results with respect
to recombiner performance are summarized in Reference 74, and details on a scaled-down Siemens
prototype recombiner qualification (G-tests) are given in Reference 75, and the NIS design in
Reference 76.  Measured flow velocities in the recombiner modules were between 0.5 and 1 m/s,
indicating a significant momentum source and thus influence on containment thermalhydraulics under
free-convective conditions, which are expected in the long term after a severe accident.  Observations
in the BMC vessel with all recombiner modules showed a global convection loop as a result of the
buoyant recombiner exhaust gases.

Tests Gx4 to Gx7 [75] investigated the performance and effect of a catalytic recombiner in a
multicompartment geometry (5 inner rooms of the BMC) under conditions of stratified and
homogeneous steam–air–hydrogen atmospheres.  With the recombiner installed in an elevated room,
the hydrogen injection was varied between low- and high-elevation compartments.  Injection rates
represented twice the expected long-term hydrogen release rate (scaled down by volume) in a typical
German PWR.  Test results showed a dependence of the vertical mixing of hydrogen in the
atmosphere to the existing density stratification.  Whereas the horizontal mixing was intensive in all
tests, vertical transport of hydrogen is often (not in test Gx4) inhibited by a stratified atmosphere, and
thus mixing is delayed.  Tests Gx5 and Gx7 had high-density stratification (up to 7% difference
between upper and lower rooms in test Gx7) and showed a strongly de-coupled behaviour between
top and bottom compartments, no matter whether hydrogen was injected into a top or a bottom
compartment.  With the recombiner in a top compartment and hydrogen injection into the same
compartment, nearly no hydrogen was transported into the lower compartments; however, when
hydrogen was injected into a lower compartment, the local ignition limit was reached within 1 h,
whereas the recombiner in the elevated compartment saw only little hydrogen.  The vertical hydrogen
concentration gradient was stable, and hydrogen removal in the lower rooms (i.e., vertical mixing)
was only achieved slowly (~15 h), and only after steam injection was stopped, allowing a natural
cooldown of the atmosphere and structures.

Tests reported in Reference 76 are similar, with a similar objective, namely to demonstrate the
performance of a catalytic recombiner (NIS design) in a multicompartment configuration of the BMC
vessel.  Results concentrate on recombiner performance parameters rather than on the effect on
containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution, but an additional contribution from this
work is the inclusion of all rooms of the BMC vessel, including the dome and annular ring volume,
which were excluded in tests described in Reference 75.

4.4.2 Whiteshell Recombiner Qualification Tests

Along with determining the performance parameters of the AECL-developed recombiner under
natural-convective conditions, its effect on the mixing of gases in its vicinity was measured in highly
stratified but isothermal, hydrogen–air atmospheres inside a 10-m3 cylindrical pressure vessel [77].
The stable hydrogen concentration gradient was broken within a few minutes after startup of the
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recombiner near the bottom of the vessel (low H2 concentration), resulting in a relatively uniform,
decreasing hydrogen concentration in the single-volume vessel.

AECL recombiner prototypes and commercial units were qualified for use in commercial reactor
containments using the Large-Scale Vented Combustion Test Facility (LSVCTF) at AECL’s
Whiteshell Laboratories [78,79]; this facility offers a high degree of control and configuration
flexibility in a 120-m3 vented enclosure, shown in Figures 4.4.2-1 and -2.  Preliminary demonstration
tests, using a model recombiner and qualification tests using the commercial module, indicate good
mixing throughout the entire, unobstructed volume as a result of free-convective flows induced by the
recombiner activity.  For the qualification tests, the test chamber was sealed and remained at ambient
pressure.  First steam, then helium, then hydrogen, were added to the air already present in the test
chamber.  The gases were mixed during addition using fans.  The distributions of steam, hydrogen,
and air were monitored at three to five locations inside the tests chamber using a mass spectrometer.
Helium was added as a leak tracer to monitor the loss of hydrogen from the facility because of
leakage and gas sampling.

Because the recombiner begins to operate during the gas addition process, the initial conditions are
not precisely known.  In addition, instrumentation with only three to five concentration probes is too
sparse in these tests for comparison with 3D code predictions, and more detailed experiments—under
both dry and wet conditions, and employing multicompartment configurations—are planned.

Figure 4.4.2-1  Whiteshell Laboratories Large-scale Vented Combustion Test Facility
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Figure 4.4.2-2  AECL recombiner locations in the LSVCTF

4.4.3 BMC Multi-recombiner Tests

The Battelle multi-recombiner (Zx-) test series [80-84] was performed in the BMC vessel, using a
gradual release of hydrogen into an existing steam-air atmosphere (either well mixed or stratified).
Three commercial catalytic recombiners (one pellet-type NIS-(Reco 2) and two plate-type Siemens
recombiners (Reco 1, 3)) were installed within the 600-m3 multicompartment test geometry at
different distances from the steam-hydrogen release site, see Figure 4.4.3-1.

The objective was to investigate the interactions of several catalytic recombiners and a steam-air-
hydrogen atmosphere.  This study included both (1) recombiner operation within a large volume and
(2) steam-hydrogen distribution phenomena under the influence of several recombiners with and
without simultaneous hydrogen release.

At each recombiner, local measurements of inlet and outlet gas concentration and temperature, and of
inlet volume flow were used to monitor recombiner operation (startup conditions, recombination rate
and efficiency, dependence on inlet gas composition).  A detailed instrumentation for local gas
concentration, temperature and flow velocity in the containment was employed.  In particular, a 5 x 4
matrix of both hydrogen concentration and temperature measuring points was arranged around
recombiner no. 3 in the BMC annulus compartment.  This matrix formed a quasi-2D instrumentation
for the flow and concentration field, which developed in the downward bulk flow, induced by the
steam release at the BMC’s centre axis, and resulting from the local upward flow of the hot,
hydrogen-poor gas exiting from recombiner no. 3.

The experimental conditions included a variation of the steam content (from 0 to 65 vol %), hydrogen
release rate (up to 2.15 kg/h), atmosphere distribution (almost well mixed vs. strongly stratified), total
pressure (1 and 2 bar; 1 bar = 100 kPa), as well as recombiner operation during containment spray,
accidental ignition of the containment atmosphere by an overloaded recombiner, and a long-term test
leading to oxygen starvation.
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4.4.3.2 Findings from the local measurements at the recombiners

Influence of containment atmosphere distribution and flow regime
Outside atmosphere temperature stratification affects the chimney effect within the recombiner, and
reduces volume flow and recombination rate.  To a smaller extent, volume flow through the
recombiner is also influenced by outside bulk flow.

Accidental ignition by an overloaded recombiner
In general, test conditions had been chosen for which no ignition could be expected (sufficiently low
hydrogen concentration or high steam content).  However, during one of the multi-recombiner
experiments performed with a stratified atmosphere, a small additional hydrogen release at the lower
release point (Figure 4.4.3-1) into a locally air-rich atmosphere led to a certain accumulation of
hydrogen (7.6 vol % H2, at 13 vol % steam) in the neighbourhood of the release site and recombiner
no. 1.  As a result, the recombiner became overloaded, its catalyst heated up excessively, and ignited
the adjacent hydrogen-rich zone.  Subsequently, a flame propagated upwards and was quenched after
entering into the steam-rich containment dome.  The combustion process, a benign deflagration,
caused a very moderate pressure transient, and more importantly, a global revolution of the initially
stratified containment atmosphere.  The recombiner remained undamaged.

Hydrogen recombination during containment spraying
Spraying was started with the recombiners operating.  The recorded data suggest an increase rather
than a reduction of recombiner volume flow and recombination rate by the spray.

4.4.3.3 Findings from the containment atmosphere data

Development of a well-mixed or a stratified containment atmosphere
Steam release at a central close-to-bottom position induced a buoyancy-driven ascendant flow within
the central compartment to the dome and a descending flow in the adjacent outer annulus.  The vent
openings between the lower zones of the annulus and central compartment limited the backflow and
thus the degree of homogeneity of the resulting almost well-mixed atmosphere.  In contrast, steam
release at the upper site (of Figure 4.4.3-1) led to a steam-rich, mixed atmosphere only in the dome
compartment, whereas an air-rich, cold atmosphere remained in the lower containment zones.
Subsequent hydrogen release (at the same locations as steam) led to an almost uniform hydrogen
distribution in a well-mixed atmosphere.  In a stratified atmosphere, it resulted in hydrogen
accumulation in the upper steam-rich zone for the short term; in the long term, after termination of
gas injection, hydrogen migrated to the lower cold areas.

Stability of a stratified atmosphere
Once established, the stratified steam-air atmosphere was very stable, aided by the thermal inertia of
the adjacent concrete structures.  In steady state, a stratified atmosphere is characterized by a
continuous weak steam flow from the upper steam release point to the cold concrete structures mainly
located at a low elevation.  This continuous steam flow entrains a certain portion of noncondensables,
hydrogen and air, which, after condensation of the steam at the cold structures, accumulate in the
lower containment zones.  As a consequence (1) the steam-air stratification is stabilized, and (2) the
hydrogen distribution gradient slowly becomes inverted.

Effect of recombiner operation on atmosphere stratification
The measured data revealed only a gradual breakup of an existing atmosphere stratification by the hot
exhaust gas of a recombiner.  It is expected that this effect will be more marked in a full-size plant
because of its higher ratio of containment volume (and recombiner capacity) to concrete structure
surface area.
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Effect of containment spray on atmosphere distribution
Spraying in the annulus compartment effected strong cooling and very efficient mixing of the
stratified atmosphere.  A global convection developed, which included also containment zones not
directly hit by the spray water.

Figure 4.4.3-1  Configuration of the BMC for the Zx series multi-recombiner tests

4.5 Summary of Experimental Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from recent experimental activities are based primarily on experiences gained
and recommendations made in the framework of ISP exercises (category 1), complemented by
important findings from other integrated experiments and SETs on plume behaviour (category 1 and
2).  This ranking reflects the level of international peer review, availability of documentation, and
characterization of measurement uncertainties.  Although other experiments have generally been
carefully performed and analyzed, ISP exercises have shown that often post-test code calculation can
reveal unexpected experimental errors and uncertainties, leading to a better understanding of the test
facility in question (e.g., HDR vessel “gap venting” and overall energy balance).

The need to use tracer gases to assess hydrogen behaviour in a containment instead of relying on
temperature and humidity measurement was already realized in ISP 23, and applied during the long-
term period of T31.5 and in the following E11 series of HDR hydrogen distribution tests.  Forty-five
H2 sensors were applied throughout the HDR facility with the same number of steam–air
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concentration sensors, and thermocouples in their immediate vicinity.  The transient measurement of
gas concentrations throughout a multicompartment containment is a better and more direct indication
of gas transport (mixing) processes than the measurement of the temperature field and also serves as
an additional parameter for code comparison.  This recommendation was further supported by
analysis of separate-effects helium-in-air plume behaviour experiments showing that buoyant gas
plumes spread significantly faster than did pure thermal plumes of comparative density difference,
resulting in faster homogenization of the atmosphere.  Most experiments used helium or a highly
dilute hydrogen–helium mixture, for safety reasons, as a hydrogen simulant—or deuterium in the case
of heavy-water-cooled reactors (CANDU).  Because the molecular weight and thermal properties of
helium and hydrogen are very similar (those of helium and deuterium are almost identical), their
mixing behaviour in air or air–steam mixtures is expected to be very similar.  This similarity has been
demonstrated in the HEDL stratification tests.

The measurement techniques for hydrogen (or helium as a simulant) have progressed from using
catalytic sensors with a relatively high measurement uncertainty, especially when measuring a dilute
15% hydrogen–85% helium mixture, to highly accurate gas sampling devices, based on mass
spectrometry or gas chromatography, that can measure various gas components simultaneously.  This
capability has allowed the use of pure helium in recent experiments.  As with all sampling methods,
the effect of steam, which is usually condensed out before the sensor, must be accurately accounted
for it typically represents the largest uncertainty with this type of measurement.  To overcome this
problem, helium concentrations in the VICTORIA vessel were measured with a new technique.  The
method being applied in SPARTA (spark transient analyzer) is based on emission spectroscopy,
where a high-voltage spark is created between two electrodes in a gas mixture.  High accuracy is
claimed for mass spectrometry and emission spectroscopy methods.

Whereas temperature measurements are generally adequate using the traditional method of
thermocouples, attempts to measure the typically low flow velocities have often failed or have very
high uncertainties.  Turbine flowmeters have a relatively high startup threshold and are dependent on
the a priori knowledge of flow direction.  The hot-wire flowmeters used in ISP 35 proved unreliable
in the wet conditions.  A laser Doppler anemometer system has the potential of measuring small
velocities in any direction, but they rely on particles being present in the flow (droplets, aerosols,
smoke) and may require expensive fibre optics (like those used in the VICTORIA tests) to “see” the
desired measurement location.  The recent Hyjet experimental series reported good success in using
turbine flowmeters with direction indicators to measure flow rates through openings between rooms
down to 0.2 m/s.  No successful measurement of low flow velocities in open rooms has been found
thus far.  It is expected that such measurements will rely on flow-visualization techniques, which can
be quantified by image analysis, in the near future.

The number and location of measurement points in ISPs and most other integrated experiments were
well suited for lumped-parameter code analyses.  As such, typically one or very few  measurement
locations per room (temperature, concentration, humidity) and a few more surface measurement
locations (e.g., for temperatures and heat transfer rates) were available.  Attempts at measuring local
velocities, very important for gas distribution code validation, have generally failed, including in the
last two ISPs.

Except for HMS in ISP 23 and WGOTHIC in ISP 35, no field codes participated in the ISP exercises,
but some ISPs were re-analyzed in some cases with field codes, such as GASFLOW providing useful
results.  However, it cannot be said that they serve well as a proper validation base for these codes.
All ISP exercises were complicated and limited in detail in the specification of boundary conditions
and uncertainties by experimental ability.  A perpetual recommendation from ISPs was the desire for
better characterization of thermal boundary conditions and specification of energy balances and their
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errors and uncertainties.  This point has improved throughout the ISPs with the NUPEC Facility in
ISP 35 being a much simpler and better specified vessel than HDR.  Shortcomings in the BMC vessel
(large unknown leakage) required scenario non-typical test interventions, namely air injection phases,
representing somewhat a step back in facility “quality” in ISP history.  Nevertheless, ISPs have an
important place in a code validation matrix for both, lumped-parameter and field codes, but can only
be considered for code validation after SETs (individual phenomena) have been successfully
simulated and scaling issues addressed.

Since the use of field codes in containment analysis is increasing internationally, but all ISPs on
containment thermalhydraulics were primarily modelled by lumped-parameter codes, there is a need
to select an ISP exercise, or at least an international numerical benchmark exercise, specifically
designed for field code comparisons.  Such an experiment could not be as complicated as previous
ISPs because the need for field-oriented instrumentation and boundary condition specification would
lead to an unmanageable volume of data.  On the other hand, a meaningful scale must be maintained,
because important phenomena (such as buoyancy-induced gas mixing and heat transfer) are scale-
dependent.  Planned tests in the new Large-scale Gas-mixing Facility at the Whiteshell Laboratories
or the MISTRA Facility have such objectives and are possible candidates for such exercises within
the next few years.  The important phenomenon of gas mixing near buoyant and momentum-
dominated jets has been investigated recently by the BMC Hyjet tests, providing detailed
measurements for field code evaluation.  A benchmark exercise on one of these tests (JX7) included
three field codes (CFX, GASFLOW, GOTHIC), and more such benchmarks are recommended to
increase the validation base of field codes for plant analysis.

The scaling issue is as important for integral tests as for SETs, to correctly represent important
phenomena.  For example, the use of area scaling of the water spray in ISP 35 resulted in an
unrealistic domination of the spray-induced gas-mixing phenomena, thus “drowning” other
phenomena, which are dominant in the other NUPEC gas distribution experiments.  Two other
NUPEC tests of the same series used volume-scaled sprays (4 times less water flow), but the results
are not available for this report.  Clearly, a volume-scaling is preferred for any mass additions to
containment.

Most experiments discussed in this chapter adopted the “time-preserving”, but “geometry scaled-
down” scaling principles.  Therefore, even if distortions from initial and boundary conditions and
from event sequences can be avoided through careful design and operation of the tests, the scale and
geometry of the particular facility invariably introduce distortions in certain phenomena.  These
distortions can lead to over- or under-emphasis of certain phenomena over others.  For example, the
absence of long-term heat sinks (thick concrete structures) in some test facilities would not sustain
the phenomenon of buoyancy/wall interaction (regional) in the long term.  Conversely, the large
height-to-diameter ratio of the HDR containment would tend to overemphasize this phenomenon, as
compared to a nuclear reactor containment.  Such distortions must be carefully considered when
making statements with respect to how well test facilities and particular experiments represent
reactors.  Since these distortions cannot be altogether avoided in integrated- or separate-effects tests,
the analysis method (including codes) must account for them by (a) a sufficiently detailed resolution
of the geometry, (b) using appropriate correlations, and (c) having been validated against test results
obtained under similar conditions in a different facility.

From the point of view of experimental evidence and validation data for important phenomena, the
tests discussed herein provide plenty of data for some, but only limited data for other phenomena, as
depicted in Table 4.1-4.  Multicomponent gas compression/expansion and the effect of sprays on
mass and energy content of a system are generally well characterized in all tests through reliable
pressure and temperature measurements.  Buoyancy effects on gas mixing and gas transport have
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been observed and discussed in detail for the HDR tests in particular and other integrated- and
separate-effects tests.  Basic heat transfer and flow resistance phenomena are best addressed in basic
separate-effects experiments, and the mostly integrated tests discussed herein often provide indirect
validation data for these phenomena; that is, the individual phenomena are not clearly
distinguishable, and therefore have limited suitability for code validation.  One major limitation is the
inability to measure flow velocities accurately in a complex test facility.

Extensive international work in the area of hydrogen mitigation places further tasks on code
capabilities and thus on their validation.  Despite the large number of relevant experiments described
in this chapter, the recent OECD Workshop on the Implementation of Hydrogen Mitigation
Techniques, held in Winnipeg, Canada, in 1996, identified “the need for further well-defined, well-
instrumented, large-scale hydrogen-mixing experiments to validate codes, resolve uncertainties, and
to characterize the performance and effects of hydrogen mitigation measures”.  This ongoing need
reflects the iterative nature of code validation and the sometimes conflicting requirements of
experimental relevance (complexities of a severe accident in a real containment) and phenomena
resolution (sufficient and accurate measurements for phenomena and to define boundary conditions).
This recommendation is supported to a certain extent by the experimental evidence presented in this
chapter; on the other hand, significant advances have been made both in experimental techniques and
in resolution of issues in containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution (at least
qualitatively).
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5.  CODE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the efforts made over the last decade to develop codes and code applications
for thermalhydraulic and gas-distribution analysis in reactor containments.  International efforts in
computer code development and verification in the area of severe accidents have led to better
understanding and more accurate predictions of thermalhydraulic and gas-distribution phenomena.

International standard problem exercises, organized by the OECD and described in Chapter 4, have
been conducted specifically for code verification purposes where the main goal is to increase
confidence in the validity and accuracy of codes used in assessing the safety of nuclear installations.
Because no severe accident data for operating NPPs can be obtained and because full-scale
prototypical experiments are not feasible,  accident simulations using containment codes are vital to
our nuclear safety programmes.  Reliance on codes necessitates that a carefully designed plan of
verification exercises be formulated to prove simulation accuracy and to quantify uncertainties in
simulations.

Codes are required to obtain calculation results in support of a variety of safety and containment
loads analyses.  Within the scope of these analyses, there are requirements of (1) applicability, (2)
reliability, and (3) economics.  Code applicability is, of course, the most important requirement.  It is
judged by whether the code has the ability to reproduce the physical phenomena or if the employed
empirical data are relevant for the range of parameters to be analysed.  Installed physical models,
accumulated experience for code application, and code-user experience become issues.

Code reliability can be generally judged by assessing the accuracy of a code prediction. Even if the
analytical algorithm gives an accurate mathematical solution, a prediction of thermalhydraulic
behaviour has inevitable uncertainties that come from simplifications or lack of physical modelling
and empirical input parameters.  Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with data are indications
of the code’s ability to predict thermalhydraulic phenomena in a containment. As long as a code
verification is conducted by assessments of experiments, simulation uncertainties must be discussed
in terms of the contributing components, that is, code, user, and experimental uncertainties.  Whereas
the uncertainties of experiments such as measurement errors are briefly discussed in Chapter 4, this
chapter discusses how various uncertainties affect our perception of overall code uncertainty.

Economics is certainly an additional requirement where the problem set-up and computation periods
are required to be reasonably short when simulating severe accident phenomena in a containment.
Therefore, severe accident analysis codes often employ simple physics models and approximate
geometrical modelling for the containment.  Reactor safety, however, should not be jeopardized by
unreliable and, eventually, wrong predictions of plant behaviour only because analytical predictions
are required to be cheap.  Some sense of reasonableness must be exercised in this regard.  One
additional hope is that code predictions will always be supported by well thought-out sensitivity
analyses to identify potentially erroneous results.  Yet in at least a few cases economical concerns
may be put aside in favour of more detailed and costly code calculations.  The economical concerns
foster a two-tier approach where the industry develops and validates both approximate and detailed
code types; these codes are often referred to as lumped-parameter and field codes, respectively.
Assuming that the economical requirements are principally satisfied for severe accident analysis, we
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focus on the applicability and reliability of the codes through the code verification process in
Chapter 5.

Experimental analyses are discussed herein mainly for ISP exercises.  Since ISP participants
contribute calculations by a variety of international codes, and some participants use the same code,
an ISP has the merit of clarifying the variety of code applicability and reliability, and user-induced
effect on a single computer code.  Moreover, because certain computer codes are continuously
applied in ISP exercises, the progress of code  development can be seen by the iteration between code
developments and applications.

Phenomena ranked highly in the PIRTs (Table 3.3.4-1 in Chapter 3, Phenomena) are used as
reference phenomena to discuss code reliability and to give a quantitative judgement of the
agreement between experimental and calculation results.  The key indicators of these phenomena are
pressure, atmosphere temperature, and gas concentration distribution as a function of time.
Comparative assessments for codes and data using these indicators are the focus of this chapter.

In this chapter, Section 5.2 describes the background of the code requirements, assessments, and role
of ISP exercises.  In Section 5.3, the codes developed for severe accident simulations are listed and
described according to code type—lumped-parameter or field code.  In this section, general
advantages and disadvantages of each type of code are discussed, with more detailed descriptions of
each code provided in Appendix A.  Code applications are discussed in Section 5.4 mainly on the
basis of four ISP exercises that specifically address issues of containment thermalhydraulics and gas
distribution under severe accident conditions.  For each ISP, the conclusions of the final comparison
report are summarized and critically assessed, and other complementary experimental efforts are also
discussed.  When documentation of a re-analysis is available, these analyses are also discussed to
indicate progress in code development and user insight.  Additional information on other code
applications is provided in Appendix B.  Section 5.5 reviews and presents some examples of
simulation uncertainties realized through the ISP and similar comparative exercises.  To conclude
this chapter, Section 5.6 presents some general conclusions concerning ISP results, along with
recommendations for additional experiments and ISP exercises.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Code Requirements and Usage

In past decades, containment analysis codes have been utilized for DBA analysis where the emphasis
was on sizing and assessing safety design features of the plant.  The typical approach for addressing
code uncertainty was to rely on conservative estimates for code input and models.  Within the last
decade, there has been an effort to extend the class of containment analyses to severe accidents and to
replace conservative containment analysis with “best-estimate” code calculations (see Section 5.3.1
for a definition of best-estimate codes).   The intended use of the code results has also changed from
a design emphasis to one where calculations are used to identify plant system vulnerability (PSA,
IPE, etc.), to evaluate severe accident management strategies—which include various mitigation
methods—and to determine initial and boundary conditions for various severe accident events, such
as hydrogen combustion.  Codes are being used in some of these applications simply to gain an
appreciation and understanding of severe accident behaviour for a variety of accident scenarios; this
approach often requires many sensitivity calculations.  In these instances the requirements on code
accuracy are relaxed and uncertainties in parameters of 20% to 40%, which are greater than typical
experiment measurement accuracies, may be accepted as long as trends in key variables like pressure,
temperature, and gas composition are still predicted.  A more difficult situation arises from
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applications where the codes are needed to predict initial and boundary conditions for combustion
events, such as in the case of deliberate and random ignition of hydrogen.  For these applications,
code accuracies for gas distributions needed in the evaluation of ignition concepts approach
measurement accuracies in sensitive regions (10% to 15% dry hydrogen concentrations), and are
viewed, from a technical standpoint, as a goal for code accuracy.  Mitigation concepts like
recombination, where the hydrogen injection rates are low and the concentrations are also well below
the sensitive region, may not require such high accuracy.  Therefore, combustion event modelling
appears to dominate the requirements, and these events are primarily those involving accelerated
flames, DDT, and detonations.

These requirements become the background against which codes are assessed for adequacy. What
may be considered acceptable for one application may not be acceptable for another; a type of code
(lumped-parameter or field code) may be perfectly suitable for one application but unsuitable for
another.  For example, a lumped-parameter code may be very well suited for evaluation of system
vulnerability (PSA, etc.) but limited in its suitability for predicting the detailed progression of a
combustion event.  The issue of what is adequate or acceptable for an application must be addressed,
therefore, by organizations responsible for protecting the public from improbable radiological
releases from a containment.  As code usage varies, the practical requirements on code accuracy will
also change.

5.2.2 Code Assessments

In assessing code reliability, a primary evaluation criterion is established, and from the criterion a set
of primary quantities is derived, which must be compared to experimental measurements.  In
Chapter 3 a set of three parameters was defined for ranking the importance of various phenomena
(pressure, temperature, and gas concentration).  These quantities were chosen because (1) they are
key variables mentioned in the overall licensing requirements summarized in Chapter 2, and (2) they
are representative quantities that characterized phenomena  judged to be important.  Beyond the
PIRT-type evaluation parameters, however, is another set of primary quantities that are of interest in
helping to establish confidence in phenomena modelling accuracy.  Some of these quantities are
structure temperature, heat transfer coefficients, heat fluxes, and local gas velocity.

One step in the process of establishing code reliability is to require an accuracy range for primary and
other quantities of importance for an application. When these ranges are determined, an assessment
may be made—based on results of experimental comparisons—as to whether a code will predict
quantities within this range.  Specification of a practical accuracy range is one of the more difficult
steps in the process of determining code reliability and should be determined before a judgement is
made on whether a code can be used reliably for a containment safety problem.  The discussion of
country-specific technical requirements in Chapter 2 gave some indication of the problem with
respect to accuracy ranges.  The reader will recall that the subject of ranges or margin of error was
not mentioned in that chapter. Such an omission is a reflection of the difficulty in putting down
requirements for accuracy where the specifics of the application are themselves either uncertain or so
broadly based.

Therefore, specific issues, related to code reliability, are really not addressed in this report because
those issues must be considered within an application where key parameter accuracy requirements
are known.  However, what is addressed here are the more general considerations related to code
applicability, reliability, and the state-of-the-art phenomenological modelling assessments,
assessments based on the adjunct uses of the illustrative PIRT discussed in Chapter 3.  As noted in
Chapter 4, the discussion of phenomenological modelling proceeds based on the highly ranked
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phenomena identified in Table 3.3.4-1.  We noted in Chapter 3, three guidelines for highly ranked
phenomena:

1. Experimental guideline:  A phenomenon should be explicitly exhibited and well measured; A
phenomenon should be prototypical.

 
2. Code development guideline:  A phenomenon has a dominant effect on the primary

parameter of interest (pressure, temperature, gas concentration).  Phenomena should be
explicitly and accurately modelled.

 
3. Code uncertainty:  Phenomena uncertainty should be individually determined and then

combined with other uncertainty sources.

A listing of highly ranked phenomena, identified in Table 3.3.4-1, is cross-referenced in Table 4.1-4
to various thermalhydraulic and gas-distribution experiments.

In Section 5.4, a comparative analysis is presented for a selected set of containment analysis codes.
The applications are critically reviewed in this section using the guidelines presented above.
International standard problems are chosen for this comparative analysis exercise because they
provide a good representation of the state-of-the-art knowledge in experiment, code development,
and simulation uncertainty assessment.  Other experiments, described in Chapter 4, are also of value
for providing guidance on code development and uncertainty; however, these experiments generally
have limited distribution (Category 2 and 3) and code participation (one or two codes is represented);
as a consequence, only brief summaries of some these tests are presented, as complements to ISPs
within the chapter’s discussion, or are included separately in Appendix B.  International standard
problems, on the other hand, have unlimited distribution (Category 1), a large representation of codes
and code types, and are designed to address general concerns regarding code performance for
thermalhydraulic and hydrogen distributions.  The following brief review of the role and procedures
of ISPs, followed with ISP set-ups and the framework for conclusions and recommendations are
discussed later in Section 5.6.

5.2.3 OECD International Standard Problems: Experiment Based

International standard problems, four of which are discussed in next subsection, provide a visibly
organized and managed approach to code assessment.  The potential benefits of this type of an
approach to code assessment are significant since they reflect on the underlying rationale of open and
well-documented discussions within a community of nuclear code developers and analysts, a
community seeking a set of tools that can be used in a proficient manner to guarantee public safety.
Divergent views or understandings concerning the complexities of various phenomenon interactions
are given a forum where technical arguments and judgements are aired.  Most important is that
individual code performance is documented at a specific point in time, that the performance of
various codes is summarized, and that discussions surrounding the reasons for performance (good or
bad) are noted.  The ISPs provide progress markers in a code’s development history.  These markers
are in the form of comparison reports through which the public can judge the minimal risk claims
coming from the nuclear safety programmes of the OECD countries.

The ISPs ideally are chosen through a screening process that rules out experiments where initial and
boundary conditions are uncertain and where an insufficient number of primary quantities necessary
for phenomena characterization are measured.  Various meetings and workshops are often held to
discuss the adequacy of an experiment and the form of the ISP specification.  Participating
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organizations select the code(s) and the analyst(s) who will perform the calculations.  Results of these
code exercises are provided to the sponsoring organization that, in turn, documents the code
comparisons with the experiment data.  Typically, a follow-up workshop is held by participants to
discuss the results of the code comparisons.  Organizations are given an opportunity to make
presentations, which are included in the final report on the ISP.  Unfortunately, shortcomings in code
modelling cannot often be understood or corrected within the time frame of an ISP reporting period.
In these cases, the ISP becomes a vehicle for further investigation and later reporting by
organizations (specifically code developers).  In this sense, the ISPs become living benchmarks that
are continually revisited for evaluations of adjustments to code models, new insights or both from the
code users.

International standard problems are intended to present a broad (international) picture of the state-of-
the-art approach in containment safety analysis.  The ideals of the ISPs are realized to various extents
for each specific problem.  Compromises, a reality in many complex programmes, are also a part of
ISPs, and this concern is demonstrated with the ISPs presented here; however, the overall success in
the OECD programme of code assessment is revealed in the significant role that these ISPs
continually play in the ongoing code development and assessment programmes of the various
member countries.  Section 5.4  highlights the accomplishments within four ISPs for identifying code
performance (state-of-the-art) in the area of containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen
distributions.  The section also deals critically with these exercises in terms of lessons learned, the
need for additional ISPs, and improvements that will have to be made in future ISPs, to make them
even more useful for demonstrating our analytical capabilities in the area of containment safety.

5.3 Computer Code Types And Recent Development

Design-basis accident analysis codes have been utilized for design and safety analysis for several
decades, and the code application experiences have been accumulated in parallel with the
advancement of nuclear power plant technology.  On the contrary, in many countries, the
development of severe accident analysis codes has not progressed as far as has the development of
DBA analysis codes, which started in the mid-1980s.

Reflecting now on severe accident scenarios, various phenomena that had not been considered in
DBAs were hypothesized to occur, and new models were introduced into the severe accident analysis
codes.  The typical phenomena for severe accidents are core degradation, pressure vessel melt-
through, MCCI, steam explosion, DCH, and hydrogen deflagration/detonation.  Fission products and
aerosol behaviours as well as thermalhydraulic behaviour in a containment vessel are simulated in an
integrated fashion in most severe accident analysis codes.

In the code development process, simpler physics models and calculation methods were preferred in
order to simulate various and complex severe accident phenomena over a long time period and to
conduct the calculation within a limited period.  Therefore, from the early stage of the code
development, lumped-parameter methods had been applied as a calculation method used for most of
severe accident analysis codes.  With continuing developments in hardware, advancements that have
produced faster and less-expensive computers, and with new numerical techniques developed, other
codes have been developed that, in principle, provide a better approximation of local containment
phenomena through more detailed physical modelling; these codes are referred to as engineering field
codes.

The severe accident analysis and field codes have been modified and improved, by conducting
analyses of relevant experiments some of which are described in Chapter 4, and models (e.g.,
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correlations) have been added and modified to handle the installation of the accident management
equipment—such as sprays, fan coolers, and recombiners—which sometimes induces
thermalhydraulic mixing processes in the containment vessel.  It is recognized that participation of
both categories of codes (lumped-parameter and field codes) in ISPs and other experimental
programmes have added to the general experience base for users that is needed for the successful
application of these codes.

5.3.1 Definition of Code Types

Computer codes for analyses of thermalhydraulic behaviour and hydrogen distribution in a reactor
containment vessel are divided here into two types. The definition of each code type is presented
below.  Taken together, however, both types are representative of best-estimate codes and are used to
construct a best-estimate simulation of a severe accident scenario.  The term best estimate applies to
an approach where code input, models, options, and conditions are prepared or developed with no
known bias toward conservatism.  In this respect, each of the code types defined here is applied to
calculate, in a best-estimate manner, containment accident progression and thermalhydraulic
response.  (Of course, with specific choices of options and input, conservative results may also be
calculated; in fact, such choices are often made in the case of poorly understood phenomena.)  The
comparisons between code results and data are, therefore, based on a one-to-one comparison without
credit for conservative assumptions in the simulation model.  This approach is consistent with the
nature of severe accident safety analyses and can be contrasted with the conservative approach used
for DBA, and other licensing work, that emphasizes design rather than failure thresholds.

5.3.1.1 Lumped-parameter codes

For safety assessments of nuclear power plants, there are computer codes that cover all aspects of in-
vessel and ex-vessel severe accident phenomena including reactor coolant system and containment
thermalhydraulic response, core heatup, core degradation and relocation, fission-product release and
transport, direct containment heating, etc.  These codes (MELCOR and MAAP4 are examples) are
called integrated codes or system codes, and most integrated codes usually have simplified physical
models and simplified conservation equations.  Another type of integrated code treats only ex-vessel
phenomena and is, therefore, more specialized and is often developed with more detailed modelling
of certain ex-vessel processes (CONTAIN and RALOC are examples).

In most countries, these integrated codes are widely used as design/safety evaluation codes for
nuclear reactor containment systems and are typically applied in licensing procedures for
containment integrity and for applications in risk studies such as in Level-2 PSAs.

Another way that these integrated codes are commonly classified, and distinguished in this report,
concerns the manner in which the continuum of fluid properties within various control volumes
within the containment is approximated.  Integrated codes are often referred to as lumped-
parameter codes because the codes are based on the fundamental assumption that within a chosen
volume, called a control volume, spatial differences of thermalhydraulic variables—like fluid density,
concentration, and temperature—are neglected while only the time-dependent behaviour is
represented in conservation equations that describe containment  transport processes.  In this type of
approximation, compartments within a containment are built up multidimensionally by "control
volumes and flow paths".  Each flow path connects two control volumes specified by user input data.
A control volume is allowed to have an arbitrary number of flow paths.  A momentum equation is
defined for each flow path, and energy and mass conservation equations are defined in each control
volume.  The resulting set of conservation equations, without space dependency, is a set of ordinary
differential equations that must be solved using well-established numerical methods.
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In these lumped-parameter codes, energy and mass are transported through the flow paths, from one
control volume to another, in response to the solutions of the momentum equations defined in each
flow path.  However, because each momentum equation is only one dimensional (note that a
momentum equation is defined in the flow path that has only one dimension, "from-to"), and because
there is no momentum associated with a control volume, multidimensional effects associated with
advection of momentum cannot be calculated.

5.3.1.2 Field codes

In addition to lumped-parameter codes is a class of codes, referred to here as engineering field codes
where spatial variation of fluid properties is locally taken into account and a momentum equation is
solved at a number of discrete points that represent a finite control volume.  Conservation equations
for mass, energy, and momentum are developed on the basis of partial differential equations where
trends in spatial variations of calculated properties are accounted for inside a control volume.  To
avoid extrapolations over too great a distance, these code types require a large number of control
volumes to simulate the detailed behaviour of a thermalhydraulic system.

One noted difference, in relation to the lumped-parameter code, is that the momentum equation in the
field code is derived as a multidimensional equation, considering transfers from the connected control
volumes and accounting for the advection of momentum between volumes.  Moreover, field codes
allow for the calculation of the viscosity divergence term in the Navier-Stokes equations by finite-
difference methods. Therefore, field codes have, in principle, a method for predicting in-
homogeneous gas concentration and gas temperatures within a free volume where shear stress within
the gas flows is important.  Such a capability does not exist with lumped-parameter codes.  However,
closure relationships for turbulence modelling are needed to apply these field equations, and these
relationships are often only approximately known and must be verified for the flow regime.  In
addition, these field codes, like the lumped-parameter codes, do not calculate the boundary layers
along structure boundaries; therefore, atmosphere-to-structure mass and energy-exchange predictions
require engineering correlations similar to those used in lumped-parameter codes.

Development of 3D field codes has recently been started to accommodate specific thermalhydraulic
phenomena such as in-homogeneous gas concentration distributions of which prediction would be
difficult for a lumped-parameter analysis code.  Recent applications in this area (see Appendix B)
indicate some of the capabilities that these codes have for predicting complex and localized thermal-
hydraulic phenomena.  However, until just recently, field codes have been applied less frequently
because there are few experiments for field code validation, and also only a relatively small group of
analysts is trained in the use of these codes.

5.3.2  General Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Code Type

5.3.2.1 Lumped-parameter codes

The main focus for lumped-parameter codes has been for integrated containment analysis. Integrated
analysis requires an assessment that involves a coupling of phenomena important for containment
loads and source term analyses.  A lumped-parameter code that is also characterized as an integrated
code, therefore, includes a number of interacting models; some of these models include atmospheric
thermalhydraulics, aerosol behaviour, fission-product transport and decay (including steam
evaporation and superheating from fission-product heating), events (DCH and hydrogen combustion),
core–concrete interactions, engineering safety features, pressure suppression, and water distribution.
Because the lumped-parameter codes may include so many of the phenomena believed to be
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important for containment response in a variety of reactor types (PWRs, BWRs, PHWRs and
ALWRs), lumped-parameter codes are valued for their utility in performing probabilistic risk
assessments (PRAs) and PSAs.  Typically, these studies require a large number of scenario and
sensitivity calculations.  Most of the severe accident applications are characterized by a best-estimate
approach to phenomena modelling, and, because of their fast-running and extensive range of ex-
vessel models, the codes are often used for the best-estimate calculations of delayed or late-time
containment failures.  The codes have also been traditionally used for DBA licensing calculations
where a conservative containment load prediction is ensured by the selection of conservative rather
than best-estimate thermalhydraulic models, options, and input parameters.  Listed below are some of
the advantages and disadvantages of lumped-parameter codes.

Advantages of the lumped-parameter code type are as follows:

• modest input set-up requirements using containment data that are readily available;
 
• relatively fast-running (economical) on a variety of platforms (mainframes, PCs, and

workstations);
 
• structured so that integrated models can be readily incorporated—using simple models to predict

complex physical processes, such as global/regional gas-mixing behaviour; and
 
• mature computation technique, with a large validation base, and, extensive user community,

representing a considerable resource of experience.
 
 Disadvantages of the lumped-parameter code type are as follows:
 
• current inability to predict some of the details of local/regional gas mixing (lack of detailed

entrainment modelling for jets, plumes, and shear layers; lack of momentum convection
modelling);

 
• molecular/turbulent diffusion modelling is generally lacking; and,
 
• limited capability for predicting compartment flow velocities that could be used in mixed

convective heat and mass transfer correlations to improve on the containment loads prediction.
 
 5.3.2.2 Field codes
 
 Field codes focus on predicting local/regional parameters (e.g., concentrations, velocities, and
temperatures).  They represent a first principle approach to containment modelling and, because of
their limited capability for full containment analysis, are mainly complementary to the more widely
used lumped-parameter codes.  However, because of the advancement of numerical methods and
because of the dramatic increases in computer performance/cost ratio, field codes are becoming of
practical use, rather than being developmental analysis tools.  A list of some advantages and
disadvantages of the field codes follows.
 
 Advantages of the field code type are as follows:
 
• predicts local/regional steam–gas concentrations that could be important in determining the

spatial progression of certain hydrogen combustion events and the details related to an evaluation
of hydrogen mitigation strategies;
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• provides a prediction capability for determining primary and secondary flow patterns that could

improve on models for heat and mass transfer; therefore, they may be used to predict containment
loads with a higher degree of local accuracy;

 
• enables the prediction of the tight coupling between transport and combustion processes;
 
• adaptable for estimating counter-current flows in large flow paths; and
 
• useful for benchmarking lumped-parameter thermalhydraulic model simplifications.
 
 Disadvantages of the field code type are as follows:
 
• protracted input set-up times and long computational times that typically require a mainframe

computer;
 
• ability to perform parametric sensitivity studies is limited because of long running times;
 
• general requirements to demonstrate spatial convergence of the 3D model;
 
• potential user and numerical distortions can be amplified;
 
• containment configurations are complex (numerous structural/equipment components) and the

effect of geometrical simplifications on predicted results could be significant;
 
• validation base is limited (turbulence modelling uncertain);
 
• mesh size near heat structures is dependent on the empirical heat and mass transfer correlation

used (mesh size greater than boundary layer required for consistency); and
 
• user community is extremely small, having a limited amount of experience with full containment-

type calculations.
 
 5.3.3 Recent Development in Code Types
 
 Recent code development relevant to thermalhydraulics in a reactor containment vessel is devoted to
modelling more detailed phenomena in order to obtain better predictions and to decrease
uncertainties that are inevitably included in calculation results.  Codes listed below are used in OECD
member countries in licensing procedures or in severe accident analyses of nuclear power plants or in
both:
 
 Code type  Code
 Lumped Parameter  CONTAIN, MELCOR, GOTHIC, FUMO, MAAP, RALOC, FIPLOC,

WAVCO
 Field  GASFLOW, INSPAT/CV, CFX-F3D, TONUS
 
 Tables 5.3.3-1 and 5.3.3-2 summarize the status of recent lumped-parameter code development and
simulated new aspects respectively.  Table 5.3.3-3 shows the status of recent development of field
codes.  Recent code development of each code is described in Appendix A.
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 According to Table 5.3.3-2, new simulated aspects in recent code development are roughly divided
into three categories; thermalhydraulics, hydrogen burning/hydrogen recombiner, and fission-
product/aerosol behaviour.  Simulated new aspects are in the area of hydrodynamics modelling, such
as reverse/counter/critical flow, which is observed in a large flow path, stratification modelling
methods, and combinations of lumped and distributed volumes.  All these aspects indicate the
necessity of more microscopic prediction of physical phenomena in one open volume because of the
extension of the severe accident analysis to include hydrogen combustion and recombination.  The
following are major simulated aspects in recent containment code improvements(see Table 5.3.3-2
and Appendix A for detailed information).
 
• counter flow (or reverse/critical flow) and buoyancy modelling (CONTAIN, MELCOR, MAAP,

RALOC);
 
• film flow modelling on structure walls (CONTAIN, GOTHIC, RALOC);
 
• non-equilibrium of phases (CONTAIN, MELCOR, GOTHIC, RALOC);
 
• simulation of in-homogeneous gas/temperature distributions in open volumes (CONTAIN,

GOTHIC, FUMO, MAAP);
 
• K - ε turbulence (GOTHIC); and
 
• combination of lumped-parameter and distributed volumes (GOTHIC).

Table 5.3.3-1 Recent code development (lumped-parameter codes)

Code Name Code Version
or Year

Developing Organization (Country) Documentation
Reference No.

1.  CONTAIN 1.12W (1993)
2.0 (1997)

SNL/NRC (USA)
SNL/NRC (USA)

[1]
[2]

2.  MELCOR 1.8.3 (1994)
1.8.4 (1997)

SNL/NRC (USA)
SNL/NRC (USA)

[1]
[3]

3.  GOTHICa 3.4e (1993)
5.0 (1995)

NAI/EPRI (USA)
NAI/EPRI (USA)

[4]
[5]

4.  FUMO 1992 DCMN Pisa University (Italy) [6]
5.  MAAP 1994 EPRI/FAI [7]
6.  RALOC 4.0 (1996) GRS (Germany) [8-10]
7.  FIPLOC 3.0 (1996) GRS (Germany) [11]
8.  WAVCO (1998, 1996) Siemens/KWU (Germany) [12]

a The GOTHIC code may be used as a field code in a finite-difference fashion (distributed parameter);
however, most comparisons discussed in this report are for the code used in its more common lumped-
parameter mode.
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Table 5.3.3-2 Simulated new aspects and items for lumped-parameter codes

Code name and Code
Version/Year

Simulated new aspects and items

1.  CONTAIN 2.0 (1997) -Flow path restructuring
-Film flow on wall structures
-Energy and mass conservation tracking
-Hybrid flow solver
-Nonideal equation of state for water
-Fission-product Library
-HECTR 1.8 hydrogen burn model

2.  MELCOR 1.8.4 (1997) -Fission-product chemical reactions with surfaces
-Hygroscopic aerosol behaviour model
-Flow blockage model for PWRs
-Boron carbide-steam reactions model
-Reverse flow (dT/dz) modelling
-Larson-Miller creep rupture model
-Pool Scrubbing modelling

3.  GOTHIC 3.4e (1993) -Graphical pre-and post-processor
-Combination of lumped and distributed volumes
-3D Cartesian mesh for distributed nodes
-3-phase, multi-component (vapour and noncondensable gases,
water, drops) with   solution of conservation equations and thermal
nonequilibrium
-Ice phase for ice-condenser containments
Non-equilibrium of phases
-2-phase flow regime maps, critical flow

4.  GOTHIC 5.0 (1995) -Mixing length turbulence model
-Heat transfer to 1D structures and film flow on walls
-User-selectable heat transfer and condensation correlations
-Engineering component models: fans, heat exchanger, pumps,
valves, spray nozzles, heaters/coolers, trips
Same as GOTHIC 3.4e plus
-K - ε turbulence
-HECTR 1.5 hydrogen burn model for lumped nodes
-Hydrogen recombiner model (forced convection and PAR)
-Distributed hydrogen burn model for distributed volumes
-Flexible, user-definable control functions

5.  FUMO -Hydrogen burn model
-Hydrogen and steam distribution inside a large control node
hydrogen recombiner model
-Corium-water interaction
-External spray system and other engineering components
simplified primary system models for AP-600 and SBWR
-Mechanistic condensation model
-Passive containment heat exchanger

continued…
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Table 5.3.3-2 Simulated new aspects and items for lumped-parameter codes (concluded)

Code name and Code
Version/Year

Simulated new aspects and items

6.  MAAP -Generalized containment nodalization scheme
-Sub-nodal models for thermal and gas stratification
-Hydrogen combustion and burning
-Condensation of steam on walls and metal equipment
-Aerosol generation with transport and deposition
-Condensation of steam on spray droplet surfaces
-Counter-current flow in a vertical flow path
-Models for passive heat removal systems
-Heat, gases–and fission produces released from corium–concrete
interaction

7.  RALOC MOD4 (1996) -Water film
flow down vertical walls within dynamic change of heat transfer
-Non-ideal equation of state, for steam, water, noncondensable
gases
-Thermal non-equilibrium
-H2-combustion model DECOR
-Heat and mass transfer correlation improved, user-selectable
-No limitations in discretization of 1D heat conduction structures
-Heat conduction, capacity = f(temperature)
-Equation for mass flow rate user-selectable (unsteady,
incomprehensive, steady, comprehensive, steady, incomprehensive
-Critical flow
-Water, carryover
-Flexible modelling of inertia-effected junctions
-Improved water drainage and sump balance
_engineering component models; valves, fans, pump systems,
cooler/heater, rupture discs, flaps, doors
-H2-recombiner (3 types of PAR and thermal)
-Analysis simulation ATLAS use for graphical visualization )off-,
on-line)
-Pressure suppression system module with 1D hydrodynamics for
pool and condensation oscillations

8.  FIPLOC 3.0 (1996) -Condensation onto insoluble and hygroscopic aerosols; particle
growth by the moving grid-technique
-Fission-product decay releases into gas and structures because of
beta and gamma radiations
-Integration of the iodine model IMPAIR
-Integration of the pool scrubbing Model SPARC-B
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Table 5.3.3-3 Recent code development (field codes)

Code Name Code Version or year Developing
Organization

(Country)

Documentation/
Reference No.

1.  GASFLOW 2.1 (1998) FZK (Germany)
LANL/NRC (USA)

[13]

2.  INSPAT/CV NUPEC (Japan) [14,15]
3.  CFX-F3D 4.1 (1995) CFD-Services, Harwell

Laboratory, UK
[16]

4.  TONUSa IPSN (France) [17]

a The TONUS code has many features in common with other lumped-parameter codes where a containment is described
using a number of interconnected compartments; however, the code is also described as a multi-dimensional code in
that is solves the Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modelling over a number of meshes.  In this sense, the code
has been listed as a field code although a more precise classification would be to place the code in a category between
lumped and field codes.

5.4 Code Applications

Codes are applied to simulate accidents in a reactor containment for a variety of end purposes such as
licensing, safety equipment or containment design, accident management, and risk analysis—for
studying and identifying system vulnerability.  For each of these applications, a central question is
posed:  How accurately does the simulation model reflect what is occurring in the accident?  To find
an answer to such a question, codes are applied in another venue that involves test facilities and
experiments, where code results are directly compared with measured quantities (pressure,
temperature, and gas concentrations).  When a number of codes and code types are applied to a single
test, these applications are referred to as comparative studies.  How well the codes and users of those
codes do in each application provides us with an impression of how simulation accuracy may be
projected to an actual plant accident analysis and, therefore, provides us with an answer to the
question posed above.

Four ISP exercises relevant to thermalhydraulic and hydrogen distribution in a containment are
described in this section:

Exercise Name Facility /Experiment Description

ISP 23 HDR/T31.5 LBLOCA with natural cooldown
ISP 29 HDR/E11.2 SBLOCA, long-term gas distribution
ISP 35 NUPEC/M-7-1 Gas distribution with containment sprays
ISP 37 BMC/VANAM M-3 Gas distribution with aerosol injection

Table 5.4-1 shows the code application matrix for lumped-parameter and field codes that were
introduced in Section 5.3, and are described in detail in Appendix A.   One important point to be
made with this application matrix is that there has been a significant disparity between the number of
lumped-parameter and field code applications in ISP exercises.  Field codes have had less visibility in
the past partly because some of the experiments were not well suited to field code validation because
of the length of the required calculational period.  Their limited use in this regard is, therefore,
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reflected in the ISPs described below.  However, the GASFLOW/HMS code has had some exposure
to ISP involvement and associated validation with complementary experimental exercises.  These
efforts are, therefore, discussed in this section in relation to the appropriate ISP heading.  Validation
efforts for some of the other field codes are even more limited, and the reader is encouraged to
consult Appendix A for additional information.

Each ISP is summarized below and is critically discussed.  Published re-analyses of the ISPs—not
part of the ISP comparison reports—are also included to give a sense of the progress made by code
developers and users of various codes.  In addition, some complementary exercises are also described
in order to present a more complete picture of validation efforts in the general topical area treated by
the ISP.

5.4.1 ISP 23  HDR/T31.5 (LBLOCA with natural cooldown)

This ISP exercise [18,19] involved 15 international institutions, using 17 different codes to perform
"blind" predictive calculations (Table 5.4.1-1).  Of particular interest were the thermal loads expected
during the process of a large blowdown and the long-term temperature and pressure behaviour
afterwards.  The predictions were requested as best-estimate simulations, to allow the comparison
with the measured reality of an experiment.

The experiment, referred to as T31.5, was performed in the large, 11 300-m3 HDR containment.  For
more details, see Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.2) and References 20 to 22 of this chapter.

The analyses were requested for the following time intervals:

1. 0 < t < 5-s short-term local pressurization,

2. 0 < t < 50-s midrange period for global pressure build-up and temperature evolution, and

3. 0 < t < 1200-s long-term cooling and natural-convection period.

The third period (0 < t < 1200 s) was considered to be of particular importance for the ability to
predict the distribution of heat sources and heat sinks, which were decisive for a later simulation of a
distribution of light gas  that was injected at 1200 s.  The simulation of this gas distribution was not
part of the ISP, but was analyzed by many of the ISP participants as part of a separate T31.5 blind-
benchmark exercise.  Results of this benchmark are discussed in this section to the extent that they
highlight some of the important ISP conclusions concerning the ability of the participants and codes
to predict containment stratification conditions.

The first two time-interval analyses are important for evaluating capabilities to predict RCS
depressurization effects on the containment, which is the first accident phase in the threat matrix
presented in Table 3.2-1.  Since this report concentrates on a later phase, core damage, which is the
post-blowdown period when long-term cooling and natural-convection phenomena begin to
dominate, only the third period will be discussed here.

5.4.1.1 Comparison of experimental results and calculation [20-22]

The long-term range predictions focused on the post-blowdown behaviour of the containment
atmosphere and structures.  Disregarding the prediction by one participant (caused by input error) the
scatter of predicted absolute containment pressures at the end of the prediction period ranges between
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Table 5.4.1-1  Participants and codes for ISP 23

Codes Participating Institution Country Range
PRESCON2 AECL Canada 0-5

0-50
0-1200

CATEM7
PARE08

EDF. Septen France 0-5
0-1200

RALOC GRS Germany 0-5
0-50
0-1200

DIF5
WAVCO

KWUa Germany 0-5
0-50
0-122

RELAP4/MOD6 BARCb India 0-5
0-50
0-1200

ARIANNA Pisa University Italy 0-5
0-50
0-1200

CONTEMPT4/MOD5 ETSII Spain 0-5
0-50
0-1200

HECTR 1.5 Studsvik Sweden 0-5
0-50
withdrawn

CLAPTRAP2
CLAPTRAP1

UKAEAd United Kingdom 0-5
0-1200

TMD NNC United Kingdom 0-5
0-1200

CONTEMPT4/MOD5 CEGBe United Kingdom 0-5
0-50
0-1200

HMS LANL USA 0-5
0-50
0-1200

MELCOR SNL USA 0-5
0-50
0-1200

CONTAIN 1.1 SNL USA 0-5
0-50
0-1200

HECTR SNL USA 0-5
0-50
0-1200

Post-test analysis (results received after closure date)
CONTAIN 1.1 ECNf Netherlands
GRUYER-2 CEA France 0-5

0-50
0-1200

CONTAIN 1.1 JAERIg Japan 0-5
0-50
0-1200

aKWU Kraftwerksunion
bBARC Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (Bombay)
cETSII Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales
dUKAEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (London)
eCEGB Central Electricity Generating Board
fECN Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (Netherlands Energy Research Foundation)
gJAERI Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (Tokyo)
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0.179 MPa and 0.116 MPa (between 90% and 137% of the measured value of 0.128 MPa). This
range of prediction is indicative of the integral capabilities of all involved codes to simulate well the
overall heat absorption by the containment structures during the post-blowdown period.

More insight into the problem of providing a correct analysis of the post-blowdown atmospheric
conditions inside the containment atmosphere was obtained from an assessment of the temperature
predictions.  A pronounced stable temperature stratification can be recognized from the measured
difference of roughly 40 K between the lowest and highest temperature sensors processed within this
comparison.  Most participants submitted the predictions of the atmospheric conditions inside the
containment.  However, only a minority of the participants reported heat flux and heat transfer
coefficients that provided a more detailed understanding of heat exchange processes between the
atmosphere and adjacent structures and the evolution of convective flows.

Depending on the location for which the temperature predictions have been made, the deviations
between locally measured and predicted temperatures differ, but they are of comparable magnitude.
The deviations amount up to values of +30 K and show a decreasing tendency towards the end of the
prediction period and are somewhat smaller for the dome compartment (1.1004) and the break
compartment (1.704).  Qualitatively seen predictions with more sophisticated nodalization concepts
showed somewhat smaller scatter of calculations than those with more simplified nodalization
concepts.

Only a minority of participants attempted to predict other locally specified parameters such as the
temperature response of concrete, the steel shell and associated heat transfer coefficients, or the
convection velocities measured by turbo flowmeters.

In general, only the participants with sophisticated models suitable for long-term range predictions
submitted calculated results. Codes utilized for these predictions were RALOC, HECTR, ARIANNA,
MELCOR and CONTAIN, besides the 3D code HMS.  This is the group of codes that should
preferably be used to simulate the hydrogen distribution during severe accident scenarios.

5.4.1.2 Overall assessment of the results

Although the overall quality of the pressure prediction, Figure 5.4.1.2-1, may be ranked as reasonably
good, the assessment of the predicted natural-convection behaviour and the observed temperature
stratification is rather difficult.  Only a limited number of measured atmospheric or structure
temperatures were requested for the analytical prediction.  Out of these, again, only a small part was
processed by comparative plots.  Thus the basis for assessment was rather small.  On the other hand,
even an increased number of temperature comparisons would not be enough to judge about an
adequate simulation of the generated temperature stratification.  The predictions of the temperature
distribution throughout the containment suffered from the shortcomings of the codes to accurately
simulate local and overall non-equilibrium effects existing between the gas–steam phase and the
locally deposited or condensed water.

The simulation of the heat exchange process between the containment atmosphere and the structures
was an important element of judgement, which was again hampered by certain questions regarding
the compatibility of temperature and heat transfer comparisons.  Concerning natural-convection
flows, questions had been raised as to whether the available temperature measurements could form a
sufficient basis for a conclusion with respect to the analytical simulation capabilities.
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A synopsis of all long-term range predictions (pressures, temperature distributions, local heat transfer
coefficients, and local velocity measurements) nevertheless gives a consistent picture.  The scatter of
temperature predictions corresponds to the shortcomings in the prediction of heat transfer
coefficients and transport processes and vice versa.  Except for the early phase immediately after the
blowdown, a stable temperature distribution existed leaving little possibility for the formation of
convective flows during the latter period of the experiment.  Thus far, most of the submitted
calculations obviously predict higher-than-measured local flow rates.  A review of many of the
participants’ predictions of temperature indicated a tendency of the lumped-parameter codes to
predict overmixing of the containment steam–gas mixture so that temperatures were underpredicted
in the upper containment and overpredicted in the lower regions of the containment, Figures 5.4.1.2-2
and 5.4.1.2-3.

In this respect, the discussion of  the submitted predictions was of utmost importance for the
consecutive hydrogen distribution part of experiment T31.5.  As expected, the predicted distribution
of gas concentrations was closely linked to the quality of predictions of the natural-convection
phenomena observed for this standard problem.  For example, the overmixing tendency observed
with lumped-parameter codes for the temperature predictions was even more apparent with the light
gas predictions performed in the benchmark exercise, Figures 5.4.1.2-4 and 5.4.1.2-5.

With respect to the field code predictions, there appeared to be problem in the code’s ability to
predict gas temperatures, especially in the vicinity of the breakroom, Figure 5.4.1.2-6.  In the short-
term period, the code also had difficulty in predicting pressure differentials between compartments.

Figure 5.4.1.2-1  Containment pressure comparisons for selected lumped-parameter and field
code for ISP 23
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Figure 5.4.1.2-2  Temperature comparison for the upper containment showing the
underprediction by lumped-parameter codes

Figure 5.4.1.2-3  Temperature comparison showing the overprediction by lumped-parameter
codes
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Figure 5.4.1.2-4  Light gas comparisons for T31.5 in the upper containment showing the
underprediction by lumped-parameter codes
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Figure 5.4.1.2-5  Light gas comparisons for the lower containment showing the
overpredictions of the lumped-parameter codes
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Figure 5.4.1.2-6  Temperature prediction for the field code HMS (MMM) showing the
late time overprediction in the breakroom

As with most ISPs, participants had the opportunity to perform post-test analyses of the experiment
within the framework of the formal ISP exercise.  The discussion of the results of the additional post-
test analyses confirmed the preliminary assessment of the submitted blind pre-test predictions,
especially with respect to the lumped-parameter codes predicting overmixing of the containment
gases. Additional problems were addressed:

• Most post-test analyses attempted to improve the temperature predictions for various elevations.
The analytical simulation of the heat exchange between the fluid and the structure is a decisive
element in getting a correct temperature distribution over the height of the HDR containment.

 
• Buoyancy-driven natural-convection flows may have been influenced by an existing flow split.

Two convection circuits have been assumed to prevail during the long-term range period (this
assumption was confirmed during the later discussion of the measured hydrogen concentrations
of the consecutive hydrogen distribution experiment).

 
• Some participants experienced the need to analyse numerical convergence with respect to the

thickness of heat-exchanging containment structures.
 
• The importance of a correct simulation of the preceding blowdown event for an improved

simulation of the later natural-convection processes has been recognized by several participants
during their post-test analyses.

 
• Many participants dealt with the sensitivity of long-term calculations with respect to the applied

fluid dynamic nodalization schemes.  Certain minimum requirements for the simulation of
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natural-convection circuits should be kept in mind, to avoid the generation of nodalization
concepts that are totally inappropriate for this purpose.

 
 5.4.1.3 Discussion
 
 Compared with predictions of earlier DBA-type ISP exercises, the scatter between predictions and
the measured parameters did not decrease.  It was concluded that a certain saturation (i.e., limitation)
in the state-of-the-art predictive accuracy to describe the traditional DBA effects had been reached.
Any further increase in the accuracy and reliability of code predictions would require a number of
SETS in various fields to investigate in detail water transport and flow-resistance phenomena
occurring in the vicinity of the assumed coolant line rupture location in the short-term phase. Such
detailed studies cannot be performed on basis of large integral tests but would require more
fundamental research.
 
 The analysis of the long-term behaviour of the containment after termination of the blowdown
process suffers from the limited capability to simulate the distribution of energy and the heat
exchange between the containment atmosphere and the containment structures.  The temperature
evolution of the sump water and the associated condensate distribution throughout the containment
may also be addressed as important processes requiring improvements in the analytical simulation.
 
 5.4.1.4 Reasons for modelling limitations
 
 The overall picture of the exercise is indicative of the modelling limitations in terms of achievable
predictive accuracy of the kind of simulations in the ISP.  There are several reasons for such
limitations:
 
• Computer codes simulating the containment pressurization process require input parameters that

are empirical in nature and must be derived from relevant experiments. Such parameters are
given as correlations or simple factors describing the water droplet carryover, the flow resistance
between adjacent compartments, and the interrelation of both complex phenomena with the
adopted nodalization concept for the given structural facts.

 
• Also, the 3D thermalhydraulic code HMS was applied with a finite-difference mesh arrangement

too coarse for a proper simulation of flow-resistance effects, in particular for the compartment of
rupture.  A much more refined grid would be necessary to capture the highly transient local flow
effects without a need for fine-tuning.  Otherwise, empirical fits similar to the simulation
concepts for local flow resistance within the lumped-parameter codes are required.

 
• As the empiricism has mostly been derived from small scale-experiments an effect of scaling

effects on large-size reactor predictions cannot be excluded.
 
• Code users seldom exchange or share their code application experience with the involved

experts.

The observed scatter of the deviations between the required best-estimate predictions and the
measurements has some relevance also for the use of the codes in licensing procedures.  It continues
to justify the instructions laid down within the rules and requirements of national licensing
procedures to warrant the conservatism of calculated results used in the design decisions and safety
assessments.  It is concluded that great care must be exercised if rules and guidelines allow the
incorporation of the experimental evidence obtained from experimental facilities.
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5.4.1.5 Re-calculations

The lumped-parameter predictions of ISP 23 demonstrated an apparent common fault of  these types
of codes; that is, a tendency to predict overmixing of containment gases during post-blowdown
periods when stratification conditions existed, thereby preventing convective mixing.  International
Standard Problem 23 and the benchmark exercise quantified this tendency through temperature and
light gas distribution comparisons, respectively.  For whatever reasons, perhaps because the ISP still
showed that general trends seemed to be predicted, no ideas (short of undefended input modification)
for improvement of modelling were evident at the time, or because anticipation and preparation for
ISP 29 diverted resources, lumped-parameter re-calculations were not reported for this ISP after the
comparison report was written.

However, in the case of the field code HMS, which clearly had a problem with temperature
predictions and flow splits, the situation was different.  The severe prediction faults indicated by ISP
comparisons appeared to point to a number of modelling shortcomings and errors.  This problem was
later confirmed by the code developer, and a re-calculation of the ISP and benchmark exercise was
completed [23].  At the time of the re-calculation, extensive model development precipitated a code
name change; the field code HMS with model improvements became GASFLOW.  The re-
calculation, described below, was performed using the GASFLOW code.

In the GASFLOW re-calculation of test T31.5, the cylindrical 3D geometry model for the HDR
facility was refined relative to the original geometry model from the HMS analysis of the ISP.  The
dome region was more finely discretized by introducing 8 additional axial segments, and the annulus
between the steel and the concrete shell was simulated by 2 meshes instead of 1 mesh, to allow
countercurrent flow in this region.  The number of meshes in azimuthal direction was maintained at
24.  In total 12 300 computational cells were applied for this refined model of the HDR containment,
relative to the 8800 applied in the original HMS analysis.  The more refined grid was considered to
be necessary, to capture the highly transient local flow effects without the need for fine-tuning.

The new model distributed the specified steel and concrete surfaces for the ISP applying the full 3D
information from an inspection of the containment, together with the HDR project staff.  In the old
model, these were only homogeneously matched in each axial plane to the project specified surfaces.
Fractional mesh areas were calculated at over 80 locations and were used to exactly match the
project-specified overflow openings.

Modelling of film vaporization consistent with modelling of the film condensation was important for
determining the temperatures of the thin steel structures that heated up rapidly during the initial 50-s
blowdown.  It was found that these structures could only cool properly when a film vaporization was
accounted for during the rapid pressure decrease after the blowdown.  The earlier restriction to
convective heat transfer for gas temperatures below saturation left these structures on a too high
temperature level after the initial blowdown (this could explain  much of the overprediction of
temperatures in the ISP comparisons).  Bulk vaporization and condensation were also neglected in
the early HMS simulations; this vaporization is simulated in GASFLOW with the homogeneous
equilibrium two-phase model.  This model brings the gas temperatures of steam–air mixtures into
equilibrium with the saturation values.

The use of small surface nodes (0.01 cm) on the concrete structures and a dynamic mesh expansion
for the heat conduction inside the structures was a newly implemented option for the structure
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simulation.  This option was applied for the T31.5 re-analysis and was very important for the
prediction of correct surface temperatures of the concrete surfaces that control steam condensation.

The re-analysis of test T31.5 with GASFLOW gave results that were in very good agreement with the
experimental data [23].  Not only pressure and temperature transients were in good agreement, but
the model also predicted the natural circulation with the right flow direction, which was not the case
in the early HMS calculations.  This improvement in flow was attributed to the exact specification of
the overflow openings by use of fractional mesh areas.

The calculated light gas volume fractions in the re-analysis nearly matched the test data in the dome
region, Figure 5.4.1.5-1.  A comparison of other gas sensor locations near the region of the steep
concentration gradients and below, shown also in Figure 5.4.1.5-1, appeared to indicate that
GASFLOW captured the stratification effect in the test reasonably well.

A slow mixing and homogenization of the stratified gas (time > 1 h) observed in the benchmark
exercise was not simulated with GASFLOW because of the high computation cost of the 3D
simulation.  The gas-diffusion mechanism believed to be responsible for the slow homogenization
could therefore not be analysed, even though the GASFLOW code includes modelling for this
phenomenon.  It should be pointed out, however, that the homogenization after about 6 h was blindly
calculated with the RALOC code [24].

5.4.2 ISP 29 HDR/E11.2 (Long-term gas distribution experiment)

International Standard Problem 29 was an "open" (results known) standard problem with 10
participants from 8 countries using 7 different code versions (Table 5.4.2-1).  For more detailed
information see Reference 25.

Table 5.4.2-1  Participants in the International Standard Problem ISP-29
(HDR Experiment E11.2)

Country Institution Code-Version Identification
Finland VTT, Helsinki CONTAIN 1.12 A
Germany 1 Battelle, Frankfurt GOTHIC B
Germany 2 GRS, Köln RALOC C
Italy University of Pisa FUMO D
Japan JAERI, Tokaimura CONTAIN 1.11 E
Netherlands ECN, Petten CONTAIN 1.12 F
Sweden Studsvik, Nykoeping CONTAIN 1.11 G
United Kingdom 1 AEE, Winfrith CONTAIN 1.11 (UK) H
United Kingdom 2 AEA, Technology MELCOR J
USA SNL CONTAIN 1.12 K

The execution of experiment E11.2 is described in detail by a test protocol [26,27].  From the
phenomenological point of view, experiment E11.2 may be subdivided into 3 distinct phases: the
containment heatup phase, the hydrogen gas-release phase immediately coupled to the second low-
elevation steam release, and a cooldown period enhanced by outer spraying on the steel shell.
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Figure 5.4.1.5-1  Light gas concentration comparisons for the GASFLOW calculations
for HDR test T31.5
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The main interest of the ISP 29 concentrated on containment internal natural convection flows, heat
absorption processes by structure and gas distribution.  Of particular interest was the "light gas"
distribution phase (15% hydrogen and 85% helium) [28].  The spraying on the outer steel shell with
inner condensation represents a phase where hydrogen is enriched primarily as a result of the
condensation process.  Surface condensation is a highly ranked phenomenon for predicting gas
concentrations (see Table 3.3.4-1) and therefore is simulated in all containment analyses.  It was
investigated in ISP 29, however, under conditions that are not representative of the enrichment effect
in prototypic containments because external spraying is not a typical pressure-suppression method.

5.4.2.1 Comparison of experimental results and calculations

Containment Pressure

In terms of containment overpressure, deviations between measured and calculated values of the
submissions in a band of roughly +10 kPa to 20 kPa at a pressure of 160 kPa and -20 kPa at
maximum pressure of about 200 kPa—see Figure 5.4.2.1-1, (except 2 contributions)—may be noted
up to the moment the containment cooling process started at about 975 min.  After this time, the
deviations become somewhat smaller.

The global pressurization of the containment may be considered as the important indicator of the
energy status of the free atmosphere inside the containment.  Thus far, the result was indicative of
general shortcomings of the overall energy balance for some analytical simulation models (ASM).
An ASM includes the influence of the code model itself and of the code users on the choice of
nodalization and code options.  The mentioned shortcomings must be identified in more detail should
any progress in the long-term application of these codes and how they are used be the next goal for
improvement in work.

Temperatures of the containment atmosphere:

With respect to the simulation of the conditioning period—the heatup phase ended at approximately
700 min—it is evident that in simulating experiment E11.2 too much energy was transferred into the
lower sections of the containment [29].  This overestimation can be seen from the calculated and
measured temperature transient in the lower and upper containment, Figures 5.4.2.1-2 and 5.4.2.1-3.
A few of the calculated temperature transients for the 6 m, the 12 m, and the 16.5 m elevation were
closer to the measured transients.  But the general trend of the overestimation of the atmospheric
temperatures in the lower sections of the containment and the corresponding underestimation at
higher elevations is easily to be recognized from all contributions.  This observation means that the
temperature stratification that existed within the HDR containment during the experiment E11.2 at
the beginning of the "light gas" injection period was not correctly simulated by most ASMs.  This
trend of underestimating an existing temperature stratification was only changed at the moment when
the second late steam injection in the lower section of the containment was started at about 740 min
into the experimental transient.  After initiating the late steam injection, the heatup of the lower
containment section took place.  The upper sections of the containment were mixed with the low-
temperature atmosphere from the middle elevations pushed upwards by the lower-section steam
release.

Gas concentrations:

The transient evaluation of gas concentrations had been compared with measurements taken from a
large number of sensors positioned at various elevations within the containment.  In assessing the
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results of the comparisons, Figure 5.4.2.1-4, it is evident that after starting the "light gas" injection at
740 min all the ASMs simulated, as in the heatup phase, too much convection into the medium and
lower regions of the containment, thereby drastically increasing the computed gas concentrations
below the 17.5-m elevation of the gas-release location contrary to the measured evidence.  In
compensation, calculated gas concentrations are considerably lower than the measured concentration
transients at the higher elevations.  Only in the middle section in the vicinity of the gas-release
elevation, the calculated gas concentration transients were somewhat similar to all the measured
transients.  From the results, it was evident that too much gas was mixed into the lower section of the
containment that, on the other hand, was lacking within the upper regions.  Obviously, the  same
trends as those observed for the transient temperature and steam concentration simulations dominated
the calculated gas concentration process in comparison with the measured evidence.

During the time that the lower steam was injected into the containment, the gas concentration in the
upper containment, 48-m elevation, was observed to increase from 12% to 16% over an approximate
200-min time period, Figure 5.4.2.1-5.  Evidently, the injected steam in the lower containment was
effectively pushing light gas into the upper dome region.  Unfortunately, most of the codes did not
predict this important trend because of the strong tendency to overmix gases.  This inability to predict
an increase in gas enrichment was considered to be a serious fault of the lumped-parameter code
calculations.

Steam Concentrations

The predictions of gas-concentration distributions aim for an assessment of the flammability status of
the containment atmosphere.  The presence of steam in a post-LOCA atmosphere inside the
containment is an important factor too.  It is influential on the mode of combustion and, if steam
concentrations are large enough, they even inhibit flammability.  Hence the comparison of measured
versus calculated steam concentration transients is of similar safety relevance as is the comparison of
gas concentrations.

Again, large discrepancies between measured and calculated steam concentrations were evident, as
shown in Figure 5.4.2.1-6.  In particular, during the "conditioning period" much more steam transport
into the lower elevations of the containment had been simulated than what had actually occurred.
These tendencies continued to influence the results also for the period of "light gas" injection and
distribution.  Even, if we find reasonable agreement between calculations and measurements (e.g., for
the conditioning phase in the lower elevations) for certain sensors the same calculations show even
more disagreement for other sensors (e.g., results generated with the same ASM for the higher
elevations).  Overall, it must be concluded that calculated steam concentrations, as well as gas
concentrations, could not be considered as a reliable basis should they serve for a subsequent
prediction of an expected combustion mode.

Containment sump temperatures

From the sump temperature measurements it can be concluded that water collected within the sump
obviously was cooled down very efficiently by the cold structures of the lower containment when
reaching the sump.

The comparison between calculated and measured sump temperatures showed that several codes do
not correctly model the cooldown of the condensate when reaching the sump level.  Problems may be
associated with the analytical treatment of the thermal non-equilibrium between the atmospheric and
the liquid phases.
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Condensation rates

Only two submissions attempted to present calculated condensation rates in comparison with two
rates derived from measurements.  These comparisons showed that these two submissions
(CONTAIN - KKK and FUMO - DDD) significantly underestimated the shell wall condensation rate,
Figure 5.4.2.1-7.

The period of water spray on the outside of the steel shell

Particular interest has been expressed for a detailed comparison of the gas concentration transients
for the period of outer spraying. The local steam concentrations are considerably reduced by
condensation on the inside of the externally cooled steel shell dome.

The gas-concentration transients were compared for the period between 950 min and 1300 min (when
most simulations were terminated).  Not all submissions covered this time period.  All the
comparative plots—for example, Figure 5.4.2.1-8, showing gas concentrations as well as the
comparisons of the steam concentrations—indicated that during the period of external spray cooling,
serious simulation problems existed.  The safety relevance of these observations was a matter of
discussion for the final workshop.

Many of the typical PWR containments have installed an internal water spray cooling system to
provide long-term pressure reduction within a containment.  The findings of this exercise, however,
have been obtained from an experiment with external spray cooling.  Direct transference of the
analytical simulation model for this type of cooling to current plants cannot be made, as mentioned
previously, because of the non-typical aspect of the process; however, the phenomena represented
during the external spraying period are of general interest for understanding the interactions between
condensation and mixing processes, that is, when rich steam–air mixtures come into contact with
cold surfaces.

5.4.2.2 Discussion

Both the ISP 23 exercise as well as the supplementary PHDR-organized code comparison exercise on
the hydrogen distribution scoping experiment were performed as "blind" post-test predictions.  In
contrast, ISP 29 was an "open" post-test analyses of HDR experiment E11.2, the results of which
were known to the participants in detail.  One would have expected to see calculated results in closer
agreement with the measured evidence.  The achieved agreement (or disagreement) may be
considered as the best-possible results obtained by the adopted analytical simulation models at that
time.

One specific item of  the experiment, not typical for full-size plant behaviour, was the comparatively
large portion of energy extracted during the experiment by the instrument cooling system.  It
complicated the analytical simulation procedure.  Sensitivity studies confirmed the improvements
between calculated and measured global pressure transients if instrument cooling was taken into
account.  Several experts involved in the exercise questioned the effect of locally extracted energy
from the instrument cooling lines; the removal of an uncertain amount of energy locally was
considered relevant for some shortcomings in calculated temperatures and gas-concentration
distributions.  On the other hand, resulting improvements in calculated and measured local
temperature and gas-concentration transients are not easy to assess in general.  Taking into account
additional local cooling within high-temperature areas might even have amplified calculated
convective flow rates, thereby promoting mixing of the atmosphere.  For future exercises, should
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they be based on experiments with similar cooling problems, a more detailed background information
on this experimental item would be helpful.

Compared with the results submitted within the framework of the "pretest" predictions for test E11.2
the results of the post-test analyses (ISP 29) showed a reasonable agreement between the calculated
and the measured overall pressure transients.  This improvement was essentially related to the
application of a realistic energy input function for the "post-test" analyses taking into account also
the instrument cooling. 1

The overall containment pressure may be considered as being indicative for the overall energy status
of the containment atmosphere.  For some contributions the margin of uncertainties
(maximum +30 kPa  to 20 kPa deviation from the measured value) of the involved ASMs cannot be
considered as a satisfactory result of a best-possible post-test analysis.  Other ASMs reached a better
agreement.

The margins for the observed local temperature simulations consistently indicated energy distribution
problems within the containment atmosphere.  The comparison of calculated with measured
atmosphere temperatures and of the gas concentrations demonstrated that for this experiment too
much energy-and-gas transport was simulated to have occurred within the HDR containment.
Thermal non-equilibrium between the containment atmosphere and condensate formed on
containment internal structures may have amplified the simulation difficulties.

The calculated gas-concentration distribution as another process-determining parameter relevant for
the safety issue of this exercise showed relatively large deviations from the measured transient
parameters.  Taking into account that the exercise was specified as an "open post-test" analysis of
well-known measured data, the workshop discussed extensively the qualification of the lumped-
parameter codes for these types of phenomena.  It was concluded that, at that moment, ASMs based
on the lumped-parameter approach were considered as inaccurate to describe the PHDR experiment
E11.2, which was essentially governed by buoyancy-driven natural-convection processes and a high
degree of thermal stratification [29].

Having this consideration in view, the workshop participants extensively discussed possible reasons
that could have led to the observed analytical deficiencies.  Several processes were identified as
deserving closer considerations before overall improvements of the ASMs might be expected.  The
long-term absorption of energy by relatively cold containment structures and the associated
prediction of long-acting heat sources and heat sinks, as well as the predictability of the temperature
of the sump water collected during the experiment, were the main objects of the discussions.

An important feature of the experiment was the conditioning phase.  The interrelations between the
steam release periods and the hydrogen release period were discussed as being a relevant
phenomenological sequence of events.

                                                          
1 A E11.2 benchmark exercise was performed using a steam injection mass rate that was in error by
approximately 30% and without specification of the instrument cooling effect.  Participants in this exercise
predicted containment pressures that were significantly higher than those measured because of the specified
larger energy injection and unspecified instrument cooling effect.  Scatter in the results were also quite large,
prompting further studies of user induced variations.  Results of these studies were documented in a report [30]
and in conference papers [29,31].  Many of the case studies involving user impact were repeated within the
scope of the ISP 29 exercise as sensitivity calculations; therefore, the results of the benchmark exercise are not
discussed here, but the reader is referred to the references listed at the end of this chapter and to a more detailed
discussion in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.4.2.1-1  Global pressure comparisons for ISP 29
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Figure 5.4.2.1-2  Temperature comparisons in the lower containment for ISP 29
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Figure 5.4.2.1-3  Temperature comparisons in the upper dome for ISP 29
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Figure 5.4.2.1-4  Calculated gas concentration profiles compared to measured profiles 60 min
after starting gas release
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Figure 5.4.2.1-5  Gas concentration comparisons during the low steam injection period
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Figure 5.4.2.1-6  Steam concentration comparisons in the lower containment
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Figure 5.4.2.1-7  Calculated and compared wall condensations rates for ISP 29
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Figure 5.4.2.1-8  Gas concentration comparison at two locations in the upper dome of the
containment
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The influence of nodalization schemes on the ability of existing lumped-parameter codes to make
accurate predictions required further considerations.  More reliable code-user guidelines should be
made available to the code users, to minimize the potential for wrong user decisions when setting up
ASMs.  There is no value in code users applying input data that deviate from the given facts of the
apparatus to be simulated without full physical or engineering justification.  This requirement aimed
at the reduction of virtual flow areas resulting from the fictitious subdivision of the large containment
dome volume and on flow loss coefficients, which had been modified far beyond the margins
experienced and documented within the relevant engineering literature.

Merits and limits of a transition from the use of lumped-parameter codes to finite-element methods
(FEMs) or to 3D thermalhydraulic codes were discussed.  The reasons for the difficulties encountered
with this exercise may be due to the physical phenomena (plumes, temperature inversion etc.) that
are not included in the standard lumped-parameter codes or, indeed, it may be that the specification
of some boundary conditions is still uncertain.  Hence any firm recommendation to abandon lumped-
parameter codes was considered to be premature at the time of the workshop.

5.4.2.3 Re-calculations, post-test analysis, and other calculations

The reported problems that lumped-parameter codes had in predicting stratification profiles in the
ISP 23 and test T31.5 benchmark exercise were noted as being even more severe in ISP 29.  Both
experiments T31.5 and E11.2 involved mid-elevation injections, and the stratification interface
developed just below the injection location.  In another benchmark exercise [29], for test E11.4, the
steam and gas injections were located in the lower containment.  These injections resulted in a near
homogeneous mixture of steam and gas in the containment.  As would be expected, the lumped-
parameter codes did significantly better in predicting steam–gas mixture concentrations for this test
compared with test E11.2, as shown in Figure 5.4.2.3-1.  Some of the details of this exercise can be
found in Reference 29 and in Appendix B.  However, even with the apparent successes in the E11.4
benchmark, a number of developers of lumped-parameter codes felt the need to re-assess the fluid
flow modelling in their codes.  In addition, test E11.2 provided an opportunity to again look at
alternative simulation models; this suggestion involved the engineering field code, GASFLOW.
International Standard Problem 29, specifically test E11.2, therefore became a proving test for code
predictions of hydrogen distribution where inter- and intra-compartment mixing phenomena were
known to be important.

5.4.2.4 Lumped-parameter codes

Lumped-parameter sensitivity studies, some of which were reported in the appendix to the ISP final
report, investigated a number of the suggested possible reasons for the difficulties encountered in
predicting the E11.2 stratifications and mixing phenomena.  These investigations included
nodalization, flow-path resistance modelling, and test specification uncertainties (like the instrument
cooling system).  None of these studies resulted in a  defendable fix to the problem that the lumped-
parameter codes were having with predicting stratifications.

Code developers began to further investigate what could be reasons for the code’s inability to predict
stable stratifications.  Three code development efforts are documented in this area, involving the
codes CONTAIN, MAAP, and FUMO.
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Figure 5.4.2.3-1  Gas concentration comparisons in the upper containment during the gas
release for the E11.4 benchmark exercise
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In the case of the CONTAIN code, a new hybrid flow solver was developed [32] to treat fully
developed stable stratifications (A fully developed stratification is one in which the conditions are
essentially well mixed above the injection point but stratified with respect to regions below the
injection point [30].)  This analysis was accomplished by including a new gravitational head
formulation for the treatment of stratified flows.  The new formulation, termed the hybrid
formulation or hybrid flow solver, extends the predictive capability of the code to include fully
developed,  stably stratified conditions that form in a containment as a result of a heat source or
buoyant gas injection.  Details of the hydrid flow model and the demonstrated improvements in the
predictive capabilities for test E11.2 and other stratified tests are discussed in detail in Reference 32.
As a consequence of this new formulation, the code is now able to correctly calculate the gradual
increase in the upper dome gas concentration during the low steam injection and the rapid increase
after the external spray cooling of the HDR dome, Figure 5.4.2.4-1.

The MAAP code was not a participant in the ISP 29 exercise but was a participant in an E11.2 blind-
benchmark exercise that preceded the ISP [29-31].  In the re-calculation of the E11.2 test, using the
MAAP4 code [33], stratification modelling was enabled by using a subnodal physics model, invoked
by user input [31].  The subnodal physics model allows modelling the penetration of a stratification
interface in the vertical direction within a lumped-parameter node using static head differences.  In
addition, algebraic expressions, derived to describe gaseous plumes rise and dilution caused by
entrainment, have also been added to the code.  As indicated by the comparison of the light gas
concentrations for test E11.2, the MAAP modelling appears to calculate well the gradual and rapid
gas concentration increase in the HDR upper dome, Figure 5.4.2.4-2, as a result of being able to
predict thermal and gas concentration stratifications observed in the containment.

The FUMO code now also includes a stratification model [34].  This model is organized in two
temporal phases: in the first one the buoyancy mass flow towards the upper zone of an analysed node
(each lumped-parameter node is divided into n vertical zones) is described and, in the second one, the
homogenization of the gas and steam concentrations, resulting from the diffusion process towards the
lower zone, is simulated.  Shown in Figure 5.4.2.4-3 is the comparison of the new and old FUMO
calculations during the gradual and rapid gas concentrations rises for test E11.2.

5.4.2.5 Field code

The field code GASFLOW is the only 3D code that has been used to calculate HDR test E11.2.  This
code was not included as a participant in the ISP 29 exercise, but an earlier version of the code,
HMS, was a participant in the ISP 23 exercise.  A total of 12 300 computational cells was applied for
this geometry.  This complex representation of the HDR Facility represents a significant
accomplishment and time commitment  to the detailed modelling of this facility, an effort that built
on previous HDR modelling efforts conducted with HMS, as reported for ISP 23.  In addition, it
should be noted that the GASFLOW calculations here took advantage of an accumulated knowledge
base on the E11.2 test, which was not available to participants in ISP 29:  this knowledge base
included information on flow junctions and heat sink availability [35] and other parameter studies
that showed the relative importance of various geometrical model features for improved comparisons
with measurements.  The 3D model results for the light gas, gradual and rapid increase—the same
period calculated for the lumped-parameter codes—is shown in Figure 5.4.2.5-1.  The GASFLOW
simulation of hydrogen enrichment because of condensation enhanced by the spray cooling effect is
also in good agreement with test data (as also observed with the CONTAIN and MAAP codes, in
particular).  Secondary circulation, identified in the GASFLOW calculation, was suggested as one of
the contributors to this observed enrichment process.
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Figure 5.4.2.4-1  Gas concentrations comparisons for the ISP 29 showing the improvement
using the CONTAIN hybrid flow solver [32]

Figure 5.4.2.4-2  Gas concentration comparisons in the upper containment for the MAAP4 code
using the subnodal physics model [33]
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Figure 5.4.2.4-3  Gas concentration comparisons for the FUMO code using a stratification
model

Figure 5.4.2.5-1  Gas concentration comparisons for test E11.2 using the field code, GASFLOW
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5.4.3 ISP 35 NUPEC/M-7-1  (Gas distribution with containment sprays)

Twelve organizations from ten countries used eight codes to participate in a blind-test analysis of
containment pressure, gas temperature, and concentrations of helium, which were measured within a
steel containment.  After conducting the blind analysis, the M-7-1 test was re-analyzed as an open
problem by 17 organizations including the original 12.  Codes, used in the ISP 35 exercise are shown
in Table 5.4.3-1 for the blind, delayed post-, and open post-ISP analyses.  Major findings in the blind
exercise of ISP 35 are summarized in Table 5.4.3-2.

5.4.3.1 Comparisons of experimental results and calculations

Analytical predictions of the containment vessel helium concentration distributions, gas temperature
distributions, and pressure as a function of time show reasonable agreement with experimental data.

Helium concentration distributions

During the experiment, the large water flow rate of the dome spray produced a well-mixed
environment within the containment vessel.  Only three compartments (CV 8, 15, and 21), including
the helium mixture gas injection compartment and those associated with the main upward flow path,
exhibited concentrations higher than those of the remaining compartments.  These three
compartments registered concentrations of up to 16% before falling back to the 12% equilibrium
level.  The other compartments exhibited a steady build-up of helium gas, towards a final
concentration level at around 12%. These tendencies of concentration distributions were generally
well predicted by all participants.

Natural-circulation behaviour in the containment vessel was also well predicted during helium gas
injection.  A narrow distribution range in concentration, which indicates a well-mixed gas mixture
because of natural circulation, was observed in the experiment.  Some codes (RALOC, FUMO)
predicted a wide distribution range in concentrations (Predicted distribution range widths were 2 to 5
times greater than those of the experiments.  See row 3 of Table 5.4.3-2 (c ).  This indicated that
those codes distributed too much of the helium to the upper regions of the containment vessel,
resulting in lower concentrations at lower elevations.  Other codes predicted a narrow range of
concentrations close to the experimental data.

The helium concentrations in the dome compartment (CV 25) and gas injection compartment, as well
as the three compartments associated with the main upward flow path, were very well predicted by all
codes, both quantitatively and qualitatively—except for a few codes.  Figures 5.4.3.1-1 and
Figure 5.4.3.1-2 show comparisons of the calculation results of all participating codes versus the
experimental results as a function of time, in the dome and in the gas injection compartment
respectively.

The maximum helium concentrations, which were observed in the gas injection compartment (CV 8)
and in the associated two compartments (CV 15 and 21) above, were also very well predicted, though
the calculation results show an underestimation by 2 to 4 vol % of helium concentration at around the
peak point, as shown in Figure 5.4.3.1-2).  This tendency to underestimate might be attributed to a
calculated uniform concentration in a non-uniform gas concentration compartment in which the
chimney phenomenon caused by hot gas injection is observed.
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Table 5.4.3-1  Participants and codes for ISP 35 (Note that the post-analysis list of participants
includes only participants for the delayed contributions to the blind exercise.  Essentially, all
participants in the exercise made contributions to an open problem, completed after the ISP
results were released (C).)

(a) Blind Analysis

Participating Organization Computer Code Country

TRACTEBEL MELCOR 1.8.2 Belgium
AEA NNC Ltd. CONTAIN 1.12

COMPACT
United Kingdom

University of Pisa FUMO Italy
JRC, Ispra CONTAIN 1.12 CEC
PSI WAVCO Switzerland
GRS RALOC Germany
IVO RALOC Finland
KEMA MAAP 4.0 Netherlands
USNRC/SNL
USDOE/Westinghouse

CONTAIN 1.12
WGOTHIC 1.0

United States of America

JAERI/MRI CONTAIN 1.12 Japan

(b) Post-analysis

Participating Organization Computer Code Country

CEA/IPSN/DPEI JERICO France
KINS CONTAIN 1.12 Korea
NUPEC/CSD
MHI
HITACHI

MELCOR 1.8.2
MAPHY-BURN
CONTAIN 1.10

Japan

( c) Open Post-ISP Analysis

Participating Organization Computer Code Country

AEA CONTAIN 1.12 United Kingdom
JAERI CONTAIN 1.12 Japan
JRC CONTAIN 1.12 Italy
SNL CONTAIN 1.12 United States of America
GRS RALOC 2.2 Germany
IVO RALOC 2.2 Finland
PISA FUMO Italy
KEMA MAAP 4.0 Netherlands
NNC COMPACT United Kingdom
Westinghouse WGOTHIC 1.0 United States of America
IPSN JERICO France
KINS CONTAIN 1.12 Korea
MHI MAPHY-BURN Japan
HITACHI CONTAIN 1.12 Japan
NUPEC MELCOR 1.8.2 Japan
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Table 5.4.3-2  Major comparison results of ISP 35

(a) Containment pressure
Stage Phenomena in the Experiment Code Predictability

1.  0 - 10 min <Rapid pressure drop>
because of spray cooling effect to
the atmosphere

<Overestimated> because of
-over-prediction of the spray
cooling effect
-lack of the spray water distribution
to the containment vessel walls

2.  10 - 30 min <Gradual pressure rise>
because of the hot gas injection
into the Containment Vessel

<Well predicted>

3.  30 - min (after spray shower and
hot gas injection stopped)

<Continual pressure rise>
:due to heat release from the
containment Vessel walls

<Overestimated> because of
-insufficient cooling of the
containment vessel walls during
spray activation period
-large heat release from the
containment vessel walls to the
dome atmosphere

(b) Gas temperature distribution in the containment vessel
Phenomena in the Experiment Code predictability

<Significant temperature increase in the three
compartments: CV 8, 15, 21>

<Well predicted>

<Small temperature rise in the maximum temperature
point because of rapid gas mixing and spray effect>

<less temperature rise> because of
too much gas mixing and spray effect

<Indication of stratification in the containment vessel>
:∆ T(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 5/10/5°C
note:
∆T: temperature distribution range width
BOT: beginning of the test period (at t = 0 s)
MOT: middle of the test period (at t = 15 min)
EOT: end of the test period (at t = 30 min)
cf: flow resistance coefficient

<Well-predicted group>
:∆ T(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 5/10/10°C
due to good spray modelling,
: appropriate cf distribution
<Unsuccessful prediction group>
: ∆ T(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 5/15∼20/15∼20°C
because of limited spray modelling

(c) Helium concentration distribution in the containment vessel
Phenomena in the Experiment Code predictability

<Three high He concentration compartments in the
main upward flow path: compartments CV 8, 15, 21>

<Well predicted>

<He peak concentration> <Underestimated> because of too much gas mixing
effect

<Indication of stratification in the containment vessel
(except compartments CV 8, 15, 21)>
:∆ C(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 0/4/2 vol %
note:
∆C: He concentration distribution range width
BOT: beginning of the test period (at t = 0 s)
MOT: middle of the test period (at t = 15 min)
EOT: end of the test period (at t = 30 min)
cf: flow resistance coefficient

<Well-predicted group>
∆ C(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 0/3∼5/2∼4 vol %
because of appropriate cf distribution

<Unsuccessful prediction group>
:∆ C(BOT/MOT/EOT) = 0/8∼12/6∼10 vol %
because of too much He accumulation in the upper
regions of the containment vessel

<Steadily and uniform concentration increase and
gradual concentration conversion after helium gas
injection stopped>

<Well predicted>
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Figure 5.4.3.1-1  Helium concentration comparisons for the dome compartment (CV 25)

Figure 5.4.3.1-2  Helium concentration comparisons for the gas injection compartment (CV 8)
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Gas temperature distributions

The gas temperatures in the containment vessel were decreased rapidly by the containment spray
water, though there was, at the beginning, a significant temperature increase in the hot gas injection
compartment (CV 8) and its two associated compartments (CV 15 and 21) described above.  All
compartments recorded temperatures in a narrow range, the width being approximately from 5°C to
10°C during the test period.  This observation means that gas in the containment vessel was well
mixed and cooled by natural circulation and spray droplets.

In general, all codes predicted well the tendency of the temperature distributions.  However, in some
codes, because of limited spray modelling, or because of inappropriate net flow loss coefficients or
because of containment vessel  noding, a rather wide range in the temperature distribution, as much
as 15°C to 20°C, was observed.

In the case of the maximum gas temperature, measured in the injection compartment,  a rapid but
small temperature rise was observed.  The temperature increase was only 7°C.  Most codes predicted
this increase but with a magnitude of less than 3°C.  An explanation is that the local temperature in a
compartment can be detected by a sensor, whereas lumped-parameter codes calculate the average
temperature of the compartment.

Containment wall temperatures

The experimental conditions resulted in a large temperature drop of the containment surface wall; this
surface was probably impinged upon by the spray droplets or the heat transfer on it was enhanced by
the spray-induced turbulent flow or both.  Few calculated results show the full temperature decrease
of the containment wall.

Gas flow rates

In the M-7-1 test, no experimental data of the gas flow rate in the containment vessel were obtained
because the flow-velocity measuring instruments were not available in a wet environment. Therefore,
the results of the calculation were used in explaining the helium concentration distributions in the
containment vessel.

A remarkably large upward gas flow rate, the chimney phenomenon, of which the magnitude was 10
times greater than that of the injected mixture gas flow rate, was obtained in the main flow paths
associated with the mixture gas injection compartment during the gas injection period.  This finding
supports the hypothesis that a large amount of air flowed into the main flow path from the adjacent
compartments by the "plume effect".  All codes calculated the chimney phenomenon, though there
was a slight difference in magnitude among the results of the various codes.  A rapid helium
concentration increase in the three compartments associated with the main flow path could be
explained by this chimney phenomenon.

A relatively large branching flow from the main upward flow path to an adjacent compartment was
also observed in most of the codes during the gas injection period.  Codes that calculated this large
branching flow overestimated the helium concentration in the adjacent compartment.  A few code
users who adjusted flow resistance coefficients, which is a user-specified input, calculated much less
branching flow and better predicted the helium concentration in the compartment than the others.
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Containment dome pressure

The dome pressure transient is divided into three stages: two stages during gas injection and spray
activation periods and one stage after gas injection and spray shower were terminated.  In the first
stage (0 to l0 min), a rapid pressure drop caused by the spray shower was observed.  All codes
overestimated this pressure drop tendency because of an overestimated spray cooling effect in the
containment vessel.  Some codes failed to distribute spray water to the containment vessel walls.

In the second stage (l0 to 30 min), a gradual pressure rise resulting from hot gas accumulation was
observed.  This phenomenon was well predicted by all codes.

Because of heat release from the containment vessel  wall to the inside atmosphere, the pressure rise
during the third stage (after 30 min, when the spray was turned off) continued even after gas injection
stopped.  All codes predicted this phenomenon; however, the pressure increase rate was always
overestimated.  The overestimation indicates that codes calculated a large heat return from the
containment vessel wall, which was apparently otherwise compensated for by the earlier spray effect.

5.4.3.2 Discussion

A number of observations were well predicted in this experiment: the helium concentration in the
dome compartment; the helium concentration in three compartments (CV 8, 15, and 21) associated
with the main upward flow path; and the dome pressure transient behaviour.  Yet discrepancies were
also noted.  For instance, there were calculational problems in predicting the helium concentration in
the dead-end (CV 16) compartment and in predicting the dome wall temperatures.

Figure 5.4.3.2-1 shows the helium concentration transient in the dead-end compartment from both the
calculations of all participating codes and the experimental results.  The discrepancies were attributed
mainly to two modelling and to one experimental concern.  For the modelling concerns, the following
points were mentioned: an inability to model counterflow in one flow path; and insufficient
modelling of sprays that enhance not only atmosphere and wall cooling but also the natural
circulation in the containment vessel.  The experimental concern related to whether the measured
concentration in the complex-shaped, dead-end compartment was representative of the compartment
gas mixture concentration or whether a better representation could have been made if more detectors
would have been used.

In summary, the participants found qualitative agreement in modelling the dominant parameters of
hydrogen mixing.  However, from a quantitative view point, discrepancies were observed between
calculated and experimental results.  Since the spray shower enhanced the natural circulation in the
containment vessel, the helium concentrations in almost all of the compartments in the containment
vessel were very well predicted.  There were discrepancies in concentrations calculated for the dead-
end and complex-shaped compartments; however, because of the very low concentrations in these
compartments and the small volume of these compartments, these discrepancies did not influence the
helium distributions in other regions of the containment vessel.  The mentioned discrepancy in the
dome wall temperature also did not appear to influence the helium distributions in the containment
vessel during the test period.  It was apparent that user experience with noding schemes and flow
resistance influenced the results of the calculations.  The observation indicated that a user’s
knowledge can lead to better agreement with experimental results.
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Figure 5.4.3.2-1  Helium concentration comparisons for the dead-end compartment (CV 16)

Post-analysis and other calculations

Since most of the helium concentrations were already well predicted in the blind exercises, there
were only minimal improvements in the-open test calculations for test M-7-1, described in the
appendix to the ISP [36].  However, other tests in the NUPEC series of light gas releases were used
for other post-test exercises and for further analytical study.  Details of some of the post-test analyses
performed with the CONTAIN and MELCOR codes for tests M-4-3, M-8-1, and M-8-2 are presented
in Section B.3 of Appendix B.  Test M-8-1 was an especially interesting complement test to
test M-7-1.  Whereas test M-7-1 (ISP 35) had a low release point for helium, test M-8-1 had a release
point in the middle elevation of the containment.  In addition, test M-8-1 had no sprays to mix the
containment gases.  The higher release point and no sprays resulted in a classical, stable, fully
developed stratification.  Helium concentration predictions using the CONTAIN code, with and
without a hybrid flow solver, were compared in Reference 32 with helium measurements taken in the
facility.  The calculations obtained with the hybrid flow solver indicated a significant improvement
using the recently developed new flow solver method compared with the old way of calculating
stratification conditions within a containment, as shown in Figure 5.4.3.3-1.  The results appear
encouraging for predicting this category of stratification.
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Figure 5.4.3.3-1.  Comparison between the CONTAIN code predicted helium distribution in a
middle column of rooms in the NUPEC facility for test M-8-1 and the experimental data [36]

5.4.4 ISP 37   BMC/VANAM M-3 (Gas distribution with aerosol injection)

International Standard Problem 37 was an “open” international standard problem test where 22
organizations, using 10 codes, predicted thermalhydraulic and aerosol behaviour, which was
measured in the Battelle Model Containment.  In this section, only the thermalhydraulic aspects are
compared.  A summary of the participants and codes is presented in Table 5.4.4-1.

The VANAM M3 experiment was started in the Battelle Model Containment (9 compartments) at
atmospheric conditions. At t = 17 h, after the preconditioning phase, steam and NaOH aerosol were
injected simulating a release from a PWR pressurizer.  During this phase, pressure and aerosol
concentration rose sharply.  The injection phase was followed by a phase of "dry" aerosol depletion
in a slightly superheated steam-air atmosphere.  A second steam release, simulating the sump
evaporation after melt slumping took place at t = 23 h, followed by a "wet" aerosol depletion phase,
with steam release causing supersaturated atmospheric conditions with steam condensation on the
NaOH aerosol.  Convection loops were formed in the containment during steam and aerosol
injection.  The phases of the experiment are described in Table 5.4.4-2.  For more details see Chapter
4, Section 4.2.1.4 or Reference 37.

It was proposed that a nodalization with a minimum number of nodes be used by all participants to
get a better basis for comparison; this nodalization scheme is shown in Figure 5.4.4-1.  Despite the
proposed way of modelling features, the participants had the possibility to choose their own ASM.
Most participants, however, chose to use the proposed nodalization scheme suggested in
Figure 5.4.4-1.  Specific deviations, including some different nodalizations, are described in
Reference 37.
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Table 5.4.4-1  Participants and codes for ISP37

Code Participating
Institution

ISP 37
Abbreviation

Thermal
Hydraulic

Results

Aerosol
Results

CONTAIN CIEMAT
ECN
Kurchatov Inst.
VUJE
FZK

CIEMAT
ECN
KI-CON
VUJE-CON
FZK

Spain
Netherlands
Russia
Slovakia
Germany

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

MELCOR CTN-UPM
ENEA
KAERI
Kurchatov Inst.
NUPEC
Russ. Acad. of Sci.
SNL
Studsvik Eco Safe
VUJE
Russian Institute of
Atomic Reactor

CTN
ENEA
KAERI
KI-MEL
NUP-MEL
RAS
SNL
STU
VUJE-MEL
RIAR

Spain
Italy
Korea
Russia
Japan
Russia
USA
Sweden
Slovakia
Russia

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

FIPLOC IPSN/GRS
GRS/IPSN
IFE
IFE
JRC

IPSN/GRS/Fs
GRS/IPSN-Fe
IFE-1
IFE-2
FRC

France/Germany
Germany/France
Germany
Germany
European
Community

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

RALOC
GOTHIC
FUMO
ECART

MACRES
MOSAIC
REMOVAL

GRS/IPSN
Battelle
University of Pisa
University of
Pisa/ENEL
NUPEC
IKE
JAERI

GRS/IPSN-Re
Battelle
UPIS
ENEL

NUP-Ma
IKE
JAERI

Germany/France
Germany
Italy
Italy

Japan
Germany
Japan

x
x
x
x x

x

x
x

Table 5.4.4-2  Test phases for VANAM M-3

Test
Phase

Time Period
(h)

Description Comment

I 1.13 - 17.2 Facility heatup Initial air removal
re-injection of air at end of period

II 17.2 - 18.23 First aerosol release Steam–air carrier gas
III 18.23 - 22.7 Dry aerosol depletion No injection
IV 22.7 - 23.14 Second aerosol release Steam/air carrier gas
V 23.14 - 25.26 Wet aerosol depletion First 10 min no injection

Steam released into R3
VI 25.26 - 30 Further wet aerosol depletion Steam released into R5
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5.4.4.1 Comparison between experimental results and calculations

Because of the large number of submitted results, a reference calculation was chosen for each code
group, which best matches the following criteria:

- simulation of the atmospheric stratification,

- use of the specified input, and

- agreement with the experimental flow velocities.

The selected reference calculations are:

Code Participant
CONTAIN CIEMAT
MELCOR NUPEC-MEL
FIPLOC/RALOC GRS/IPSN
GOTHICa Battelle
FUMOa UPISA

aOnly one calculation was done with GOTHIC and FUMO.

The comparison of the data was done in two ways: first, between the experiment and the reference
calculations of the different codes; and second, between the experiment and those calculations using
the same code.  The aim of the comparisons between the calculations using the same code was to
identify a code-typical behaviour and to explain deviations between the calculations.  This procedure
was followed, in particular, with the pressure data.

Containment pressure

The containment pressure of the reference calculation of each code followed the experimental curve
fairly closely and showed the same trends, Figure 5.4.4.1-1.  The maximum deviation from the
experiment, of about 0.35 bar (1 bar = 100 kPa) was within the uncertainty band given by the
experimental boundary conditions and the proposed nodalization.  The deviations between the
calculations using the same code are caused by differences such as modelling of whether steam
leakage occurred or not, air masses, sump temperatures, environmental temperatures, condensation
heat transfer models and nodalization.  An example of the type of variations noted for a single code
application is shown in Figure 5.4.4.1-2 for the CONTAIN code.  Because of the uncertainties of the
experimental boundary conditions, the quality of the pressure comparison is reduced.

Gas Temperatures

The local atmospheric temperatures depend on the local air–steam distribution that, in turn, is
influenced mainly by convection and stratification in the different compartments.  Most of the
calculated dome temperatures were close to the experimental data.  They lay in a band of
approximately 10°C above the experimental data.  Larger deviations had their reasons in specific
modelling assumptions that did not fit the problem well.

The low temperature in compartment R3 was one indication of thermal stratification between the
atmosphere of the upper and lower compartments. Calculations, which simulate the stratification
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(FIPLOC and RALOC results, are shown in Figure 5.4.4.1-3; CONTAIN results are shown in
Figure 5.4.4.1-4), followed the experimental temperature behaviour in compartment R3, but the
others had a too high temperature.  As was the case in the pressure comparisons significant variations
were noted for single codes; for example, shown in Figure 5.4.4.1-5 are the comparisons between
measured and calculated temperatures in compartment R3 for the MELCOR code.

The experimental measurements showed that compartment R6 was severely stratified (TATMR628 >
TATMR6 > TATMR605), where TATMR628 is near the top of compartment R6 and TATR605 is
near the bottom), Figure 5.4.4.1-6.  In a number of the predictions, the temperature TATMR6 (near
the centre elevation) is significantly overpredicted.  Therefore, while the temperature in compartment
R3 could be qualitatively predicted, other temperatures—reflecting stratification—could not be
predicted with the same degree of accuracy.

Flow velocities

The tendency of the atmospheric flow velocities was calculated correctly where stratification and
mixing were in agreement with the experiment.

Humidity

Only a qualitative comparison was possible since the experimental measurements have a large
uncertainty.  FIPLOC and MELCOR reference calculations calculated the atmospheric conditions for
the dome throughout the complete experiment quite well; however, they underpredicted the
superheating in the dome.  CONTAIN reference calculation calculated superheated conditions in the
dome instead of saturation.  The CONTAIN calculation by ECN matched the humidity much better.
This agreement was due to the use of different dry heat transfer models.  The codes using thermal
non-equilibrium did not give better humidity results than those using equilibrium.

Sump level and temperature

The sump level was influenced by many experimental boundary conditions and by analytical
assumptions.  Therefore, a direct comparison of experimental and analytical results with general
conclusions was not possible.

The experimental sump temperature, which had a steep gradient from surface to bottom, was
measured in the lower part of the sump.  All reference calculations gave a higher sump temperature
than that measured.  FIPLOC and RALOC results were relatively close to the measurement, and
MELCOR and CONTAIN are generally somewhat higher.  Reasons for the too high analytical
temperatures were the coupling between the atmosphere and the sump and the too high condensate
temperature.  While in the FIPLOC calculations only a connection by heat conductors existed, the
coupling in MELCOR led to a too high heat transfer because of a rough nodalization, and this
resulted in a too high sump temperature.

Heat transfer to structures

The heat transfer can be judged by structure temperatures, wall condensation rates, and heat flow.
Results with correct steam air distributions calculate the wall condensation rates in good agreement
with the measured data; for example, shown in Figure 5.4.4.1-7 for the GOTHIC code are the good
comparisons of wall condensation rates.  This more or less qualitative comparison for the GOTHIC
code, and similar results for other codes, gave the impression that the heat transfer to the structures
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Figure 5.4.4.1-1  Containment pressure for ISP 37 (Reference calculations)

Figure 5.4.4.1-2  ISP 37 Containment pressure predictions for the CONTAIN code
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 Figure 5.4.4.1-3  Temperature in compartment R3 (FIPLOC/RALOC)

Figure 5.4.4.1-4  Temperature in compartment R3 (CONTAIN)
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Figure 5.4.4.1-5  Temperature in compartment R3 (MELCOR, part II)

Figure 5.4.4.1-6  Experimental atmospheric temperatures (dome, R5, R6, R3)
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Figure 5.4.4.1-7  Wall condensation rate calculated by GOTHIC

was quite well modelled by most of the codes.  Differences in modelling the heat transfer—e.g., too
rough a nodalization or neglect of a wall coating—were responsible for some of the observed
pressure differences in the various submittals.

5.4.4.2 Discussion

International Standard Problem 37 demonstrated that the codes were able to calculate the
thermalhydraulic containment behaviour in general with reasonable accuracy, given the rather large
experimental uncertainties concerning facility leakage rates.  The containment pressure was predicted
quite well with a maximum deviation within the range of the given rather large experimental
uncertainty.  The quality of the pressure comparison could no doubt be reduced through a reduction
in the uncertainties of the experimental boundary conditions.

As noted, depending on the steam and aerosol injection, two convection loops developed in the
containment; the upper loop was due to injection into compartment R5 and the overall loop was due
to injection in compartment R3.  The other compartments (i.e., annulus R9, dead-end compartment
R4) and, depending on the location of the injection, the lower compartments (R3, R6, R8)
temporarily stayed stratified.  All calculations simulated both the upper convection loop (upper outer
compartments, dome) and the overall convection loop (inner and outer compartments, dome) as well,
but not all calculations simulated the atmospheric stratification between the dome and the annulus.
Calculations without stratification in the annulus used unfavourable changes from the proposed
nodalization (e.g., parallel flow path between dome and annulus).

The simulation of the stratification between the upper compartments (R5, R7) and the lower
compartments (R3, R6, R8) was more difficult than in the annulus because the proposed nodalization
allowed both stratification and mixing as well.  Stratification between the upper containment and the
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lowest compartment, R3, was achieved by all codes—FIPLOC, CONTAIN and two MELCOR
calculations and by the ones with GOTHIC and RALOC.  However, in cases where the proposed
nodalization was used, the temperatures in the lower compartments, R6 and R8, were significantly
overpredicted—one extreme being the results of the FUMO code shown in Figure 5.4.4.2-1 (compare
Figure 5.4.4.2-1 with Figure 5.4.4.1-6 for measurement TATMR6).  Only in the case of the
FILOC/RALOC codes that used an extended nodalization scheme, with 5 nodes to represent each of
the R6 and R8 compartments and parallel flow paths, could the temperature in compartment R6 be
calculated with some degree of accuracy.  The extended nodalization scheme used in the
FILOC/RALOC input also produced an overprediction of the R3 temperature; the overprediction was
noticeably greater than other calculations using the less-detailed, proposed nodalization scheme.

Since the lower compartments (R6 and R8) were severely stratified during the heatup phase, a single
node representation for these compartments—suggested in the proposed nodalization—is inadequate
for calculating the stratification profile.  Therefore, the proposed nodalization scheme followed by
some of the participants did affect the quality of the comparative results reported during the heatup
phase.  Clearly, there were discrepancies between the predicted and measured temperatures in
compartments R3, R6, and R8; therefore, a statement in the final comparison report [37] that lumped-
parameter codes can achieve stable temperature stratifications appears to be based on the qualitative
agreements with data and should not be considered as being in conflict with the more negative
conclusions concerning light gas stratification predictions in previous ISPs.

Figure 5.4.4.2-1  Temperature predictions for the FUMO code (dome, R1, R3, R5, R6, R7, R8)
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5.4.4.3 Post-test and other test analyses (Hyjet Series—JX7)

International Standard Problem 37 is one of the more recently completed ISPs.  Subsequent analyses,
either with the recently improved lumped-parameter codes or with the field codes have not yet been
attempted, but will probably be considered by various organizations—especially those code
development organizations that would like to see more consistent performance from their respective
codes.

The wide range of results reported by users using the same code demonstrates the need for user
guidance or training of participants both in the use of the codes and in modelling facilities such as the
BMC.  Such guidance and training require a thorough evaluation of the reasons for the scatter in the
various code results.  This need suggests that  reviews and re-calculations of this most recent ISP
may be available in the near future.

Additional results showing some of the abilities and limitations of lumped parameter-and field codes
to predict stratification, were noted in the recently completed blind post-test analysis of the Battelle
Hyjet test JX7 [38].  Test JX7 from this Hyjet series was set up as a blind benchmark by Battelle
Ingenieurtechnik [38] and was analyzed using two lumped-parameter codes developed in Germany—
RALOC and WAVCO—along with the GOTHIC code and two field codes—CFX and GASFLOW.
The GOTHIC model consisted of a combination of distributed (field) and lumped-parameter
volumes.  The test, simulating stratification resulting from a vertical jet injection into compartment
R6 (passing through R5 to the dome), was of short duration (~750 s, nozzle diameter was 95 mm,
injection velocity was 42 m/s, injection time was 190 s) so that some of problems associated with
ISP 37 (preheating procedures, heat transfer, and leakage) were minimized.  Light gas concentration
predictions throughout the BMC Facility were compared with measurements.  The five codes were
compared for their predictive capabilities, as shown in Figure 5.4.4.3-1 for the whole experiment and
in Table 5.4.4.3-1 only for a specific time point.  All codes demonstrated a capability to predict
stratification in the containment; however, both RALOC and WAVCO codes showed a tendency to
overmix the containment light gas, predicting slightly more light gas in the lower containment and
less gas in the upper containment.  The GOTHIC code, which was applied using a combination of
discrete meshes with CFD modelling in the dome and in rooms R6 and R5, and with lumped-
parameter nodes for the remaining rooms, showed a slight improvement in the calculated hydrogen
profile compared with the other lumped-parameter codes.  The field codes, on the other hand,
predicted a more severe stratification profile, which was in better agreement with the measurements
compared with either of the lumped-parameter codes.  The tendency of lumped-parameter codes to
predict overmixing of light gas injections is consistent with other ISP conclusions regarding lumped-
parameter codes.  Field codes show some improvement over these lumped-parameter codes in terms
of the ability to calculate stratification; this observation is also consistent with conclusions of the
post-test analysis of ISPs 23 and 29 using the field code, GASFLOW, as noted in Sections 5.4.1 and
5.4.2.  Additional analyses of this test with other lumped-parameter codes—such as CONTAIN,
MAAP and FUMO—that now have improved stratification modelling would, of course, be an
interesting exercise (see Section 5.6)
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Figure 5.4.4.3-1  Results of the JX7 distribution benchmark
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Table 5.4.4.3-1:  Example for comparison of calculated (blind post-test) and measured He
stratification in BMC Hyjet JXC test [38]

(at 750 s, end of test, at different locations)

Local He Concentration Difference Top to Bottom
Dome to bottom of

annulus
Dome to room R8 Dome to central

cylinder bottom
Mean rel.
error [%]

concentr.
[vol %]

rel. error
to exper.
[%]

concentr.
[vol %]

rel. error
to exper.
[%]

concentr.
[vol %]

rel. error
to exper.
[%]

Experiment 14.4 14.8 14.7 0.0%

WAVCO/KWU 7.6 47.2% 10.2 31.08% 11.8 19.73% 32.7%
RALOC/GRS 8.6 40.2% 10.5 29.05% 11.2 23.8% 31.1%

GOTHIC/BIG 10.2 29.17% 13.2 10.8% 13.3 9.52% 16.5%

GASFLOW/
FZK

15.2 -5.55%a 16.0 -8.1% 14.5 1.36% 5.0%

CFX/GRS 12.9 10.4% 14.2 4.05% 14.0 4.76% 6.4%

a Negative value means overestimation of concentration difference between top and bottom of test facility.

5.5 Simulation Uncertainties

Simulation uncertainties, actual or perceived, derive from three sources: code, user, and experiment
(initial and boundary conditions, Table 5.5-1).  The code uncertainties can occur for a number of
reasons.  For example, the phenomena may be poorly understood and implemented as a low-order
approximation of the phenomena; the model may be implemented numerically using analytical
algorithms that are low order; or, the model may require input parameters that are themselves
uncertain.  User-induced uncertainties are generally associated with the user having an insufficient
knowledge of either the phenomena that are being simulated, the facility, or the code (including code
models and options).  Some organizations tend to concentrate efforts on codes and code development
at the expense of adequately training the individuals using these codes.  This philosophy
underestimates the variability or flexibility that is often built into codes and can, without proper
training in the code usage, result in unpredictable performance for simulations and a perceived
uncertainty in code applications.  Clearly, the ISP exercises have demonstrated that  codes can and
are applied in many ways, producing a wide range of results (Table 5.5-1).  Finally, integral
containment experiments are difficult experiments to perform and can add to a degree of uncertainty
through initial and boundary conditions that are not well defined—this concern is unrelated to
measurement errors that are well known and mentioned in Chapter 4.  These types of experiment-
related uncertainties, when not quantified, may be incorrectly interpreted as modelling or user error.
In the following subsections, some of these uncertainties will be explored for the ISPs and for the
supporting exercises that have been discussed or referenced in Appendix B.
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Table 5.5-1.  Sources of actual and perceived code uncertainties for ISPs and related exercises

ISP Exercise Modelling User Experiment
ISP 23 Transport (buoyancy, form

and frictional losses)

Transport—energy model
missing (film advection,
condensate/atmosphere
model)

Mass transfer, two-phase
atmosphere modelling

Range of experience based
on similar tests in
complicated facility

Heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) and velocity
measurement uncertainty
not quantified

Limited data comparison
locations and poor
presentation of long-term
results for mass and energy
exchange

ISP 29 Transport (buoyancy)

Mixing
(buoyancy/stratification in
regions)

Mixing model
improvements need further
validation

Large degree of freedom
associated with uncertain
boundary condition (BC)
treatment

Attempts to use non-
physical parameters to
obtain agreement

BC uncertainty (facility
config., material properties,
instrument cooling
distribution)

HTC and velocity
uncertainty not quantified
(oscillations noted)

ISP 35 Spray
dynamics/impingement
models missing

Non-mechanistic treatment
of spray
dynamics/parameter
selection

No structure mass or heat
transfer, steam conc., or
velocity measurements

Specification errors for
preheating and results
processing

ISP 37 Transport (buoyancy)

Mixing
(buoyancy/stratification)

Range of experience based
on knowledge of facility
and experience procedure
and code

Nodalization coarseness

BC uncertainty (facility
leakage distribution)

Limited and uncertain mass
exchange and velocity
measurements selected

A summary of the sources of simulation uncertainties for the various ISPs, and related experimental
series and benchmarks is presented in Table 5.5-1.  Some of the areas of uncertainties are further
described below.  Uncertainty items should be clarified one by one independently when conducting
code verification; however, results of calculations  are an outcome of the combination of these items.
Therefore, in code verification work, it is important to choose an analytical condition in which these
items are as independent as possible.  The assessment of SETs is important to this point of view,
whereas the assessments of ISP exercises, which are IETs, include the interdependency effects in the
uncertainties.

5.5.1 Code

To address code uncertainties, we choose to rely on our previous discussion concerning important
phenomena, the illustrative PIRT (Table 3.3.4-1) described in Chapter 3, to focus our attention on
three important processes that affect our success in predicting containment pressure, temperature, and
gas concentration within a containment.  Those processes are mixing, transport, and surface mass and
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heat transfer.  Although we make a distinction between mixing and transport in deriving the PIRT
table, these two processes are discussed here as one item.

5.5.1.1 Mixing and transport

In ISPs 23, 29, and 37, general trends were observed for the lumped-parameter codes: the codes,
taken as a code type, tended to overmix stratified layers of air–steam–gas mixtures.  When the
injection location was low so that the constituents mixed rapidly and uniformly, these codes provided
good predictions of transient loads (pressure and temperature) and light gas concentrations, for
example, in the E11.4 benchmark exercise.  However, when the injections were elevated, so that a
stratification interface formed just below the injection, the codes—without exception—gave results
that either underpredicted (above the injection) or overpredicted (below the injection) concentrations
of steam and light gas.  New models have been proposed and applied to highly stratified tests such as
E11.2 and NUPEC M-8-1, showing significant improvement in predictions for these cases.  The
improved models have been referred to under a number of titles: hybrid flow solver, subnodal physics
model, and stratification model.  They each appear to represent a different approach for solving the
problem associated with overmixing stratified layers of gases in either a regional or global sense.
Confidence in the various independent approaches to such a common code modelling problem is
perceived to be lacking at this time, without additional comparative analyses and blind testing.

Of course, a discussion of modelling mixing phenomena presupposes that one knows what the
dominating phenomena responsible for the various observations in the tests are: Do we know what
phenomenon is primarily responsible, or are there complexities not yet understood?  In fact, it may
not be entirely clear in these tests what the dominating mixing phenomena are and what the
secondary phenomena are.  This uncertainty is due partly to the lack of instrumentation that could
measure dynamic prime quantities like path and free stream gas velocities, and accurate wall mass
and heat transfer.  In the case of the E11.2 experiment, for example, there have been ongoing
discussions between those individuals using one of the improved lumped-parameter codes and a field
code user; the discussions have centred around a disagreement on the dominating phenomena
responsible for the light gas enrichment in the HDR upper dome during the external spray period.
First impressions would tend to suggest that a field code analysis of the experiment should be able to
uncover, at least, the dominating phenomena.  However, there are also modelling uncertainties
associated with field codes when applied to  large and complex containment geometries—most
apparent for the only field code (GASFLOW) applied to this experiment is the inability to model the
curvature of the dome and to accurately, with validated models, represent secondary flow patterns
using coarse nodalizations.  Clearly, for this test more investigation into the role of secondary
circulation patterns may be warranted; however, one must also put into perspective this issue and
debate whether it arises from a severe test condition not representative of prototypical containments
or accident conditions, as noted previously in Section 5.4.2.

The issue related to code uncertainties regarding mixing and transport is not currently resolved.
Some would suggest that lumped-parameter codes, by their very nature, cannot address this modelling
concern.  Yet the results of the new improved models in predicting stratification profiles are showing
promise, and further investigation is encouraged.  Likewise, additional exercises tailored specifically
for field code applications are needed to resolve whether these codes are able to accurately simulate
the details of mixing and transport processes, given the acknowledged uncertainties in code types that
do not use boundary-fitting mesh points, and generally lack a database to support various closure
equations (for example, the low Reynolds number K − ε  model equation).
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5.5.1.2 Mass and heat transfer

Another area of modelling uncertainty concerns the transfers of mass and heat transfer between
atmosphere and structures, and the coupling between this process and the mixing process discussed
above.  The topic has been mentioned in every ISP exercise; in some ISPs it was specifically noted as
a probable reason for discrepancies between predicted and calculated gas concentrations.  Most
codes, lumped-parameter and field codes, have adopted a mechanistic approach to modelling mass
and energy transfers (as opposed to the purely empirical approach; for example, the Uchida
correlational method).  These models are generally based on a heat and mass transfer analogy.  Most
codes have relied on separate-effects testing to verify that the analogy methodology produces
accurate results (~10% to 20% variation), providing that the heat transfer correlation is known with
similar accuracy.  A problem with this modelling method is that it is often difficult in complex and
large-scale geometries to know the heat transfer correlation accurately.  In most instances associated
with post-blowdown events, as the ones being considered in this report, natural convection dominates
as the primary phenomenon responsible for mass and heat transfer.  However, there are some
instances where the convection may be in a mixed (forced/natural) or forced convection regime.  In
these cases, even if the convection pattern is known, the correlations for  turbulent convective mass
and heat transfer can be uncertain, especially if the flow regime is in the mixed convection region
where there is little experimental data to support modelling methods.  The concern over the
applicability of the heat transfer correlations for  turbulent mixed convection conditions applies to
both lumped-parameter and field codes.

For ISP 35, it has been noted that the sprays may have created strong circulation currents along the
walls of the containment and that these currents may have been responsible for the enhanced heat and
mass transfer.  To account for mass and heat transfers to the containment walls when sprays are
operating, it would be necessary to calculate these strong circulation currents.  So far, with the
applied lumped-parameter and field codes, this estimation ability is out of scope for the codes—in
general, spray dynamical models with droplet drag are lacking in all of these codes.  Another
suggested reason for the enhanced wall heat and mass transfer was a water film produced by sprays
that influenced heat transfer to the walls.  In any case, however, it remains to be proven that this
apparent enhancement of the  heat and mass transfer process on nonprototypical walls—steel, shell
and partitions—that occurs during spray activation is relevant for predicting containment loads
(pressure and temperature) or gas distributions in typical plants.

5.5.2  User

User-induced sensitivities are difficult uncertainties to characterize because they often are unrelated
to the user’s code knowledge but arise from misunderstandings and associated errors made in
representing the actual experimental procedure or the facility itself.  These uncertainties of course
should not be considered part of the code uncertainty proper, but they appear often, are poorly
distinguished, and are therefore typically discussed in the general category, code uncertainty.
International Standard Problem 37 provides a good example of the extent to which users can affect a
prediction of both containment loads and gas distributions.  In the case of the CONTAIN and
MELCOR codes, there were no less than 15 participants responsible for a wide range of predicted
results.  In a number of these cases, the reasons for the variations in the results were due to how the
user chose to represent the boundary conditions of the experiment (air extraction or injection or
facility leakage) or whether certain features of the containment were represented at all—as for
example, the surface coating of the walls.

In some instances, the user will have had extensive experience with both the experimental procedure
of the ISP test and the geometrical model because of previous participation in similar modelling
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exercises for that facility.  In other cases, the ISP exercise represents the first time a user applies a
specific code and the first time a user models a facility, as in the case of ISP 37.  As a result, there
can be an expected range of predictions not associated with code errors but rather with the
inexperience of the participant.

One of the more often-mentioned sources of user-induced uncertainty has to do with the choice of
nodalization used to model the geometry of a facility or containment, an important part of the
geometrical model development.  In some instances, using only a few nodes to model a region can
result in an apparent improvement of the results (for instance, in cases where overmixing needs to be
restricted for dead end compartments), and in other cases additional nodes provide a significant
improvement in the simulation.  Not all cases that show improvement in the predictions with added
nodes, however, are due to an improved accuracy; rather, in some cases the additional nodes result in
a more favourable placement of a calculational node in relation to the measurement location.  In
general, this apparent improvement as a result of a variation in nodalization to better approximate
local measurement is typically ignored in discussions of data comparisons.

Problems encountered with a choice of a nodalization schemes for a buoyancy-driven containment
scenario can often be avoided by noting a few points based on observations of an ISP and other
mixing and transport tests: (1) stratification profiles tend to be one dimensional in the vertical
direction, even with an asymmetric injection; (2) stratification interfaces tend to develop just below
injection sources; (3) regions above an injection source tend to be well mixed shortly after the start of
a slow injection (minimal plume effect); and (4) strong injections tend to mix the entire containment,
that is, regions above and below the injection location.  In addition, known variations of severe
vertical surface mass and heat transfers require representation by appropriate nodalizations so that
vertical density gradients can be represented.  In general, lumped-parameter codes are best suited to
cases where individual compartments are represented as physical nodes; one exception to this
statement is compartments having large vertical dimensions where improved stratification models
may also be applied with user guidance.

The ISPs offer a number of examples of nodalization schemes that, after further analysis, could have
been improved with simple modification.  For example, some users have modelled the containment
operational region (for example, the large open region above the operation floor in the HDR Facility)
with a single node while including many nodes to model the compartmental regions below deck.
When there are natural-circulation currents that mix in the open region with hotter, less dense gases
rising from below the operation floor, these gases may not mix sufficiently with only a single node
representation of such a large open region.  In these cases, the region should have been divided so
that circulation patterns can be established.  The user does not necessarily have to know beforehand
what those circulation patterns are, or the magnitudes of the circulation flows, but should have
enough experience to avoid nodalizations that preclude possible circulation patterns.  If the user is
unsure even about possible patterns, guidance in this area could be helped with an application of a
field code to the problem.

In most cases, the question of nodalization can be addressed through sensitivity calculations where a
number of nodalization schemes are tried until some type of convergence in the results is obtained.
Unfortunately, time constraints can preclude studies of this type, and marginal predictions result.
However, these results may not be associated with the code or code type; rather, this is a case of user-
induced uncertainty that could be remedied with added care taken in modelling the facility.  Shown in
Figure 5.5.2-1 is an example of one HDR nodalization scheme used to calculate test E11.2 that
represents a marginal scheme.  The one-node operation region is especially inappropriate for test
E11.2 because during the spray period only the upper dome region of this volume is cooled by
external sprays.  The rapid cooling of the upper dome region induces mixing in the upper dome
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Figure 5.5.2-1  Example nodalization of HDR Facility for ISP 29.  The single node (#25) used to
represent the open region above operation deck is not adequate for representing mixing
processes in the upper dome region during external spray period (sprays directed on upper
dome shell only)
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region, and this mixing may not extend to the lower regions above the operation deck.  A one-node
representation of this whole region (upper dome and cylindrical operation region) is inadequate.

For the three facilities (HDR, NUPEC, and BMC) used in the four ISPs, the user was given the
description of the facility, divided into either suggested or implied nodalizations.  Many users
assimilated these databases directly as a chosen nodalization scheme without doing sensitivity studies
before making their submittals.  In a number of cases, nodalization sensitivity studies were completed
only after the ISP predictions were submitted.

5.5.3  Experiment (facility, conditions, and measurements)

As noted, the illustrative PIRT table in Chapter 3 (Table 3.3.4-1) indicates that gas mixing and
transport, and mass and energy transfer processes are highly ranked for containment loads and gas
distribution predictions.  From an experimental standpoint, that means that the experiment should be
designed to ensure that accurate measurements are made of these processes.  Unfortunately, the
facilities—to various degrees—impose uncertain boundary conditions that limit accurate predictions,
and measurements of prime quantities are either lacking or the measurement accuracy is unknown.
Additionally, communication between experimenters and those responsible for relating the
experimental procedure and methods for code output processing can also be a source of uncertainty.
Some noteworthy examples are discussed below.

5.5.3.1 HDR facility—ISPs 23 and 29

Large-scale integral testing facilities for containment phenomena are expensive facilities to build;
consequently, already-existing facilities are attractive alternatives.  In the case of the HDR Facility, a
decommissioned containment became a test facility to be used for a variety of safety testing,
including shake tests for earthquake analyses and numerous steam blowdown tests.

The HDR Facility was, without much doubt, the most complicated containment facility to describe
and characterize of any ISP exercise.  In addition, the auxiliary uses of the facility for safety testing
caused variations in boundary conditions that could not be accurately described.  For example, the
repeated steam blowdown testing damaged the surface painting on concrete allowing some
penetration of water into the structures during long-term exposures, as in test E11.2.  The uptake of
water into the structures is believed to have changed the thermal properties of the structure.  The
extent of the property variation during testing is unknown.  Shaker testing is thought to have damaged
the insulation separating the containment inner concrete wall and outer steel shell.  Damage of this
sort could have also affected the long-term heat transfer behaviour of the facility, and therefore the
pressure predictions.  While some damage to insulation has been confirmed, the extent of the damage
has not been confirmed and, therefore, remains an uncertainty.  These facility conditions are often
cited, by participants, as probable causes for discrepancies in the prediction of  long-term total energy
balances.  The facility’s conditions, however, are not believed to have substantially affected gas
distribution predictions.

In the conclusions reached in the ISPs 23 and 29 comparison reports, there have been repeated
references to possible simulation uncertainties in the exchange of mass and energy between the
atmosphere and structures being responsible for poorly predicted gas distributions.  Unfortunately,
the accuracy of the measurement of condensation heat transfer in the HDR Facility (α blocks) is not
reported and is probably not known.  For this reason perhaps, condensation heat transfer comparisons
have not been emphasized in either ISP 23 or in 29.  In fact, accurate condensation heat transfer
measurements are lacking for each ISP.  Therefore, these ISPs cannot be referenced as suitable for
quantitative validation of condensation heat transfer modelling in an integrated testing environment.
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Instead, condensation model validation is left for separate-effects testing, where validation evidence
does exist.  However, good integral validation of the condensation modelling is currently lacking;
therefore, phenomenon coupling between mass and heat transfer processes with transport and mixing
processes is not well studied.

Mixing and transport of gases can be inferred from gas concentration measurements, and less so from
local temperature measurements.  The HDR tests were groundbreaking examples of good
instrumentation for gas concentration and temperatures, and therefore are regarded as important
validation tests for gas distribution modelling.  However, gas motion as measured using velocity
sensors has been problematical, as with most containment tests, due primarily to limiting accuracy
thresholds and sensitivity of the instrumentation to the wet conditions.  As a result, gas circulation
measurement has been limited to approximate data to infer gross flow looping; detailed quantitative
measurements are lacking.

One of the more often-mentioned problems with ISP 29 has been the instrument cooling system that
extracted a substantial amount of energy from the containment atmosphere.  The uncertainty analysis
of the total energy extraction rate was quite approximate and may be partly responsible for a
perceived underprediction of containment pressure early in the test sequence.  More importantly for
gas distribution predictions, the distribution of the cooling system energy extraction rates was not
measured.  This unknown extraction distribution represents an uncertainty in the test boundary
conditions that is difficult to quantify and adds to a list of boundary condition uncertainties that
undoubtedly affected gas distribution predictions.

5.5.3.2 NUPEC Facility—ISP 35

The NUPEC Facility was designed as a facility in which simulated accident scenarios in a scaled
PWR containment could be conducted for short periods (30 min)2.  NUPEC testing was originally
short-term testing.  Therefore, long-term heat sinks, such as concrete, were left out of the design, and
this unusual aspect of the facility, compared with concrete-type facilities, limits its usefulness for
long-term gas distribution studies where the distributions can be affected by atmosphere and structure
mass and energy exchanges.  Additionally, gas velocity measurements in the facility were unavailable
for conditions of high humidity.  Detailed gas-mixing modelling validation is therefore limited with
this ISP and with other supporting NUPEC tests.

Although the facility testing was typically designed for short-duration testing, preheating and
conditioning periods of longer duration were needed, and there were some uncertainties associated
with the energy balances during these prolonged periods.  Uncertainties in the preheating stage, of
course, affect the initial conditions for the actual testing, and this point has been mentioned in the
ISP 35 comparison report.  In addition, enhanced heat transfer by spray-induced circulation currents
and droplet impingement—causing a water film on walls—have been suggested as reasons for
discrepancies in pressure, gas and wall temperature predictions and measurements.   Unfortunately,
without wall heat transfer instrumentation these conjectures could not be verified, except from the
pressure and atmospheric temperature histories; therefore, this uncertainty in the experiment could
not be addressed because of a lack of wall instrumentation.

In the ISP 35 test, sprays introduced mixing currents in the open regions, causing these regions to be
uniformly mixed.  The sprays were believed to have generated locally high gas velocity flows near

                                                          
2 In Japan, there are several containments with internal steel structures.  The NUPEC Facility design was initially
intended to model such types of containments—reactor power is lower in these plants than others having a
concrete structure design.
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the exterior wall surfaces of these regions.  Such high velocities could explain some discrepancies
noted in predicted wall temperatures for codes that could not predict these velocities.  In this instant,
had gas velocity measurements been available, these measurements could have provided the physical
evidence for some claims concerning the cause of the discrepancies, thereby reducing an apparent
code uncertainty.

An example of the a type of uncertainty resulting from mis-communication occurred in ISP 35.  In the
initial specification of ISP 35, an error in the location of the preheating injection resulted in
erroneous preheating calculations; this was later corrected after NUPEC was asked to review the
testing procedures before ISP results were submitted.  Another example concerned procedures for
code processing.  Code results had to be processed to give comparable concentrations, because gas
concentrations were reported from a “dry basis”.  The ISP equation specification for making this
conversion was incorrectly formulated; this error was not discovered before the ISP test results were
released because of its low steam concentration; other tests in the NUPEC series tests, such as M-8-1,
have been recently corrected, but early reports of comparisons contain this processing error.

5.5.3.3 BMC facility—ISP 37

The BMC Facility has been used as a test facility for a number of tests reported in this chapter.  Other
tests conducted in this facility are listed in Chapter 4, some of which are also described in
Appendix B.  This facility has a relatively high leakage rate compared with leakage rates of other
facilities, like the HDR and NUPEC facilities that have steel shell enclosures.  The leakage rate for
the facility is, of course dependent, on the pressure differential between the facility and the
environment; this differential varies during each pressurized test.  As a result, the facility leakage is
difficult to characterize for long-term experiments, and has been often cited as a boundary condition
uncertainty for validation of simulation modelling.  Although there have been attempts to quantify the
total leakage rates for the facility, the distribution of the leakages throughout the facility is still an
unknown.  During long-term testing, this degree of experimental uncertainty can affect pressure and
gas concentration distributions calculations.  Sensitivity analyses that indicate the effect of various
leakage rates and distribution assumptions on reported pressure and concentration calculation are
generally lacking.

In a number of BMC tests, a conditioning procedure is followed that involves purging and injecting
air into the facility.  This procedure, which is nonprototypical of accident events, adds to the
complication and boundary condition uncertainty that users must consider in developing and
reporting results of their simulation modelling.  In the case of ISP 37, some participants incorrectly
modelled or neglected the air purging and injections’ portions of the test and therefore calculated
total air masses that were in error and that affected the pressure calculations.  The purging and
injection procedure is intended to alter the steam distribution in the containment; this conditioning
procedure requires some specific modelling experience for this facility.  It is, therefore, difficult to
infer from application comparisons what are code modelling uncertainties versus what are
uncertainties caused by unknown boundary conditions, or boundary conditions incorrectly
approximated by users unfamiliar with testing in this facility.

5.6 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Applications

A variety of containment codes and code types have been described in this section, and  results of
some well-known ISPs for studying containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distributions with
associated code predictions have been discussed.  In addition, post-test analyses and complementary
code applications of a similar nature have also been briefly mentioned.  Finally, sources of simulation
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uncertainties have been discussed from the standpoint of code, user, and experimental uncertainty.
Progress in the area of code development was noted, especially with respect to code predictions of
hydrogen distributions during severe-accident-like conditions when containment threats caused by
deflagration/detonations are high.

5.6.1 International Standard Problems

Some conclusions related to the past and current usage of ISPs are as follows:

• International standard problem exercises have identified in a quantitative manner a
potentially serious problem associated with lumped-parameter codes; that is, the codes tend
to overmix light gas stratification mixtures, even with more detailed nodalizations.

• In the one case where a field code participated in an ISP, specifically ISP 23, coding and
modelling  faults were revealed.

• Reports on ISPs and other complementary testing are being continually used in code
validation studies and as a source of data to support the improvement of both lumped-
parameter and field code modelling.

The overmixing problem with lumped-parameter codes is currently being addressed with modelling
improvements and validation with the re-calculation of ISPs.  The improvements in stratification
modelling have been encouraging but still require additional verification, especially with new
geometries under blind-test conditions.  Field code development has continued with supporting post-
test calculations of previous ISP tests like T31.5 and E11.2.  To acquire additional confidence in field
code applications (especially for full containment and accident scenario simulation) will require new
ISPs designed for integrated effects with specially designed high-resolution 3D instrumentation.  The
ISPs discussed in this report are of marginal value for validating the current class of engineering field
codes because of the coarseness of the data; however, lack of fine resolution data is not seen as a
reason to suggest that these codes are not useful tools for containment analyses.  Field codes may be
used to provide added insight into phenomenon not measured or coarsely measured in past ISPs; and
new ISP exercises, with more refined measurements will hopefully be available to provide additional
validation of these code types.

High-ranking phenomena and associated modelling problems, as identified in ISP exercises, were
clearly evident because trends in key parameters, such as pressure, temperature, and concentrations,
were incorrectly predicted.  However, not all test comparisons reveal problems through a missed
prediction of trends.  In such cases, modelling uncertainties are more difficult to identify and require
high-quality measurements of parameters other than the three variables compared here.  As field code
usage extends to more containment applications, and the need for more precise predictions increases
(required for predicting combustion event loadings), the measurement parameter list will also expand,
and the need for more accurate measurements will be emphasized.  The quality of some of the
measurements in past ISPs has been insufficient for validating code models to accuracies much less
than 10% to 20%.  For most applications involving field codes, required measurements are lacking or
are reported with such large uncertainties that the data are not very usable.  Clearly, the next series of
ISPs must be viewed with added concern for an expanded set of measurement quantities (e.g., gas
velocity and wall mass transfers) and improved accuracy.

In reviewing the effect of specifications for an ISP on the usefulness of that exercise, we have learned
that experimenters need assistance from analytical support staff to avoid mis-information, omission,
and errors.  When this assistance is either not available or is not seriously considered in developing
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those specifications, there is a high risk that the usefulness of the code comparison exercise will be
compromised by a series of perceived code uncertainties (e.g., ISP 29).  Alternately, there should be a
joint effort by both experimenters and analysts to reduce initial and boundary condition uncertainties.

5.6.2 High-ranking Phenomenon Predictions

Three processes were identified in Chapter 3 as high-ranking processes: gas mixing, gas transport,
mass and heat transfer.  In a variety of experiments, mainly associated with ISP exercises or in studies
complementary to the ISP, the general behaviour of containment thermalhydraulics and light gas
distributions was investigated.  One aspect of test simulation observed in these tests was that the
global containment response to an injection of steam–gas mixtures, as measured by pressure, is not
very sensitive to the degree of simulation error measured for mixture distributions and expected for
containment analyses.  Clearly, large variations in mixture distributions as a result of variations in the
injection location can produce varying pressure responses.  Analytical simulation models reviewed in
Section 5.4 for ISP 29 (E11.2) and the complementary test E11.4 provided examples of how pressure
response to various injection elevations can be calculated with good accuracy using lumped-
parameter codes.  In this regard, it was also learned that stratifications are difficult to introduce when
either the injection source is located low in the containment or when engineering safety systems like
sprays are operating.  The most severe stratifications are developed in initially stagnant atmospheres
for scenarios where the injection point is elevated and the injection rate is low.  In these cases, a
stratification interface develops just below the injection point.  For the tests reviewed here, the
stratifications tended also to be nearly one dimensional without many variations along the horizontal,
regardless of compartment boundaries, provided circulation paths exist.  This general picture suggests
that codes based on a lumped-parameter modelling method, may be suited to this type of lower-order
dimensional phenomenon.  However, apparent modelling deficiencies have been noted in ISP
comparison exercises such that the lumped-parameter models are suspect for accurate stratification
calculations, especially when the injections are elevated, the rates are low or of short duration or
both.  Recent development by a number of independent organizations, however, has produced code
modelling improvements for predicting stratifications, and these have been noted as promising but in
need of further investigation.

An alternative solution method for predicting gas distributions is represented by the relatively recent
emergence of field code applications to severe accident scenarios.  Field codes have generally been
able to calculate gas distributions with better accuracy then some lumped-parameter codes under
natural-convection conditions where mixing and transport flows are quite small.  Cross-comparison
exercises with the more recently improved lumped-parameter codes, discussed above, are just getting
underway; although, since full containment and complete scenario transients are generally lacking for
field codes, the comparisons are limited in scope to nonprototypical experiments that may limit
conclusions with respect to NPP containment analyses.  Some code users have viewed the lumped-
parameter and field codes as competitive solution methods; however, most analysts believe that field
codes can be useful supplements for benchmarking the more approximate flow computations
calculated with lumped-parameter codes.  The most likely applications for each code type will
continue in the near future along the lines of risk management, accident management strategy and
licensing for the lumped-parameter codes, and hydrogen mitigation design (recombiners and igniter
locations) for the field codes.  In this breakdown, direct competition between code types may not
materialize. For similar applications in the more distant future, these code types may be ultilized in a
complementary fashion to great advantage.

In the area of mass and heat transfer, ISPs have not provided convincing evidence that the models in
either lumped-parameter or field codes are accurate under integral testing—this appears to be a fault
of the measurement techniques applied in these tests.  Additional separate-effects testing and
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improved measurement techniques for integral tests will be needed to directly confirm the accuracy
ranges of these models under severe accident conditions.  At present, the models, however, are
believed to be reasonably accurate (20% to 40%), and indications that these models are limiting for
more accurate gas distribution predictions (~5% to 10%) are inconclusive.

For local temperature calculations, many of the conclusions regarding gas distribution predictions
also apply.  However, there is some indication from the ISPs 23 and 29 that energy exchange between
the atmosphere and condensate film draining or condensate droplets draining into lower regions of
the containment affects gas temperatures in these regions.  Models for this low-to-medium-ranked
phenomenon (Table 3.3.4-1 - Condensate–liquid film/condensate droplet heat transfer) are generally
lacking in both code types (except for the RALOC code, which includes modelling in this area).

It should be noted that direct investigation of phenomena modelling or prediction is really not
possible through comparisons between code and measured pressure, temperature, and gas
concentrations.  The reason is that the phenomenon is often best described with other prime
quantities that are considerably more difficult to measure like gas velocity, mass and heat fluxes.  In
addition, the integral testing involves extremely complicated coupling between various processes;
therefore, being able to isolate dominant two-phase mixing and transport processes from other
processes that occur locally, near structure surfaces has not been possible.  A recently proposed test
facility and programme—MISTRA—is, however, designed to help identify dominant phenomena and
the coupling between various phenomena.  It is anticipated that much useful information may be
obtained through this hydrogen mitigation and stratification testing program, especially for blind
validation calculations with field codes.

Looking back at the ISPs that have been reviewed, it becomes all too apparent that every ISP has
involved a rather complicated integral test and that there has been a lack of separate-phenomena
testing within the ISP framework.  This oversight is especially true for highly important processes of
mixing and transport, where competing effects from surface heat and mass transfer, engineering
safety features, or mitigation devices have prevented a thorough evaluation of our modelling abilities.
Evaluations may be considered to have begun with the ISPs reviewed; yet the assessments are
incomplete with respect to a detailed assessment needed for a phenomena model ranking, where
highly important phenomena are simulated with high-accuracy models.  To the degree that
quantitative modelling assessment (i.e., ranking) is needed to establish confidence in our analytical
simulation modelling, our task to ensure that we have reliable codes is not complete.  Additional
efforts, especially for mixing and transport process modelling and assessment, should be considered
for a  separate-effects testing programme.  Our database, one that is widely available and well
documented, is largely lacking for regional mixing and gas transport processes.  Criticisms like this,
of course, should be put into the context of the demonstrative successes that we have already realized
to date through the ISP structure for integral testing; now, added requirements to refine our predictive
ability for severe accidents in a licensing and severe accident management environment encourages
code developers, analysts, and programme managers to step back from the complicated testing
programmes, focusing instead on providing more ISPs that are conceptually simpler within a shorter
period, less costly  to conduct, and that emphasize phenomena and phenomena interaction
assessment.

5.6.3  User-Community Impact

It is often difficult to remember that codes, no matter how well written and validated, are only tools
in the hands of individuals that direct their use.   No code of the complexity required for containment
analysis can be run as a “blackbox”.  As in all occupations, the well-designed tool used by an
unskilled person can produce no better results than a more marginal tool in the hands of a skilled
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person.  User participation in ISPs, with the workshops that invite the exchange of knowledge, is
perhaps one of the least-appreciated aspects of these exercises by those outside a select group of
participants.  A dilemma arises in this regard, however.  When code comparisons are reported
regardless of the user’s code experience (or skill), misleading impressions concerning application
may be suggested about a code or about a specific modelling approach.  Some of the more
knowledgeable individuals on a code’s usage are the developers; unfortunately, code biasing can tilt
this advantage into something of a disadvantage for validation, even without intent.  The solution
would appear to partition the intended usages of the ISP exercise into two categories: validation and
training.  Comparison reports would be separated by some criterion that distinguishes the various
experiences of the user for a specific code or code type; something of this type was attempted for the
ISP 37 exercise.

International standard problem exercises are emphasized in this report because they represent a
widely disseminated and, in most cases, well-documented experimental basis on which to exercise a
code and report findings.  Reductions in the code development budgets in many organizations will
undoubtedly mean that fewer code choices are available for safety analyses, with more organizations
relying on a select group of codes for their containment analyses.  The widespread use of some codes
like CONTAIN and MELCOR, with numerous individuals and countries applying them, indicates a
direction in how tools may develop and be applied in the future, including field codes like CFX and
GASFLOW.  For instance, more emphasis is currently being place on graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) to make these tools more user-friendly, that is, helping to extend use outside the development
staff.  Organizations are now expending more funds for application and less for development.  As a
result, consolidation of validation and training programmes seems more likely in the future, with the
role of ISPs becoming more integrated into the nuclear safety programmes of all OECD countries.
Recognizing this trend and supporting its proficient usage will be a challenge for all members of the
OECD community.
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6.  REMAINING UNCERTAINTIES DERIVED FROM
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL EXPERIENCE

6.1 General Remarks

As shown in the preceding sections of this report, a considerable number of experiments were
performed in a variety of test rigs.  A large amount of data was generated and stored.  These data
partially served as a comparison basis to an even larger number of analytical simulations of selected
experiments.  Several reports on code application exercises were assessed within the framework of
this SOAR.  Some conclusions have been drawn from ISP activities and from a number of analyses
of other experiments.  Especially, ISPs have been very useful in identifying code deficiencies and
code application problems.

Uncertainties in containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution phenomena may be
derived from a number of sources.  On the experimental side, there are uncertainties associated with
measured parameters, e.g., temperature pressure, gas concentration etc.  Moreover, there are
uncertainties derived with parameters, i.e., parameters not directly measured but derived from basic
measurements.  Examples are the heat transfer coefficients, flow resistance factors etc.  On the
analytical or computational side, uncertainties are associated with analytical models, specification of
input parameters based on knowledge of initial and boundary conditions and on user effects,
particularly in terms of choice of user-defined parameters and the choice of a computational scheme
(nodalization scheme).  Finally, there are uncertainties associated with the scaling issue, i.e., that of
extrapolating the results of a scaled experiment (either integral or specific phenomena oriented) to a
prototypic reactor case.

Evidently, not all of these uncertainties require the same degree of resolution.  Some uncertainties
can be effectively dealt with by performing a reasonably large number of sensitivity analyses using a
lumped-parameter code.  Yet the treatment of other uncertainties may require the use of a validated
field code.  However, development and assessment of field codes, for more accurately modelling
physical phenomena, require an additional experimental database consisting of separate-effects and
integral experiments.  The PIRT process serves as a useful role in this respect by ranking phenomena
that are important with regard to containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distribution, and, in so
doing, it provides a perspective on uncertainties with regard to their significance and recommended
methods of resolution.  As stated in Chapter 3, the phenomena ranked high in the PIRT process are
buoyancy-driven transport, mixing and stratification, natural convection, and transient conduction
(one dimensional).  In the following sections of this chapter, remaining uncertainties are discussed in
relation to these phenomena.

Differences between experimental and calculated results in the ISP exercises were, in many cases,
significant, indicating deficiencies in both analytical and experimental techniques.  Efforts to
analytically evaluate dominating processes and phenomena in containment experiments were often
frustrated by remaining uncertainties that involve variations in the choice of code input (e.g.,
nodalization, correlations for heat and mass transfer, etc.) and the specification of initial and
boundary conditions. The experimental evaluation has also been problematic because of limitations
of available measurement techniques, too large or uncertain error bands of measured data, and
conditioning and operating problems of test rigs.  Progress in the development of advanced
measurement techniques was slower than was progress in the development of more sophisticated
thermalhydraulic codes.  Important calculated parameters such as flow velocities or surface
condensation rates cannot be compared with relevant measurements because sensors are either not
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available, or they may seriously alter the local thermalhydraulic flow conditions.  However, not all
identified shortcomings are of equal importance for the variety of possible code applications.  This
view is largely related to the envisaged mitigative processes or devices that are supported by the
predictive analytical simulation.

Specific phenomena have been addressed that govern containment thermalhydraulics, in particular
the gas transport, mixing and long-term pressurization, which are characteristic features of the
containment behaviour under severe accident conditions.  An exemplary PIRT ranking illuminates
the general interactions of specific phenomena with important processes independent of containment
types but including the effects of PARs, one important mitigation device currently under discussion.
The PIRT table shows the interrelation between the phenomena and the components on one side and
those parameters (pressure, temperature, gas- composition) characterizing the state of the
containment system.

Certain conclusions have been derived from Chapters 4 and 5 concerning the usefulness and further
continuation of the ISP activity and concerning the necessity of more detailed future experiments.
What could be concluded from these findings about the current ability of the thermalhydraulic codes
to predict the thermalhydraulic behaviour of NPP containments under severe accident conditions?
How accurate and reliable are code predictions for plant applications and what are the main sources
of uncertainties?

6.2 Analytical Modelling Features

Any conclusions about the applicability of the results of containment thermalhydraulics and
hydrogen distribution experiments to reactor plant systems should not be drawn without extensively
discussing the scaling implications.  Some general remarks on designing scaled experimental test
facilities are given in Section 4.1.1 of this report.  As discussed in Section 4.4.1, extrapolation of
experimental observations to prototype reactor conditions will always be required and should be done
with caution.  A common tool is supposed to exist to help understand the characteristic behaviour of
test rigs and of the prototype as well.  A validated code is considered as such a tool, serving as an
idealized scaling and extrapolation procedure through sophisticated system modelling.  In this
context, the general applicability of the analytical simulation concepts hitherto proven by the ISP
exercises and by subsequent code applications to several other experiments has been anticipated.

The PIRT evaluation suggests that certain phenomenological models should be of first-order quality.
There would be a significant advantage for simplified parametric codes and integrated codes if their
models would be benchmarked for certain separable phenomena as first order for plant analyses.
Usage of validated field codes for such benchmarking is of practical interest.  Basic experiments such
as MISTRA may offer basic data needed to perform the first step, i.e., a convincing validation of
field codes for certain high-ranked phenomena.  Benchmarking some lumped-parameter codes
against a validated field code may also provide an attractive contribution for defending the
application of lumped-parameter codes.  With reduced funding in mind, it may not be possible to
conduct large-scale HDR-type tests in the future, but partial validation by means of field code
benchmarking could be supportive.

An assessment of existing predictive code uncertainties may best be illustrated by the structure and
the main components of an ASM.  Figure 6.2-1 recalls the fundamentals of the analytical simulation
procedure based on a given code.  The provided set of conservation and constitutive equations, an
adopted nodalization of the geometric model, the activated available code options together form the
ASM.  The initial and boundary conditions of the object to be simulated are essential elements of the
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ASM.  It is, in fact, the entire ASM concept that is tested by comparing experimental parameter
trends with calculated transients, e.g., in the framework of an ISP exercise.

The conservation equations for mass, energy, and momentum form the generally valid basis for a
number of differential equations.  Depending on the degree of sophistication, conservation equations
are derived separately for the gas, steam, and liquid phases, coupled by closure equations that
describe the interactions between the considered phases.  Lumped-parameter codes are based on the
fundamental assumption that within a chosen balance volume, often termed as control volume,
spatial differences of the considered variables are not of interest.  The averaged variables are only
time-dependent, resulting in a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).  In field codes, spatial
variation of properties inside a balance volume is taken into account by introducing higher-order
spatial derivatives for mass, momentum, and energy.  Thus a set of partial differential equations
(PDEs) for each component and each phase is generated within a balance volume, here termed "mesh
point". Closure equations are necessary as well to describe interactions between phases.  Numerical
solution procedures for ODEs differ considerably from those needed for PDEs.

The processed closure equations and other empirical correlations—e.g., for the determination of
surface heat transfer coefficients or of local flow resistance factors—in general have only a limited
validity range, primarily depending on the experimental background from which they have been
derived.  Hence one has to expect that without certain adjustments such correlations are not equally
suitable for all imaginable dimensions of simulated objects. The scalability of applied empirical
correlations is an open issue in transient two-phase flow (see for example, References 1 and 2).

The implementation of equations describing phenomenological processes requires assessments of a
code’s analytical limits; that is, to what degree of accuracy are the modelled processes described by
both the equations and the numerical algorithms used to apply those equations for predicting
containment events.  These assessments assume that the user or the initial and boundary conditions
will have a minimum effect.  The limits are broadly referred as being zero- or first-order modelling
approaches.  As an example, simplified parametric codes (sometimes also called computational
tools), intended for use in specific PSA applications, are based on simple parametric models that
attempt to interpolate between points for which parameter values have been determined by more
sophisticated analytical concepts.  Other examples are the integrated PSA codes used for fast-running
routine applications.  Integrated codes, in general, employ simplified versions of sophisticated codes
in order to run with reasonable computation time; for example, a simplified containment model is
coupled to a simplified primary system model to take into account the interaction between the
primary system thermalhydraulic transients and those inside the containment.  Such ASMs may be
classified as zero-order modelling approaches, demonstrating global interrelations of involved
processes.  They can be benchmarked against the results of sophisticated models, first-order
modelling approaches, which simulate important phenomena in a best-estimate (as realistic as
possible) manner, validated through comparisons to relevant experiments.  Examples have been
described in a more
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Figure 6.2-1.  Basic components defining an analytical simulation model (ASM)
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recent OECD report on "Level 2 PSA Methodology and Severe Accident Management" [3], which
the reader may consult.

Nodalization of technical systems such as the experimental test facilities or the compartmentalized
containment of a nuclear power plant is a decisive step when using a code.  It requires experience in
modelling of complicated systems and often necessitates appropriate compromises.  Nodalization, or
space discretization, provides the translation of the given geometric-model data on the fluid-dynamic
and the structural properties of the simulated object into an information form amenable to the
numerical code calculation.  Geometric-model data are normally deduced from drawings and should
be supported by details obtained from visual observation (plant walk-throughs) of the object, as for
example, exercised on occasion of some re-analyses of HDR-based ISP tests.  Rather crude general
arrangement drawings often may not be entirely suitable for geometrical modelling because they
sometimes disclose details that will contribute to inaccuracies of the analytical simulation.  Pathways
for condensate drainage, additional surfaces for condensate formation, local water collection (small
sumps) may be disregarded, although important for an accurate NPP containment modelling.

Adopted nodalization is also closely linked to the estimation of relevant flow resistance factors or
relationships to properly characterize junctions connecting chosen subvolumes of the simulated
object.  This criterion is, in particular, difficult for users of lumped-parameter codes when large free
containment volumes have to be subdivided into smaller balance volumes to facilitate the simulation
of a convective flow pattern inside such volumes.  Moreover, several other empirical correlations—
e.g., the surface heat transfer correlations or phase exchange correlations—require local
thermalhydraulic flow properties, modified or derived from volume-averaging lumped-parameter
code calculations as input information.

To some extent, the user also can select offered code options, which are often explicitly or inherently
interrelated with the decisions on the spatial resolution of the thermalhydraulic system to be
simulated.  Practically no difference exists for users of lumped-parameter codes or field codes in this
respect.  Thus it remains a challenging task for the code user to make the appropriate decisions on
how to nodalize a given technical object, be it a test facility or a nuclear reactor containment.

The sensitivity of calculations to the adopted modelling concept became evident from gas
concentration calculations submitted in the framework of ISP exercises when several participants
used the same code for their predictions but with quite different modelling approaches.  As to be
expected, more or less arbitrary modifications of flow resistance factors in combination with varied
nodalization schemes resulted in considerably different spatial gas distributions, however without
providing a reasonable physical justification for the adopted modifications.  Clearly, for plant
applications such practice may cause remarkable uncertainties.  At least, the nodalization should not
remain at the unlimited disposition of the code user.  Better basic guidance on how to use and apply a
code as a tool to support design decisions should primarily focus on the demonstration of numerical
convergence of a calculation with respect to the spatial resolution.  Variation of nodalization schemes
in order to modify a result into a desired direction without physical or convergence-related
justification should be severely restricted.
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6.3 Implications of Scaling

International standard problems and many other code validation efforts have been based on scaled
experiments.  From experience with ECCS codes, it is evident that the ability of codes to satisfy
obvious scaling requirements largely depends on the scaling ability of the empirical relationships
built into the codes and their interdependencies with a chosen nodalization concept [4-6].

Many code users have accumulated experience on how to optimize the necessary user decisions in
applying the code for successful predictions or recalculations of experimental events in various
scaled test rigs.  Success usually means the ASM has been applied with a minimum deviation
between calculated and measured parameters comparing either the time functions or singular values
at certain points in time for specific events.  However, an assessment of existing scale dependencies
of applied nodalization schemes in combination with other code options has never been performed
for these containment analyses.  Buoyancy-driven gas flow and water condensate drainage flow
modelling are of particular interest here.

To illustrate this point, Figure 6.3-1. shows in scale a comparison of the dimensions of various test
facilities and of a prototype nuclear reactor containment.  Of particular importance for buoyancy-
driven natural-convection flows are the vertical extensions.  It is easy to realize that experimental
data on global convective flows obtained from small facilities may not be representative for larger
objects.  Moreover, it might be realized that geometric similarity is by no means maintained.
Additionally, the effects of self-heating of airborne radioactive fission products on buoyancy-driven
flows inside the containment cannot be studied experimentally, although they might be influential
[7].  Will then a simulation strategy successfully applied for a particular test facility be representative
for other cases of code application, in specific for prototype plant applications?

An interesting step for an answer would be an attempt to conduct a series of counterpart tests at
reduced but different geometrical scales and at thermalhydraulic conditions most close to the
conditions expected in a real plant accident.  Such counterpart tests would be characterized by several
basic requirements :

• availability of test rigs at various scales with comparably sophisticated  measurement
techniques and designed under a common scaling philosophy;

 
• identical test goals (e.g., the same type of scenario should be studied by the involved

partners);
 
• similar testing conditions should be headed for and specified, allowing presumed

dominating phenomena neither to be suppressed nor overpronounced during an
experiment.

If modelled by a well-streamlined ASM, a counterpart test series would at least allow an estimate of
the degree to which that the ASMs satisfy scale-up requirements [8-9].  Unfortunately, for the time
being, larger test facilities suitable for far-reaching counterpart test activities are not available.
Former facilities, such as HDR Facility and the BMC, have been dismantled.  However, some
forthcoming facilities should be screened—with respect to size, typicality in compartmentalization
(in lieu of missing geometric similarity!) and available vertical extension to allow natural convection
to eventually develop—to become candidates for counterpart testing.
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Figure 6.3-1.  Scale comparison of test facilities with prototype containment
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6.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Regarding the testing conditions for the prediction of local gas composition transients, the location
and strength of steam and hydrogen sources into the containment test facility are dominating
boundary conditions.  Of equal importance for test facilities as well as for the nuclear power plant
containments are the initial conditions, which are determined by the accident phase preceding a
hydrogen release and the associated distribution process for long-lasting severe accident events.
During the early phase of a LOCA, the temperature distribution is generated on structural surfaces
and within the free volume of the containment.  Even inverse temperature stratification has been
observed during this phase.  Hence, in most ISP studies, specific attention has been drawn to the
conditioning procedures to which the test rigs were subject before the intended experiments actually
started.  Uncertainties resulting from the experimental conditioning procedure, have been quoted as
major contributors to observed differences between calculated and measured parameter trends for
some ISP exercises (e.g., the ISP 29 and the ISP 35 test).  Indeed, the ISP specifications for the
experimental blowdown events for ISPs 23 and ISP 29 required intensive and time-consuming
analytical studies, supported by the available pressure vessel blowdown instrumentation, to clarify
important input information for ISP participants to the best-possible extent compensating for
uncertainties or even errors in mass- and energy-flux measurements.

The prediction of the plant behaviour likewise would require a reliable commitment to the boundary
conditions anticipated for the severe accident scenarios to be analysed.  Each experiment is normally
carefully prepared, its mode of operation is specified in detail, and the beginning of the test is at the
discretion of the experimenter.  In contrast to the situation for experiments, the problem to specify
relevant boundary conditions for the accident simulation is more difficult for a NPP.  In particular, it
is not possible to localize the most unfavourable point of an anticipated hydrogen–steam release.
Consequently, a variety of accident scenarios must be covered.  Level 2 PSA studies can help to
identify the most important scenarios, correlate them to specific release locations, and thus reduce the
number of cases to be analytically simulated in detail.

Risk studies have provided a wide range of possible steam release rates in combination with
hydrogen formation rates expected from a degraded core.  More recent research has been conducted
into the processes resulting from late-phase quenching of a degraded core.  The mechanisms
governing these effects are not yet well understood, and more studies are needed to establish a
database suitable for the development of applicable simulation models for degraded core quenching
[10].  Hitherto available empirical versions of such models resulted in considerable underestimation
of experimentally observed hydrogen production rates.  Assumed rates for the release of a hydrogen–
steam mixture into a NPP containment for the time being must be considered as a boundary condition
with much greater associated uncertainty ranges than ever before experienced for corresponding
predictions of experimental events.

6.5 Sensitivity Analyses

As the preceding discussion has indicated, several factors may contribute to uncertainties and
inaccuracies accompanying the prediction of the containment thermalhydraulic behaviour under
severe accident conditions.  In general, uncertainty analyses attempt to quantify the effects of the
incompleteness of the code models in combination with the uncertainties of the model input
parameters simultaneously estimating the possible effect of phenomena or processes that have not yet
been studied in detail.  Several methods have been developed to generate uncertainty statements for
safety-relevant parameters of thermalhydraulic analyses of primary coolant systems (see, for
example, References 1, 11 and 12).  Methods have been developed and are discussed for best-
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estimate code calculations of primary-system transients of NPPs; experience in these methodologies
is still growing.  Depending on the selected method, uncertainty statements may differ in quality and
the effort involved may be large, varying from method to method.  Sometimes, expert judgement is
consulted to close existing gaps where analytical uncertainty assessment is not on hand.

Similar uncertainty assessment procedures have not yet been established for best-estimate
containment analyses.  The database of severe-accident-related containment experiments is relatively
small if compared to that of primary coolant system behaviour.  The less-known scale-up capabilities
of the available analytical simulation models may be another reason delaying the application of these
methods in the area of containment analyses at present time.

In Section 5.5, the experience in code applications to the recalculation of experiments was evaluated.
Differences between calculated and measured parameters were assessed with respect to achievable
numerical accuracies or existing simulation uncertainties, or both, for these experiments.  They are
partially related to the analytical limits of the applied codes, partially to the use of the code, and to
some extent to the uncertainties of the available initial and boundary conditions of the experiments.
As a next step, it will be necessary to quantify the individual contributions to the simulation
uncertainty, in particular that of analytical model limits of the involved code.  This is a difficult task
for the future, requiring considerable efforts to be successful.  Subsequently, an appropriate
methodology will be developed to interpret identified sources of uncertainties of the analytical
simulation of experiments for their effect on thermalhydraulic plant analyses.

For the time being, the potential of a numerical sensitivity study may be utilized to assess the
anticipated or expected margins of results calculated with an ASM for NPPs and to identify their
main contributors.  A reasonable sensitivity study for an adopted analytical simulation model will
take into account deviations from given nominal initial and boundary conditions, variations of some
optional code parameters (e.g., correlations for heat transfer and flow resistance factors), and
possibly a modification of the adopted nodalization concept.

However, some limitations must be observed.  Modifications of nodalization and the corresponding
variation of code options must remain physically reasonable; for example, heat transfer coefficients
may only be varied within established application limits.  With respect to the input boundary
conditions of an ASM, the variation of source functions characterizing steam and hydrogen release
into the containment must cover the known and anticipated bandwidths of these functions.  Location
and timing of a release, being scenario-dependent, have a strong effect on calculated gas
concentration distribution (an important safety-relevant parameter) and should be varied so as to
cover the scenarios of interest.

In summary, a reasonable sensitivity analysis can provide an insight into the dependencies of
required containment analyses regarding the applied analytical simulation strategies and the
reliability of the needed code input.  It can identify areas where existing uncertainties of input data
must be improved.  It also helps in the recognition of the effect that various analytical limits
introduce into the computational analysis of the containment behaviour.  Essentially, the extent of an
appropriate sensitivity analysis will depend on the safety question that a code calculation is supposed
to support, e.g., through the determination of suitable margins.
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6.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

Meaningful quantification of the uncertainties associated with the application of thermalhydraulic
codes for plant analyses is complex.  Based on comparisons of calculated physical parameters with
test results, some findings have emerged from Chapter 5 with respect to the analysis of experiments.
Because of scale-related influences, a cautious approach should be adopted when using these
findings, concerning the reliability of an ASM-based approach to scaled experiments, as grounds for
an assessment of model performance in applications involving NPP containment safety.  Certainly,
available thermalhydraulic codes will continue to be used to analyse the plant behaviour under severe
accident conditions.  For the time being, general conclusions about the predictive accuracy of codes
for the plant application are difficult to derive from the findings of Chapter 5.  The uncertainty of
thermalhydraulic plant behaviour predictions will be large, in particular because of the uncertainties
associated with the relevant boundary conditions.  Whenever major code applications serve to
analyse the thermalhydraulic effect of mitigation procedures for nuclear power reactor containments,
they should be accompanied by appropriate and relevant sensitivity analyses if safety margins have to
be quantified.  The results of code applications may indicate the expected computational margins of
such predictive analyses.

Regardless of the above-mentioned problem to improve the boundary conditions for severe accident
plant analyses, conducting a carefully planned counterpart test activity, as illustrated in Section 6.3,
might be an important step forward.  This step could shed some more light on the scalability of the
applied simulation concepts for thermalhydraulic processes inside the containment. Currently, this
evidence is scarce.
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7.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Containments of water-cooled power reactors traditionally have been designed to withstand the
mechanical and thermal consequences of a spectrum of postulated LOCAs.  The DBA scenarios,
which cover a range of ruptures of primary- or secondary-coolant lines up to the large-diameter main
recirculation line, have been internationally adopted to support the specification for the design and
the safety assessment of nearly all engineered safety systems.  Design-basis-accident-typical long-
and medium-term phenomena and processes were evaluated in detail in two earlier SOARs, namely
CSNI Report No. 126 on Pressure Suppression System Containments for Boiling Water Reactors and
CSNI Report No. 166 on Containments of Pressurized Water Reactors.  Little new information has
become available in this field since that time.  International Standard Problem 23 was the last activity
confirming findings of earlier studies.  Taking into account the conservative principles of the
containment design procedures we find that the conclusions and recommendations of these reports
remain fully valid.

Risk studies are now used to demonstrate the radiological consequences of severe accident scenarios,
which by definition are not covered by the existing reactor safety systems.  For such low-probability
scenarios, the preservation of the containment integrity is of utmost importance.  In particular, the
release of hydrogen poses a particular threat to the containment because for nearly all severe accident
sequences if left unmitigated it may lead to a dangerous combustion load.  Gas transport and mixing
within the containment free volume are important thermalhydraulic phenomena in this context.
Other processes such as core-melt ejection into the lower plenum, core-melt interactions with water,
or a core-melt penetrating the containment basemat may also threaten the containment integrity under
certain conditions of severe accidents.  The phenomenological understanding and the effect of these
processes on containment thermalhydraulics have recently been addressed in special reports.

National and international research efforts have been conducted to understand containment
thermalhydraulics under severe accident conditions.  A considerable experimental database has been
generated by integral model experiments at various scales.  Specific interest was devoted to long-
lasting natural-convection experiments, including mixing and thermal stratification.  Numerous
experiments were performed during the last decade to investigate the long-term thermalhydraulic
behaviour of containments.  Most of the 25 experiments listed in Table 4.1-3 addressed phenomena
associated with integral mixing processes in containments.  An impressive range of volumetric scale,
various compartment configurations, and accident conditions were studied.

Although more tests may be performed in the future to fulfil technical needs, the tests conducted
hitherto provide a reasonable database for current lumped-parameter code validation.  Many
experiments are well documented, and information has been made available to the nuclear
community.

Some restrictions with respect to the suitability for code validation purposes have also been noted.
Available pressure and temperature sensors in general yield reliable data for comparison with
corresponding analytical results.  Other parameters such as local steam condensation rates, gas
concentrations, and low flow velocities in open rooms typically indicating buoyancy-driven plume
formation are difficult to measure, are limited in number, and are burdened with larger uncertainties.

Considerable progress has been noted in more recent code developments, as also demonstrated by
ISP recalculations.  Several lumped-parameter codes have been improved or have been newly
developed replacing earlier versions that were available in only rudimentary form during the early
1980s, when risk studies were intensified.  The new code versions allow a more detailed insight into
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processes governing various scenarios of interest, specifically the highly important
buoyancy/stratification phenomena identified in Chapter 3.  Much attention has been devoted to
distribution calculations eventually serving as basis for a prediction of hydrogen combustion
consequences.

Multidimensional finite-element field codes have been further developed.  These codes provide
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for multicomponent gas flow and allow fine-grid
discretization of the free containment volume.  Various physical subroutines have been added, e.g.,
improved routines for heat exchange with confining structures including condensation film tracking
models, combustion models for hydrogen burns etc.  However, application of field codes is a
developing methodology requiring a great deal of experience, further validation efforts and the proof
of their predictive reliability, especially for full-plant analysis.  On the other hand, detailed validation
of sophisticated analytical simulation models—e.g., based on field codes—hitherto suffers from
restrictions mentioned above with respect to available measurement techniques.

Risk studies interrelate anticipated malfunctions of well-designed safety systems e.g., hydrogen
mitigation systems, with various severe accident scenarios and quantify the probabilities of such
events.  A large amount of work has been performed to better understand thermalhydraulics of
containments under these severe accident scenarios.  Transient hydrogen distribution within the
containment is an essential process for the analysis of available hydrogen mitigation systems such as

• the application of igniters,
 
• the use of catalytic recombiners,
 
• the installation of pre- or  post-inerting systems, and
 
• the activation of venting systems.

The selected hydrogen mitigation technique should work reliably under a variety of postulated
conditions, its efficiency should be predictable and assessed in view of the existing ultimate load
capabilities of the containment system as part of the risk study.

Thermalhydraulic codes provide the necessary tools to analyse the efficiency and reliability of
available hydrogen mitigation systems.  Unfortunately, because of a limited understanding of all
involved phenomena, processes and phenomena–process interactions, code predictions are
accompanied by some inaccuracies and uncertainties as is evident from the assessment of most recent
experimental and analytical experience.  Without additional research work, these uncertainties are
difficult to quantify and to reduce.

Major reasons for uncertainties associated with the analysis of containment internal buoyancy-driven
flows have been discussed.  Applicability and compatibility of empirical relationships for heat
transfer coefficients and flow resistance factors, in combination with chosen thermalhydraulic and
structural nodalization concepts representing the geometrical facts of the simulated object, were
addressed in Chapter 6.  Other uncertainties are related to the scalability of processed empirical
correlations.  The initial conditions and the boundary conditions under which integral experiments
had been performed are considered as additional sources of difficulties experienced in numerical
simulations.
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Recommendations on future work to improve the analytical tools must be carefully evaluated against
the possibilities to improve available measurement techniques or to develop innovative measurement
techniques to make optimal use of decreasing funding.  Certain supplementary experimental
activities have recently been started, as indicated in Chapter 4 of this report.  Even if because of
funding restrictions, only limited progress is expected in the execution and continuation of these
experimental programs they will shed more light into the reasons for existing uncertainties and are
therefore strongly recommended.  The quality and reliability of new experimental data may profit
from earlier experience, and some shortcomings may be avoidable in generating and processing new
experimental data.

Ongoing code development and validation work will utilize these data in the near future.
International co-operation within the framework of the OECD-sponsored ISP program will certainly
amplify the collaboration between experimental and analytical research laboratories on a broad level.
Hence the submission of useful proposals for new ISPs should be encouraged, as well as the
participation of analysts on a wide international level.  However, a more rigorous assessment of the
suitability of the proposals to be submitted is necessary.  A critical evaluation of the experimental
boundary conditions and of the installed measurement techniques is recommended for future ISP
selections.  CSNI Report No 17 provides a valid guideline for the necessary improvements.

In this context, it is recommended that a general phenomena-oriented containment code validation
matrix be established to support future code application practice and validation.  Such a matrix would
be best based on existing IETs or SET data, starting with DBA-oriented experiments and continuing
with experiments typical for severe accident scenarios.  Table 4.1-4 may serve as a valuable initiator.
In particular, the suitability of the instrumentation of the experiments to be selected addressing
particular phenomena must be evaluated within a first step.  Information on existing error bands for
available measured data should be established and documented.  Integrated- and separate-effects tests
should be distinguished, and information on adopted scaling principles should be given.  Specific
attention should be devoted to experiments suitable for future field code validation.  Some tests,
described in this report, addressing also phenomena other than integral mixing, will increase the
value of a future containment code validation matrix.

Concerning the application of lumped-parameter codes, as well as of field codes, it is highly
recommended that existing guidelines for users of codes not engaged in code development be
improved.  The guidelines should more rigorously inform users of the accumulated application
experience, in particular that obtained within the framework of ISP activities, and more clearly
indicate the rules and limits for the physically and numerically justified generation of ASMs with
thermalhydraulic codes.

Concluding this SOAR with respect to its main objectives, the following observations have been
made:

• The current capabilities of analytical tools (e.g., the lumped-parameter codes) to make
relevant predictions of the pressure history of a containment and the corresponding
average steam content are satisfactory.  Predictions of the gas distribution within
containments in case of hydrogen release into existing or future containments may be
considered as satisfactory for analysing hydrogen mitigation procedures for which safety
margins are sufficiently large to preclude significant accumulations of sensitive mixtures.
Gas distribution predictions needed to serve as initial basis for subsequent combustion
analyses would require more reliable high local resolution.  This requirement is
contingent upon the combustion mode to be investigated, particularly for diffusion
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flames and DDT, these modes require better local predictions of relevant initial
conditions.

• Codes derived on the basis of the lumped-parameter approach have shown their
application limits, in particular through a number of ISP exercises.  If predictive
accuracies are limited, appropriate sensitivity analyses should be performed for  plant-
specific analyses.  Also the prediction of slow containment pressurization caused by
decay heat transported from the core or from a released core-melt, up to the threshold for
venting may be performed reliably with lumped-parameter codes if computational
margins of the ASM results are carefully assessed.

 
• Recent applications of improved lumped-parameter codes for treating gas distributions,

specifically cases of global and regional stratifications, have indicated good success, as
demonstrated in ISP recalculations and other integrated test comparisons.  However, the
determination of consistency and limits of new techniques, including both the numerical
and physical modelling methods, needs further investigation, e.g., an expanded base of
test comparisons, analysis, and documentation.

 
• Field codes may be the preferred analytical methodology to predict gas concentration

distributions with the necessary spatial resolution to eventually serve as basis for
analyses of energetic combustion modes, e.g., turbulent combustion and DDT.
Considerable validation and accumulation of code application experience are considered
necessary before these tools can be reliably used for plant analyses.

OECD-sponsored ISP activities have been fruitful in identifying code application problems and in
amplifying the contacts between the experimental and analytical working communities.  To foster
further code development and validation, ISP activities should be continued.  This recommendation,
of course, requires competent laboratories and research centres to perform necessary tests and offer
their results to the nuclear community.  Integrated- as well as separate-effects tests will be needed.  In
the future, the suitability of experiments proposed as ISP bases should be more carefully assessed
than they were in the past before they are adopted.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Abbrev: Explanation:

ALWR ADVANCED LIGHT-WATER REACTOR

ASM ANALYTICAL SIMULATION MODEL

ATWS ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM

BARC BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE (BOMBAY)

BMC BATTELLE MODEL CONTAINMENT

BWR BOILING-WATER REACTOR

CEA COMMISSARIAT À L`ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE

CEC COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

CEGB CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERATING BOARD

CFD COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

CSNI COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

DBA DESIGN-BASIS ACCIDENT

DCH DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING

DDT DEFLAGRATION-DETONATION TRANSITION

DCMN DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION

(Pisa University, Italy)

ECCS EMERGENCY CORE-COOLING SYSTEM

ECN STICHTING ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND

(Netherlands Energy Research Foundation)

EDF ÉLECTRICITÉ DE FRANCE

EPRI ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE

ETSII ESCUELA TECNICA SUPERIOR DE INGENIEROS INDUSTRIALES

FAI FAUSKE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

GE GENERAL ELECTRIC

GPR GROUPE PERMANENT DES REACTEURS (FRANCE)

GRS GESELLSCHAFT FÜR ANLAGEN- UND REAKTORSICHERHEIT

(Company for System and Reactor Safety)

HDR DECOMMISSIONED HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTOR PLANT

HEDL HANFORD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

HPME HIGH-PRESSURE CORE-MELT EJECTION

IET INTEGRATED-EFFECTS TEST
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IPSN INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SÛRÉTE NUCLÉAIRE (Institute

for Nuclear Protection and Safety)

ISP INTERNATIONAL STANDARD PROBLEM

JAERI JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (TOKYO)

KWU KRAFTWERKSUNION

LANL LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

LBLOCA LARGE-BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

LOCA LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

LWR LIGHT-WATER REACTOR

MCCI MOLTEN CORE-CONCRETE INTERACTION

NAI NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS INC.

NEA NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY (OF OECD)

NPP NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

NUPEC NUCLEAR POWER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

ODE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

OECD ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

PAR PASSIVE AUTOCATALYTIC RECOMBINER

PDE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

PHWR PRESSURIZED HEAVY-WATER REACTOR

PIRT PHENOMENA IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING TABLE

PRA PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT

PSA PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS

PWR PRESSURIZED-WATER REACTOR

RSK REAKTORSICHERHEITSKOMMISSION (GERMANY)

SAC SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENA IN CONTAINMENT (Task Group)

SBLOCA SMALL-BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

SET SEPARATE-(OR SINGLE) EFFECTS TEST

SNL SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

SOAR STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT

UKAEA UNITED KINGDON ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY (LONDON)

USDOE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

USNRC UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

VVER VODA VODYNOY ENERGITICHESKIE REACTOR
(soviet-designed pressurized water reactor)
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APPENDIX A:  CODE DESCRIPTIONS

A.1 Lumped-parameter Codes

A.1.1 CONTAIN 2.0

A.1.1.1 Introduction

The CONTAIN code is a thermalhydraulics code that is based on the lumped-parameter formulation.
As an analytical tool, it is useful for predicting the complex phenomena associated with the physical,
chemical, and radiological conditions inside a containment and connected buildings of a nuclear
reactor plant during a postulated accident.  CONTAIN was developed at the Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), under the sponsorship of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC), for analyzing containment phenomena under design-basis accident (DBA) and severe
accident conditions.  The CONTAIN code release history is presented in Table A.1.1.1-1.  Code
validation highlights are summarized in Table A.1.1.1-2 for the tests conducted in various facilities
described in Table A.1.1.1-3.

Table A.1.1.1-1.  CONTAIN code release history

Code Version

(date)

Major Improvements and New Models

1.0
(August, 1984)

First official release of code

1.01
(December, 1984)

Modifications to correct nonstandard use of character variables

1.02
1.03
(May, 1985)

Modifications to make code conform to FORTRAN-77 standard

Improved lower-cell (pool and basemat) nodalization process, and engineering
safety systems models

1.04
(November, 1985)

Add water aerosol deposition into structure surface film layer, time-dependent
aerosol size distribution input parameters, and implicit flow solver for multicell
gas transport
Improved atmosphere-to-structure radiation model and hydrogen burn time-step
adjustment, and method to estimate liquid film boundary layer interface
temperature

1.05
(July, 1986)

Add carbon monoxide combustion, fission-product-targeted release and
acceptance, choked flow limit for intercell gas flow, and activation and de-
activation keywords for combustion model
Improved thermal properties, burn completeness correlation, and flexibility in
specifying combustion burn parameters

1.06
(February, 1987)

Add integrated implementation of the CORCON-Mod2 model for core-concrete
interactions (CCIs), VANESA model for aerosol generation and radioisotope
release from CCIs, water dropout model to remove water from atmosphere without
using aerosol dynamics model, and aerosol settling through flow paths
Improved models for radiant heat transfer (net enclosure model)

continued…
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Table A.1.1.1-1.  CONTAIN Code Release History (concluded)

Code Version

(date)

Major Improvements and New Models

1.10
(October, 1987)

Add specialized models for boiling water reactor features (safety relief valves and
pressure suppression pools), new flow path type (engineering vent) to provide
added flexibility to plant nodalization, and user-defined material properties
Improved method for tracking radioisotopes, the heat conduction algorithm for
lower-cell concrete floor model, various solution techniques including semi-
implicit coupling of the thermal radiation model with flow equations, and
automatic recovery from nonconvergence in the flow solver

1.11
(March, 1991)

Add moving-grid calculation technique for solving the equations for aerosol
growth by water vapour condensation, concrete outgassing of both bound and
evaporable water and carbon monoxide, generalized treatment of heat structure
boundary conditions, flexibility of variable setting on restart, aerosol settling into
pools, volumetric displacement of atmosphere by pools, and an averaging scheme
to approximate gas flow velocities within a cell, used for calculating force
convection for heat structures
Improved material property library; heat and mass transfer models for
condensation/evaporation at structure surface, and in ice condenser and fan
coolers; and, lower cell modelling of transient pool layers
Improved flexibility of user control over plot files

1.12
(March, 1991)

Add direct containment heating (DCH) modelling, reactor cavity models for high-
pressure debris dispersal and vessel blowdown, and new model for the vapour
saturation of noncondensable gas vented into pools
Improve concrete outgassing modelling to include ability to outgas from behind
liners

1.12V
(August, 1993)

Workstation version of release 1.12

1.2
(October, 1995)

Add film flow on wall structures, energy and mass conservation tracking, hybrid
flow solver, pool tracking, non-ideal equation of state for water, specific reactor
pressure vessel and cavity models for DCH, CORCON-Mod3, and fission-product
library
Improved DCH model set-up and heat and mass transfer for convection and
condensation on structures

2.0
(December, 1997)

Improvements in the DCH and hydrogen burn models and miscellaneous bug fixes
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

International Standard Problems (Sandia National Laboratories and others):
ISP 16 (V44) HDR DBA blowdown 5 A20 M-H M-H Pre-released version of code (1983).  High steam rate injection

into mid-elevation compartment, using explicit flow solver
with no forced convection imposed. Slight overprediction of
peak blowdown pressure.  Very good prediction of early-time
breakroom to adjoining room differential pressure.

ISP 23 (T31.5) HDR DBA blowdown 33, 60 1.10 H M High steam mass rate injection into mid-elevation
compartment, implicit flow solver, force convection specified.

ISP 29 (E11.2) HDR small-break loss of
coolant accident
(SBLOCA)/severe
accident with light
gas injection

9 1.11 H L-M Low steam mass rate and light gas injections at mid-elevation
followed by low-elevation steam injection; tendency to
overmix containment observed, light gas accumulation in
dome region severely underpredicted.

14, 15 1.2 M M-H Addition of hybrid flow solver improves substantially the
ability to predict stable stratifications.  Uncertainties in test
specification believed to be responsible for the medium
ranking given to pressure prediction.

ISP 35
(M-7-1)

NUPEC severe accident ,
steam and light gas
injection with sprays

28, 35 1.12w M-H M-H Steam preheating (210 min) followed by 30 min of test with
helium, steam and sprays.  Mid-elevation injections in steam
generator compartment.  Sprays tended to create currents that
mixed gases; the extent of the mixing was slightly
underpredicted since spray-induced gas currents were not
modelled.

ISP 37
(VANAM

M-3) 
2

BMC severe accident,
melted core
transients

12 1.12v M M-H Steam injection at mid- and low-elevation resulting in
convection loops and stratification.  Five participants using
CONTAIN, with significant scatter in pressure predictions.

continued…
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix (continued)
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

Other experimental comparisons by Sandia National Laboratories:
M-8-1 NUPEC severe accident, no

preheating, steam
and helium
injected at top of
pressurizer

35 1.2 (old
flow
solver)

M-H L-M Old flow solver (Option tends to overmix gases such that
stratification boundary at the top of pressurizer is
smeared.)

1.2
(hydrid
flow
solver)

M-H M-H Hybrid flow solver (default option) maintains a
stratification boundary near the top of pressurizer
corresponding to observed mixing behaviour.

LACE LA-4 CSTF severe accident,
vessel heatup,
steady state, and
depressurization,
steam injection in
bottom third of
open vessel

1 1.11 H M Low injection resulted in nearly well-mixed conditions.
Agreement in containment gas temperatures, except
below the injection where the code overmixes.  Vessel
steel walls were insulated, and the small, late-time
difference between measured and predicted pressure was
believed to be the result of uncertain insulation
properties.

ST-3 Surtsey severe accident,
hydrogen injection
into vessel with
ambient air

2, 8, 9,
and 15

1.12v N/A 3 H High Froude number injection of hydrogen caused a
marginally unstable condition to exist such that the
overmixing observed, below the injection elevation, was
well represented by the code—a fortuitous result caused
by numerical effects.  The ability to predict the observed
mixing was dependent on the nodalization scheme.

1.2 M-H Tendency of hybrid flow solver to maintain stable
stratification (lack of momentum-driven mixing) results
in an underprediction of mixing below the injection.

continued…
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix (continued)
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

Other experimental comparisons by Sandia National Laboratories:
202.3, 203.3,
212.1, 213.1,
214.1, 222.2,
224.1, 224.2

WEC Large-
Scale Test
Facility
(LST)

Long-term passive
containment
cooling for AP600
- steam injection
into steam
generator room,
varying initial air
mass

2, 4, and
17

1.12 H M-H The external passive containment cooling system
(PCCS) was modelled with additional cells.  Facility
arrangement did not allow convection loop between
above and below operation deck regions.  Steam was
injected into steam generator room, open to above deck,
open region.  Stratification between open regions above
the operation deck and deadend regions below deck was
well approximated using “compartment only” noding.
Stratifications above the operation deck were slight but
could not be calculated.  Results were dependent on
nodalization scheme.  The 17-cell scheme shows
overmixing behaviour.

221.1, 222.1 Long-term passive
with different
injection
elevations

4, 17 1.12 H M 4-cell nodalization corresponds to compartment
boundaries—stratification, caused by compression
effects, is well predicted.  17-cell nodalization allows for
convection loops—tends to overmix gas.  Overmixing
dependent on nodalization scheme.

17 1.2 H M-H Overmixing of gas below injection reduced, giving better
agreement with measurements.  Overmixing less
sensitive to nodalization scheme with use of hybrid flow
solver.

219.1 Long-term passive
with helium
injection into
steam generator
room

4 1.12 H L-M Long-term mixing of light gas underpredicted.  Gas
mixing believed to be dominated by gas diffusion, which
is not physically modelled in the code.
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix (continued)
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

Other experimental comparisons by Sandia National Laboratories:
221.1, 222.1 WEC Large-

Scale Test
Facility
(LST)

Rapid transient
injection of steam
to simulate DBA-
type phenomena

2, 4, and
17

1.12 M-H M-H Transient gas mixing was dominated by compression
effects.  Nodalization schemes such as the 17-cell
scheme with added cells below the injection tended to
restrict mixing somewhat so that lower vessel heat
transfer was reduced and pressure peak was
overpredicted.  2-cell scheme, with a single cell
representative of the vessel (excluding the generator
room) produced a well-mixed containment volume and
therefore overpredicted containment heat transfer and
underpredicted pressure.  The 4-cell scheme appeared to
approximate the compression effect well using deadend
cells such that the pressure peak was predicted better
than the other noding schemes.

17 1.2 M M-H Mixing underpredicted, pressure overpredicted—similar
to version 1.12 (old flow solver).

Test #1, 2, 3,
and 4

WEC Small-
Scale Test
Facility
(SST)

Long-term passive
containment
cooling

1 1.11 H N/A The external PCCS was modelled with two additional
cells.  Pressure controlled by PCCS.  Multiple-elevation
steam injection created by a centreline distribution pipe
with holes produced a well-mixed containment.

Experimental comparisons by others (AEA, U. of Maryland):
FAL-3A Falcon

facility,
open system
with inlet
and outlet

severe accident,
steam and helium
injection along
with solid aerosols

1 1.12 M-H 4 N/A Slight underprediction of degree of superheat.  Problem
believed to be the result of the high concentration of
helium in atmosphere and the assumed use of air
diffusivity to approximate the helium component
(corrected in later code versions).

continued…
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix (continued)
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

Experimental comparisons by others (AEA, University of Maryland):
ACE CSTF severe accident -

steam, solid
aerosols, and
iodine injections

1 1.11 H N/A Well-mixed steam and gas mixture in single-volume
vessel—temperature and saturation ratio predicted.

FIPLOC
verification
experiment,
F2

BMC 48-h heatup to
investigate
buoyancy-driven
circulation in
looped
compartments

1, 5, and
11

1.10 M-H L-M Uncertainties in containment leak rate made accurate
pressure and local temperature comparisons difficult.
Significant stratification observed—trends were
generally predicted.  Transition to well-mixed
containment not predicted because of unknown lower
compartment leakage rates.  Single-cell calculation
significantly underpredicted measured pressure rise.

DEMONA,
A9

BMC TH conditioning
for aerosol
deposition-steam
injection

5 1.11 M-H M-H Periods of saturated and superheated conditions.
Pressure and local temperature predicted.  Small degree
of stratification observed.

DEMONA,
B2

BMC TH conditioning
for dry aerosol

1 1.11 M N/A Well-mixed non-condensable gas experiment.
Depressurization dependent on containment leakage.
Laminar leak flows not modelled with current flow
models.  Temperature relaxation predicted well,
confirming dry heat transfer modelling in code.

DEMONA,
B3

BMC TH conditioning
for wet aerosol -

1 1.11 H N/A Well-mixed steam and gas mixture test.  Steam partial
pressures shown to be in good agreement with data.
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Table A.1.1.1-2.  CONTAIN code thermalhydraulic and intercell model experimental validation matrix (concluded)
Integral
experiment

Test
facility

Accident
simulated

Nodaliz-
ation

Code
Version

Model ranking1 Comment

Pressure Gas
Mixing

E11.4 HDR SBLOCA/severe
accident\low-
elevation steam
injection, vented
depressurization

13 1.12 H M-H Low-elevation injection of steam tends to mix
containment atmosphere, thereby producing a relatively
small degree of stratification (compared to E11.2).
Slight overprediction of light gas concentration in dome
region—general trends in temperature and concentration
throughout containment are predicted.

Notes:
1.  H - prediction of prime quantity (pressure, temperature, or concentration) to within 10% and predict the trends
     M - prediction of prime quantity to within 20% to 40 % and predict trends
     L - prediction of prime quantity less than 50% and only a few trends predicted

2.  Four participating countries from Europe using CONTAIN (Sandia did not participate)

3.  Not applicable (not measured or reported)

4.  Gas temperature comparisons only

Other abbreviations:  DBA (design-basis accident), SBLOCA (small-break loss-of-coolant accident)
                                  TH (thermalhydraulic)
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Table A.1.1.1-3.  Containment test facilities used for CONTAIN thermalhydraulic and intercell model validation

Facility Location Free Volume

(m3)

Sub-
compartments

Heat sinks Comment

HDR Germany 11 300 62 upper steel shell
internal concrete
walls, misc. steel

Large-scale containment with
vertical/horizontal aspect ratio significantly
larger (~4 times) than commercial plants.
Well instrumented for stratification studies.

NUPEC Japan 1310 28 steel shell
steel interior walls

1/4 scale model of PWR plant
non-prototypical internal heat sinks

BMC Germany 600 9 concrete exterior and
interior walls

scale model of German PWR plant
leakage rate uncertainty

CSTF USA 850 1 insulated steel shell domed cylindrical tank
used mainly for iodine and aerosol
deposition testing

Surtsey USA 59 1 insulated steel shell domed cylindrical tank
Falcon UK 0.3 1 insulated steel shell open tank (inlet and outlet) with heaters

used for aerosol deposition tests
WEC Large-
Scale Test
Facility

USA 84 1 and 4 passive cooled steel
shell
steel partition walls
misc. Al heat sinks

1/8 scale model of AP600 containment

WEC Small-
Scale Test
Facility

USA 4.7 1 passive cooled steel
shell

steam distribution pipe along axis of tall
cylindrical tank
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A.1.1.2 Important recent code development features

Recently, a new gravitational head formulation for the treatment of flows under stratified conditions
has been developed for CONTAIN [1].  The new formulation, termed the hybrid formulation or
hybrid flow solver, extends the predictive capability of the code to include fully developed, stably
stratified conditions that form in the containment as a result of a heat source or buoyant gas injection.
(A fully developed stratification is one in which the conditions are essentially well mixed above the
injection point but are stratified with respect to regions below the injection point.)  In addition to the
hybrid flow solver, other models in the code have been added or improved: inter-structure liquid film
flow modelling has been added to the heat transfer structure model; an energy and mass conservation
accounting method with detailed output has been added; the hydrogen combustion model has been
updated to include the HECTR 1.8 hydrogen burn model; and extensive pool-tracking modifications
have been added to allow the flooding of control volumes to be consistently treated.

In terms of containment thermalhydraulics and hydrogen distributions, the most important model
addition has been the hybrid flow solver.  The hybrid solver uses a combination of donor and average
density formulations for the gravitational head to treat the entire spectrum of possibilities for a
stratification with regard to its hydrostatic stability, including unstable, metastable, and stable.  This
modelling effort was begun during the CONTAIN peer review [2] to address the well-known problem
of overmixing that is apparently common to a number of lumped-parameter codes, as noted in the
reports on International Standard Problems ISP 23 and ISP 29.[3,4].  The validation of this new
advance in lumped-parameter modelling is discussed below and shows that the previously observed
overmixing is not a necessary consequence of the lumped-parameter approach.

Stratifications of interest in containment analysis are typically ones within enclosed volumes that are
generated by jets or plumes resulting from buoyant gas or heat sources or both.  To be treatable with
the most recent version of CONTAIN (CONTAIN 2.0), such a stratification must be stable and fully
developed.  The jet or plume in addition must occupy a small part of the cross-section of the enclosed
volume, so that the residence time of buoyant material within the jet or plume is short and the
conditions in the ambient fluid outside of the jet or plume, rather than those within the jet or plume,
are of principal interest.  In this case, it can be shown [5] that (1) the ambient fluid stratification for
temperature and concentrations is one dimensional, and (2) ambient fluid stratification within
containments can be predicted through integral relations (i.e., entrainment correlations) without
detailed knowledge of the entrainment flow fields near the jet or plume.  It should be noted that such
entrainment correlations are not available in CONTAIN 2.0, although idealized correlations have
been implemented in unofficial code versions.  Therefore, CONTAIN 2.0 is applicable only to stable,
fully developed stratifications, for which the detailed entrainment rate modelling is not important.
Fortunately, most stratifications formed after the initial blowdown in containment scenarios are
expected to be stable, and the time constant for the development of stratifications is typically short
compared to the time scale of interest, and the restriction to fully developed stratifications is not a
serious one.

A.1.1.3 Recommended problem types for application

The CONTAIN code is most commonly applied to the integrated analysis of containment DBA and
severe accident events.  Phenomenon identified as important to the prediction of containment loads
and events are generally nonlinear and are coupled.  The lumped-parameter approach makes the code
fast-running, so that an understanding of the complex interaction of various nonlinear models can be
investigated through sensitivity studies.  In many analyses, the initial conditions represented by
injection location, rates, or timing also require a large number of simulations.  In such cases, a code
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like CONTAIN is to be recommended because of its relatively fast execution time.  Because it is fast-
running, it is practical to run on a variety of workstations, as well as large mainframe computers.  The
code is currently running on SUN, IBM, HP, DEC, and CRAY workstations and CRAY mainframes.

With the lumped-parameter approach, the geometrical modelling of a containment is somewhat
involved but much more straightforward than what is required for a first-principles numerical
approach based on the conservation equations, without use of integral models.  For the former, a
substantial part of the input data is often available in tabular form that can be directly translated into
code input.  In some cases, more detailed geometrical information may be required but is typically
available from the general arrangement drawings provided in most plant safety analysis reports.  The
availability of data and ease of transference means that set-up time for a lumped-parameter model is
relatively short, allowing more resources to be devoted to the actual calculations and sensitivity
studies.  In contrast, obtaining the full benefits of a first-principles approach requires a full rendition
of a typically complex containment geometry composed of a number of irregularly shaped and sized
compartments connected by a labyrinth of pipes and interconnecting doorways and hatches and filled
with complex structures.

In addition to being fast-running with modest set-up requirements, CONTAIN—as well as most
lumped-parameter codes—is structured so that integral models can be used to simplify modelling
otherwise requiring a very complex nodalization if calculated from first principles.  For example, the
form and frictional loss coefficients used for interconnecting flow paths represent the integral
solution of a complex fluid flow problem in considerably simplified form.  Flow coefficients are
widely used in fluid transport problems and in containment analyses have been shown to provide
accurate representations of pressure-driven gas flows during rapid steam injections.[6,7].  Heat and
mass transfer correlations for heat sinks are another example of an integral model.  Jet and plume
entrainment correlations are yet another example.

A.1.1.4 Specific disadvantages of code

The disadvantages of the CONTAIN code are in its current inability to predict some of the details of
gas-mixing behaviour.  This deficiency stems from the lack of a detailed entrainment model for jets,
plumes, and shear layers; the lack of a molecular/turbulent diffusion model for the mixing of gases
across gas-gas interfaces, and the standard lumped-parameter assumption that momentum convection
within a control volume can be neglected.  As a result of these deficiencies, various features of
transient gas mixing cannot be predicted.  These include the initial formation stage of stratifications,
before attaining a fully developed stratification; long-term mixing behaviour, dominated by
molecular/turbulent diffusion processes; and the instability of stratifications because of momentum
convection.  However, it should be noted that the first deficiency, the lack of a detailed entrainment
model, could be remedied provided an appropriate entrainment model is available.  In addition, the
role of molecular/turbulent diffusion in containment scenarios has yet to be established, and
momentum convection is not expected to be important after the initial blowdown, during periods
when steam or hydrogen stratification or both stratifications become important.[4].

A.1.1.5 Validation highlights

Recently, SNL has re-assessed the most recent version of the CONTAIN code with the hybrid flow
solver against ISP 29 and other experiments where stratifications are observed [1].  Previous
calculations of the HDR experiment E11.2, on which ISP 29 is based, showed that code versions
preceding CONTAIN 2.0 overmixed the containment during the heatup phase of the experiment,
resulting in too little steam above the injection and too much steam below.  During the period after
the light gas injection and during a low-elevation steam injection, the code incorrectly predicted a
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decreasing hydrogen concentration in the dome region and was unable to predict the rather large
increase of hydrogen in the dome region subsequent to cooling of the dome shell by external sprays.
The hybrid solver has been implemented for general use in CONTAIN 2.0.  With this version,
predicted steam and hydrogen spatial profiles are significantly improved when compared with
measurements—dome hydrogen concentrations are now predicted to increase after the low-elevation
steam injection, and during the dome spray period a substantial increase in dome hydrogen is
indicated.  Other validation efforts with respect to stratifications have involved comparisons with
temperature and concentration profiles in the Surtsey, NUPEC, and Westinghouse Large-Scale Test
Facilities.[1,8,9].  In each of these comparisons, when highly stratified conditions were present and
the nodalization was sufficient to resolve the stratification, they were predicted to good accuracy or
considerably improved in accuracy with CONTAIN 2.0.  When such conditions were not present or
the nodalization was too coarse to capture the stratification, the containment conditions were
predicted to be essentially unchanged from those predicted by previous code versions.

A.1.1.6 User base

The CONTAIN code was first released over 10 years ago.  It has now matured into an analysis tool
that accomplishes essentially its stated purpose—to provide a validated predictive tool to analyze
containment thermalhydraulics including hydrogen transport and combustion, as confirmed through a
peer-review of the code [2].  The community of CONTAIN users is extensive, as indicated by the
variety of authors and institutions that have been involved in CONTAIN code applications and
validation exercises.  Reference and user manuals [10,11] are available, along with specific guidance
[8] and validation reports [1,9,12-15].  The code is one of the most widely distributed and accepted
nonproprietary containment code available to the reactor safety community.

A.1.2  MELCOR

A.1.2.1 Introduction

In 1982, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) sponsored development of the
MELCOR code at SNL to perform integrated analyses of accidents in nuclear reactors.  Relevant
phenomena are modelled parametrically, with the level of detail for each depending both on its
importance in an accident and on the consensus in the safety community concerning physical
understanding of the phenomenon.

MELCOR is a fully integrated, relatively fast-running code that models the progression of accidents
in light-water reactor (LWR) nuclear power plants (NPPs).  MELCOR is "integrated" in the sense
that various feedback effects would be modelled, including—but not limited to—the effects of
containment conditions on in-vessel accident progression and the relocation of heat sources with the
transport of radionuclides.  The previous calculational tool (Source Term Code Package (STCP)) [16]
required manual transfer of data from one code to another.  MELCOR eliminated this procedure and
the potential for introduction of errors.  The analysis of consequences was to be performed by a
separate computer tool, MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS) [17].  MELCOR
is capable of generating output for MACCS to use.

A.1.2.2 Important recent code development features

Recently, the critical heat flux correlation in MELCOR, based on the work of El-Genk and Guo et al.
[18], was compared with the latest correlation developed as a result of NRC-sponsored experiments
at Pennsylvania State University (i.e., Cheung et al. [19]).  MELCOR is sufficiently parametric that
this comparison was made without any modifications to the code; that is, the correlation was
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incorporated into the code solely through existing sensitivity coefficients.  This comparison
concluded that the default critical heat flux correlation in MELCOR (Guo et al.) provides a
conservative estimate when compared with the experimental results.  This observation demonstrates
the flexibility of the code and the soundness of the original critical heat flux model.

The list of phenomena now covered by MELCOR models includes two-phase hydrodynamics, heat,
and mass transfer, both in the reactor and in the containment; decay heat generation; fission-product
release and transport (including relocation of heat sources); aerosol physics; core and lower plenum
thermal response, degradation, and relocation; gas combustion; thermomechanical response of the
vessel lower head; low- and high-pressure melt–ejection phenomena; and melt–concrete interactions.
In addition, models are included for control systems and engineered safeguards. Provision is made for
user-specified fission power levels, including connection to a Chexal-Layman correlation for
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) situations.

MELCOR can analyze the complete sequence of an accident, from steady-state power operation
through calculation of the source term.  In the hands of an experienced analyst, the code can be used
to treat a variety of LWRs (including some that differ substantially from US commercial designs) and
experimental facilities, and to address questions of the sensitivity of calculated results to assumptions
and modelling choices.

MELCOR uses a control volume/flow path calculational method, similar to RELAP4, HECTR, and
CONTAIN.  All the models in CONTAIN are considered for implementation into MELCOR;
simplified models of most of the models are in MELCOR.  This includes CORCON-Mod3.
MELCOR contains the deflagration models from the HECTR 1.5 code, with more user-adjustable
parameters than were available in HECTR.  With the emphasis shifted to use MELCOR as a source
term code, several detailed models such as ex-vessel debris/concrete interactions (CORCON-Mod3),
fission-product release (VANESA) [20], and aerosol scrubbing in water pools (SPARC-90) [21] were
added as parts of MELCOR.

An entire spectrum of accident phenomena is modelled in MELCOR.  Characteristics of accident
progression that can be treated with MELCOR include the thermalhydraulic response in the reactor
coolant system (RCS), reactor cavity, containment, and confinement buildings; core heatup and
degradation; radionuclide release and transport; hydrogen production, transport, and combustion;
core-concrete attack; heat structure response; and the effect of engineered safety features on
thermalhydraulic and radionuclide behaviour.

There is also a growing appreciation of the potential uncertainties in our understanding of accident
sequences and progression as well as in the accident analysis themselves.  An important part of
MELCOR is the capability to perform sensitivity analyses and uncertainty analyses through the use of
sensitivity coefficients.  Many parameters in correlations, which are hardwired constants in most
codes, are sensitivity coefficients in MELCOR and are adjustable by the user through input, as
discussed in the MELCOR manuals [22].  For example, the coefficients in a heat transfer correlation
are usually assumed to be constant.  However, in MELCOR the constants are coded as sensitivity
coefficients that can be changed by the user to determine the sensitivity of the results to the heat
transfer correlation.

A.1.2.3 Validation highlights

MELCOR was peer-reviewed in 1991 [23].  Much of our subsequent model development and
improvement activities have been based on comments received in that review.  All new models have
been independently peer-reviewed before being incorporated into MELCOR.  One of the peer-review
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suggestions was the need for additional code assessment.  This suggestion resulted in the formation
of the MELCOR Co-operative Assessment Program (MCAP) as an ongoing activity to assess the
code against experiments and in performing plant analyses.  Twenty-two countries are currently
participating in the MCAP activities.  MCAP produces annual reports to document all MELCOR-
related analyses reported by the MCAP participants during the preceding year.

Currently most major experiments are or have been modelled with MELCOR by the code developers
or users of MELCOR.  This list of experiments includes ABCOVE, ACE, ACRR (DC, DF, MP, and
ST), ATT (Marviken-V), Battelle Model Containment, BETA, CORA, CSE, DCH (1:40 CWTI
(ANL) and 1:10 Surtsey (SNL)), DEMONA, EJECT, EPSI, FALCON, FIST, FLECHT-SEASET,
FLHT, HCOG (1:4 Scale), HDR, HEVA, LACE, LOFT FP-2, LFP (in Surtsey), MIST, NUPEC
hydrogen tests, PACTEL (natural circulation), PBF-SFD, PHEBUS (FP and SFD), PMK, PNL Ice
Condenser, Semiscale, SEGMA, SNL 1:6 Scale Containment, SPARTA, STEP, SURC, SWISS-2,
WETCOR, VI, and GE Large Vessel Swell.  MELCOR has essentially duplicated the quarter-scale
HCOG hydrogen tests results for a Mark III containment.  Currently, modelling of the PHEBUS FPT-
0 experiment is complete and work is progressing on modelling of the PHEBUS FPT-1 experiment.
MELCOR is also used in all ISPs, the most recent of which is ISP 37 of the VANAM-M3
experiment.  Sandia National Laboratories was one of the users of MELCOR in this problem and the
results were reasonable.  Since completion of the ISP, the hygroscopic model was complete and the
re-run analysis yielded good agreement with the data .

Each release of the code is independently evaluated by the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The
purpose this independent evaluation is to perform quality control verification to ensure that models,
common numerics, and control options have been correctly implemented. Brookhaven provides
feedback to SNL to correct any problems encountered.

A.1.2.4 Specific disadvantages of code

The disadvantage of MELCOR is also one of its strengths, namely its flexibility through the use of
user-adjustable default values.  The default values are frequently used by analysts, primarily because
they may not be aware of any reason to change to a different value.  The default values have not been
endorsed by the USNRC or by SNL.  Currently, we are investigating the default values to identify
those that should be changed and to provide a basis for the default values.  Future editions of the
manuals will highlight the default values and the need for users to verify their applicability for the
problem they will be analysing.

A.1.2.5 User base

Nine versions of MELCOR have been released and distributed in the past 10 years.  The latest
distributed version, referred to as Version 1.8.3, was released in July of 1997 and has been received
by more than 48 organizations in 22 countries.  The code is supported on a variety of machines and
operating systems including various UNIX workstations (including IBM, SUN, DEC, and HP),
mainframes (including Crays and DEC VMS machines), and personal computers (PCs) using DOS or
Windows.  The distribution includes a graphics package that allows preparation of time-history plots
of user-selected variables on any supported machine, without the need for third-party software.

MELCOR continues to be improved.  Currently, the MELCOR 1.8.4 Reference Manual, User’s
Guide, related documents, and sample input decks (as well as updates as they become available) are
available through the World Wide Web at URL www.nrc.gov/RES/melcor/.  The new version 1.8.4
has many new and improved models.
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New models that are available for this release include the following:

1. interactions between the reactor vessel and water in a flooded cavity,
 
2. creep rupture failure of the vessel lower head,
 
3. blockage of flow by core debris,
 
4. chemisorption of fission products on metallic surfaces,
 
5. hygroscopic aerosols,
 
6. fission-product aerosol behaviour, and
 
7. support of fuel pellets by ZrO2 and Zr.

Significant improvements have been made to models for

1. chemical reactions between boron carbide and steam,
 
2. detailed temperature and composition profiles for gases within the reactor core,
 
3. scrubbing of gas-borne fission products by passage through water pools, and
 
4. modelling of downward and cross-flows in cores.

Future code releases will include improvements to the modelling of boiling-water reactor (BWR)
core sprays, core plate and core support structure, fission-product release under high-pressure melt-
ejection (HPME) conditions, ex-vessel debris spreading, and core reflooding.

A.1.3   GOTHIC

A.1.3.1 Introduction

GOTHIC (Generation Of Thermal Hydraulic Information for Containments) is a general-purpose
thermalhydraulics computer program.  It can be used for design, licensing and safety and operating
analysis of nuclear containments and other confinements [24].

GOTHIC was developed from the public domain containment analysis code, COBRA-NC by
Numerical Applications Inc. (NAI), which owns the code together with the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) of the United States.  Version3.4e (1993) is publicly available, and further
development (current Version 6.0 - 1998) is funded by an EPRI-sponsored user group consisting of
about 30 US and international organizations (mainly utilities) and is thus proprietary.  Versions of
GOTHIC have been applied to ISP 29, ISP 35 and ISP 37.  Its validation base for lumped-parameter
and coarsely meshed distributed parameter models is very good, with application to BFMC
blowdown tests D-1, 15 and 16, C-13 and 15; BFMC hydrogen mixing tests 6, 12 and 20; HEDL
hydrogen mixing tests HM-5 and 6; LACE tests LA-5 and 6; Marvikken tests 17, 19, 22 and 24;
CVTR DBA tests 3, 4 and 5; and HDR tests V21.1, T31.1, T31.5 and V44 [25].  This validation base
has recently been extended by Battelle’s application of GOTHIC to the CEC-F2 experiment,
VANAM-M2, PAR test MC1 and MC3, all in the Battelle Model Containment (BMC), and several
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HDR tests, including simulations of E11.2 and E11.4 using a truly two-dimensional six-node region
for the dome.

A.1.3.2 Code features

GOTHIC calculates the thermalhydraulic response of a full-scale containment building modelled as a
collection of interconnected volumes.  In a lumped-parameter model, GOTHIC treats each
compartment as a single control volume.  A more detailed but more computationally intensive
analysis can be obtained by subdividing some or all control volumes into one-, two- or three-
dimensional Cartesian meshes.  Mass, momentum and energy are transferred between control
volumes using one-dimensional flow paths.  Heat transfer to and from structures is handled using
thermal conductor models.  The complete response of a model is calculated by solving a combination
of mass, momentum and energy conservation for three phases: vapour, liquid and droplets, and
mechanistic models for interface mass, energy and momentum transfer.  An ice phase is also included
for ice-condenser analysis.  While Version 3.4e contains only a simple one-parameter turbulence
model, Version 5.0 can treat turbulence in a number of ways, including a k − ε  model.  GOTHIC
simulations can also include models of engineered safety systems when calculating the containment
response.  These include valves and doors, pumps and fans, cooling sprays, heat exchangers, and (in
recent versions) hydrogen recombiners.  The inclusion of these models allows modelling of automatic
containment response and the effects of operator action during an incident, i.e., accident
management.  Engineered safety features are activated through trips, which respond to changes in
selected variables such as pressure, temperature, and velocity or on the status of other trips.  Trips
can also be used to control boundary conditions.  The latest version also includes a lumped-parameter
and a distributed-parameter hydrogen burn model.

A.1.3.3 GOTHIC Validation in Canada

GOTHIC has been acquired by members of the Canadian nuclear industry and will be used for safety
analysis of CANDU containments, including analysis of hydrogen distribution.  Validation of all
major safety analysis codes is a major requirement by the regulatory body and the goal of an industry-
wide code validation effort.  To provide a systematic framework for the validation work, the industry
has adopted the methodology of validation matrices, similar to that developed by the NEA for LWRs
[26].  Specialists in 6 scientific disciplines—Systems Thermalhydraulics, Fuel and Fuel Channel
Thermalmechanical Behaviour, Fission-Product Release and Transport, Containment Behaviour,
Physics, and Moderator and Shield Systems Thermalhydraulics—are developing the matrices for
CANDU plants.  These disciplines cover a much broader range of phenomena than those addressed
by Reference 26.

The validation matrix methodology has five basic components [27], as shown in
Figure A.1.3.3-1.  The first component is the Technical Basis Document, which provides a total
overview of all postulated accidents in the design basis of the nuclear plant and the associated main
physical phenomena governing the behaviour of plant systems.  The steps for the validation matrix
development, the second component, are as follows:
_______________________________
CANDU is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
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Figure A.1.3.3-1:  Validation Process
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a. identification of accident scenarios to be analysed,

b. identification and ranking of phenomena relevant to these accidents,

c. description of the phenomena,

d. identification of experiments that exhibit the phenomena,

e. description of the source facilities/tests, and

f. generation of a cross-reference table of phenomena versus relevant experimental data.

The validation matrix comprises the tables in items (b) and (f) above (a list of CANDU containment
behaviour phenomena and accident scenarios is currently being considered for release for the purpose
of inclusion in this SOAR).  These two components provide the general knowledge base, which is
code independent.  The last three components are code-specific: a code validation plan identifies the
necessary work required for validation; validation exercises compare code calculations with
experimental data; and a validation manual summarizes code accuracy, sensitivities and uncertainties
for specific applications. The manual addresses the question of whether the validation is adequate.

Because the current validation base for GOTHIC in its lumped-parameter mode is good, AECL will
focus on validating GOTHIC for 3D applications, essential in predicting hydrogen distribution in the
absence of active mixing equipment and for the prediction of hydrogen burn consequences, be they
from deliberate or accidental ignition.  Validation of GOTHIC for CANDU containment safety
analysis is planned to be completed in 2001.

A.1.4 FUMO

A.1.4.1 Introduction

The FUMO code [28,29] was developed as a part of an ongoing severe accident) research program by
the Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Construction (DCMN) of the Pisa University.  The
purpose of the code is to provide a best-estimate tool for thermalhydraulic analysis of a containment
system under severe accident conditions.  In particular, it is able to predict pressures, temperatures
and gas distributions within the containment by assessing loads and associated threats to the system
integrity.  An "integrated" version of the code is also able to perform coupled analysis of primary and
containment systems [30] for advanced LWR plants.  The present version includes models related to
hydrogen burning, direct containment heating (DCH) [31], and corium-water interaction.  Specific
models for external gravity-driven spray [32], "pool management" and heavy-water properties
provide FUMO with the capability to analyse a wide range of LWR, heavy-water reactor (HWR), and
advanced plants accident sequences [33].

A.1.4.2 Code features

Multicompartment.  The code is able to treat the thermalhydraulic transients caused by a mass and
energy blowdown in a multicompartment containment.  The transient is described using a quasi-
steady-state approach.  The major phenomena that are simulated include intercell flow, heat and mass
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transfer processes, and simulation of emergency safety features, as the internal spray system.
Thermodynamic conditions in each control volume are calculated according to the following options:

a. a stagnant homogeneous mixture of steam, liquid water and air;

b. a two-region model, consisting of a homogeneous air-steam mixture region and a liquid pool
region; the pool region may or may not be in thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere
(Figure A.1.4.2-1);

c. a two-region model, consisting of a 6 non-gases/steam region and a liquid pool

Gases taken into account are oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and dioxide, and argon.
Their production can be simulated with input blowdown tables, except for the hydrogen production
during the corium-water interaction, that can be directly calculated.  In very high volumes, it is
possible to use a model for hydrogen and steam vertical distributions.

Different de-entrainment models are available for evaluating the water condensed in the containment
atmosphere and its falling velocity, taking into account the drop diameter and the mixture turbulence.

Figure A.1.4.2-1.  Description of a FUMO compartment

Heat Transfer.  Particular care is given to flexibility in modelling heat sinks and heat transfer
coefficients.  Heat transfer between containment atmosphere and heat-conducting structures can be
calculated using a set of heat transfer correlations or a mechanistic model based on the analogy of
heat and mass transfer.  Temperature distribution inside a structure is evaluated by solving the
Fourier equation by a specifically developed coarse-mesh method [28].  A key aspect in this field is
the limits imposed by heat transfer correlations or models derived from specific experimental
conditions.  In this context, a SOAR on available models and recent experiments, relevant to
prediction of condensation heat transfer, was produced [34].  A mechanistic condensation heat
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transfer model was also developed [35], by using the analogy between momentum, heat and mass
transfer for forced and natural convection. Both smooth and wavy interfaces can be simulated for
condensate film to better describe situations (high condensation mass transfer rates) when the film
thermal resistance is comparable with that of the mixture boundary layer.

Junctions.  FUMO uses a multicompartment configuration that allows an arbitrary arrangement of
control volumes and flow paths.  Control volumes are connected through junctions that can be also
submerged by water or that have a time- and pressure-dependent area.  The junction flow rate is
derived from the acceleration flow model, with the option of being quasi-steady, and can be evaluated
in three different ways:

1. from the pressure difference across the flow paths, considering mixture inertia as well as
frictional resistance.  It can be also calculated by neglecting inertia (flow rate is assumed to come
instantly to steady-state value);

2. for flow regimes characterized by small pressure differences compared to cell pressures (typical
in long-term phase) and a fast-running option, based on a semi-implicit model, has been
developed; and

3. Bernoulli equation is solved for the evaluation of water flow rate.

Natural Circulation.  Specific models [28] have been developed to simulate loop-type natural
circulation or phenomena inside a control node.  Mass flow is calculated considering the density
difference as the driving force, due both to the different gas temperature and to the different
atmosphere composition.  Using these models, it is possible to overcome some limits of the lumped-
parameter approach.  For the description of a closed loop, a realistic evaluation of the gravitational
head developed within two consecutive compartments of a branch is performed.  The integration in a
cell is therefore between the two ends of the flow path linked to the cell, with the hypothesis of a
constant density of the atmosphere, while the integration along the junction, which links two
consecutive nodes, is performed relating to an average value of the densities of the two connected
cells.  The natural-circulation flow rate is determined by integrating the momentum equation for the
whole system using an electrical analogy.  In this analogy the natural-circulation flow is equivalent to
the current in a single network, the friction losses along the branch are equivalent to the electrical
resistances, and the "driving force" that is due to the difference of the integral of density along
branches is equivalent to a direct current generator.  Finally, each node is equivalent to an electrical
capacitance.

Atmosphere Stratification.  Together with the model for the evaluation of the natural-circulation
flow, a model [28] for the simulation of buoyancy and diffusive flows resulting from gas and steam
stratification inside a large containment volume has been implemented in FUMO.  This model is
organized in two temporal phases: in the first one the buoyancy mass flow towards the upper zone of
the analysed node is described, and in the second one, the homogenization of the gas and steam
concentrations, caused by the diffusion process towards the lower zone, is simulated.  The first phase
of this stratification process is analysed by dividing the considered control volume into n vertical
zones and resolving, for each zone, a balance equation for the specific flow rate of considered gas
moles.  In this way it is possible to obtain a vertical distribution of concentrations.  The second phase
simulates the gas molecular diffusion that is due to the gradient of the concentration inside a volume.
The Fick law for diffusion is resolved in a one-dimensional geometry using a completely implicit
method of solution.
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Hydrogen Combustion.  The model is based on a stationary model, called FLAME [36].  The flame
propagation is considered isotropic, and the combustion completeness is limited only by the
flammability limit achievement.  The main characteristics of FLAME are as follows:

a. Injection and flammability criteria are based on the concentration of the combustible mixture; if
the combustion starts in a control node, it goes on in the following time steps, until the
achievement of default minimum concentrations of reactants.

b. Burning time ratio between the characteristic length of the compartment and the flame velocity, is
calculated on the basis of semiempirical correlations.

c. Flame propagation—If combustion starts in a compartment at a given time step, the combustion
process propagates into all the adjacent nodes (isotropic propagation) if the flammability
condition is satisfied.

Consumption rate of the reactants (hydrogen, oxygen and carbon monoxide) and formation rate of the
products (steam and carbon dioxide) are given by the ratio between mass variations and burning time
for a complete combustion.  During the combustion process, FUMO uses an integration time step
equal to the smallest of all the complete burning times for the compartments in which a flammable
mixture exists.  On the basis of this assumption, one or more time steps are required in order to
complete the combustion in all the nodes.  At the end of each step, the mass and energy of the gases,
present in each compartment, are updated on the basis of the junction flows; in this way
concentrations and flammability characteristics are also updated.

A.1.4.3 Validation highlights

FUMO has been applied to the analyses of several international experiments.  Among these
experiments are the large-scale HDR test E11.2 [37], the FIPLOC-F2 test [38], and the NUPEC M-7-
1 test [39] discussed below.

FIPLOC F2 Test.  The major objective of this test [38] was to investigate thermalhydraulic long-term
phenomena, with special emphasis on natural convection in a containment with a loop-type geometry.
Description of natural circulation was correctly performed by FUMO and also prediction of the
overall transient was good [40].  Some limitations were, however, highlighted for phenomena
influenced by containment local conditions.  The results obtained (FUMO), with respect to natural-
convection flow patterns and changes in the main flow direction, are compared with experimental
data (EXP) and previous FUMO calculation (old) without the natural circulation models in
Figure A.1.4.3-1.

HDR E11.2 Test.  The HDR E11.2 test [37] simulates, in the first phase of the transient, a small-
break SBLOCA within a multicompartment containment.  This first phase is followed by a steam–
hydrogen mixture injection.  Steam strongly enriches volumes above the break, but it does not return
down in a substantial quantity.  Local gas concentrations of up to 16% were measured near the
injection point, and concentrations between 12% and 14% were observed inside the dome (Figure
A.1.4-3-2).  The gas was only able to penetrate in small amounts into lower regions through a
diffusion process.  This was correctly predicted by FUMO.  It is also possible to use the stratification
model to predict the increase inside the dome for the hydrogen concentration during the external
spray activation period.
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NUPEC M-7-1 Test.  The test [39] was conducted in a model of a 1/4 linear scale full-pressure
containment.  The macroscopic flow patterns are well predicted by FUMO [41].  Low gas
concentrations are revealed in lower compartments (Figure A.1.4.3-3) and in the

Figure A.1.4.3-1.  Natural circulation velocity through the main loop

Figure A.1.4.3-2.  Hydrogen concentration in the dome region
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Figure A.1.4.3-3.  Hydrogen concentration in the lower containment

nodes not involved in the natural-circulation cycles.  The code’s capability to predict the main
containment thermalhydraulic phenomena has been confirmed.  In particular, this capability is due to
improvements in the user capability in understanding and describing the main physical phenomena of
the test, linked to the internal spray activation:

• increase of effective heat transfer coefficient with respect to standard containment correlations
(forced convection vs. natural convection field normally present in the long-term phase);

• water falling from upper pools and flow tracking of spray from the injection zone towards the
atmosphere of lower nodes (cooling action not limited in the spray node); and

• increase in homogenization of "dead" rooms caused by the spray mixing action.

Comparisons between experimental data and predictions for the main international exercises in this
field showed that an appreciable improvement in the modelling of the natural-circulation phenomena
exists.  The errors on temperature and gas distributions using FUMO natural-circulation models are
reduced in a substantial way, with respect to the experimental data and the necessary condition to
perform a realistic prediction of a severe accident sequence.  Comparison of results obtained in
analysis performed using these natural-circulation and stratification models against previous results
obtained with a pure lumped-parameter approach shows the validity of the proposed methodology.
The goal is to overcome some limitations that are due to the lumped-parameter approach in obtaining
information of local type, such as the hydrogen concentration.  The disadvantages of FUMO,
common for all the codes based on a lumped parameter approach, are in its inability to predict some
of the details of the gas-mixing behaviour as jets and plumes [42].
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A.1.5  MAAP-4

A.1.5.1 Development History

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) [43,44] has been developed over the past 13 years
in 2 distinct phases.  After the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, and based on the recommendation
that LWRs should be designed to deal with a degraded core and with melted-core accidents, MAAP-1
was developed in a first phase by Fauske & Associates, Inc. (FAI).  In a second phase, MAAP
development—under the sponsorship of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)—led to the
creation of the major code versions, MAAP3.0 and MAAP3.0B, for individual plant examination
studies, and later to MAAP-4.

A.1.5.2 Introduction

The MAAP-4  code for integrated severe accident analysis is intended to be used for Level 1 and
Level 2 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) and for severe accident management evaluations for
current and advanced LWRs.  MAAP-4 can be used for Level 1 analyses to determine whether a
given specification of initiating events and recovery times leads to core damage or recovery or to
both.  It can be used in Level 2 analyses to determine containment response and fission-product
release histories to the environment.  The code’s important models are core heatup and melt
progression, lower plenum debris behaviour, in-vessel cooling phenomena (such as those that
occurred in the TMI accident), and external vessel cooling, passive safety system models for
advanced-light-water reactors (ALWRs), hydrogen transport, and stratification in containment and
combustion.

A.1.5.3 Code features

a. Code architecture

Plant simulation is a dynamic process that begins with a picture of the plant state and then predicts
the time evolution of the state.  The "state variables" completely define the plant state and include the
mass and energy in the control volumes as well as the status of equipment (on, off, stand-by).  Types
of state variables in the MAAP code illustrate the scope of the calculations.  In each control volume,
there may be a water mass and energy, a mass of 6 gas compounds and 1 total gas energy.  Masses of
12 chemical forms consisting of the released fission products can each exist in 3 possible states:
vapour, aerosol, and deposited.  There may also be core debris, for which 50 compounds are tracked,
such as fuel and clad (U, UO2, Zr, ZrO2), control (B4C, Ag, In, Cd), steel (Fe, Cr, Ni), concrete (SiO2,
CaO, etc.), and fission products (Sr, SrO, Ba, BaO, etc.), with one energy for the debris.  Lumped
heat sinks in a volume are represented by single temperature, and distributed heat sinks are
represented by a temperature gradient in one or two dimensions.

b. Plant representation

Control volumes are defined for conservation of mass and energy and fall into three main groups—
core, primary system, and containment plus reactor building—which are later detailed.  For any plant,
the containment and the auxiliary and reactor buildings outside containment are modelled using a
flexible node and junction scheme so that the layout is completely determined by the user.  Up to 30
nodes may be arbitrarily connected by more than one junction between rooms.  Junctions can
represent the normal openings, leakage paths, ventilation ducts, and failures.  Nodes are chosen to
correspond to spaces that communicate via doors or shafts, so that open spaces are generally
considered in the same node.  Thus a typical BWR containment might contain up to 5 nodes: the
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annulus around the vessel, the CRD room below the vessel, the dry well, the downcomer vents, and
the wet well; a typical PWR containment might contain a similar number (Figure A.1.5.3-1).  Finer
nodalization is possible when a containment is more highly compartmentalized and when the debris
or the hydrogen distribution is in question.

MAAP uses nodes that contain gradients or sub-nodes physics to simulate certain processes instead
of well-mixed control volumes, when necessary.  For example, the potential formation of stable
stratified layers inside an otherwise lumped-containment control volume is considered when hot gas
enters into the top of a room, and therefore may not mix with gas in the room and exit out of a side
wall or bottom flow path.  Sub-node physics thus draws attention to important details only when it is
necessary, so those phenomena are modelled at their own natural scale.

c. User controls and operator modelling

MAAP-4 contains an elegant scheme  for the input processing to allow user control of a simulation
and operator modelling.  "Intervention conditions" are specified by the user to define plant states that
will lead to either operator actions, equipment automatic function, or some other equipment status
change.  Corresponding to these conditions are “action blocks" that contain commands for equipment
and operator performance.

Detailed plant system logic, operator procedures, and event trees can be easily represented and
understood using the intervention and the action structure.  Interventions may be specified to simulate
a sequence defined in an event tree, or they may also encode a causal relation, such as the failure of a
pump because of local high temperature, or an operator reaction to an observed set of reactor
conditions.

Actions basically consist of the operation and alignment of equipment: turning systems on and off,
controlling the positions of valves for relief or throttling, etc.  The actions may also consist of
performance curve adjustment to represent new alignments or degraded operating conditions.
Intervention conditions are constructed from arbitrary Boolean combinations of fundamental events,
such as a condition for reactor scram based on high dry-well pressure,

low reactor pressure or water level, etc.  Arbitrary combinations of conditions and actions may be
constructed, allowing the logic for an entire system or operator procedure to be input.

d. Code use and validation

MAAP-4 can be used to model either a LWR or an experiment with geometry similar to some major
portion of a LWR.  Core-melt progression experiments are modelled by providing inlet conditions
and simple boundary conditions such as system pressure.  Hydrogen distribution experiments  are
modelled by providing gas sources to the containment.

In any application, two input files are provided.  The parameter file contains a description of the plant
or the experiment in terms of geometry, materials, equipment, etc.  It is independent of the specific
accident sequence or experimental run.  The input deck contains accident initiators and operator
action commands as well as sequence-specific initial conditions.  Sources to experimental simulations
are provided by a third file that is specific to the experiment.
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Figure A.1.5.3-1(a).  PWR containment nodalization

Figure A.1..5.3-1(b).  BWR containment nodalization
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A.1.5.4 Containment and auxiliary reactor building models

a. General model description

In MAAP-4, the containment building can be divided by the user into many logically distinct rooms
connected by flow paths.  The purpose of the MAAP containment model is to predict the temperature,
pressure, gas composition, debris temperature, and fission-product inventory in each region,
accounting for sources from the vessel and from core debris outside the vessel as well as engineered
safeguard systems.  In addition to the volumes and junctions, both lumped-parameter heat sinks
(representing equipment) and distributed-parameter heat sinks (representing walls with non-
negligible temperature gradients) are user-specified, with up to 200 of each allowed.  Two basic types
of model exist in MAAP for these tasks: those that predict phenomena that occur within single
volumes, such as core debris-concrete interactions; and those that predict intercompartmental flows
of gas and water.

Intercompartmental flow of gas involves tight coupling between the volumes, so an implicit
numerical technique is applied to the Bernoulli equation written for every junction.  The same applies
to water flows when water is spilling between many compartments or when some compartments are
nearly full of water (solid), so again an implicit technique is used.

The numerical techniques employed here are those of MAAP-3.0B, with recent improvements created
for the simplified boiling-water reactor (SBWR) [45] of General Electric and the Department of
Energy’s Atmospheric Remote Sensing and Assessment Program (ARSAP).  Counter-current flows
of gas streams of different density (caused by either temperature or composition differences) can play
a dominant role in mixing and fission-product transport, so that modelling of pressure-driven flows
alone can be quite non-conservative; the Epstein model [46] and the results of experiments [47] at
FAI are employed in MAAP-4 to consider these effects.  High-velocity gas flows can occur during
rapid transients such as vessel blowdown or debris quenching, and these flows can entrain both water
and core debris between compartments.  Therefore, up to 10 compartments are allowed to handle the
core debris, with the potential for core-concrete interactions and the ex-vessel fission-product release.
Entrainment is quantified by Kutateladze number of the flow, and it may be enhanced or retarded by
user input to account for unique geometry of flow paths [48].

Other phenomena treated in each node are debris-water interactions, fission-product transport, the
deposition and revaporization, the flammability and combustion, direct containment heating, sprays,
fan coolers, simple fans, and fire suppression.

b. Hydrogen stratification

An important issue in containment thermalhydraulics is the distribution of hydrogen because
nonuniform distributions imply that a gas mixture will be flammable at some location in the
containment much earlier than at other locations [49], and if the mixture is highly flammable  there is
a potential for flame acceleration [50].  MAAP-4 treats this issue using sub-node physics to consider
the formation of low-density layers within a room.

Consider a room (node) with flow paths in its ceiling (horizontal junction) and in a wall (vertical
junction) initially, and a lighter gas above the top of the right node is about to enter into the node
through the horizontal junction; this gas is driven by a pressure difference across the junction.  As the
light gas moves downwards and replaces the original heavy gas, it starts to affect static head
distribution in the node and reduce the pressure difference across the horizontal junction.  Eventually,
the pressure difference vanishes, and the downward movement of the stratified layer stops.  This
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penetration distance (y) can easily be related to the initial pressure difference across the junction and
the density difference:

y = ∆P / g ( ρ H - ρ L )

When this penetration distance does not reach the nearest venting junction, the vertical junction can
be considered as being shut off.  Such a test is applied for each vertically oriented junction to
determine whether to shut off the junction or leave it open before the flow calculation at every time
step.

c. HDR experiment comparison

The HDR Facility is a 50 m high and 20 m diameter cylindrical containment with a hemispherical
dome [37].  The containment is characterized by a relatively large dome space, which constitutes
5000 m3 of 11 000 m3 total free space inside the containment and highly compartmentalized rooms.
About 70 rooms are interconnected by numerous flow junctions.

Nevertheless, a dominant flow path can be identified by a pair of staircases and equipment shafts
running from low elevations up to the dome at diametrically opposite positions.  The containment is
encased in a 17-mm-thick steel shell, and there is a 0.6-m air gap between the steel shell and an outer
concrete wall; the steel shell provides the pressure boundary.  In Test E11.2, a SBLOCA was
simulated by injecting superheated steam at 2.1 Kg/s for 12 h into Room 1805, which is located at an
elevation of 20.45 m with respect to the ground level.  After the preheat steam, a hydrogen–helium
gas mixture was released for 30 min into the same room.  Then, the steam injection resumed at a
lower elevation for 3 h.  The containment was allowed to cool naturally for 15 min before water
sprays were applied outside of the containment steel shell.  The external sprays were applied only to
the upper part of the steel shell, above 40 m.  To simulate Test E11.2, the HDR Facility was modelled
using 29 nodes and 43 junctions.  Rooms near the break location were modelled as separate nodes,
and regions further away from the break location were lumped together.  The dome region was
modelled using two nodes.  The elevation at which the external spray stops provided the natural
boundary between the two dome nodes.  The MAAP-4 model results, simulating Test E11.2, are as
follows.

Figure A.1.5.4-1 shows the pressure prediction. MAAP-4 overpredicts the peak pressure by 0.3 bar (1
bar = 100 kPa).  This pressure comparison is fairly good considering the uncertainties in equipment
and gap heat losses and in the sources during the experiment.  Figures A.1.5.4-2 and -3 show the
comparison of gas (hydrogen–helium mixture) concentration in the upper and lower domes
respectively.  They show good agreement including a rapid turnover of a stratified layer at 64 000 s
as the external spray cooling makes the upper dome gas progressively heavier.  Insignificant gas
concentration observed in the lower level of the containment is also accurately predicted, as shown in
Figure A.1.5.4-4.

d. Other phenomenological models

Two important phenomenological models in the containment are the core-concrete interaction mode
and the flammability and combustion model because these influence containment loads.

An improved model for core-concrete interaction is included in MAAP-4 [51].  MAAP-4 allows the
side wall erosion to differ from the downward penetration; this feature is primarily useful to study the
effect of preferential erosion on either basement or reactor support integrity.  In addition,
the most recent data [52-55] for solidification behaviour of core-
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Figure A.1.5.4-1.  Containment pressure

Figure A.1.5.4-2.  Hydrogen–helium gas concentration in the upper dome
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Figure A.1.5.4-3.  Hydrogen–helium gas concentration in the lower dome

Figure A.1.5.4-4.  Hydrogen–helium gas concentration in the lower elevation of the
containment
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concrete mixtures is applied to the improved estimates of debris temperature, and the basic effect of
this model is the refinements in the prediction of fission-product release, which is quite sensitive to
temperature.  The model has been validated against all major core-concrete interaction experiments,
with good results for both erosion and temperature.

Flammability and combustion models are  the next logical step in analyzing hydrogen behaviour after
stratification [56] is considered.  The  MAAP-4 model [57-59] has the following features.  First, it
accounts for generalized flammability of H2-CO-air-H2O-CO2-N2 mixtures, which can evolve in a
reactor accident; second, it considers the effects of increased temperature, which expands the
flammability envelope for any mixtures and can eventually cause auto-ignition; third, it calculates the
combustion completeness based on the mixture properties and geometry, and its predictions compare
extremely well with experimental data; and fourth, it contains provision for random ignition during
blackout sequences that are directly dependent on the flammability characteristics of the mixture [60-
62].

e. Aerosol transport and deposition

Fission products are transported between control volumes, based on the donor concentration and the
total flow rate, and they may be convected in either aerosol or gas forms.  The decay power of fission
products is added at every time step in every node based on the local quantity of each species and its
decay power fraction [63].

Fission-product deposition occurs from both the vapour and aerosol phase.  Vapour/surface
equilibrium depends on the relative vapour pressure in the gas and the surface vapour pressure;
consequently either condensation or evaporation (revaporization) may occur.  Fission-product
vapours are always assumed to be in phase equilibrium with aerosols, so that aerosols will evaporate
when the vapour pressure is less than saturation, and vapours will condense on aerosols when their
pressure exceeds saturation.

Aerosol deposition is found through correlations of the exact solution to the aerosol dynamic
equation [64].  There are two exact solutions, one for a steady-state aerosol in equilibrium with its
source, and another for a decaying aerosol with a negligible source.  Interpolation is used between
these correlations (rather than a switch) to ensure accuracy for intermediate situations [65].  The
correlations [66-71] account for coagulation, gravitational sedimentation, condensation
(diffusiophoresis), inertial impaction, thermophoresis, and leakage (sources and sinks).  For practical
situations, a maximum of two such mechanisms plus agglomeration are important and the rest are
negligible.  Excellent agreement is found between the correlations, exact calculations with sectional
aerosol codes, and experiments.

Hygroscopicity is considered for cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide [72].  A monodisperse
formulation is used to determine the fallout rate of particles considered to be hygroscopic, and the
minimum of this fallout rate and the dry polydisperse rate are chosen for actual use.  A user-input
seed radius is used to determine the amount of water uptake, coupled with the change of vapour
pressure implied by condensation on aerosols.

f. Ex-vessel release

Ex-vessel fission-product release is found by a chemical equilibrium method [48], coupled at every
time step with the thermalhydraulics so that the chemical reaction power is fed back to the debris
energy equation.  Activity coefficients are employed for materials that exhibit strong non-ideal
behaviour such as the strontium, barium, and the alkali metals.  These activity coefficients implicitly
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account for formation of silicates, zirconates, and other compounds beyond the simple oxides.
Releases of all elements, including radiological inert elements, are provided by the model [73].
Mechanical aerosol formation mechanisms(bubble bursting) are neglected because of the lack of real
material data.

A.1.6 RALOC

The original objective of the development of the RALOC code [74,75] was to calculate the
RAdiolysis and LOcal Gas Concentrations within the structures of a containment.  Further
developments [76-78] have been pursued to use the code extensively.  In the course of developments,
and for intended coupling with other codes, both the tasks and the structure of the code have been
changed fundamentally since 1991.  Simultaneously, the models were verified.  In this context,
because of coupling with other codes, the structure of the code has fundamentally changed since
1991.  Simultaneously, the models were continuously verified and supplemented, according to
technical status, and new models have been added to the code.

The computer code RALOC is able to evaluate the following phenomena:

- pressure and temperature build-up and history,

- local temperature and pressure distributions,

- energy distribution and local heat transfer to and heat conduction in structures,

- local gas distributions (steam and different noncondensable gases),
- hydrogen combustion and catalytic recombination,

- water distribution,

- mass and volume flow for the release of fluids via openings and leakage, and

- heat and combustion gas distribution during fires.

Calculations can be performed for simple and multicompartmented containments and closed
buildings of NPPs, as well as for compartmentalized systems (buildings, tunnels, pit system), with
more or less large openings to the environment.  Mainly, the consequences of DBAs and severe
accidents were analysed with the code in containments of LWRs—i.e., for PWRs and BWRs—but
also in containments of VVER (voda vodynoy energiticheskie reactor) power plants.  Some fire
events have been investigated too.

For the description of the physical processes during an accident, arbitrary compartment systems and
geometries can be simulated by specified volumes (the lumped-parameter concept).  The conditional
changes related to location and time are reduced to a purely time-dependent behaviour within the
control volumes (nodes).  These volumes are connected by junctions.  For the simulation of heat
transfer and heat conduction via walls and internal components, specified structures can be coupled
to the nodes.  The heat conduction is described in one dimension, for the simulation of heat transfer
processes (heat and mass transfer); different models and correlations are available.
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For the determination of the conditions in the nodes the following assumptions have been made:

• Water is considered as vapour or liquid (water) or both according to the conditions in the node.
Superheated as well as saturated conditions are possible.  Superheated atmospheres cannot
contain water.  In these cases, the water is drained immediately into the sump or to other nodes.

 
• The gaseous components are assumed to be homogeneously mixed.  Having the same

temperature, they are in thermal equilibrium.
 
• In the equilibrium model for saturated conditions, the water is considered to be airborne,

homogeneously mixed, and at the same atmospheric temperature.  For the drainage of water to
other nodes, the water is assumed to be deposited on the floor.

 
• In the non-equilibrium model, the deposited and airborne water is separately balanced.  The

temperature of the deposited water is calculated by an additional energy balance.  In this zone
model, the deposited water can be drained only.  Airborne water is transported by the water
carryover effect.

 
• The number of noncondensable gases is principally arbitrary.  Seven different gases (air, O2, N2

,

H
2
, CO, C0

2
, He) are defined, including their material properties.  These gases and steam are

treated as real gases with a set of correlations for their properties, valid up to temperatures of
3000 K.  Additional gases can be specified by the code user.

The mass transfer between nodes is described separately for gas and liquid flow by different
momentum equations (unsteady, incompressible) taking into account geodetic height differences of
the node centres.  The mass flow rates of the different components are calculated without slip,
according to the composition of the source node.  Moreover, mass transfer by diffusion is considered.
The diffusion flow rate is calculated separately in a quasi-steady way for all gas components.

For the simulation of heat and mass transfer between the zone atmosphere and the structures heat
transfer is described by the different physical phenomena of free and forced convection, radiation
(wall to gas, gas to wall, wall-gas-wall, wall to wall) and condensation depending on the thermal
status of the zone and structures.

Heat conduction is described one dimensionally by a Fourier heat equation.  Walls and other internals
consisting of different materials can be represented in cylinder-type geometries.  Such a wall, being
denoted as a structure, can consist of several materials, arranged one after another.  The different
materials can be separated by air-filled gaps.  Each material can be subdivided into an arbitrary
number of layers of a different thickness for the calculation of the heat conduction.  The arbitrary
materials are defined by the values for heat conductivity, specific heat, and density.

The combustion of gases (preferably hydrogen) runs in general very fast with large local pressure and
temperature gradients.  Because of this nature of the combustion, older models for combustion with
simply averaged energy release rates over large volumes were not very successful in describing such
processes in a realistic way.  The now-available combustion model DECOR in RALOC uses a new
model approach.  A one-dimensional flame front is assumed with flexible separation of the unburned
and burnt parts of the volume.  To simulate the flame acceleration, general correlations for the
relative movement of the two parts are used, which are based on experimental data.  To these
correlations, functions for the growth of the flame front are added, which are deduced from
representative experiments.
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For a realistic description of accident sequences, the simulation of engineered systems—such as
pumps, heat exchangers, ventilation systems, weir, doors and flaps of different kinds with inertia
effect, spray systems, catalytic and thermal recombiners and pressure suppression systems, which
contain 1D hydrodynamic pool models—is possible.

A.1.6.1 Validation

For the validation of the different models, a large number of experiments were analysed, as pre- and
postcalculations.  The code was successfully used for four ISPs and for some other benchmark
exercises.  Table A.1.6.1-1 lists the different validation calculations.

A.1.7 FIPLOC 3.0

The containment code FIPLOC 3.0 (Fission-Product Localization) was developed by the Gesellschaft
fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Germany, with the support of the German Ministry
for Education, Science, Research and Technology.

FIPLOC is a computer code for the integrated analysis of thermalhydraulics, aerosol behaviour, and
iodine behaviour in multicompartment containment geometries.  The main purpose of FIPLOC-MI is
to calculate the distribution and retention of airborne fission products in a LWR containment during a
severe accident and to predict the radioactive source term to the environment [79].  But FIPLOC is
also suited to calculating the distribution and depletion of aerosols in other nuclear as well as
non-nuclear facilities.

FIPLOC is a multicompartment model using the lumped-parameter technique.  The thermalhydraulic
model is based on the RALOC code.  In this model, a containment is divided into a number of control
volumes (about 10 to 50), which are connected by junctions for the gas, condensate and aerosol
flows.  Larger rooms can be fictitiously subdivided into smaller control volumes.  In each control
volume, the following parameters are calculated:

• state of the atmosphere (pressure, temperature, relative humidity, etc.);

• partial pressure of steam, air and other non-condensable gases (e.g., hydrogen);

• steam condensation rate on aerosols;

• decay heat of gaseous and particulate fission products;

• concentration and particle-size distribution of eight aerosol components;

• deposited aerosol masses for floor, walls, and ceiling; and

• behaviour of 14 iodine species in the gas and in the water, respectively.

Atmospheric flow and stratification phenomena are simulated in multicompartment geometries under
consideration of local pressure and density differences in the atmosphere.  Aerosols are transported
with the gas flows.  The additional transport by gravitation from upper into lower compartments is
considered.
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Table A.1.6.1-1.  RALOC validation

Facility and experiment Test No. Conditions
wet or dry

Code
Version

B* BP* P*

Battelle H2 distribution basic
exp. 1

1-9 D MOD 1/80

Battelle H2 distribution basic
exp. II
Battelle H2 distribution basic
exp. II

10, 12

16

D

D

MOD 1/80

MOD 1/80

B P

P

HEDL standard problem H2

distribution exp.
HEDL standard problem H2

distribution exp.

A

B

w

w

MOD 1/81

MOD 1/81

B

B

HRD blowdown with cooldown
phase identical with German
standard problem No. 6, ISP 16

V44 w MOD 1/83 B

Battelle exp., thermalhydraulics F2 w FIPLOC 2/85
RAL MOD 4

B
P

HDR fire exp.gas burner

HDR fire exp. gas burner
HDR fire exp. wood
HDR fire exp. gas burner with
additional chimney
HDR fire exp. oil fire
HDR fire exp. oil fire

T51.11, T51.12
T51.14, T51.15
T51.13
T51.16 - T51.18
T51.22, T51.25

T52.14
E41.1

D

D
D
D

D
D

MOD 2.1

MOD 2.1
MOD 2.1
MOD 2.1

CRDLOC
CRDLOC

B

B
B
B

BP
BP

P

HDR blowdown with cooldown
HDR blowdowns with inside
spray
HDR blowdowns identical with
H2 distribution   ISP 23

T31.1
T31.2

T31.5

w
w

w

MOD 2.2
MOD 2.2

MOD 2.2 B BP

P
P

H2 distribution tests, HDR
Severe accidents conditions in a
realistic containment  ISP 29

E11.2

E11.4

w

w

MOD 2.2
Mod4
MOD 2.2
Mod4

BP

BP

P
P
P
P

H2 distribution NUPEC (steel
test facility)   ISP 35

M 4-3
M7-1 (with
spray)

w
w

MOD 2.2
MOD 2.2
MOD 2.2,
Mod4

BP
P

P
Battelle Model Containment,
Hyjet helium vertical jet
gas stratification

Hyjet 4 (Jx7) D Mod 4 BP P

BMC, VANAM
temperature stratification
ISP 37

M2, M2*
M3

w
w

MOD 2.2
Mod 4

B P
P

continued…
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Table A.1.6.1-1.  RALOC validation (concluded)

Facility and experiment Test No. Conditions
wet or dry

Code
Version

B* BP* P*

PHEBUS FPTO FPTO w MOD 2.2
Mod 4

P
P

Catalyzer Experiments
plate type 9.5 m3 vessel
box-type 10 m3 cyl. Vessel
BF-MC 4 rooms

E11.7, E11.8.1-2
2.2 a-g
Gx4,5,6,7

w
w, D

w

Mod 4
Mod 4
Mod 4

P
P
P

H2 deflagration tests, multiroom
BMC
H2 concentration (9-10%)

11(2room)
15(2room)
Hx26(2room)
Hx17(3room)
Hx23(4room)

D
w
w
D
D

MOD3,Mod4
MOD3,Mod4
Mod4
Mod4
Mod4

P
P
P
P
P

H2 deflagration tests, multiroom
HDR
H2 concentration (10-12%)

E12.1.1
E12.1.2
E12.2.1-2
E12.3.1-2
E12.3.3

w
w
w
w
w

MOD3,Mod4
MOD3,Mod4
MOD3,Mod4
MOD3,Mod4
MOD3,Mod4

B

B

P
P
P
P
P

H2 deflagration tests, NUPEC,
Large scale multicompartment

B-1-3 (15% H2)
B-2-6 (10, 5%)
B-5-2 (10%)

D
w
D

Mod4
Mod4
Mod4

BP
BP
BP

P
P
P

B* = calculation before test
BP* = blind postcalculation i.e., without knowledge of results but with knowledge of mass and

energy input during experiment
P* = post calculation

Walls and internal structures are simulated by a number of heat-conducting layers, which can consist
of three different materials.  The heat and mass transfer are calculated by use of the
Reynolds-Colburn analogy for turbulent gas flows under consideration of the non-condensable gases.

The aerosol behaviour is treated by the multicomponent model MAEROS/GEL [80].  The real
particle size distributions are discretized in up to 20 classes.  All agglomeration and deposition
processes important in a LWR containment are modelled.  Particle growth by steam condensation is
calculated by the moving grid method.  The feedback of the hygroscopic aerosol on thermalhydraulic
parameters such as humidity and temperature is considered.

The iodine behaviour is calculated in the model IMPAIR [81] by 14 iodine species in the gas and in
the water, respectively.  In each compartment, the most important chemical reactions and transfer
processes such as deposition or re-entrainment are treated.  The aerosol behaviour of the particulate
iodines is calculated, together with those of the other aerosols.

With respect to the decay heat release of the fission products, a distinction is made between beta and
gamma radiation.  The heat released is determined depending on the depth of penetration.

The aerosol retention in a pool scrubber is calculated by the model SPARC-B, which is an extended
version of SPARC-90 [21].
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FIPLOC has been verified by a large number of SETs and integral experiments of the projects CSE,
DEMONA, LACE, FIPLOC-Verification Experiments, VANAM, PHEBUS, KAEVER and AHMED.
Table A.1.7-1 shows the complete verification matrix.

Using FIPLOC, different users successfully participated in several international benchmarks such as
the CEC thermalhydraulic benchmark exercise in FIPLOC verification experiment F2 [82] or the
ISP 37 [83].

A.1.8  WAVCO

A.1.8.1 Program characteristics

The lumped-parameter multicompartment code WAVCO (Wasserstoffverteilung im Containment,
i.e., hydrogen distribution in the containment) was developed by Siemens/KWU for best-estimate
integrated analysis of the thermalhydraulics and the distribution of steam (including airborne water
droplets), hydrogen, and other non-condensable gases in subdivided buildings (like the containment
of nuclear power plants).  It can be applied for containment analyses and for monitoring of DBAs as
well as severe accidents in LWRs.

WAVCO has many useful models to simulate physical phenomena during the course of accidents for
high transient short-term as well as extremely slow long-term processes.

A.1.8.2 Main features

As is usual for lumped-parameter codes, the entire control volume is subdivided in zones
(compartments), which are connected with each other by junctions.  Each zone has an atmosphere
and a sump that are linked to each other by a flow path and a drainage respectively.  The condition in
the atmosphere and sump are homogeneous, and mass and energy transport can occur at the sump and
structure surfaces taking into account the thermodynamics of heat and mass transfer laws, and
conservation equations of mass and energy.  The mass transport via connections is controlled by the
pressure differences among the neighbouring zones.

WAVCO sufficiently predicts the following phenomena:

• pressure and temperature developing during the course of an accident
 
• distribution of the gases in containment compartments
 
• stratification of the light gases in containment
 
• release and removal (recombination and burning) of burnable gases (H2 and CO)
 
• sump boiling
 
• sump pumping
 
• heat and mass transfer to the structure
 
• natural and force convection flows
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Table A.1.7-1.  FIPLOC validation matrix

Experiment Geometry Calculation FIPLOC
Version

Zones Aerosol Model Remarks Literatu
re

CSE A-5
CSE A-11
DEMONA A1
DEMONA B2

DEMONA B3
DEMONA B4
DEMONA B5
DEMONA A7

DEMONA A9

LACE LA1
LACE LA2
LACE LA4

FIPLOC-
Verifications-
experiment F2
F1
F2

DEMONA B2
VANAM M1
VANAM M2

VANAM M2*

VANAM M3

VANAM M4

AHMED NaOH tests
PHEBUS FPTO
KAEVER

M
M
(M)
QE

QE
QE
QE
QE

M

E
E
E

M

M
M

E
M
M

M

M

M

E

E

E

N
N
N
V
N
N
N
V
N

V

N
V
bN
bN,N

bN

N
N
N

N
V
V
N

N

N

N

N

bN

bN

N

1/83

2/85

M-1.3

M-1.4

M-1.3
M-1.3
M-1.5

M-1.5

M-1.5

MI-2.0

M-1.5

MI-2.0

MI-2.0

MI-2.0

25
25
22
33
33
39
9
33
8

8

18
18
18
19

20

15
16
18

11
15
15
14,17

14

14

18,30

14

3

9

4,12

MONAM
MONAM
-
MONAM
NAUA-M
NAUA-M
MONAM
-
MONAM,
NAUA-M
MONAM,
NAUA-M
MONAM
MONAM
MONAM
MONAM,
NAUA-M
-

-
-
-

MAEROS
MAEROS
MAEROS
MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA

MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA
MAEROS/MGA

no aerosol injection

LACE-Benchmark
and
CEC Benchmark

no aerosol injection

no aerosol injection
no aerosol injection
no aerosol injection
CEC Benchmark

International
Standard Problem
ISP 37

CSNI Benchmark

[84]
[84]
[85]
[85,86]
[85,86]
[85,86]
[85]86]
[85,86]
[85,86]

[85,86]

[85,86]
[85]

[87-
89,85]

[90]

[91]
[91]
[92-94]
[82]
[95]
[96]
[96]
[97]

[97]

[97]

[98,99]

[83]
[97]

[100]

[101]

[102]

V pretest calculation E single volume geometry
bN blind post-test calculation QE quasi single geometry
N post test calculation M multicompartment geometry
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• gas diffusion between neighbouring zones
 
• drainage flow of the condensate to the sump
 
• effects of spraying
 
• release of decay heat in the atmosphere and sump
 
• heating and cooling of the atmosphere and sump
 
• radiation of the atmosphere to the structure
 
• radiation of the structures to each other
 
• leakage flow to environment
 
• modelling of free jets

In contrast to other lumped-parameter codes, the density at the individual connections depends on the
altitude.  Because of this feature, the determination of gas stratification in the containment is more
adequately predicted by WAVCO than by other codes.

A.1.8.3 Mathematical method

WAVCO uses the lumped-parameter technique based on the conservation of mass and energy (locally
and globally) and takes into account the interlinking of the balance zones, including the heat and
mass transfer to the structure by iterative implicit time forward integration technique.

A.1.8.4 Documentation, validation, and experiences

WAVCO is documented in two code manuals, which describe the physical models and the
preparation of the input data respectively.

The code has been extensively validated in several experiments.  For example:

• Battelle hydrogen distribution experiments, H15 and H16, all performed in the BMC, Frankfurt;
 
• Blowdown experiment D6;
 
• Hydrogen removal with catalytic recombiners J1.2;
 
• Modelling of helium-free jet JX7;
 
• Effect of spraying PACOS, Px1.2);
 
• Blowdown experiment V42 in PHDR Facility, Karlsruhe;
 
• Hydrogen-helium distribution experiments T31.5, E11.2, and E11.4;
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• HEDL Helium distribution experiment HM6, performed in the Containment System Test Facility
(CSTF), Hanford;

 
• ISP-35-092 hydrogen mixing and distribution test M-7-1, performed by Nuclear Power

Engineering Corporation (NUPEC), Japan; and
 
• Thermalhydraulic benchmark exercise on FIPLOC verification experiment F2 Battelle,

performed by CEC.

Recently, Siemens/KWU performed, in co-operation with Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), a
code benchmarking on coupled thermalhydraulics and aerosol behaviour in an innovative PWR
containment under medium-break LOCA conditions with the codes WAVCO/NAUA, MELCOR,
CONTAIN and FIPLOC.

A.2 Field Codes

A.2.1  GASFLOW

GASFLOW [103] is a 3D finite-volume computer code that solves the time-dependent, compressible
Navier-Stokes equations for multiple gas species.  GASFLOW was originally developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), with funding from the USNRC and the USDOE, taking the old
HMS code [104-106] as a starting point.  In 1994 Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) obtained the
version 1.0 of GASFLOW from LANL in exchange for experimental data from German government-
funded programs in the Heißdampfreaktor (HDR) and Battelle Model Containment (BMC) test
facilities.  Since then, FZK and LANL have continued to jointly develop and apply GASFLOW in the
framework of a co-operative agreement.  The FZK work in this agreement focuses on the
development and application of GASFLOW for analysis of steam–hydrogen transport and
combustion processes in nuclear reactor containments with inclusion of mitigating measures.

GASFLOW applies 3D Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates and uses a staggered mesh where the
scalar quantities are evaluated at the midpoints of the fluid cells and the vector quantities at the
midpoints of the node surfaces.  A linearized Lagrange-Eulerian integration scheme is applied, with
an explicit Lagrangian phase A during which planar surfaces of the fluid cells expand according to
the surface velocities at the midpoints of the node surfaces.  An implicit Lagrangian phase B iterates
the pressure and the other state variables to become consistent with the expanded state of the volume.
At the end of this phase B, a consistent set of variables is determined for the partial time step.  This
analysis involves the solution of a Poisson equation for the pressure.  In the subsequent rezoning
phase C, the expanded mesh is re-mapped to the original Eulerian mesh, which mathematically is
equivalent to solving for the convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations.  Turbulent transport
processes are evaluated after the rezoning phase.  An algebraic or a k-epsilon turbulence model can
be applied.  The turbulent transport parameters are used in the next time step to  simulate the
combined diffusion effect from turbulence and the molecular diffusion from concentration gradients
during the explicit Lagrangian phase A.  The solution has no restrictions on compressibility.  The
fluid-dynamics algorithm is coupled to the chemical kinetics of combusting liquids or gases to
simulate diffusion or propagating flames in complex geometries of nuclear reactor containments.
Because GASFLOW calculates the pressure implicitly, it is possible to follow transport and
combustion phases with very different time scales with a dynamic time-step adjustment.

The flow processes are solved in a 3D grid, which includes obstacles (no flow volumes) and walls
(surfaces that divide two adjacent layers of fluid flow and forbid flow across it).  Obstacles and walls
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are used to build the representative geometry model within which the flow is simulated.  Heat transfer
can be simulated to obstacles and walls applying 1D heat conduction.  In addition volumetric heat
sinks can be defined to account for details of internal structures, which cannot be resolved by the
fluid mesh.  GASFLOW 1.0 had a restricted two-phase modelling, which accounted only for film
condensation on colder structures.

A.2.1.1 Recent code development features

Version 1.1 of GASFLOW was jointly developed by LANL and FZK in 1994.  It had a much-
improved modelling of 2-phase processes with film vaporization and condensation and bulk
vaporization/condensation, using a homogeneous equilibrium 2-phase model and a parametric model
for rainout of the condensed droplets.  One-dimensional heat conduction into structures of various
types and materials has been refined and allows very fine surface  nodes with precise evaluations of
the surface temperatures that drive the condensation/evaporation processes.  Version 1.1 includes a
new fractional mesh area option that allows to exactly match the sizes of overflow openings between
different compartments.  Further developments at FZK extended the code’s capability to include
mitigation effects from recombiners, igniters, and from inertization by injection of CO2 and to
simulate steam vaporization from sumps.  Up to 300 catalytic recombiners and 300 igniters can be
positioned in the containment. GASFLOW 1.1 includes a library of material properties for more than
20 gas components with temperature dependencies fitted to data from the Chemkin Code and the
JANAF tables.  Velocity and pressure boundary conditions can be defined both internally and on the
boundary of the system to simulate active ventilation systems and various sources and sinks during
the convection process.  Two intermediate versions (1.2 and 1.3) and then a final version (1.4) of
GASFLOW were defined during this GASFLOW development and validation at FZK.  Meanwhile,
LANL developed in parallel a multiblock version GASFLOW 2.0.  GASFLOW 2.0 can model
different 3D blocks, which have their own grids and which are coupled by 1D ducts.  Ventilation
systems between these blocks can be simulated.  GASFLOW 2.0 also includes an aerosol model that
comprises a Lagrangian discrete particle transport model, a particle deposition and entrainment
model, and a particle cloud model.  In 1996 it was decided to merge the latest FZK version of
GASFLOW (version 1.4) with the latest LANL version GASFLOW 2.0 into a new code version
GASFLOW 2.1.  This work was jointly performed with LANL and FZK staff and was supported by
USNRC.  Together with the merging of the two code versions, the programming language was
switched to FORTRAN 90.  The version GASFLOW 2.1 [107,108] has been generated in the
meantime and is now in the final phase of documentation.

GASFLOW has been coupled to a CAD tool that allows the interactive 3D visualization of the
calculated scalar and vector variables in complex geometries.  A general procedure for maintaining
and updating GASFLOW in a multi-user environment has been developed.  All updates are made to a
generic code version.  Automatic procedures (Makefiles) then generate platform-dependent codes
from this generic version.  Current platforms on which GASFLOW runs are the IBM Risc6000/590,
the SGI machine with the new R8000 processor, the Cray J90, and the mainframe machine Fujitsu
VPP-400. Problems of running the code on different platforms were largely removed after switching
to FORTRAN 90.

A.2.1.2 Code applicability

The GASFLOW code is applicable to study steam–hydrogen distribution and combustion in complex
containment geometries for given steam–hydrogen sources from core-melt accidents.  The code was
validated and continued to be validated in the principal application fields H2/steam transport without
and with mitigation from inertization, catalytic hydrogen recombination, and combustion triggered at
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igniters.  The code has been applied also for demonstration and scoping analysis of integral
sequences in complex containment geometries.

Code validation for phenomena of hydrogen–steam transport focused on three experiments.  The
containment thermalhydraulics from the PHEBUS test FPT0 and a number of pretests in this
containment vessel were simulated with GASFLOW, and the condensation model was validated for
well-defined condensation conditions described in Reference 109 and Section 4.2.2.5 of this report.
Integral validation analysis was performed for the two large-scale steam–hydrogen distribution tests
T31.5 and E11.2 conducted in the Heißdampfreaktor (HDR); these tests were also partly analysed in
the two international standard problems, ISP 23 and ISP 29 [110]; for a summary of results see also
Section 5.3.7 of this report.  Using the validated code version, a demonstration and scoping analysis
of steam–hydrogen transport, has been performed for different containment designs of the European
pressurized reactor (EPR) [111] and for a German PWR power plant of the Biblis A type [112].  The
spherical containment of the Biblis A type with 65 000 m3 free gas volume was modelled with
118 000 computational cells.  Nearly an order of magnitude more cells were applied for this model
than what had been used for previous containment designs.

There are no known experimental data to validate the inertization model in GASFLOW, but we could
successfully demonstrate the dilution effect of a hypothetical CO2 release under true conditions from
test  HDR T31.5—this means under real containment accident conditions.  Carbon dioxide
inertization involves sedimentation of a heavy gas and stratification of a light gas.

We have successfully validated the recombiner models in GASFLOW with data from the HDR
E11.8.1, from the Battelle MC3 and the GX test series tests [110,113].  The HDR test E11.8.1
investigated the effect of a recombiner foil that was positioned eccentrically within a spherical steel
vessel.  The pressure, the steam and hydrogen concentrations and the temperatures were measured at
various locations inside this vessel during the hydrogen recombination.  GASFLOW successfully
simulated this experiment in a 3D Cartesian mesh using a correlation for the recombination that was
suggested by GRS.  Hydrogen transport with recombination has also been investigated for an NIS-
type granulate recombiner and for a Siemens plate recombiner module that was positioned in the
BMC.  The results are summarized in Section 5.3 of this report.  The hydrogen transport and
recombination could be well predicted for all these tests.  The calculations serve as basis for the
validation of the respective recombiner modules under realistic operating conditions.  After the
successful validation of the recombiner model a scoping analysis was made with four of these
recombiner modules that were placed in the inner containment rooms of a Biblis-A-type containment.
The calculation documented well the performance of these recombiners to prevent any hydrogen
stratification in these rooms under DBA conditions [114].

The GASFLOW combustion modelling has been successfully applied for the analysis of hydrogen
combustion tests from HDR E12, from the BMC HX series and from the PISA view facility [107].
Also the analysis of the dual-concept test GX7 with a Siemens recombiner and spark igniters in the
BMC was performed successfully.  It demonstrated that the ignition of flammable mixtures near the
lower combustion limit requires longer than the physical sparking times of the igniters when the
combustion is simulated in a coarse mesh out of an ongoing transport process (see also Section 5.3.8
of this report for more details (main text).  The igniters (glow/spark plugs) were also applied for
studying distribution and combustion from a dry hydrogen release in the EPR containment.  The
results demonstrated that the igniters could successfully prevent accumulation of otherwise detonable
mixtures [114].  An experimentally derived criterion was applied to position the igniters in a way to
prevent detonable conditions when the flame flashes back from the igniter to the source.
A.2.2 INSPAT/CV code
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A.2.2.1 Introduction

INSPAT/CV(Institute of Nuclear Safety, Liquid Sheet, Particle and Gas Turbulence in Containment
Vessel) is a computer code for analyses of transient thermalhydraulic phenomena in containment
vessels under severe accident conditions.  It has been developed under the contract between MITI
(Ministry of International Trade and Industry) and NUPEC.

Regarding containment thermalhydraulics, the INSPAT/CV code was developed to support the
MELCOR code, which is employed as a severe accident assessment code, for PSA and analysis of
accident management strategies.  As is generally understood, precise prediction of hydrogen
concentration in a containment vessel dome in severe accidents by a lumped-model code such as
MELCOR is quite limited because physical models are overtly simplified and node numbers in a
containment are limited in modelling whole phenomena during a hypothetical severe accident.
Therefore, the uncertainty of a hydrogen concentration distribution is not eliminated, until the
validity of MELCOR analysis is fully validated experimentally or is calculated with a precise 3D
field code that has already been verified.

A.2.2.2 Recent code development features

The main part of the code deals with 3D multicomponent gas turbulent flow in the upper dome,
considering effects of spray droplets and chemical reactions [115].  It also has subprograms of a
compartment node-junction model, 3D detonation, model and 3D deflagration model.

The finite-difference method SMAC (simplified marker and cell) and the BFC (boundary-fitted
coordinate) was applied to predictions of transient turbulent gas behaviour in an upper dome.  The
semi-implicit turbulent flow solver based on the k - ε model was introduced from a general-purpose
CFD (computational fluid dynamics) code, α-FLOW [116].  Transport and diffusion of up to 10
species in mixture gas in the upper dome can be treated including hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide and steam.  Changes in species concentrations because of chemical
reaction and phase change are taken into account as sink/source of the species.  Motions of spray
droplets are calculated in the Lagrangean coordinates.  Drag forces of droplets are assumed to be
identical to those between solid particles and gas flow.  The summation of the drag force from many
particles in a certain calculation cell is included in the gas momentum equation of the cell.  Liquid
film flows on the upper dome wall depend on droplet deposition rate and turbulent film flow rate
caused by gravity.  Coalescence and break-up of the droplets are neglected because of the small
probability of them occurring.  Steam condensation and heat transfer between ambient gas and spray
droplets are considered in the gas energy conservation equation, and 1D transient heat conduction is
calculated through the wall of the upper dome.

Compartments under the upper dome are treated using a semi-implicit node-junction model.  An ice
condenser model and an air return fan model are included in the compartment model.  Gas flow rates
between compartments are calculated from quasi-steady momentum balance equations through
junctions.  The dome pressure near the junction is a boundary condition of the compartment
calculation, and the calculated flow rate of the junction is a boundary condition of the upper dome
calculation.

Details of 3D combustion phenomena are analyzed with the following detonation and deflagration
models, using the flammable gas and oxygen distributions in the upper dome predicted by the 3D
turbulent multicomponent gas flow analysis.
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Spray cooling is considered as one of accident management strategies for PWR plants in Japan.
When spray is actuated, the increase of relative concentration of hydrogen and the additional
generation of hydrogen are concerned because of steam condensation and fuel clad and water
reaction respectively.  If a high hydrogen concentration appears locally, deflagration or detonation
might occur.

A detonation subprogram COMA [117] (compressible fluid analysis) was newly developed, using an
explicit model in the 3D Cartesian coordinates.

The finite-volume method is based on the Godunov scheme, which enables calculation of a
detonation wave when propagation velocity is over 5 times as fast as an isentropic sonic speed.
Numerical diffusion at the wave front is very small, because overshoot and undershoot were avoided
in transport calculation of detonation peak pressures.  The predicted propagation velocity of the
detonation wave agrees well with the Chapman-Jouguet detonation theory.

The deflagration model is based on the combustion calculation module of the α-FLOW code, which
treats 3D compressible multicomponent gas behaviour with chemical reaction using the Cartesian
coordinates.  About 20 elementary chemical reaction models of hydrogen combustion are
incorporated into the module.

A.2.2.3 Code capability

The INSPAT/CV code is composed of the 3D upper-dome model, the node-junction compartment
model, the 3D detonation model and the 3D deflagration model.  This composite calculation system
enables 3D multicomponent gas transport including spray effects and various types of flammable gas
combustion in complex containment geometries, although the boundary conditions such as steam,
flammable gas supply, and heat sources from core debris must be supplied from MELCOR analysis.

The upper-dome model and node-junction component models were verified [118] through the
comparison by calculated results and the NUPEC test data offered to the international standard
problem ISP 35 [119].  Behaviour of helium gas, which is a simulant to hydrogen gas, was observed
in the 1/4 scale containment vessel under spraying conditions.  Distributions of helium concentration,
temperature and dome pressure were observed.  After verification of the code, preliminary
calculations were performed for a typical ice-condenser-type PWR.

The 3D detonation subprogram COMA was verified [120] by the comparison with the NUPEC/BNL
detonation test results [121].  Propagation velocities and peak pressures as functions of hydrogen,
oxygen, steam concentrations and initial gas temperature were measured systematically using the
small-scale test facility SSDA (small-scale development apparatus) and the large-scale test facility
HTCF (High-Temperature Combustion Facility).  The test dealt with detonation wave in a circular
pipe, which furnished orifices inside it. COMA reproduced the 3D detonation propagation through
the orifices, which promote detonation propagation.  Another test section had branch pipes.  If the
ends of the branch pipes were closed, the detonation wave was affected by the branch.  If the ends of
the branch pipe were open, the propagation ceased there in case of smaller hydrogen concentration.
The time constant of COMA combustion model was adjusted to meet the propagation phenomena
through the branch pipe section.

The deflagration subprogram was verified [118] using the Battelle deflagration tests [122] by
comparison of calculated and experimental results of the temperature and pressure histories in the
compartments of the small-scale containment vessel.
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A.2.3 CFX-F3D

The modular CFX-F3D software system developed at AEA Technology, Harwell, simulates fluid
flow, heat, and mass transfer, including models for multiphase, particle transport, and thermal
radiation [123].  Essential numerical features of the integration techniques (of the conservation
equations for mass, momentum, and energy in the form of convection - diffusion = source - sink) are
summarized in Table A.2.3-1.

Table A.2.3-1:  Numerical features of the CFX-4 code

• Finite-volume method with multiblock grid and adaptive time steps

• Body-fitted coordinates using the Rhie-Chow algorithm

• Several robust equation solvers including an algebraic multigrid method and a variety of
differencing schemes, e.g., CONDIF, QUICK, MUSCL schemes

• Implicit time-stepping technique (e.g., Crank Nicolson schemes and quadratic time-
differencing method)

• Pressure-velocity coupling using the SIMPLE algorithm

• Weakly and fully compressible flow options (low and high Mach numbers)

• Various turbulence and combustion models (e.g., k-epsilon and eddy break-up (EBU)
concept)

• Radiation Interface for grey and non-grey systems

• Unmatched and sliding grids

• Numerous flow conditions at flow boundaries

CFX-F3D provides a wide range of physical models; in the area of combustion, two models are
available: A “mixed-is-burnt” model with different probability density functions to account for
turbulent fluctuations and a viscous mixing model with reaction kinetics to model ignition/extinction
that was used in test cases as outlined below.  The eddy dissipation concept (EDC) can be applied
with relevance to turbulent flows in which the reaction rate is basically determined by the turbulent
mixing rate.  The EDC is a generalization of the EBU for chemical reactions in the fine structure of
the turbulence as a result of molecular mixing (i.e., Kolmogorov micro-scale).  In this context,
different modelling approaches are currently being discussed to simulate the various district regimes
of turbulent combustion, identified in the Borghi diagram (i.e., well-stirred reactor, distributed
reaction zones, corrugated flamelets, and wrinkled flamelets).

A prominent feature of CFX-F3D is the user subroutines that allow modification of the numerics and
the physical models employed.  The code is being tested for scalar, vector, and parallel computers.
The numerical solution techniques of the basic physical equations provide a second-order accuracy.
Options for mesh refinement allow a specific mesh adaptation necessary for turbulent combustion
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processes.  For the control of numerical accuracy of the CFX simulations, standard criteria are
solution convergence (residual), grid sensitivity (grid error), verification (code-to-code), and
validation (experiment).

A.2.4  TONUS CODE

IPSN Containment Code System

Source term calculation is the main objective of the ESCADRE system, a set of codes that allows
severe accident calculations from core uncovery to fission-product release from the reactor building.
PSA level 2 requires an integrated approach, allowing scenario calculations and parametric studies.
Containment lumped-parameter codes JERICHO or RALOC2.2 are components of the system and are
used for hydrogen distribution (eventually carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide) and include a
simplified combustion model to evaluate the static loading on containment, resulting from hydrogen
combustion [124].

The codes are qualified against standard problems and various experiments.

TONUS Code Features

Hydrogen risk analyses require a finer representation, to evaluate the distribution of gases. The
consequence of a combustion on the mechanical behaviour of the containment and internal structures
is a major objective of risk evaluation.

The TONUS code is devoted to thermalhydraulic containment for PWRs (current or future), VVER,
and other reactors, as well as experimental facilities used for validation (HDR, NUPEC ) or planned
(TOSQAN, MISTRA).

The TONUS code combines the multicompartment approach with the multidimensional approach
[125,126].  The first is suited for probabilistic safety analysis and allows the user to define acceptable
boundary conditions to calculate flow fields in local zones with the multidimensional approach. This
coupling compromises between the complexity level and the required accuracy. It is well adapted for
the combustion model where the time and space scale for turbulence and chemistry may be very
different.

The TONUS code solves the Navier–Stokes equations with a turbulence model. The resolution is
defined by the mesh resolution and a junction requires a sufficient number of meshes in the opening.
Near the walls, the mesh has to allow the description of the boundary layer, or adequate empirical
correlations have to be developed to calculate velocity of the flow and heat transfer between gas and
structure.

The level of model detail for physical phenomena is defined by the global accuracy required.  The
user has access to a programming language to enter his choice for physical models from existing
ones, introduce new physical models, implement geometrical meshes adapted to postprocessing of
data, and choose a numerical solver. The user is able to generate heat and mass sources at any
location for any period of time. Basic accident-management procedures are included in the code and
are continuously improved with the progress of accident management.
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An important postprocessing package was developed for visualizing physical variables such as local
velocities, local concentration, etc., and the CASTEM 2000 environment developed for mechanical
problems is already available for the TONUS code.
The physical phenomena for this risk evaluation are grouped around 3 topics: (1) Gas-mixing
phenomena include gas circulation in a set of confined volume and through junctions between
compartments, bulk and wall steam condensation, turbulence, heat transfer to structures,
stratification, spray systems, passive residual heat removal systems, and recombiners. (2) Hydrogen
combustion phenomena include slow combustion, turbulent deflagration, influence of internal
obstacles, deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) criteria, and detonation. (3) Structural
behaviour phenomena include static and dynamic loads and missile impact.

Validation

The TONUS multicompartment code, used with a geometrical description already defined with the
lumped-parameter codes JERICHO or RALOC, is well suited to calculate hydrogen distributions
measured in experiments such as BATTELLE, HDR or NUPEC [127]. However, the prediction of
gas stratification resulting from buoyancy-driven circulation is limited because of simplified global
correlations for gas and liquid transport.  It was possible to improve the agreement through
experiments, by modifying the nodalization or adjusting the friction loss factor and the liquid
circulation rate. This adjustment is justified a posteriori by particularities of the experiment.

Code qualification requires specific experiments that are well instrumented to measure the principal
variables such as velocity field, local temperatures, and concentrations and variables characterizing
the turbulence. New experiments are being developed for this purpose (MISTRA and COPAIN at
CEA/DRN, TOSQAN at IPSN).
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APPENDIX B:  OTHER CODE DESCRIPTIONS

B.1 E11.2 benchmark [1]

Besides the open standard problem International Standard Problem (ISP) 29, some other comparison
exercises were performed on the experiment HDR E11.2.

Blind post-test predictions

Nine international institutions, using eight codes, participated in the predictions, as shown in Table
B.1-1.  This exercise should have given the opportunity to check the predictability of the codes.
Unfortunately, the steam release rates were incorrectly specified because of a measurement error
revealed during the ISP 29.  Consequently, the results can only be used as comparison of analytical
simulations with different codes.  Nevertheless, the scatter of results, Figures B.1-1 and B.1-2, even
for the prediction of pressure among the participating codes is significant [1-3] and should be
evaluated.  An evaluation of these results can be of interest for the developers of the participating
codes.

Parameter studies [1]

A documented parameter study, performed with GOTHIC, gives some insight into the influences of
boundary and model parameters on the calculated results of E11.2 test.  One parameter was the
corrected steam release rate; another one the energy removed by the measurement cooling system.

Open post-test calculations [1]

After the correction of the steam release rate and the specification of the energy loss by the
measurement cooling system, newly revised calculations were prepared by some institutions.  Some
of these calculations were compared in the framework of the PHDR project.  Four institutions, with
four codes, participated in this comparison [2], Table B.1-2.  For the calculations mainly the steam
release rate and the subtracted cooling energy were changed in comparison with the blind predictions.
Changes of other input parameters and changed nodalizations were investigated within the optimized
open post-test calculations (see next paragraph).

Optimized open post-test calculations [1]

Under this topic, the results of 3 analytical investigations (CONTAIN/VTT, MELCOR/AEA,
GOTHIC/BF) were compared; the analyses included among other things input parameter changes
beyond the geometrically specified junction areas and beyond technical standards, e.g., reduction of
junction areas, of virtual junction areas because of subdivision of compartments (dome), changes of
resistance coefficients, detailed nodalization of the HDR dome, distribution of cooling energy.  These
studies showed an improved quality of calculated results, but nevertheless significant discrepancies
to the measured results remained.
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Table B.1-1  Teilnehmer, Codes und Modelle fur die blinde Nachrechung des
Versuchs E11.2

[participants, codes, and models of the blind post-test analysis of Test E11.2]

Institution/Code Anzahl der Nodes Strömungspfade Ansahl Wärmetibergang an Strukturen Raum-

Reference
Cont.
ohne
Kuppel

Kuppel Ring-
spait

Ans.
in
Cont.

Druck
verlust-
beiwert

Wärme
-
leiter

innerbalb
Containment

sum Ringspait
modell
siehe
Anlage
6.2.1-

BF/FATHOMS 41 6 9 97 1,2 -

2,8

156 Uchida-Korr.
* Faktor 3

α = 100
W/m2K

2

GRS/RALOC 48 7 5 184 1,0 -
15,0

158 Konvekt.:  Korr. Gröber et al.
Gasstrahlung: Korr. Schack,

Hottel, Egbert

3

KWU/WAVCO 26 5 6 80 0,5 -
0,85

144 WAVCO-Option Nr. 6 4

VTT/HECTR 67 7 - 160 2,0 700 HECTR-
internes
Modell für
Konvektion

∆T Oberfl. -
Umgebg
=402K
α = 11
W/m2K

5

AEA/CONTAIN 28 4 1 74 0,75 200 keine Angaben keine
Angaben

6

SNL/COMPACT 31 4 11 221 0,7 418 Nusseit-Korr.
In Abhäng. v.
Flow Regime

α = 6 W/m2K 7

NNC/COMPACT 6 5 - 15 keine
Angaben

44 Tagami/Uchida keine
Angaben

8

AEA/MELCOR 24 7 - 65 2,0 124 keine Angaben adiabat 9

EPRI/MAAP 24 2 3 42 keine
Angaben

58 keine Angaben keine
Angaben

10
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Table B.1-2  Tielnehmer, Codes und Modelle fur die offenen Nachrechnungen des Versuchs E11.2
[participants, codes, and models of the open post-test analysis of test E11.2]

Institution/Code Anzahl der Nodes Strömungspfade Ansahl Wärmetibergang an Strukturen

Reference
Cont.
ohne
Kuppel

Kuppel Ring-
spait

Ans.
in
Cont
.

Druck
verlust-
beiwert

Wärme-
leiter innerbalb

Containment
sum Ringspait

BF/GOTHIC 41 6 9 97 1,2 - 2,8 156 Zeitfunktionen
aus MeBwerten

Zeitfunktionen
aus MeBwerten

KWU/WAVCO 26 5 6 80 1,0 - 15 144 WAVCO-Option Nr. 6

VTT/CONTAIN 34 12 6 110 1,0 - 20 250 Nusselt-
Korrelation

α = 6,08
W/m2K

AEA/MELCOR 24 7 - 66 2,0 oberes
Containment
20,0 Rest

124 Nusselt-
Korrelation

-
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Alle Rechnungen wurden mit dem von PHDR zu hoch spezifizierten Massenstrom und ohne
Kohlsystemwdrmesenke durchgefohrt

Figure B.1-1  Vergleich Messung - Blinde Nachrechnungen E11.2 Containment druck
[comparison of containment pressure - blind post-test analysis of E11.2]
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Alle Rechnungen wurden mit dem von PHDR zu hoch spezifizierten Massenstrom und ohne
Kohlsystemwdrmesenke durchgefohrt

Figure B.1-2  Vergleich Messung - Blinde Nachrechnungen E11.2 Temperatur +16.5 m
[comparison of temperature at +16.5 m - blind post-test analysis of E11.2]
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B.2 E11.4 benchmark [1]

Blind post-test calculations [1-3]

The E11.4 experiment contained a scenario that differed from the scenario of test E11.2.  Beside the
double duration of the test of over 56 h, compared with 25 h of test E11.2, the main difference
consists of the release location down on the 1400 level of the HDR building, for all injections.  Five
institutions, using 5 codes, participated in the predictions, as shown in Table B.2-1.  This exercise
should have been given the opportunity to check the predictability of the codes.  Unfortunately, the
steam release rates were incorrectly specified because of measurement errors as was revealed during
ISP 29.  In addition, specification of the subtracted energy of the measurement cooling system was
missing.  Because of this error, the results of the blind exercise can only be used as a comparison of
analytical simulations with different codes.  Nevertheless, the scatter of results even for the
prediction of pressure among the participating codes is significant [1-3] and is worth evaluating.

Open post-test calculations

After the correction of the steam release rates and specification of the cooling energy, the
calculations were repeated as an open comparison exercise.  Four institutions, using 4 codes,
participated, Table B.2-2.

Test E11.4 is also an important experiment for validation purposes.  Besides the formation of
temperature and gas stratification found in the E11.2 experiment as one possible behaviour of energy
and gas distribution processes under severe accident conditions, the other possibility of distribution
processes is the rather well-mixed behaviour observed in the E11.4 experiment because of a lowered
injection location.

Unfortunately, the specified steam injection rates for the blind post-test calculations of test E11.4 had
to be significantly corrected —as for all E11 tests—so that only the open post-test calculations with
the corrected steam injection rates and the now-specified subtracted cooling energy gave a reliable
basis for the comparison of calculated and measured results.  For all parameters—such as pressure,
local temperatures, local concentrations—good and up to very good agreement was achieved, Figures
B.2-1 to B.2-3.  (Reference 1 and the appendix of the ISP 29 report can also be consulted for more
detailed results.)  This agreement is valid for the peak values as well as for the time histories of
pressure, temperatures and steam and light gas concentrations.  Most of the participating codes and
users proved with their ASM their ability to simulate the processes in the containment during an
accident sequence with a lowered injection location.

B.3 NUPEC M-4-3, M-8-1, and M-8-2 Test [4,5]

B.3.1 Introduction

Only two computer codes, CONTAIN and MELCOR, have been applied to the NUPEC M-4-3, M-8-
1 and M-8-2 experimental analyses because the experimental data are still limited to propagate.  The
CONTAIN code analyses were conducted by the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the United
States, and the MELCOR code analyses were conducted by Nuclear Power Engineering Cooperation
(NUPEC) in Japan.  (MAYPHY-BURN, which is an original code of Mitsubishi Heavy Industry Inc.,
has also been applied; however, it is not included in this section because it is a proprietary code.)
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Table B.2-1  Teilnehmer, Codes und Modelle fur die blinde Nachrechung des
Versuchs E11.4

[participants, codes, and models of the blind post-test analysis of Test E11.4]

Institution/Code Anzahl der Nodes Strömungspfade Ansahl Wärmetibergang an Strukturen Raum-

Reference
Cont.
ohne
Kuppel

Kuppel Ring-
spait

Ans.
in
Cont.

Druck
verlust-
beiwert

Wärme
-
leiter

innerbalb
Containment

sum Ringspait
modell
siehe
Anlage
6.2.1-

BF/FATHOMS 41 6 9 97 1,2 -

2,8

157 Uchida-Korr.
* Faktor 3

α = 100 W/m2K
2

GRS/RALOC 48 7 5 184 1,0 -
15,0

158 Konvekt.:  Korr. Gröber et al.
Gasstrahlung: Korr. Schack,

Hottel, Egbert
Kondensat.  Fick’sches Gestez

3

KWU/WAVCO 26 5 6 80 0,5 -
0,85

145 Tagami/Uchida     WAVCO-
                              Opt. Nr. 6
Ab 88413 sek.
Im Sumpfberei.  WAVCO Opt.
α=α(t) vorg          Nr. 9

4

VTT/HECTR 67 7 - 160 2,0 700 HECTR-internes
Modell für
Konvektion

∆T Oberfl. -
Umgebg =402K
α = 11 W/m2K

5

EPRI/MAAP 24 2 3 42 keine
Angaben

58 keine Angaben keine Angaben 10
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Table B.2 -2  Teilnehmer, Codes und Modelle fur die blinded Nachrechung des
Versuchs E11.4

[participants, codes, and models of the blind post-test analysis of Test E11.4]

Institution/Code Anzahl der Nodes Strömungspfade Ansahl Wärmetibergang an Strukturen Raum-

Reference
Cont.
ohne
Kuppel

Kuppel Ring-
spait

Ans.
in
Cont.

Druck
verlust-
beiwert

Wärme-
leiter innerbalb

Containment
sum Ringspait

modell
siehe
Anlage
6.2.1-

BF/GOTHIC 41 6 9 97 1,2 -

2,8

157
Uchida-
Korrelation

α = 25 W/m2K
2

GRS/RALOC 48 7 7 184 1,0 -
10,0

158 Konvekt.:  Korr. Gröber et al.
Gasstrahlung: Korr. Schack,

Hottel, Egbert
Kondensat: Fick’sches Gestez

3

KWU/WAVCO 26 5 6 89 0,5 -
0,85

145 WAVCO-Option Nr. 6 4

UOM/CONTAIN 12 1 2 54 keing
Angaben

89 CONTAIN-interne WU-Korrelation
“Condense”-Option aktiviert

6.3.2-2
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Figure B.2-1  Offene Nachrechnungen E11.4 Druchverlauf im Containment

[open post-test calculations of the E11.4 containment pressure development]
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Figure B.2-2  Offene Nachrechnungen E11.4 Temperaturverlauf +16.5m (oben), +6m (unten)

[open post-test calculations of the E11.4 temperature development at elevations +16.5 m
(above) and +6 m (below)]
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Fi
gure B.2-3  Offene Nachrechnungen E11.4 Gaskonzentration +48m (oben), +31m (unten)

[open post-test calculations of the E11.4 gas concentrations at elevations +48 m (above) and
+31 m (below)
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The summary of the CONTAIN code analyses is extracted from Reference 6.  The MELCOR code
analyses were summarized from open papers presented at international conferences and from
NUPEC’s internal report, which has limited distribution.  (Refer to the compartment numbers in
Figure 4.2.1.3-1 of Chapter 4.)

B.3.1.1 Comparison between Experimental results and calculations

a.  NUPEC Test M-4-3 [4,5] gas–steam distribution test without internal spray

Helium Concentration Distributions

In NUPEC Test M-4-3 because of the large quantity of injected steam, the helium gas was well mixed
in the containment vessel.  Only six compartments had concentrations that differed from the
concentrations in the remaining compartments.  Three compartments (Nos. 8,15 and 21), including
the helium mixture gas injection compartment and those associated with the main upward flow path,
recorded higher concentrations than the remaining compartments.  The other three compartments
(Nos. 1, 16 and 22), which are complex-shaped and dead-end compartments, recorded extremely
lower concentrations.

The helium concentration distributions were in general well predicted by the CONTAIN and
MELCOR [7] codes both quantitatively and qualitatively.  In particular, the concentration transients
in the dome (No. 25) and in compartments Nos. 8,15 and 21 were predicted very well by both codes.
However there were large discrepancies for compartments Nos. 1, 16 and 22 in both code analyses.
The calculation results were 2 to 5 times greater than the experimental results.

A relatively large branching flow from the main upward flow path to the adjacent compartment,
which led to poor agreement with experimental results in compartments No. 17 and 23, was also
observed in both CONTAIN and MELCOR calculation results.

After the gas injection mixture stopped, concentrations became almost uniform in both calculation
results because of a continuous gas circulation in the containment vessel, whereas they were less
uniform in the experiment.

Gas Temperature Distribution

The gas temperatures in the containment vessel increased continuously till the hot mixture gas
injection stopped, and then they slightly decreased.  A small degree of thermal stratification was
observed during and after the test period, whereas the helium gas was mixed very well in the
containment vessel.

CONTAIN and MELCOR predicted the mixture gas temperature distributions well, both
quantitatively and qualitatively for all compartments, except for compartment No. 1.  The probable
explanation of the discrepancy in compartment No. 1 was the stratification phenomenon caused by a
weak gas current in the complex shape of compartment No.1.  The measured values in compartment
No. 1 might not have represented the properties, whereas the other calculations did.

Containment Dome Pressure

In the MELCOR code, using Uchida's correlation for steam concentration coefficients [8], the
pressure transient agreed very well with the experimental results.  CONTAIN also predicted the
pressure transient very well.
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b.  NUPEC Test M-8-1 [4]: gas–steam distribution test without internal spray

Helium Concentration Distributions

In NUPEC Test M-8-1 helium concentration stratification was observed during and after the test
period.  The injected helium gas accumulated mainly in the dome (No. 25), the gas injection
compartments Nos. 22 and 16, and these three compartments registered concentrations of up to 26 to
27 vol %.  The helium concentrations in the remaining compartments increased only by 1 to 6 vol %.

The helium concentration stratification tendency was well predicted by the CONTAIN and MELCOR
codes.  The concentration transients in compartments Nos. 25, 22 and 16 were well predicted by both
codes.  CONTAIN and MELCOR underestimated the dome helium concentration by 10% and 4%
respectively.  (See Section 5.4.3.2 for CONTAIN recalculation of NUPEC Test M-8-1 using the
hybrid flow solver to improve stratification calculations.)

The helium concentrations in the lower region were overpredicted by both codes.  However, because
of the very low concentrations and small volumes in the lower-region compartments, this
overprediction did not have a large influence on the concentration distribution but led to a slight
underestimation of the concentrations in the dome compartment.

Gas Temperature Distribution

Thermal stratification was observed during and after the test period.  Significant increases in
temperature were observed only in the compartments Nos. 25, 22 and 16.  The gas temperatures in
the first and second floor kept the initial temperatures, and a small temperature rise was observed in
the third floor.

CONTAIN and MELCOR predicted the thermal stratification tendency and gas temperature transient
in these three compartment well but overestimated the mixture gas temperatures in the lower region
of the containment vessel.

Containment Dome Pressure

CONTAIN and MELCOR both predicted the pressure transient tendency well.  However, CONTAIN
overestimated and, on the contrary, MELCOR underestimated approximately 10% of the pressure rise
from the initial pressure at the maximum pressure point, respectively.

The discrepancies in the MELCOR calculation results were relatively large, whereas in
M-4-3 test the pressure transient calculation results agreed very well with the experiment.  In M-8-1
test analysis, MELCOR distributed to the lower region of the containment vessel much more hot
mixture gas than the experiment showed, and the steam in the hot mixture gas condensed in the lower
region causing the rise in dome pressure to be lower than the experimental results.

c.  NUPEC Test M-8-2:  gas–steam distribution test with internal spray

Helium Concentration Distributions

During the NUPEC experiment M-8-2, since the high water flow rate of the dome spray produced a
well-mixed environment within the containment vessel, only the gas injection compartments (Nos. 22
and 16, which are dead-end compartments) exhibited higher concentrations than the remaining
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compartments.  Compartment No. 22 registered concentrations of up to over 50 vol % and No. 16
registered up to approximately 20 vol %, before falling back to the 12% equilibrium levels
respectively.  The other compartments exhibited a steady build-up of helium gas, towards a final
concentration level at around 12%.

CONTAIN and MELCOR predicted well the concentration transient.  Large discrepancies were
observed in compartments CV 22 and 16 and the complex-shaped compartment CV 1.  Especially, the
concentrations in CV 1 were less than 1% those of the experimental results.  However, in a case
where compartment CV 22 was divided into four subcompartments (see Figure 5.4.1.2-1 (b) ),
MELCOR predicted the concentrations in compartment CV 22 very well.

Gas Temperature Distributions

The gas temperatures in the containment vessel were decreased rapidly by the containment spray
water, except in two compartments, CV 22 and 16.

In general, both codes predicted well the tendency of the temperature distributions both in
compartments CV 22, 16 and other compartments.  Large discrepancies were observed in
compartments CV 22 and 16.  In spite of direct spray droplets impinging onto the pressurizer wall,
the gas mixtures in those compartments were not cooled as well as they were in the experiment.  The
spray impinging influence should be modelled and considered in an analytical model and analysis.
The temperatures in the dome were underpredicted by the strong cooling effect of the spray shower.

Containment Dome Pressure

The dome pressure transient is nearly as same as that of M-7-1 test results.  First, a rapid and large
pressure drop resulting from a spray shower, then a gradual pressure rise resulting from hot gas
accumulation were observed.

CONTAIN and MELCOR both predicted the pressure transient tendency well.  However, both codes
greatly overestimated the first pressure drop tendency because of an overestimated spray-cooling
effect in the containment vessel.

Well-predicted phenomena and discrepancies

Well-predicted phenomena are summarized as follows:

a. helium concentrations in released gas and in the dome compartment,

b. dome pressure transient behaviour,

c. helium concentration stratification phenomena in M-8-1 test analyses, and

d. temperature stratification phenomena in M-4-3 and M-8-1 test analyses.

Discrepancies are summarized as follows:

a. helium concentration in dead-end and complex-shaped compartments,

b. temperature in a complex-shaped compartment (this may be a question of the measurement
location and representation), and
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c. absolute value of helium concentration and temperature in the lower part of the containment
in the M-8-1 test analyses.

User-induced effects

In M-8-1 test analyses, differences in the noding scheme in the dome compartment showed a
relatively large influence on the helium concentration phenomena.  A suitable subdivision of the
dome was obtained after conducting the noding survey calculations by comparing them with the
experimental data.  This noding scheme was also proved to be suitable by a detailed analysis with a
field code.

It was proved that the nodalization technique is one of big user-induced effects.

Suggestion and models to be improved

A new flow solver and a noding idea (see the example in Figure B.3-1) were proposed as a result of
the analyses.

a. In the CONTAIN code, a new flow solver [6] in one flow path improves the calculation
results in a dead-end compartment.

b. Compartment subdividing in dead-end, complex-shaped and gas injection compartments
allows a better prediction of the experimental results [6,7].  In case of thermal and gas
concentration stratification in the dome compartment, subdividing in the dome could allow a
better prediction of the experimental results [6,9,10].

c. An analysis with a multidimensional code helps the idea of suitable dome compartment
subdividing [10].

B.3.1.2 Summary

In the M-4-3 test analysis, calculation results generally agreed well with the experimental results
because of the good gas mixing in the containment vessel.  Only in the compartments such as dead-
end and complex-shaped compartments, was a large discrepancy observed.  However, the discrepancy
was decreased with adoption of a new analytical model and with user experience.

In the M-8-1 test analyses, CONTAIN and MELCOR both predicted the thermal and condensation
stratification phenomena well in the containment vessel.  However, the helium concentrations in the
lower region were overpredicted, and this overprediction led to slight underestimation of the
concentrations in the dome compartment. (see Section 5.4.1.3 for CONTAIN recalculation of
NUPEC M-8-1 using the hybrid flow solver to improve stratification calculations)

In the test analyses of M-8-2, there were large discrepancies in the gas-released compartments both in
helium concentration and in the temperature of the gas mixture, though CONTAIN and MELCOR
generally predicted the experimental results well, both qualitatively and quantitatively.  The dome gas
temperatures were underpredicted, and this analysis led a large underestimation of the dome pressure.
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Figure B.3-1  Compartment dividing examples
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B.4  PHEBUS-FPT0

B.4.1   JERICHO and TRIO Analyses

The experimental analyses of PHEBUS-FPT0 test [11] were conducted with the JERICHO code,
which is a part of ESCADRE system (lumped-parameter code) and with the TRIO-VF code (Field
modelling code, calculated by a 3D model) [12,13].

The aim of this 3D simulation was to investigate the circulation flow patterns in the vessel first, to
better understand the reliability of a lumped-parameter approach of JERICHO [3] thermalhydraulics
and, more particularly, whether or not steam concentration gradients appeared inside the containment
and to help understand the aerosol depletion in the FPT0 test.  Because the A TRIO-VF [15]
calculation is very much time-consuming, we focused on the most interesting period of the
experimental transient: the major part of the steam injection plateau, by starting the calculation 20
min before the hydrogen injection phase, the period of decrease down to the steam injection plateau,
and the first 10 min of the latter.  After this phase, it can be assumed that the flow pattern is
unchanged.

The 0-D (JERICHO code) description of the PHEBUS-FPTO containment leads to a satisfactory
simulation of the PHEBUS FPT0 transient when use is made the Reynolds analogy for the
condensation flow rate calculations (Chilton-Colburn and Collier correlations); for example, shown
in Figure B.4.4.1-1 is the comparison of measured and calculated pressure for the experiment.  In
particular, the time history of the condensation flow rate, which in lumped-parameter simulation is
only dependent on the atmosphere-condenser mass transfer coefficient, is well reproduced.  Chilton-
Colburn and Collier correlations are justified, if one assumes that the Reynolds analogy is applicable;
i.e., the heat and mass transfer coupling is negligible.  Moreover, their application in the present case
implies that heat transfer is natural convection driven.

However, during the phase after the hydrogen injection, the condensation flow rate is more reduced
than in the experiment.  It is possible that, in the experiment, hydrogen had been stratified in the
upper part of the vessel, but no measurement (only one sampling line) sustains this view.

The Uchida correlation fails to reproduce the FPT0 transient.  In view of the FPT0 code experiment
comparison, it seems to be not conservative (lowest predicted steam pressure), in opposition to the
conclusions drawn in Reference 6 but, as we pointed out, the Uchida correlation prediction is
dependent on the steam injection history.

In spite of the complex flow around the condensers, the TRIO-VF calculation shows a mixed
convection flow pattern.  Natural convection is dominant in the lower part of the vessel and in
portions not facing the condensers.  The influence of the jet is dominant in the upper part of the
vessel and in portions facing the condensers. The axial velocity along the condensers is similar to the
one predicted by natural convection.

B.4.2  Field code analysis of Test FPT0 using GASFLOW

The PHEBUS test FPT0 and the series with the three stationary steam tests (A, B, C) were also
successfully analyzed with the 3D field code GASFLOW [17].  Because the condenser had a
controlled surface temperature, it was not influenced by heat conduction on the condensing surfaces.
This behaviour is true also for the outer-vessel wall temperatures that were kept above the dew point
during this test.  Condensation was modelled using the
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Figure B.4.1.-1  Jericho experiment comparison of FPT0 test total pressure

Reynolds analogy, with a refinement for a condensation enhancement that was due to a reduced
thicknesses of the boundary layer at high condensation rates.  We used the series A thermalhydraulic
tests to calibrate the condensation model in GASFLOW.  Using  this model adjustment, we also
predicted the pressure levels in the Series B and C thermalhydraulic tests and in test FPT0
successfully.  The condensation model calibrated with the series A thermalhydraulic test was then
also successfully applied for the re-analysis of the HDR tests T31.5 and in the analysis of HDR test
E11.2.

The PHEBUS test FPT0 was analyzed with GASFLOW for a time interval of 20 000 s starting
10 000 s prior to the hydrogen injection.  A 3D cylindrical model was developed for a 60° section of
the containment with 11 radial, 5 azimuthal and 38 axial nodes.  GASFLOW predicted the pressure
transient quite well , as shown in Figure B.4.2-1.  The prediction of the pressure decay during the
reductions of the steam source and its increase during the hydrogen injection are somewhat
influenced during these phases by a too strong blanketing of the condenser surface with inert gases.
Turbulent steam diffusion perpendicular to the main flow direction was underestimated.  It was
difficult to model for the PHEBUS test because the steam–hydrogen source was located in the centre
of the vessel.  Turbulence was difficult to simulate near the central singularity with
the cylindrical geometry model developed for the PHEBUS containment vessel.
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B.5 NUPEC Experiments M-2-2 [4]
(relevant separate-effects test)

B.5.1 Comparison between Experimental Results and Calculations

CONTAIN [2] and MELCOR code analyses [7,10] are summarized below.

The objective of NUPEC test M-2-2 was to investigate only the helium gas injection effect on the
natural-circulation phenomena in a test containment vessel, for comparison with the M-4-3 test in
which helium gas and hot steam were injected simultaneously.  The injection location was at a
relatively low elevation in the containment vessel, and the injected gas temperature was nearly the
same as that of the containment atmosphere.  Therefore, since the driving forces for the natural
circulation in the containment vessel were only the momentum of the injected gas and its buoyancy, a
less-well-mixed environment was observed compared with that of the M-4-3 test results.

Three compartments—CV 8, 15, and 21, which included the helium gas injection compartment—
recorded higher concentrations than the remaining compartments.  The dead-end and complex-shaped
compartments—CV16, 22, and 1—recorded extremely lower concentrations.

The CONTAIN code predicted (Section B.3.1.1) helium concentration generally well, both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The calculation results of MELCOR code were agreed very well with
those of the test by sub-dividing of compartments CV8, 15, 22 and 1.

A slight concentration stratification in the test was also reproduced well by both two computer codes.

B.5.2 Suggestion and Models

A new flow solver and a noding idea were suggested on the basis of the analyses.

1. A new flow solver [6] in one flow path could improve the calculation results in a dead-end
compartment.

 
2. Compartment subdividing [7,10] in dead-end, complex-shaped and gas injection compartments

could allow a better prediction of the experimental results.

B.5.3 Summary

In the M-2-2 test analysis, calculation results agreed well with the experimental results because of the
new analytical model or modified noding.  Discrepancies, which had been observed in previous
NUPEC's experimental analyses, were decreased with adoption of the new analytical model and with
user experience
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Acronym: Definition:

ALWR ADVANCED LIGHT-WATER REACTOR

ASM ANALYTICAL SIMULATION MODEL

ATWS ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM

BE BEST ESTIMATE

BMC BATTELLE MODEL CONTAINMENT

BWR BOILING WATER REACTOR

CEA COMMISSARIAT À L`ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE

CEC COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

CFD COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

CSNI COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

DBA DESIGN-BASIS ACCIDENT

DCH DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING

DDT DEFLAGRATION-DETONATION TRANSITION

ECCS EMERGENCY CORE-COOLING SYSTEM

EDF ÉLECTRICITÉ DE FRANCE

EPRI ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE

FAI FAUSKE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

GE GENERAL ELECTRIC

GPR GROUPE PERMANENT DES REACTEURS (FRANCE)

GRS GESELLSCHAFT FÜR ANLAGEN- UND REAKTORSICHERHEIT

(Company for System and Reactor Safety)

HDR DECOMMISSIONED HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR PLANT

HEDL HANFORD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

HPME HIGH PRESSURE CORE MELT EJECTION

IET INTEGRATED-EFFECTS TEST

IPSN INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SÛRÉTE NUCLÉAIRE

ISP INTERNATIONAL STANDARD PROBLEM

KWU KRAFTWERKUNION

LP LUMPED PARAMETER

LBLOCA LARGE-BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

LOCA LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT
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LWR LIGHT-WATER REACTOR

MCCI MOLTEN CORE-CONCRETE INTERACTION

NEA NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY (OF OECD)

NPP NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

NUPEC NUCLEAR POWER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

ODE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

OECD ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

PAR PASSIVE AUTOCATALYTIC RECOMBINER

PDE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

PHWR PRESSURIZED HEAVY-WATER REACTOR

PIRT PHENOMENA IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING TABLE

PRA PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT

PSA PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS

PWR PRESSURIZED-WATER REACTOR

RSK REAKTORSICHERHEITSKOMMISSION (GERMANY)

SAC SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENA IN CONTAINMENT (Task Group)

SBLOCA SMALL-BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

SET SEPARATE-(OR SINGLE) EFFECTS TEST

SNL SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

SOAR STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT

USNRC UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

VVER SOVIET-DESIGNED PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
(voda vodynoy energiticheskie reactor)


